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1. Introdution
In the twentieth century the ancient speculative question what the nature of matter is, was first time tack-
led systematically by experiments, that used higher and higher energies to resolve the building blocks of
matter on smaller and smaller scales. Since the late sixtiesof the last century subatomic particles copi-
ously discovered in these experiments could be ordered in anelegant group theoretical approach which
later due to its predictive successes and excellent resilience to experimental challenges was believed to be
the standard model (SM) of particle physics. The SM not only devised a place for all observed subatomic
particles in an analogue to the periodic table, but also successfully described the forces between these
constituents of matter on these small scales.

In particular the SM model can explain the masses of particles by the so-called Higgs mechanism.
The Higgs field vacuum expectation value provides a symmetrybreaking in the electroweak sector of
the model and gives mass to the observed particles. Also thismechanism predicts a remaining scalar
field, the Higgs boson. Its mass however is not predicted and bounds on its mass can be theoretically be
derived only indirectly. The Higgs boson, as the last predicted particle in the SM, is not discovered so
far, though it is searched for almost 40 years in experiments.

This fact is usually explained by assuming that the Higgs boson mass is higher than the energy range
of the experiments conducted. Therefore, the current and new particle collider experiments like the ones
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN (Conseil Européenne pour la Recherche Nucléaire) in
Geneva, aim to complete and verify the successful history ofthe SM with the exploration of the Higgs
sector in an unprecedented high energy range. The LHC is designed to cover the complete energy range
in which the mechanism of symmetry breaking has to take place. From the strong theoretical argument
of finite probabilities in scattering amplitudes the scale of particles connected to symmetry breaking must
be in the order of a TeV.

Experimentally the SM was successfully tested to a high degree without finding significant deviations
that indicate physics beyond the SM. There is however the theoretical possibility to introduce alternative
models of dynamical symmetry breaking that do not need Higgsbosons. These alternatives, which
comprises physics beyond the SM, would be discovered likewise in this energy range of the new collider
experiments, if realised in nature. This is often referred to as a no lose theorem [48], since either the
Higgs mechanism or its alternatives can be verified.

However, there is a third possibility which spoils this win-win situation, namely that the Higgs boson
escapes the experimental detection. With the Higgs sector still experimentally not explored, theoretically
many extensions of the SM are thinkable, which lead to consequences for the Higgs detectability and
search strategies. Some of them as the stealthy Higgs scenario pursue the very destructive ansatz to
present mechanisms of hiding the Higgs. In this thesis we focus on the stealthy Higgs scenario, asking
how would be the prospects to detect the Higgs at the LHC, if itwas not only decaying to an invisible
final state, but the invisible decay width becomes essentially a free parameter, too. Such a scenario could
turn out to be quite a nightmare for the searchers.

In Chapter 2 we set the theoretical framework of the Higgs mechanism, list some existing constraints
and give a review of extensions with focus on invisible decays that could influence the Higgs search
strategies. The experimental setup and details on event reconstruction are described in Chapter 3 before
we discuss in Chapter 4 the general picture of high energy collision events among which the invisible
Higgs decays may be found. The developed strategy for the event selection is characterised in Chapter



2 1. Introdution
5. Supplementary information is shifted to the appendices.Appendix A gives information about the
study of various central jet vetoes in detailed detector description and Appendix B summarises the steps
in optimisation of the multivariate classifier used in eventselection. In Chapter 6 the most important
sources of experimental systematic uncertainties and the impact on the result are estimated before the
results of the sensitivity study are presented in Chapter 7.This work is concluded in Chapter 8 with
the interpretation of the result in context of a stealthy Higgs model and previous or similar studies and
a summary and outlook in Chapter 9. For reference, the publication of the OPAL search for a broad
invisible Higgs at LEP, mostly done during this work, is included in Appendix C together with an attempt
to interpret this results in an extra-dimensional model is given in Appendix D.



2. Fundamental theoretial onepts for invisibleHiggs searhes
In this chapter we want to portrait the motivation for complementing the exploration of the Higgs sector
with searches for invisible Higgs boson decays. While− as we will see− in the SM the invisible Higgs
decays play no role, they can be first hints on the existence ofphysics beyond the SM.

We start directly with briefly reminding the reader on the canonical description of the Higgs mech-
anism which does not favour invisible Higgs decays, before we start to discuss extensions of the basic
mechanism. In this overview we thereby focus only on theoretical models that include the possibility of
a sizable branching of the Higgs boson into undetectable final states. While we will only quote some key
words and references for some of these models, we want to givemore details on two models that addi-
tionally predict a large decay width even for a light Higgs boson, below the W boson pair threshold. The
first is a model with Higgs graviscalar mixing in the context of presence of large extra dimensions and
the second is the so-called stealthy Higgs model, where the existence of a hidden scalar sector interacting
with the Higgs makes its decay width an effective free parameter. We argue that both models can lead to
an unfavourable situation where the visible search channels will lose much of their discovery potential.
Also these models have to be tested in order to answer whetherthe Higgs boson has escaped the earlier
searches at the LEP and TeVatron collider experiments. We will finish this chapter with a short overview
of the experimental status of searches for invisible Higgs decays.2.1 The Higgs mehanism in the standard model
The standard model (SM) of particle physics is an experimentally so far unchallenged prediction [130] of
the dynamics and particle content observed in the subatomicworld. It uses the language of group theory
which gives a beautiful representation of all particles found so far by the experiments, classifying them
as vectorial bosonic states accounting for the force carriers or as chiral fermions as fundamental building
blocks of matter.

With the exception of gravity, this model describes all particle interactions by local gauge groups,
which symmetries mirror the symmetry of the Lagrangian under these gauge transformations. In this
formalism the SM is contained in a direct product of groupsSU(3)c ⊗SU(2)Iw ⊗U(1)Y .

A non Abelian Lie group SU(3)c generated by the colour charges c represents exchange particles of
the strong force, formulated in the theory of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). The electroweak force is
represented in the unbroken phase by the the weak isospinIw groupSU(2)Iw together with the Abelian
group ofU(1)Y given rise by the hyperchargeY .

The electroweak sector has to be completed by a complex Higgsdoublet, from which a physical
state, the Higgs boson, should be observable in the broken phase of the SM. While at the energy scale
tested so far all particles predicted in the SM have been observed over the last 40 years, the Higgs boson
is still the missing piece in the particle puzzle.

Today, a detailed description on the SM can be found copiously in the textbooks of particle physics,
e.g. [87], at this place we want to restrict ourselves to the description of the symmetry breaking via the
Higgs mechanism in the electroweak sector. A detailed survey of this topic can also be found in recent
articles [62,146].



4 2. Fundamental theoretial onepts for invisible Higgs searhes2.1.1 Eletroweak symmetry breaking
The electroweak interaction can be described by a so-calledYang Mills theory or quantum flavour dy-
namics (QFD). in an unified way by aSU(2)I ⊗U(1)Y gauge group above a certain energy scale. But
as we will see, the symmetry of this theory is spontaneously broken. In the broken phase the carriers of
the weak force are the three physical weak vector bosons,W +, W− andZ0 and the photon mediates the
electromagnetic interaction.

The fermionic matter is divided into three families which are assigned a flavour quantum number.
For example the Lagrangian of the first family, which comprises of the left handed electron neutrino
doublet L :=

(νe
e

)

l and the right handed electron er is given by

LQFD = ēiγµ∂µe+ ν̄liγµ∂µνl −
1
4

BµνBµν −
1
4
~Wµν ~Wµν (2.1)

+ L̄γµg′
Y
2

BµL + ērγµg′
Y
2

Bµer + L̄γµg
1
2
~σ ~WµL .

One identifies the first four terms1) in Eq. 2.1 with the kinetic terms of propagating electron, neutrino
and the gauge fields connected to the hypercharge, Bµ and the gauge field of the weak isospin group, Wj

µ
( j = 1 to 3). To break down further the dynamics of the gauge fieldsone uses the following definition of
the tensor fields, Bµν = ∂µBν −∂νBµ and~Wµν = ∂µ ~Wν −∂ν ~Wµ + ig~Wµ × ~Wν . Here, the last sum term
expresses the self interaction of the gauge bosons. The remaining terms in Eq. 2.1 define the interaction
of the fermions with the gauge fields. The fermions couple with a strengthg′ to the weak hypercharge
fields Bµ and with a different coupling strengthg to fields Wj

µ of the weak isospin group.
As a local gauge theory the Lagrangian has to be invariant under the local transformation of its states

Ψ → Ψ′ = S ◦Ψ. Hence, the gauge fields in Eq. 2.1 have to be introduced into the theory to counter
the additional terms from the covariant derivative, that occur in the Lagrangian if the local gauge is of
the formS ≡ SU(2)I ⊗U(1)Y . The explicit form of this abstract rotation inχ(xµ) or α(xµ) as function
of the covariant coordinatesxµ is

S = exp(i
1
2

Ŷ g′ ·χ(xµ))×exp(i
1
2

g
3

∑
j=1

α j(xµ)σ j) . (2.2)

As one sees, the Pauli matricesσ j are the generators of theSU(2)I part while the hypercharge oparator
Ŷ generates the Abelian part of the transformation.

It should be emphasised at this point that the demand of localgauge invariance forbids the intro-
duction of explicit mass terms for the gauge bosons or the fermions, since those terms would spoil the
invariance directly.

The electroweak gauge bosons combine to eigenstates under the electrical charge in the following
way,

W±
µ =

1√
2
(W1

µ ∓ iW2
µ) . (2.3)

And the mixing of the remaining Bµ with W3
µ provides the uncharged mediators. Their mixing matrix is

determined by the value of the Weinberg angle cosθW :
(

W3
µ

Bµ

)

=

(

cosθW sinθW

−sinθW cosθW

)(

Zµ

Aµ

)

(2.4)

1) Many recent observations, e.g. of solar neutrino oscillations seen by the SNO experiment [15] confirm, that neutrino have
a small mass and hence an off-diagonal mixing matrix for neutrinos and right-handed neutrinosνr have to be introduced. For
that reason in a SM with neutrino masses Eq. 2.1 has to be expanded in principle by terms of the form̄νriγµ ∂µ νr, which we
decide to neglect here.
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In relation to the gauge couplings the Weinberg angle is given by

sinθW =
g′

√

g2 + g′2
or cosθW =

g
√

g2 + g′2
. (2.5)

The theory with the mixing matrix given in 2.4 is consistent with the observed electromagnetic
charge, if the following so-called Gell-Mann-Nishijima-relation holds true.

Qel =
Y
2

+ I3
w (2.6)

In this relation, the electric charge isQel depending on hyperchargeY and the projected weak isospin,
I3
W . The elementary charge can be expressed ase = gsinθW = g′ cosθW . The charged eigenstates W
and the neutral Z boson have been discovered more than 20 years ago at CERN. Their mass has been
experimentally determined quite accurately withMW = 80.4 GeV andMZ = 91.2 GeV [120]. The SM
therefore has to explain these masses without introducing explicit mass terms of the form1

2M2
WW+

µ W−µ

or 1
2M2

ZZµZµ , which would spoil the symmetry.
A further complication for a theory describing massive gauge bosons is the fact that these will have

a longitudinal degree of freedom additionally to the transverse polarisations. In high energetic W boson
scattering (Fig. 2.1) these longitudinal component will lead even at Born level to a divergent s-wave
amplitude. The divergence will inevitably violate unitarity at energies of approximately 1 TeV which of
course is not physical.

W W W+ + +

W W
W

− −
−

W

Z
Z

+

0
0

W

/
/

−

γ γ

W W+ +

W
W

−
−

Fig. 2.1:Leading order Feynman graphs for the longitudinal scattering of W-pairs. Such diagrams with
a s-channel exchange of a Z boson or photon will lead to a divergent s-wave scattering amplitudes for
energies of about 1 TeV.

It is the great merit of Weinberg [151] and Salam [139] to havedevised a consistent solution in
1967 for both problems within the SM, continuing ideas of Higgs and others [71, 90, 97, 98, 109] and
also Glashow [83]. The problem of unitarity violation can beavoided, if one postulated the additional
exchange of a scalar particle in the scattering. Such additional diagrams (Fig. 2.2) will exactly cancels
the divergent ones.

At the same time the interaction of gauge bosons with a corresponding scalar field, called the Higgs
field, provides an elegant mechanism to generate the gauge boson masses. The excitations of this scalar
field provide the necessary scalar particles, dubbed Higgs bosons.2.1.2 Generation of partile masses
The introduced Higgs field is ubiquitous with a non vanishingvacuum expectation value (vev). There-
fore, if the terms for the Higgs field are added to complete theSM Lagrangian, the fullSU(2)Iw ⊗U(1)Y

symmetry is preserved only for only one of the excited states,
(0

0

)

. Since the vacuum expectation value of
the Higgs is finite, the ground state is now distinguished, and exhibits a lower symmetry corresponding
to aU(1)Qel symmetry group. This reduction of symmetry by the Higgs vacuum expectation value is
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W+

W-

H

W+

W-

W+

W-

H

W+

W-

Fig. 2.2: Tree level Feynman graphs with the Higgs boson exchange thatcompensate for the divergent
longitudinal scattering modes and therefore, keep this scattering unitary.

called spontaneous symmetry breaking. Formally it can be described by adding a complex doublet of
elementary scalars together with an appropriate potentialfor these doublet fields to the Lagrangian. For
the choice of the potential one has to comply with the following conditions.

1) In order to break SU(2)IW ⊗U(1)Y , the scalar field has to carry non vanishing hypercharge and
weak isospin. Then the scalar field automatically couples tothe gauge fields. On the other hand
U(1)Qel should remain an intact symmetry, since it can be identified with the group of quantum
electrodynamics. Therefore, at least the component with non vanishing vacuum expectation value
must carry Qel = 0, and thus has no couplings terms, in order to avoid breakingof that group.

2) All interaction terms especially the electromagnetic self interaction are confined to mass dimension
4 in order to keep the Lagrangian renormalisable.

3) The aim of the spontaneous symmetry breaking is to provide3 longitudinal degrees of freedom for
the vector boson. Therefore, the scalar field must have at least 3 degrees of freedom.

Thus, the minimal realisation of the scalar fieldΦ that fulfils all 3 conditions, is a complex doublet with
4 degrees of freedom. Each component possesses hyperchargeand isospin:

Φ =

(

Φ3 + iΦ4

Φ1 + iΦ2

)

Φi real Y = 1, IW =
1
2
, I3

W = ±1
2

(2.7)

The Lagrangian is extended by the following terms describing the Higgs boson dynamics:

LHiggs = (DµΦ)†(DµΦ)−V (Φ) with (2.8)

V (Φ) = −µ2Φ†Φ+ λ (Φ†Φ)2 with µ2, λ > 0 and (2.9)

DµΦ = (∂µ −
1
2

ig~σ ~Wµ −
1
2

ig′Y Bµ)Φ (2.10)

The specific choice of the Higgs mass parameterµ2 > 0, and the self couplingλ > 0 which guar-
antees a stable vacuum, results in the widely known Mexican hat potential shape. For two of the four
components the potential is depicted in Fig. 2.3. Obviously, the whole potential is rotational invariant,
but picking an arbitrary point on the minimum circle (e.g. position of the ball in Fig. 2.3), one recog-
nises, that seen from this position the rotational invariance is lost. This represents a simple analogue to
the spontaneously breaking of SU(2)IW ×U(1)Y → U(1)Qel if the system contains a ground state with
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v

φ1

φ2φ2

V( φ)

/✓ 2

Fig. 2.3: Visualisation of the Higgs potential projected in two degrees of freedom. Though overall
rotational symmetric, the potential is not symmetric viewed from the position of the ball. The minimum
is shifted away from the origin to a circle with the vacuum expectation value of246√

2
GeV = 174 GeV,

which is remarkably nearly the top quark mass. The mass of theGoldstone bosons is proportional to the
curvature i.e. the second derivative. Therefore, the Goldstone bosons oscillating along one of the (three)
flat directions (in the picture along the circle ) remain massless. Only the oscillation against the slope of
the potential leads to a massive state, and the mass depends on the curvature of the Higgs potential.

non vanishing vev. The minimum of the total Lagrangian wherethe potential is minimised, is reached
under the condition

Φ†Φ =
µ2

2λ
≡ v2

2
. (2.11)

In this formulav = µ√
λ

is the non zero vev. Its value follows from Fermi’s constant GF = 1.167×
10−5 GeV−2 to bev = (

√
2GF)−1/2 = 246 GeV.

Using the freedom to reparametrise the Lagrangian by a coordinate transformation into the minimum
of the formΦ → 1√

2

( 0
v+H

)

then the oscillations of a physical state around the minimumare given by:

Φ(x) = ei~π(x)~σ
(

0
v+H(x)√

2
.

)

(2.12)

It is interesting to follow up what happened to the degrees offreedom during the reparametrisation. One
identifies three of them, namely~π(x), as the three Goldstone bosons [85]2) , that have to occur since the
global symmetry of the Lagrangian is broken. They are unphysical because they can be incorporated via
an unitary gaugeU(π(x)) = e−i~π(x)~σ as the longitudinal degrees of freedom for the gauge bosons.By
this the gauge boson are no longer massless, in accordance with the experimental observation.

The remaining fourth degree of freedom H(x) becomes after the reparametrisation mass depending
on the curvature of the potential and represents the physical Higgs boson. It has spin and charge parity
numbers JCP = 0++ and carries also hyperchargeY = 1, and weak isospin I3

w = −1
2 but no electrical

charge, Qel = 0.
Lastly, there are no explicit mass terms for the fermions. Instead so-called Yukawa couplings,λf,

which couple both the left handed and right handed componentof a fermion f to the Higgs fieldΦ are
introduced by hand in such a way that they yield the physical masses observed for the fermions. For

2) Goldstone’s theorem applies to broken continuous global symmetries. It states that whenever a global symmetry of the
Lagrangian is not simultaneously the symmetry of the vacuumstate, then for each generator of this symmetry which is not
annihilating the vacuum state, a massless scalar or pseudoscalar, so called Goldstone bosons, with the same quantum numbers
is present.
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example for the first family the terms of Eq. 2.13 are completing the Lagrangian3)

LYukawa= λeL̄Φer + λu q̄Φ̃ur + λdqΦdr + h.c. (2.13)

with q =
(u

d

)

l and the charge conjugated Higgs fieldΦ̃ = iσ2Φ∗, that is necessary to give mass to the
quarks that carry the isospinI3

w = +1
2. This procedure can be regarded as arbitrary since the SM hasno

predictive power for particle masses.
In a common analogue the attractive interaction between particles and the ubiquitous Higgs field is

compared to friction by which the slowed down particles acquire an effective mass proportional to v.
In the following, we summarise the effective mass terms thatarise from the Higgs mechanism.

MW = v
g
2

(2.14)

MZ = v

√

g2 + g′2

2

mf = v
λf√

2

MH = v
√

2λ =
√

2µ

The Higgs boson’s couplings to the other particles are proportional to their masses, so the Higgs boson
couples strongest to the weak bosons and the top and bottom quark. Using the vertices and the vertex
factors present in the Weinberg-Salam theory, there are thefollowing couplings to fermions and weak
bosons (V= W±,Z0) and Higgs self couplings:

gHff̄ =
mf

v
gHVV =

2M2
V

v
gHHVV =

2M2
V

v2 gHHH =
3M2

H

v
gHHHH =

3M2
H

v2 .

Additional to the trilinear coupling one can derive from theLagrangian , as we see, quartic couplings
of type HHZZ, HHWW and HHHH. But there are no couplings at treelevel to the massless photon
as HAµAµ or HHAµAµ . Thus the H→ γγ decay has to be mediated over quark loop diagrams and is
therefore strongly suppressed.Invisible Higgs and the SM
The possibilities for invisible decays of the Higgs boson within the SM are extremely disfavoured. The
only possibility is over the decays into two Z bosons which subsequently decay both into neutrino pairs.
But the branching ratio for a decay chain likeH → ZZ → νν̄νν̄ is depending on the Higgs mass and
anyway strongly reduced by the square of the branching of theZ boson into neutrinos. In most of the
interesting cases it will be well below a percent.

As one sees, the properties of the Higgs boson are completelydetermined as soon as its mass, which
is a free parameter of the SM, is known. As long as the Higgs mass remains unknown one has to describe
its production and decay properties as function of its mass.

3) Finite neutrino masses were not expected in the original SM,but these can be easily introduced into Eq.2.13 via the Higgs
mechanism and using the appropriate Yukawa couplingsλ/nu for neutrinos. The most simple way is to introduce Dirac mass
terms of formmDν̄lνr +h.c, between a right-handed neutrinoνr and the adjoint spinor of the left-handed neutrinoν̄l . If there
exist a left-handed(νl) and a right-handed(νl)

C Majorana neutrino the relation(νl)
C = (νC)r holds true. In general explicit

Majorana mass terms of form12mM(ν̄Cν + ν̄νC can be present in models with lepton number violation. In such models the
so-called see-saw mechanism [61] offers the theoretical explanation for the smallness of the neutrino masses.
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For the intended sensitivity study at the LHC we compare the various production modes of the Higgs
boson, which can be exploited in an invisible Higgs search. The cross section of the production mech-
anisms, namely weak boson fusion, weak boson associated production, gluon fusion and top associated
production, as function of the Higgs mass are displayed in the left part of Fig. 2.5. The k-factors, which
are defined as proportionality factor between NLO and LO cross section for gluon-fusion at the LHC at
centre of mass energy of 14 TeV are as high as up to 200%. For weak boson fusion the k-factors are
of the order of 5%. For W boson associated production, Z bosonassociated production and top quark
pair asscociated the k-factors are of the order of 20% to 25% respectively. The Higgs is predicted to be
produced at the LHC at the design centre of mass energy of 14 TeV abundantly by gluon gluon fusion
processes mediated over a top quark loop. This is the production process with by far the highest cross
section. This gluon fusion contributes, e.g. forMH = 130 GeV withσgg→H =47.44 pb [58] about one or-
der of magnitude more than the weak boson fusion. Though missing transverse energy from the invisible
Higgs decay is present, this signature alone will not be sufficient considering the hadronic environment
and other background sources of of missing energy in the detector to uniquely identify the event in such
production mode. Unfortunately, only production channelswith much lower cross sections are usable for
identifying subsequent invisible Higgs decays in the hadronic environment of the LHC. These are (see
leading-order diagrams in Fig. 2.4) the weak boson fusion and the weak boson associated Higgs produc-
tion and the production of Higgs bosons accompanied by a pairof top quarks, since all these channels
provide a topology that can be triggered in the detector.

Among these three production modes the weak boson fusion promises over a large mass range the
highest cross section and experimental sensitivity. But one can see in Fig. 2.5, that for light Higgs boson
masses the weak boson associated production mode still has arelatively high cross section. Therefore,
by measuring the missing energy and identifying a leptonic decays of a weak boson in the event, searches
in the weak boson associated production mode can contributeto the sensitivity for invisible decays of
low mass Higgs bosons. Searches for invisible Higgs decays in the top quark associated production,
try to identify the events by finding the two b-quark jets and one or two leptonic W boson decays from
the t → bW decays in the event. Also the searches require large missing energy. Experimentally in this
channel it will be challenging to tag b-quark jets efficiently. Searches in the top quark associated Higgs
production mode are expected to contribute to the sensitivity for invisible Higgs decays if the Higgs mass
is lower than 200 GeV.

The decay modes as function of the Higgs mass in the SM are shown in the right part of Fig. 2.5.
The hypothetical invisible Higgs decays (not shown in the graph since not relevant in the SM) would
compete with the visible decay modes of the SM model. How muchthe rates of the visible SM decays
are reduced depends on the beyond SM physics assumptions. The branching ratio of Higgs to invisible
has of course large influence on the detectability of the signal.

Fig. 2.4: Leading order Feynman graphs expected for the production ofthe Higgs boson at the LHC.
From left to right displayed are weak boson fusion, weak boson associated production, top associated
production and finally gluon fusion production processes.

To establish that the invisible decays stem from the Higgs and not another invisibly decaying particle
one needs to confirm the observation in as much as possible production channnels in order to identify the
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Higgs by its SM predicted ratios of abundance in the various production processes.
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Fig. 2.5: The mass dependence of the SM production cross section of theHiggs boson at a LHC centre
of mass energy of 14 TeV (left) and the SM decays of the Higgs boson (right). Graph taken from [62].2.1.3 Theoretial onstraints on the Higgs mass
Though the Higgs boson mass is not predicted by the SM, its value is not totally arbitrary, if the SM is
believed to be a physical theory at least to some cut off scaleΛ. In the following we give theoretical
constraints.

1) Unitarity
Scattering probabilities of any process must not exceed unity. Therefore, the requirement of uni-
tarity is equivalent toRe(AS) ≤ 1/2 in the s-wave amplitude. For example in the weak boson

scattering (Fig. 2.1) this yieldsAS = −GFm2
H

4
√

2π . One estimates as upper value for the Higgs mass

m2
H ≤ 2

√
2π

GF
≈ (850 GeV/c)2 . (2.15)

If the Higgs is heavier than that value, its regularisation of the amplitude will become effective
only after unitarity violation since the heavy Higgs is decoupled in the scattering. The mechanism
of regularisation of the amplitudes works always, if there are any counterbalancing scalar loops
present. The cancellation of divergent graphs is not depending on the specific mass of the scalar
in the loop. Therefore, we cannot derive a prediction on a lower value of the Higgs mass, from the
requirement of unitarity.

2) Triviality bound
The value of the Higgs self couplingλ (corresponding to the left graph of quartic Higgs interaction
in Fig.2.6) is subject to perturbative corrections. Neglecting for a moment loop contributions from
the top quarks, the evolution of the Higgs self coupling withthe energy scaleQ is described by its
renormalisation group equation (RGE) [62].

d
dlog(Q2/v2)

λ (Q2) =
3

4π2 λ 2(Q2) +higher orders. (2.16)
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With the reference scale set tov, what appears to be the natural scale of electroweak physics, the
solution at one–loop is given by

λ (Q2) = λ (v2)

[

1− 3
4π2 λ (v2) log

Q2

v2

]−1

. (2.17)

The Higgs self coupling varies logarithmically with the squared energyQ2. One can analyse first
the case where this equation is evaluated far below the electroweak scale. In the limitQ2 → 0, the
self coupling of the Higgs approaches from above zero, staying positive definite

λ (Q2) ∼ λ (v2)

log(∞)
→ 0+ .

But for the vanishing coupling, there is no interaction, which is called a trivial theory and the
Higgs would be massless. Obviously a trivial theory will notbe suitable to describe the Higgs
mechanism in nature.

3) Landau pole
For rising centre of mass energies the graph in the middle of Fig.2.6 is responsible for driving
λ and by that the mass of the Higgs to the highest physical scales, which is the Planck mass
(O(1019 GeV)). This divergent behaviour in the evolution equations forλ is called a Landau pole.
From a practical point of view one often demands from an effective physical theory to be free of
Landau poles only up to a cut-off energy scaleΛC.

Hence, varying to values far above the electroweak scale (Q2 → ∞) yields a situation where the
coupling becomes, in logarithmic increase though, infinite. By the requirement that up to a given
ΛC the coupling keeps finite, i.e. 1

λ(ΛC) > 0 we find an upper bound on the Higgs mass to be

MH
2 < 8π2v2

3logΛ2
C/v2 .

4) Stability of the vacuum state
There has to be a stable vacuum for the electroweak sector. Hence, for any evolution scaleQ2 the
positiveness of the couplingλ > 0 has to be preserved in Eq. 2.8 of the Higgs potential. So far
we argued considering only Higgs loop contributions but at least the Yukawa couplings of the top
quark, which are of the order of 1, play an important role in the one loop corrections toλ (right
graph of Fig.2.6).

In [62] we find the corresponding expression

dλ
dlog(Q2/v2)

≃ 1
16π2

[

12λ 2 +6λλ 2
t −3λ 4

t − 3
2

λ (3g′2 + g2)+
3
16

(

2g′4 +(g′2 + g2)2)
]

, (2.18)

where the top quark Yukawa coupling is given byλt =
√

2mt/v and calculation results depend
much on the experimental uncertainty ofmt . If we are interested to make a statement on vacuum
stability we have to evaluate the Eq. 2.18 in case of a small self-coupling λ , i.e. a light Higgs
boson. Forλ much smaller thanλt ,g,g′, the RGE simplifies to

dλ
dlog(Q2/v2)

≃ 1
16π2

[

12λ 2−12
m4

t

v4 +
3
16

(

2g′4 +(g′2 + g2)2)
]

(2.19)

and the solution [62], taking again the weak scale,Q2 = v2, as the reference point, where the Higgs
potentialV (v) is minimal, is

λ (Q2) = λ (v2)+
1

16π2

[

−12
m4

t

v4 +
3
16

(

2g′4 +(g′2 + g2)2)
]

log
Q2

v2 . (2.20)
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If the couplingλ is too small, the top quark contribution can be dominant and could drive it to a
negative valueλ (Q2) < 0. But if scalar potential becomesV (Q2) < V (v) by radiation corrections,
the vacuum is not stable anymore, since it has no minimum. Therefore, one gets a lower bound on
the Higgs boson mass. It should be larger than the value

M2
H >

v2

8π2

[

−12
m4

t

v4 +
3
16

(

2g′4 +(g′2 + g2)2)
]

log
Q2

v2 . (2.21)
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Fig. 2.6: Tree level Feynman graph of the Higgs quartic couplingλ (left graph) and its most important
radiative corrections (middle and right graph).

If one combines the demand of vacuum stability and a non trivial theory free of a Landau pole, the
strongest restriction on the Higgs mass will occur, if one postulates the validity of the SM up to the
Planck scale. In this case one would expect to find the Higgs inthe mass range between 130 GeV and
190 GeV. In Fig. 2.7 are shown the theoretical bounds as they follow from the evolution ofλ . the
calculations were performed withmtop = 175 GeV. If the SM is valid only up to 1 TeV, the Higgs mass
should be somewhat between 50 GeV and 800 GeV. With other words the observation of a Higgs boson
with 400 GeV would be consistent with a scale of new physics within the theoretical errors at about 10
TeV to 100 TeV.2.1.4 Hints on the Higgs mass from eletroweak preision measurements
Apart from these strictly theoretical arguments for the restriction of the Higgs boson mass, indirect
observations have been made. First of all these are the electroweak precision measurements. Though
several experiments contributed to a variety of precise known observables, the huge amount of data
collected by the LEP experiments has the largest impact on the precision of most of the electroweak
observables at the Z-pole e.g. the vector boson’s mass and width or partial width ratios or forward
backward asymmetries,AFB

4) , or contributions of (hadronic) vacuum polarisation to theelectroweak
coupling, or hadronic cross sections and many more. At the SLD experiment the left right asymmetries,
ALR

5) , could be measured at the Z-pole directly and very precise [131], since a highly polarised electron
beam of the SLC accelerator collided with unpolarised positrons. LEP data together with other SLD
measurement and TeVatron experiments contribute to the data with high momentum transferQ2 6) ,
which can be at LEP of order of several hundreds to thousands GeV2. Details on the fitted data is
found in the review article about electroweak precision data in [120].Assuming only SM physics the SM
parameters can be fitted for the best agreement with the observables. As an example how sensitive such
observables are, we take the very well measured masses and widths of the weak bosons. These values
can be predicted from corrections of the weak bosons propagator. Both, the Higgs and the top quark
contribute to radiative corrections to the weak bosons propagators on loop level. If the calculations to

4) One defines the leptonic asymmetry in the final state asAFB = σF−σB
σF +σB

, with σF (σB) being the cross section of thel−

travelling forward (backward) with respect to thee−.
5) With σR(σL) being the cross section of the incident right(left)-handedelectron one definesALR = σR−σL

σR+σL
6) In terms of the azimuthal scattering angleθ and the Mandelstamm variables one can approximateQ2 = t ≈− s(1−cosθ)

2 .
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Fig. 2.7: Constraints on the Higgs mass following from the energy scale Λ at which the perturbative
description of electroweak interaction in the SM is assumedto break down. Higgs masses in the range
between the lower and upper band are allowed. The width of thebands accounts for their theoretical
uncertainty. The evolution in energy of the Higgs self-coupling under the constraint of positive definite-
ness including top quark loop contributions yields the lower contour. It therefore depends also on the
knowledge of the top quark mass. The upper contour follows from the condition that no Landau pole
occurs in the evolution below the scaleΛ. (taken from [132])

loop level are known, the precision of the top quark mass measurement is good enough to search the best
compatible Higgs mass value and its uncertainties in a fit to data. Though the sensitivity is limited by
the fact that the radiative corrections by the top quark loops are a function ofm2

top and thus much larger
than the only weak logarithmic dependence from the Higgs mass in the loop, log(MH). The limits on the
Higgs mass derived from such fits may differ considerably by some factor from the real value, once it is
known, due to the only logarithmic dependence.

There exists also a number of observables from experiments like E158 and NuTeV(E815) at SLAC
and others in the lowQ2 realm. Such data consist e.g. of precision measurements of Møller scattering by
E158 [23], where in average the momentum transfer wasQ2 = 0.026 GeV2. At the NuteV experiment
[152] where muon neutrinos of energy were deep inelastically scattered at nucleons, low values down to
Q2 . 1 GeV2 could be probed. Other lowQ2 data from atomic parity violation or polarised deep inelastic
scattering experiments is also used in the fits [120]. The fit to the lowQ2 data is shown separately since
it prefers to be consistent with slightly higher Higgs masses as one sees in the distinct area in Fig.2.8.
The central (red) ellipse in Fig.2.8 gives the 90% CL contourthat is compatible with low and highQ2

data. A larger part of this contour had been already directlyexcluded by LEP 2. Obviously the best fit
prefers a rather light Higgs boson in the SM. But it should be kept in mind that extensions of the SM may
avoid the constraints to a light Higgs between roughly 80 GeVto 200 GeV imposed by the electroweak
precision data.2.1.5 Open problems of the Standard Model
As we have seen, the SM gives an elegant way to generate the observed masses for the vector bosons and
incorporates fermion masses, but in some respects masses remain a problem of the SM. First of all the
mass of the Higgs boson is a free parameter of the theory. A good model is expected to predict masses
for its content. Though this might be regarded a minor flaw in contrast to the success of the SM, we will
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list in this section some arguments that nourished the belief that the SM is only an effective low energy
description which has to be replaced by a physical more complex theory at higher scales.Hierarhy problem and �ne-tuning
As argued before the Higgs mass is subject to loop corrections on the value of its self couplingλ . In the
summation of the loop contribution two different types of loops are summed up, namely virtual boson
loops and virtual fermion loops. While the virtual boson loops (Fig.2.6, middle) are counted positive
and raise the value of the correction toλ , the fermion loops count negative hence limiting the radiative
corrections. On each order of perturbation theory the freedom in the choice of the Yukawa couplings
(here especially the top quark Yukawa coupling becomes important) can be utilised to tune the Yukawa
couplings to exactly the value where their negative loop contribution cancels exactly the positive bosonic
loop contributions. In that way one can control the radiative corrections to the self couplingλ to an
arbitrary level, which otherwise would result in a divergent contribution to the Higgs mass. Without
this so-called fine-tuning of the Yukawa coupling the Higgs boson mass would not be confined to the
electroweak symmetry breaking scale but would be driven by the loop corrections to the highest physical
scale which would then be the new scale of symmetry breaking namely the Planck scale. In other words,
the Higgs mass is not naturally protected by any remaining symmetry or some other mechanism derived
by first principles, but has to be stabilised by a delicate technical procedure by hand. The unexplained
feature of the SM that there is a such a huge difference in the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking to
the Planck scale of about 1016 GeV is often referred to as the hierarchy problem in the SM.

Additional to the parameters that have to be adjusted and arenot naturally in the theory, the SM
encountered further problems.
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If one uses the renormalisation group equations for the evolution of the gauge group couplings to the
highest energies, one finds that they will not unify in one point. This is contradicting the naïve expectation
that at a certain scale all physics can be derived from one symmetry group, which obviously cannot be
the SM symmetry group.Missing dark matter andidate
Since the results of the WMAP Collaboration in 2008 [99] indicated that 23% of mass and energy density
in the universe is nonbaryonic cold dark matter (CDM), it turned out to be problematic for the SM not to
provide a candidate for such a stable and weakly interactingexotic particle. The attempt to explain the
gravitational effects of the CDM with tiny masses of the relativistic neutrinos failed.Baryogenesis and strong CP problem
Another cosmological argument stems from baryogenesis in the early universe. In order to explain that
matter had been more abundant than antimatter, hence the universe after the annihilation today consists
of baryons and radiation but no more antimatter, Sakharov [138] devised already 1967 three conditions
under which such an outcome can occur. These conditions are

1) the possibility of baryon number violation

2) CP and C parity violation

3) a phase transition in which the interactions departed from thermal equilibrium.

It may well be that the phase transition from the electroweaksymmetry breaking was strong enough
to provide the non thermal equilibrium. The problem in connection to the SM is that baryon number
experimentally is conserved on the classical level. The possibility of baryon number violation via triangle
anomaly is suppressed at least below electroweak scale. Further the SM contains C and CP violation
(complex phase of CKM matrix) in the weak sector. Though it isproblematic that the observed CP
violation in the weak sector is far too small to explain the observed ratio of baryons to photons in the
universe [102], measured by WMAP as

nB

nγ
= (5.1+0.3

−0.2)×10−10. (2.22)

In addition the Lagrangian of the QCD allows CP violation butvery precise measurements on the anoma-
lous neutron magnetic moment indicate that QCD preserves CPto a very high degree of accuracy. This
exhibits a twofold flaw of the SM, firstly it can not explain baryogenesis and secondly it needs again a
high degree of fine tuning to render the sources of CP violation in the QCD Lagrangian ineffectively in
accordance with the experiments. This is called the strong CP problem in the SM.

The listed arguments among others are a strong motivation toconsider theoretical extensions and
alternatives to the SM though it has been very successful to describe the particle world in collider exper-
iments at the weak symmetry breaking scale.2.2 Extensions of the Standard Model and possibility of invisible Higgs
Some of the flaws described in Sec.2.1.5, lead to extensions of the SM or alternative models that intro-
duced new physics. In the following we sketch those conceptsthat via the new physics also motivate
enhanced invisible Higgs decays.
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The Haag-Lopuszanski-Sohnius theorem [91] states that themost general symmetry of the Lagrangian in
a four dimensional quantum field theory besides its internalsymmetries and Poincaré invariance allows
for a new kind of symmetry, the so-called supersymmetry [121]. Supersymmetric extensions have been
widely explored, indeed it became a popular method to solve the hierarchy problem without fine-tuning
to protect the Higgs mass by introducing this new symmetry.

Supersymmetry connects fermions with equally massive bosonic counterparts and vice versa, thus
doubles the particle spectrum of the SM. The consequence is that for each divergent bosonic Feynman
graph in the correction to the Higgs self-coupling an adequate fermionic Feynman graph with opposite
sign exists, therefore the divergence is automatically cancel in the summation.

All supersymmetric particles carry the so-called R parity number -1, while the ordinary particles
have R-parity 1. In many, not all, supersymmetric models theR-parity is strictly conserved. Obviously
there is no indication of a supersymmetric partner of the electron or muon, hence the supersymmetry
has to be broken and supersymmetric theories include a new scale of supersymmetry breaking usually in
the TeV range. Also the sypersymmetric group renormalisation equation lead to the unification of gauge
coupling at the grand unification (GUT) scale,O(1016 GeV) , which is widely regarded a strong argu-
ment that nature may be supersymmetric. The simplest supersymmetric extension is known as minimal
supersymmetric SM (MSSM) [67,116].Invisible Higgs deays in supersymmetri extensions
The Higgs sector of the MSSM consists of two complex doubletsand a vev for each doublet. Two
doublets are necessary to give mass to the up and down type fermions in this model. Since the two
doublets provide more degrees of freedom as needed for weak boson masses, the spectrum of physical
Higgs state after symmetry breaking consists of a light SM like Higgs (h) and a heavy Higgs (H) along
with a pseudoscalar A and two charged Higgs bosons H±. In a collider, supersymmetric particles with
R-parity conservation can be produced only in pairs. Decay chains of supersymmetric particles have to
end at a lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), which is stable and interacts only weakly. Therefore,
supersymmetric theories conveniently supply a candidate for the CDM in the universe. Which of the
supersymmetric particles occupies the place of the LSP in the sypersymmetric mass spectrum and with
what mass depends from the parameters of the model. In some cases this LSP is the superpartner of the
graviton (gravitino) or the superpartner of a neutrino (sneutrino) or a neutralino. For many parameter
choices the LSP is the lightest of the four neutralino statesχ̃1

0, ..., χ̃4
0. These neutralinos are Majorana

fermions originating from the mixing of the superpartners of the photon (photino), of the Z-boson (zino)
and of the two neutral Higgs bosons (higgsinos).

Decays of one of the neutral Higgs bosons into the LSP can occur depending on the masses, e.g.
h → χ̃1

0χ̃1
0. This would lead to a sizable invisible branching ration of the Higgs, though the invisible

decay width in this two body decay would remain narrow.
A recent more complex supersymmetric model on basis of the exceptional group E6, the so-called

E6SSM [94], provides in its low energy limit an extended Higgs sector and additional U(1)N group factors
to the SM gauge group, that give rise to novel invisible Higgsdecays. In this case there are 3 families of
Higgs doublets and singlets, from which only one family acquires a non-vanishing vacuum expectation
value. The other masses of the fermionic component of the singlet superfield of the remaining two
families are related to the vevs of the first family and these so-called inert neutralinos̃χ0

1,2 are naturally
candidates for cold dark matter in the allowed mass range below 60-65 GeV [94], since they are the
(N)LSPs for most scenarios. The model succeeds also to predict the correct spin independent elastic
cross section (O10−44cm2 via a Z-pole resonance, which would be very well in accordance with dark
matter contributions toΩM found by WMAP, and additionally the suggested limits on the cold dark
matter mass of 40-80 GeV, from the CMDS-II experiment observation ( [16, 94]). As there are light
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massive singlets states present the SM like Higgs can decay dominantly invisibleh → χ̃1
0χ̃1

0 and nearly
invisible h → χ̃2

0χ̃2
0 → χ̃1

0χ̃1
0ℓ+ℓ− with two soft leptons (invariant dilepton massmℓ+ℓ− < 10 GeV),

as well as mixed Higgs decay cascades intoh → χ̃2
0χ̃1

0. For some benchmarks scenarios withmh =
115 GeV andmh = 130 GeV, branching fraction of more than 95% into the invisible and into nearly
invisible channels are predicted, which experimentally are difficult to measure at the LHC. In particular
the invisible decays gain a branching in the range from 49 % to58 % for mh = 130 GeV and from 49
% to 83 % formh = 115 GeV depending on the benchmark point. The additional channels add a small
additional width to the total Higgs width, which, however, stays below 200 MeV.2.2.2 Hiding the Higgs
After the LEP experiments did not find a Higgs boson the LHC should clarify the nature of the Higgs
sector. As we have seen it is a peculiarity of this sector thatthe Higgs mass enters the electroweak
precision data only logarithmically. This leaves space forintroducing more scalar matter in form of
singlets. Singlets would interact with the Higgs sector. Such models were studied with some concern,
since it was realised that for example if such a singlet acquires a vev it can mix with the Higgs, which
would alter the Higgs observables. E.g. in [28, 117] some models where referenced that introduce such
phantom sectors [47]. The universal mechanism how the Higgssinglet mixing via a non diagonal mass
matrix dilutes the Higgs mass peak was studied. A simple scaling 1√

N
of the significance of a given SM

discovery channel with the numberN of introduced singlets that have masses in the mass range where
the channel becomes most promising is derived in [28]. The conclusion is that already three scalars, each
with the same mixing amplitude to the Higgs, and masses of 118GeV, 124 GeV, 130GeV will hide the
Higgs even in 100 fb−1 LHC data. In some other parts though the Higgs will still be discoverable.

In the following, we will name models that are physically motivated beginning with one additional
singlet and generalising later to arbitrary many singlets.Thereby we focus on models that force invisible
Higgs decays with gauge singlets and on models that contain an effective mechanism to provide invisible
Higgs decays due to the extra scalars.Invisible Higgs deays into salar dark matter andidate added to the SM
There have been attempts [40, 57] to minimally extent the SM with stable scalar singlets with respect to
the SM gauge group, S, suitable to explain the CDM content of the universe. The couplings of the Higgs
to these scalars should beO(0.1− 1) in order to provide enough CDM in thermal equilibrium. This
coupling may provide a large contribution to an invisible Higgs decay over a large part of the interesting
parameter space. Typically the interesting mass range in this model is given by 100 GeV< MH <200
GeV and 10 GeV< MS < 100 GeV. In Fig. 2.9, the ratioR = ΓH(SM)

ΓH(SM)+ΓH→SS
of the total SM Higgs width

to the width of the Higgs in the SM plus the additional scalarsS, for Higgs of mass 120 GeV and 200
GeV is shown (taken from [40]). The effect of the scalars becomes quickly less important as soon the
Higgs mass is larger as 2MW. For the light Higgs the phase space effects due to the threshold for decays
into S pairs atMH ∼ 2MS is visible in the left panel of Fig. 2.9. Also the coupling hasto be lower since
the cross section of the primordial annihilation would havebecome larger close to the Higgs resonance.Invisible deays of Higgs bosons to Majorons
The lepton numberL is conserved in the SM, so it can be thought of as protected by aglobal U(1)L

symmetry. In models that explain neutrino masses via the seesaw mechanism (sketched e.g in [61])
this symmetry has to be violated by the vev of aSU(2)Iw ×U(1) gauge singlet fieldσ . Accordingly, a
physical pseudoscalar Goldstone boson appears after the breaking which is called MajoronJ [50]. It was
early discussed [34, 60, 105–107] that this may lead to invisible Higgs decaysh → JJ (in MSSM also
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Fig. 2.9: Invisible decays in a model with a CMD scalar. The ratio R of the total Higgs width in the
Standard model over the same width in the Standard Model supplemented by the singlet scalar, plotted
as a function of MS. Left: MH = 120 GeV. Right: MH = 200 GeV. Taken from [40].

A → JJJ) since they interact weakly. Therefore, this would introduce a new source of invisible decay,
possibly enhancing the invisible decays of the Higgs in the MSSM. This additional invisible decay width
would be comparable to the SM width for a light Higg boson.Theory with 4th generation neutrinos
Besides from the benefit of explaining some astrophysical measurements [32], the introduction of a
fourth neutrino may provide enough CP violation to to fulfil the Sakharov conditions [102]. A fourth
generation neutrinoN with a massm about 50 to 80 GeV would be compatible with the measurements of
the invisible Z boson width at LEP, as argued by [32]. As before we are only interested in the implications
for invisible Higgs decays. These are indeed possible because the lifetime of the 4th neutrino is assumed
to be large. The contributions to the width depends then of the phase space available which result in the
following relation:

Γ(H → NN̄) =

√
2

8π
GFm2MH

(

1− 4m2

M2
H

)3/2

, (2.23)

wherem andMH are the masses of the neutrino and Higgs boson respectively.In Fig. 2.10, which is
taken from [32], the impact on the branching ratios of the Higgs in the interesting light Higgs mass range
is displayed for two masses of the 4th neutrino at the lower and upper allowed value. An interesting
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Fig. 2.10:Branching ratios of the Higgs decay modes into a hypothetical 4th heavy neutrino:
H → NN̄, bb̄, WW, ZZ, cc̄, τ+τ−, gg, γγ . a) m = 50 GeV, b) m = 70 GeV. Taken from [32].

comment is also made in [32] regarding the failure of LEP to find the Higgs. The LEP invisible result
interpreted in this scenario, assumingm = 50 GeV, corresponds to a lower limit onMH > 113.5 GeV.
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The LEP result in this scenario implies either, that the Higgs is heavier than this lower bound or that the
mass difference|2m−MH| is very small. In that case there would be a huge phase space suppression
for such a Higgs decay. In fact if the lifetime ofN is larger than the age of the universe astrophysical
constraints demand the mass difference to be less than 3 to 4 GeV in this scenario.

A very similar approach is published in [59] where in the needto have a WIMP candidate of mass
between 10 GeV to some TeV, a new fermion doublet and a corresponding singlet is introduced into the
SM. This results after mixing into the physical states in a stable and massive Majorana fermion. Since
only the mass of the new fermion enters as new parameter, it occurs a very similar possibility of strongly
enhanced branching for invisible Higgs decays occurs belowMH = 160 GeV.Generalised two Higgs doublet model with nearly massless invisible Higgs
In [76], the invisible decays in the class of two Higgs doublet models are further studied. In these models,
the SM contains two Higgs doublets, where one vevvφ of the doubletφ is used to provide masses
for gauge bosons, quarks, and charged leptons at the usual scale of electroweak symmetry breaking of
SU(2)Iw ×U(1). But in this model the true symmetry of the electroweak sector is extended by the discrete
Z2 symmetry toSU(2)Iw ×U(1)×Z2. Also 3 additionalSU(2)Iw ×U(1)-singlet right handed neutrinos,
NR, are present. This is done to present an alternative for neutrino mass generation compared to the
canonical see saw mechanism. Namely the vevvχ of the second Higgs doubletχ , which couples only to
neutrinos, is used to spontaneously break theZ2 at the very low scale of 10−2 eV and give masses of that
order to the Dirac neutrinos. The Yukawa couplings between left handed SM neutrinos and the extra right
handed neutrinos are proportional to thatvχ and combine them to massive Dirac neutrinos. In addition
to providing a new mechanism for generating tiny masses for the neutrinos, the model has interesting
implications for neutrinoless double beta decay, which is prohibited since there are only Dirac neutrinos,
and the Higgs signals at high energy colliders, due to invisible decays, as well as in astrophysics and
cosmology. The invisible Higgs decays especially for low Higgs masses (Fig. 2.11, taken from [76])
occur in the following way. As in the MSSM there is a heavy scalar which in this model is taking the role
of the SM like Higgs and therefore called h. And we find a pseudoscalar (A) together with the charged
Higgses in the spectrum. But the lightest scalar, denoted here by σ , is nearly massless (because of the
tiny vχ ). The lightest scalarσ is quasi stable or decays into neutrinosσ → νν̄ , which in any case leads to
a missing energy signature. As mentioned, h is very SM like with respect to the decays into SM particles
but the new channel which opens is the invisible decayh → σσ .

Starting from the most general potential for the two doublets which preservesZ2 symmetry,

V = −µ2
1 φ†φ −µ2

2 χ†χ + λ1(φ†φ)2 + λ2(χ†χ)2 + λ3(φ†φ)(χ†χ)−λ4|φ†φ |2

−1
2

λ5[(φ†χ)2 +(χ†φ)2] , (2.24)

one can calculate the physical Higgs mass states. It is handyto define a general Higgs couplingλ ∗ out

of the quartic couplings in the potential above.λ ∗ is defined to be equal to(λ3+λ4+λ5)
2

λ1
. Then the new

invisible decay width of the more heavy neutral scalar h can be written as

Γ(h → σσ) =
λ ∗mh

64π
. (2.25)

As Fig. 2.11 indicates, for some choices ofλ ∗ there is a substantial branching of invisible Higgs decays
for masses below 200 GeV expected.2.2.3 Extension with extra dimensions and Higgs gravisalar mixing
A natural way to avoid the hierarchy problem was proposed when inspired from higher dimensional string
theory, it was realised that the observed values of Newton’sconstantGN, corresponding to a tiny gravity
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in our world, may be explained by the existence of additionalspatial dimensions. Current precision
measurements of the inverse gravitational law by Cavendish-like experiments would allow for such extra
dimensions to be as large as in the sub-millimetre range [12]. Since this is very large compared to the
Planck length, these class of models comes under the name large extra dimensions, and the first model
introducing this ideas was called according its authors, Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali [24, 25],
the ADD model.

In such models the real scale of quantum gravity is lowered tothe TeV range very close to the scale
of electroweak symmetry breaking, which would not pose a hierarchy problem any more. In other words
no symmetries would be needed to protect the hierarchy between the Higgs mass at Fermi scale and
the Planck scale which would be the natural scale of symmetrybreaking, if radiative corrections to the
Higgs mass were allowed. In the following we will summarise shortly some important aspects of extra
dimensional theories before describing their influence on the properties of the Higgs boson.Geometrial reformulation of the hierarhy problem
String theory offers an alternative picture of the geometrical structure of the universe, introducing gener-
ically many extra dimensions. In such spaces exist embeddedsubmanifolds called D-branes according
to their dimensionality, D, on which particles described asstring excitations interact. The unobservabil-
ity of more than three spatial dimension so far is build into such theories by compactifying these extra
dimensions on a scale below detectability.

In models that claim large extra dimensions the D-dimensional world is geometricallyM 4⊗Xδ the
direct product of the Minkowsky spaceM 4 we inhabit and of an extraδ -dimensional spaceXδ , which
is called the bulk. Hence, the dimensionality D of the complete product space is D= 4+ δ .

The metric of the space hence factorises as the line element is given by

ds2 = gIJdX IdX J = ηµνdxµdxν + hi j(y)dyidy j (2.26)

with I,J = (0, ..,3+ δ ) with independent subspace coordinatesx on the braneµ ,ν = (0, ...,3) andy in
the bulki, j = (1, ...,δ ).

In general, each extra dimension can have individual extensions as long as these are undetectable and
also the size of the compactification volumeVδ is of choice. But the easiest approach is to describe all
extra dimensions on the same footage that is compactified to the same volume. A genuine choice would
be the torus,Vδ = (2πR)δ , and common extensionR. In that way the radius of compactification,R, as
well as the number of regarded extra dimensionsδ are the parameters.
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In the basic formulation of large extra dimensions the SM fields are confined to the 3-brane of the
Minkowski space. Gravity waves are allowed to expand into the bulk since they arise from the global
metricgIJ . This has consequences for the observed Planck mass.

Gravity observed in our 4 dimensional world is very weak. ThePlanck mass in 4 dimensions,MPl,
corresponds to the to the observed Newton’s constantGN via the relationMPl =

1√
GN

= 1.2×1019 GeV.

In the following, the reduced 4 dimensionally observed Planck massMPl =
1√

8πGN
= 2.4× 1018 GeV

is used. According to the Gauss flux theorem one can deduce from the surface integral of the flux the
magnitude of the chargeGN. In this case the incomplete integration of the 4 dimensional surface collects
only a fraction of the flux, hence concludes that the enclosedchargeGN is weak, henceMPl huge. But
the real fundamental D-dimensional reduced Planck massMD can be considerably lower since its value
would be known after complete surface integration. In otherwords the size of the compactified extra
dimensions volume blows up the value ofMD to the observedMPl.

M
2
Pl = Vδ ×M

2+δ
D (2.27)

In order to have not a big hierarchy one may wants to set e.g.MD = 1 TeV. In that wayR has to be from
sub-millimetre to a few fermi in case ofδ = 2 to 6 (δ = 1 is excluded since it would alter the gravitation
at solar system scales). SoMD replacesR as model parameter, which is chosen that the hierarchy between
weak and gravity scale is absent.Coupling between SM partiles and gravity
We sketch now (following [11]) how gravity in extra dimensions can be felt by the SM particles on
the brane. The key is to note that graviton components present on the brane can couple to the energy
momentum tensor. Thus, the action is the Einstein-Hilbert term in the bulk and a brane term containing
the SM gauge interactions

Sint =
M

2+δ
D

2

∫

dDx
√

|g|R +

∫

d4x
√−gindLSM , (2.28)

where for the bulk term the Ricci scalar curvatureR is found by contraction of the Ricci tensorR = gIJRIJ

in the D dimensions. In the brane term on the submanifold onlythe brane induced metric(gind)µν is
active in the coupling of gravity to the brane SM fields.

Since the gravitational field follows from the metric, one can expand the metricgIJ in case of weak
gravity around a flat metricgIJ = ηIJ + 2

M
1+δ/2
D

hIJ . From this expansion an endless number of Kaluza-

Klein excitations, the so-called Kaluzu-Klein towers (KK), describe the gravity in the bulk (details on
the Fourier expansion and gauge see e.g in [11] p.349).

hIJ =
+∞

∑
n1=−∞

...
+∞

∑
nδ =−∞

1√
Vδ

h(n)
IJ (x)e−i∑δ

j=1 n jy j . (2.29)

In Eq. 2.29 the gravity in the bulkhIJ with I,J = (0, ..,3+ δ ) is a superposition of an infinite number

of KK states excitationsh(n)
IJ , indexed with the excitation level(n). The Fourier expansion of the bulk

excitations has components in each regarded extra dimensions indicated by the sums running overn1 up
to nδ . As one sees the compactification volume enters in the expansion of states. The consequence is
that the density of Kaluza Klein states is very high, almost continuous in mass, since the mass of then-th
excitation is given bymn = n/R , if compaction on the torus is assumed. E.g. forδ = 2 andMD = 1 TeV,
the masses range is of order∆mn = 1/R ∼ 102mm−1 or 10−1 eV for δ = 6 is ∆mn = 1/R ∼ 10 MeV.
Also the graviton states tend to be very light and are very long lived (∼ 1010yr). The zeroth mode of the
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scalars should have mass of≥ 1mm−1 or 10−3 eV in order to avoid deviation of Newtons’s law on that
scale.

After unitary gauge these modes appear also in the Lagrangian, but now towers are present for various
spin configurations of the gravity fields. In the ADD model only the graviton (J=2) and the graviscalar
(J=0) interact with the gauge fields, the graviphoton (J=1) is not interacting with SM fields at tree level.
This can be seen when finally the interaction Lagrangian is written down. In the expansions of the gravity
restricted onto the brane the interaction reads

Lint = − 1

MPl
∑
~n

[

G(~n)µν − κ
3

η µνH(~n)
]

Tµν . (2.30)

HereG(~n)µν sums up the tower of gravitons by the indices of the states as entry of the vector~n. Like-
wise H(~n) stems from the trace of the tower of graviscalars, andT µν is the energy momentum tensor

constructed fromLSM. For convenience we also definedκ =
√

3(δ−1)
δ+2 . Important for the following is to

note that forδ ≥ 2 there is a tower of massive graviscalars with very dense mass spacing.
The massive KK modes of the graviton (J=2) were extensively studied since they could be directly

produced in colliders like LEP and TeVatron and would indicate the existence of extra dimensions.
Searches for graviton production yielded constraints onMD between 0.6 and 1.6 TeV. These constraints
are detailed listed in [11] depending on the assumedδ together with astrophysical constraints (which are
much less stringent forδ < 4).Invisible and broad Higgs in ADD
We will discuss only the graviscalar modesH(~n) since the ADD model provides a mechanism for a large
width of the Higgs by mixing with graviscalars explained in the following. To this end it is sufficient
to look at the part of the Lagrangian where the Higgs field mixes with the Ricci scalar. Effectively the
action is thus evaluated at the brane meaning thatR(gind) is now the Ricci tensor of the 3-brane andgind

the induced metric on this sub manifold

S = −ξ
∫

d4x
√−gindR(gind)Φ†Φ . (2.31)

Here, the strength of the mixing is the free parameterξ . One also a last time reexpresses the gravity
scalars by taking only the real parts~n in proper normalisation ofH(~n) = 1√

2
(s~n + ia~n) and after the usual

shift into the Higgs field minimumΦ = ((v+H)/
√

2,0), the mixing term in the Lagrangian becomes

Lmix = −2
√

2

MPl
ξ vM2

HκH ∑
~n>0

s~n . (2.32)

In [66] the evaluation of the Higgs propagator is presented,allowing additionally for graviscalar mixing.
It is found that the Higgs can acquire a considerable invisible width,Γinv ≡ Γ(h → graviscalar), mainly
because of the high density of graviscalars that give the Higgs a high probability for mixing.

Γinv ≡ Γ(h → graviscalar) = 2πξ 2v2κ2 m1+δ
h

M2+δ
D

Sδ−1

∼ (16MeV )202−δ ξ 2Sδ−1κ2
( mh

150GeV

)1+δ
(

3TeV
MD

)2+δ
,

(2.33)

whereSδ−1 = 2πδ/2/Γ(δ/2) denotes the surface of an unit radius sphere inδ dimensions whileMD

is related to the D dimensional reduced Planck constantMD by MD = (2π)δ/(2+δ )MD.
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Additionally to mixing, the Higgs can of course also decay directly into a pair of graviscalars. Ac-
cording to [66] the width is given by

Γ(h → graviscalar pairs) =
2
π

m3+2δ
h v2

M4+2δ
D

ξ 4κ4

[

πδ/2

Γ(δ/2)

]2

I . (2.34)

Here,I is an integral that has to be computed numerically. It has a very small value. Even for a large
ξ ∼ 10, it remains small like, e.g.I ∼ 0.011 for δ = 2. The value of I is much lower forδ ≥ 2. The
contributions of the direct decay into graviscalars can be safely neglected against the width from mixing
as long asmh is not larger thanMD. Even then it will be a small effect.

As one can see in the left-hand panel of Fig. 2.12, ifMD = 2 TeV,ξ = 1, a hypotheticalδ = 2 offers
the largest the branching into invisible graviscalars overthe whole range from very light to Higgs masses
MH < 2MW. With higher extra-dimenionality, the very light invisible Higgs becomes suppressed. We
give also impressions of the invisible width. In the left-hand panel of Fig. 2.13, a very light Higgs
MH = 120 GeV,δ = 2 andMD = 1 TeV acquires for risingξ a quite sizable invisible width, compared
to the MeV SM width, inO(50 GeV). On the right=hand panel for the extreme heavy Higgs mass
MH = 1 TeV,δ = 2, the total decay width into invisible states is plotted in dependence ofMD and for
various mixing parameter valuesξ . Clearly, the mixing width scales with the mixing strength but also
the closer the gravity scale comes to the electroweak scale the larger the invisible Higgs width becomes.

While in electron positron colliders the recoil mass spectrum can be reconstructed and hence exhibits
the total width of the Higgs, the width of the Higgs can be visible at a hadron collider in an invariant
mass scan over processes where a Higgs boson propagates in the s-channel as in WW-scattering. Further
it should be noted that the invisible width can be quite competitive even for a Higgs boson that can decay
into W-bosons. This width would reduce the LHC Higgs yield inthe standard observable channels (such
asWW ) by a factor of 1

1+r wherer ≡ Γinv
ΓSM

h
. Therefore, it could be necessary to conduct invisible Higgs

searches [18, 31] e.g. in the weak boson fusion topology whenthe canonical channels fail to deliver
a signal. For illustration purposes in the right-hand panelof Fig.2.12 contours ofr in the mh,ξ plane
are shown for a scenario withMD = 2 TeV andδ = 2. In parameter spaces where the invisible width
becomes considerably larger than the detector resolution it may also give experimental complications to
find such a smeared out signal over background.Dirihlet Higgs in an universal extra dimension
Even when the final state is not consisting of weakly interacting particles, a very large width can make
the Higgs unobservable in the detector. The following scenario may be an example. Recently, a model
[92,93] belonging to the class of universal extra dimensions (UED [133]) was proposed leading to a large
invisible decay width.

The model has only one extra dimension compactified on a line segment (scale lengthL) with a flat
metric. As typical for universal extra dimensions, the SM particles wave functions may extent into the
5th dimension bulk. In this scenario fermions and the Higgs doublet can be in the bulk, and contrary to
the SM, this scenario needs no Higgs potential, since a vev for the Higgs doublet is induced by imposing
Dirichlet boundary conditions7) on the ends of the segment. The wave function of the Higgs in the bulk
becomes a linear superposition of its Kaluza-Klein excitations, so a physical Goldstone boson is still
present in the bulk, though the zeroth mode in the bulk is eliminated by fulfilling the boundary condition.

Interestingly this model predicts a deviation of the top Yukawa λt to be smaller by 10%. With
respect to this deviation a reevaluation of the production cross sections yields that they are reduced by
19% compared to the SM. Since all production modes are affected in the same way, the branching ratios

7) The boundary conditions can be most general expressed for the Higgs doubletΦ as:∂Φ(x,± L
2) = 0 andΦ(x,± L

2) =
(v1

v2

)

.
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Fig. 2.12: Invisible branching in the graviscalar mixing model. Left:Invisible Higgs branching de-
pending onmh in a typical ADD scenario with large mixing (MD = 2 TeV,ξ = 1) with various extra
dimensionsδ . (taken from [81]). Right: Contours ofr ≡ Γinv

ΓSM
h

in the mh,ξ plane. From left to right

r = 0.1,0.25,0.5 and1.0. Fixed model parameters areMD = 2 TeV andδ = 2. Processes wit SM parti-
cles in initial and final state will experience a suppressionof the cross section in s-channel by11+r (taken
from [66]).

Fig. 2.13:Examples for the size of invisible width in the graviscalar mixing model. Left: Total invisible
width as function ofξ for a light Higgs bosonmh = 120 GeVin δ = 2 andMD = 1 TeV(taken from [66]).
Right: Total invisible width of Higgs boson into one and two graviscalars for the extreme assumption of
mh = 1 TeV. as a function ofMD for various values ofξ (ξ = 1 solid, ξ = 2 dashed,ξ = 3 dotted) with
fixed δ = 2(taken from [31]).
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stay unchanged. The higher KK excitations of the Higgs in thebulk can be directly produced by gluon
gluon or weak boson fusion.

While the SM electroweak fits prefer a light Higgs, this modelneeds a very heavy SM like Higgs
boson on the brane. Since this value is not depending of the Higgs self coupling (there is no potential)
but only on the compactification lengthL, there are no theory constraints by triviality or vacuum stability
for the Higgs mass. The mass of then-th KK excitation becomes a function of the compactification
lengthmKK = ((n + 1)π/L)2, hence the zeroth mode on the brane is the lightest SM like Higgs which
hasm0 = π/L. From the unobservable scale length follows that the Higgs zero mode has to be heavier
that 600 GeV. If one evaluates in this model the vacuum polarisations under the influence of the higher
KK excitations for the Peskin-Takeuchi parameters [124], one finds that such a high Higgs mass is not
contradicting the present electroweak precision data, butas in the SM, clearly the lower value of 600
GeV is preferred.

Concerning the decay of the heavy SM like Higgs, the decay into gauge bosons is of special impor-
tance. Since there is no Higgs potential this decay occurs only through gauge interaction. When defining
the ratio of the coupling WWH in this model to the SM byrWWH = 0.9, the estimate for the decay width
yields

ΓH→W+W− ≈ g2

64π
M3

H

M2
W

r2
WWH . (2.35)

Because of the large (> 600 GeV) Higgs mass, one expectsM2
H

M2
W

& 40−50. Therefore, one recognises the

width in Eq. 2.35 comparable to the Higgs mass, but certainlylarger than the SM expectation. In this
case the rapid Higgs decay or the smearing out of the Higgs will result in its unobservability.2.2.4 The stealthy Higgs senario
As seen above, the introduction of scalar gauge singlets into the SM leads naturally to invisible Higgs
decays. The decay width is depending on the number and density of such extra states. In the following
we now describe a model that generically generates invisible Higgs decays with arbitrary width since
the additional states are abundantly present. Though it is very similar in this respect to the Kaluza-Klein
towers, it extents the SM only minimal without assumptions on new symmetries or extra dimensions.

Since 1995, J.J van der Bij und T. Binoth together with collaborators developed this very simple
extension of the SM, known as stealthy Higgs scenario [36], that allowed quantitative statements on the
influence of a hidden scalar sector with strong couplings to the Higgs sector on the Higgs observables at
colliders. As the name indicates, the very pessimistic consequence for many model parameters will be
that the Higgs can escape detection at collider experimentssince the experimentally important signal to
background ratio decreases.Extension with a O(N)-symmetri salar multiplet
Technically, an arbitrary large number N of scalars, that for simplicity are called Phions,ϕ , extends the
SM. Since those phions are gauge singlets, they do not participate in strong or weak interactions. On
detector level they therefore remain invisible and therefore could also provide a CDM candidate. The
introduction of Phions inflates the number of parameters only in a minimal way. New parameters to the
model are the mass shared by all Phions mϕ , and the Phions self couplingκ as well as the coupling to
the Higgs sectorω . Thus, the SM Higgs boson is the only particle which interacts with the scalars.

Even if the Phions are strongly coupled to the Higgs and modify the Higgs propagator in the resulting
width, it is shown in [17,148] with a non perturbative calculation that the Phion bubbles affect the Higgs
propagator earliest on two-loop level. The analysis in [17]indicates that the first large effect of the phions
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to the electroweak correction will be thus at the three loop level. On the other hand it is known that in the
SM precision variables, like the theρ parameter or the Peskin-Takeuchi parameters [124], are only little
sensitive to Higgs mass effects on two loop-level. Consequently, the proposed extension with the new
scalars entering only at the two-loop level is not contradicting current observations, because those small
two-loop effects are currently well below experimental precision and do not influence the precision fits.
The scalar part of the Lagrangian (Eq. 2.1) can be replaced by

LScalar = LHiggs+LPhion+Lint .

The explicit terms read then

LHiggs = −∂µΦ†∂ µΦ−λ (Φ†Φ− v2

2
)2

LPhion = −1
2

∂µ~ϕ ∂ µ~ϕ − 1
2

m2
ϕ ~ϕ2− κ

8N
(~ϕ2)2

Lint = − ω
2
√

N
~ϕ2Φ†Φ . (2.36)

As before,LHiggs contains the Higgs sector of the SM with the vev of the Higgs causing the sponta-
neous symmetry breakingSU(2)Iw ×U(1)Y → U(1)Qel. New contributions arise from the Phions de-
scribed by the termLPhion. Most conveniently they can be collected in the N real components of
~ϕ = (ϕ1, . . . ,ϕN), which is the representation of a O(N)-symmetric multiplet. Further, the introduc-
tion of the O(N) symmetric multiplet allows for the use of1N expansion techniques. It is a desirable

simplification to forbid hereby a vev for one of the multipletcomponents< 0|~ϕ |0 > 6=~0. Since a vev
for the Phions would result in a non diagonal mass matrix, thephions would mix with the Higgs boson.
After the unitary gauge has removed the would-be Goldstone bosons from the theory, this mixing of the
Higgs boson with the Phions would modify the couplings of thelightest scalar to the gauge bosons. The
couplings of the lightest scalar would contain as factor thecosine of the mixing angle stemming from
the non diagonal mass matrix reducing effectively the SM Higgs production cross section given in Fig.
2.5. We will not consider this case and assume< 0|~ϕ |0 >=~0.In order to avoid a vev for the multiplet
we chooseω > 0, which leads to a new phenomenology, detailed in the following.

In LPhion, one identifies a kinematic term for the Phions and a direct mass term as well as the self
coupling of the Phions, which is suppressed by a factor1

N .
More interesting is the interaction part of the LagrangianLint, which couples the Phions to the Higgs.

After symmetry breaking, the non vanishing vev induces additionally an effective mass for the Phions.
The effective mass depends onω and has the suppression factor1√

N
. Thus, the total mass of the Phions

is m =
√

m2
ϕ + ω v2

4
√

N
. Additionally, sinceω > 0, the physical Higgs boson can decay invisibly into a pair

of Phions.
For the theoretical bounds of the model the renormalisationgroup equations of the model must be

inspected. These read ( [36]) with the definitionq = log(Q/Qre f ),∂q = ∂/∂q in leading order in1
N

(4π)2∂qλ = 24λ 2 + λ (12λ 2
t −9g′2−3g2) (2.37)

−6λ 4
t +(3g4 +6g2g′2 +9g′4)/8+ ω2

(4π)2∂qω = ω (24λ + κ +6λ 2
t )

(4π)2∂qκ = 8ω2 + κ2/3

(4π)2∂tλt = 9/2λ 3
t − (8g2

3 +9/4g′2 +17/12g2)λt

And with the shorthand notationgi = (g,g′,g3)i, the evolution of gauge couplings above can be sum-
marised as:

g−2
i (q) = g−2

i (0)+ ci/(8π2)q , ci = (−41/6,19/6,7)i(i = 1,2,3).
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The running of the couplings is determined, if we fix initial conditions atq = 0 by Qre f . = 2MZ as initial
point. In the scale evolution of the RGE for the Higgs self coupling λ now contributions dependent
on the Higgs Phion couplingω occur at the one-loop level. Ifω represents a strong coupling, the
negative contribution of the top quark Yukawa coupling toλ can be partly cancelled. Therefore, the
lower bounds on the Higgs mass are reduced asω increases, until the Landau pole is reached. While the
RGE for the most important top quark Yukawa coupling stays unchanged with respect to the SM, two
new equations govern the evolution ofκ andω . As reference scale in the evolution of the latter two one
fixesκ(2MZ) = 0, since this allows for the largest parameter space in the(ω ,MH) plane. However, as in
the case of the pure SM, the investigation with respect to vacuum stability and Landau pole behaviour in
the RGE forλ at a certain cut off scaleΛC yields boundaries for the Higgs mass which this time become
also a function of the couplingω . The upper bounds onω are inferred because only the coupling to the
hidden sector in this model can be strong but the Higgs self couplings should remain perturbative. These
boundaries are shown in Fig. 2.14. As before, the assumptionof validity of the model up to the Planck
scale sets the most stringent constraints on the Higgs mass.This would allow for a Higgs mass between
145 GeV to 175 GeV andω < 0.75. This small range is very similar to the range in Fig. 2.7 ifthe highest
cut-off is considered. The largest allowed range for Higgs mass and coupling coincides with a scale that
limits the validity of the model to 1 TeV. In this case,ω below 13.2 and Higgs masses between 77 GeV
and 483 GeV are allowed. In the case of non vanishingκ , the bounds are more restrictive, because the
Landau pole moves to lower energies as the coupling increases [37].

Λ = 10xGeV
ω

x=3

M    (GeV)H

Fig. 2.14:Allowed and theoretically forbidden regions in the parameter plane, inferred from the validity
of the group renormalisation equations of the stealthy Higgs model (taken from [36]). The evolution of
λ andω was fixed at2MZ by κ(2MZ) = 0 and thenω was varied. This choice guarantees the largest
possible allowed parameter range.Λ = 10x GeV denotes the cut off scale up to which the self coupling
λ remains perturbative. The upper right contours follow for various values of exponentsx follow from
the requirement that there shall be no Landau pole belowΛ. The lower left contours are consistent
with the demand that corrections toλ in dependence ofmt result in a positive definiteλ which yields a
stable vacuum state. Again assuming the validity of the model up to the Planck scaleΛ = 1019GeV, the
parameter of the model and the Higgs mass are most restricted(hatched region). Compare the analogue
Fig. 2.7
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To be able to study strong couplings and therefore rapid decays with large decay widths into the invisible
final state, the radiative correction occurring in the Higgspropagator due to Phion loops have to be
calculated in the limit N→ ∞. Sinceω can be non perturbative, the1N expansion technique is used.
Details of the derivation and the evaluation are given in [17,35,77–79,148].

If one is only interested in the effect of the broadening of the Higgs, further simplifications can be
made. One neglectsκ as a small effect and sets mϕ = 0. The latter is not really important because
results for the decay width can be easily rescaled for massive Phions with the appropriate phase space
factor [37].

It should be noted, since the Phions occur in the loop correction to the Higgs propagator, that it does
not matter for the result that in the limit N→ ∞ the induced Phion mass is vanishing. At this point we
give only the result of the modified Higgs width8) in case of the presence of Phions [36,37]:

ΓH = ΓSM
H +

ω2v2

32πMH
. (2.38)

If one has a distinctive Phions mass mϕ > 0, the formula is rescaled [149] according to

ΓH = ΓSM
H +

ω2v2

32πMH
×
√

1− 4mϕ 2

MH
2 . (2.39)

As soon as the Higgs is heavier as two vector bosons, the predicted SM decay width of the Higgs rises
strongly. In Fig.2.15 one sees the large deviation predicted by the stealthy Higgs scenario with respect to
the decay width of the SM even for very light Higgs bosons. Forthe intended sensitivity study we restrict
the parameter space by the minor assumptions ofκ = 0, mϕ = 0. This leaves only two parameters that
characterise the scenario. Because of Eq. 2.38, one can specify a parameter point or a signal hypothesis
in the model by(MH,ΓH) or (MH,ω). Also it was analysed [77,79] using the1N -expansion, which effect
the occurrence of a possibly largeω in the evolution equations Eq. 2.37 can have for the positionon
the Higgs pole. An saturation of the Higgs boson mass at roughly 800 GeV was found, while the width
became an essentially free parameter in dependence ofω . As a consequence sizable invisible width of
the Higgs is expected even if it is heavier than 2MW, which has to taken into account when searching the
Higgs at the LHC.Shaping the ross setion of the proess H → ϕϕ

When searching for Higgs bosons in the stealthy Higgs scenario, two strategies can be applied depending
on the value ofω . Because a very weak coupling to the hidden scalar sector would result only in a small
invisible width, which would mean a small invisible branching, the direct search for invisible decays can
be very difficult. In this case, indications for the existence of these scalars may be gathered by precisely
measuring the visible branching and compare them to the SM prediction. Though this indication is not
unique for the stealthy Higgs scenario (and still depends onassumptions on the Phion mass), it may
turn out that the size of suppression is more compatible to this scenario than for example the graviscalar
mixing.

As soon asω is strong enough to produce competitive rates or dominance of invisible decays, direct
searches can be applied. For light Higgs bosons, as in the kinematic range of LEP, this situation will
be realised for relatively small couplings. For the extended mass range the SM Higgs width can be
considerable and the reach for smallerω is limited.

8) In this context the pole mass MH and corresponding widthΓH is defined by the position of the pole in the propagator
evaluated on the real axis and not by its position in the complex plane.
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Fig. 2.15: Total width of the Higgs boson decays (dashed) for various values of the couplingω in
the stealthy Higgs scenario compared to the SM width prediction (solid) [36]. The branchingBR into
invisible final states is defined byBR = ΓTOT−ΓSM

ΓTOT
.

The cross sectionσinvisible of such a process can be approximated generically by rescaling the SM
production cross section (that are unchanged in case of no mixing with Phions) with the Breit-Wigner
function that accounts for the invisible width contributions of the Phions by the parametrisation of Eq.
2.38. In this formulasI is the invariant mass square of the decayed Higgs. The invisible part of the width
is denoted byΓ(H → E/) andΓ(H → All ) is the total width according to Eq. 2.40. So the relativistic
Breit-Wigner term scales with the invisible branching. Thedistribution of the invariant Higgs masses in
the broad Higgs goes along with their production cross section

σ(H→E/) =

∫

dsI σSM(sI)

√
sI Γ(H → E/)

π((M2
H − sI)2 + sI Γ(H → All )2)

. (2.40)2.2.5 Summary of theoretial motivation of invisible Higgs deays
In summary of this little overview we note the following:

1) Invisible Higgs decays are theoretically well motivatedin many models.

2) In competition with the SM decay modes, invisible modes can be dominant for Higgs masses
below 2MW. For some models even for higher Higgs masses the branching into invisible final
states can be considerable.

3) Invisible decays of narrow Higgs bosons occur for decays in only one particle with a given mass.
The experimental sensitivity of dedicated invisible Higgssearches, e.g. at the LHC should be
sufficient in that case.

4) Extremely broad (visible or invisible) Higgs decay widths occur for decays into dense spectra of
final states or due to the modification of the Higgs propagatorby the presence of such states. The
experimental sensitivity can be expected to be deteriorated severely at the LHC.
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5) Since in models which allow for broad invisible Higgs decay the allowed Higgs mass and width

of the decay can vary considerably, mass and width dependentsearches complement the dedicated
Higgs searches with narrow invisible width.

6) All experimentally disadvantageous effects are presentfor example in the very simple stealthy
Higgs scenario, whose parameters allow for a scan in mass andwidth. Therefore, the sensitivity
study presented here will focus on the stealthy Higgs model.Results in this scenario can be seen
as exemplary for the other and may be interpreted in similar models like the ADD with Higgs
graviscalar mixing.2.3 Experimental status of searhes for invisible Higgs deays

After having extensively motivated the possibility of various kinds of invisible Higgs decay signatures,
we give now the status of the experimental searches that consider such models.LEP searhes for invisible Higgs deays
At the LEP electron positron collider searches for the invisible Higgs boson decays had been performed.
Most searches made the assumption of invisible decays within the MSSM or exotic models like the
Majoron models. The final result (see Fig. 2.16) excluded an invisibly decaying Higgs boson up to
MH = 114.4 GeV at 95% CL [89]. That is the same lower limit as it was set bythe SM searches at
LEP. At LEP, the production of the Higgs in association with the Z boson was used to look for invisible
Higgs decays. The techniques of the recoil invariant mass9) spectrum of the Z decay products could
be applied since the beam energy of the electrons was exactlyknown. Indeed, since only narrow Higgs
decays were modelled, the sensitivity of the invisible searches became competitive to the visible searches
and bounded only by the kinematic limit of the LEP collider.

Additionally, the OPAL Collaboration performed a dedicated search allowing for a broad decay width
in invisible Higgs decays [10]. Here, upper limits in the order of 0.1 pb could be set on many mass and
decay width combinations, and also a part of the stealthy Higgs parameter space was excluded for masses
below 106 GeV andω . 6. Since the intended sensitivity study is trying to extend this search in the same
model, a detailed comparison will be undertaken in the interpretation of the results in Section 8.4.Di�ulties to �nd invisible Higgs deays in the TeVatron
At the TeVatron, the associated Higgs production is a promising production mode for discoveries. how-
ever, the signal to background ratio is much lower compared to LEP and the impact of systematic uncer-
tainties is harder to control. So far after collecting roughly 5.4 fb−1 of data [9], the TeVatron experiments
have not published any search for the invisible Higgs decays(see review in [120]). Searches using the
associated Higgs production, weak boson fusion, andtt̄ associated production are challenging since they
have to deal with a lower cross section than at the LHC and the collection of a large integrated luminos-
ity is needed. E.g. usingqq̄ → ZH → l+l− + Emiss

T for a Higgs withMH = 120 GeV at TeVatron, a 5σ
observation of the invisible Higgs boson is expected to be possible only with an integrated luminosity of
30fb−1 of data [117,153]. This is roughly three times the integrated luminosity that TeVatron will have
collected by the end of its data taking in October 2011 and that is needed to discover such a Higgs at the
LHC. Therefore, with the start of data taking at the LHC, goodexperimental prospects, and a wide range
of scenarios motivating invisible Higgs decays at hand, theinvisible Higgs searches will play a role in its
early physics program [7,29].

9) Therecoil mass is defined as M2Recoil = (1− 2EVIS√
s

)s+M2
VIS, were the visible decay products of the Z boson are measured

in the detector asEVIS andMV IS.
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Fig. 2.16:Combined result of the LEP experiments on exclusion of invisible Higgs decays. Using data
up to

√
s = 209 GeV, the lower mass limit was found to be 114.4 GeV(taken from [89]).
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3. The experimental environment
This chapter is dedicated to a short description of the experimental setup in which the sensitivity study is
intended to take place. This overview can by now means cover the details of the huge experimental efforts
at the the LHC comprehensively, for which we will refer to theliterature. Instead we will only focus on
facts that have some connection or give supporting information to the intended sensitivity study, e.g.
change of acceptance and efficiency by design differences invarious parts of the detector. We start with
shortly introducing the collider ring of the LHC before describing the most important detector elements
and the main steps of data acquisition and reconstruction ofevents.3.1 The Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
Located 100 meters underground near Geneva the large hadroncollider is a proton proton collider with
a circumference of 27 km. Since protons collide the emitted synchrotron radiation which is inverse
proportional to the fourth power of the accelerated particle mass is not limiting the accessible centre
of mass energy and the machine is designed to be operated at anunprecedented centre of mass energy
of

√
s = 14 TeV. As one conveys from Fig. 3.1 the LHC ring is the last expansion state of a refined

accelerator system of the ample CERN laboratory, consisting of proton or heavy ion sources, and pre-
accelerators, and storage rings that accumulate the injected current. The preparation of the proton beams
to reach the injection energy of 450 GeV is described in [72],we just mention at this place some ma-
chine characteristics of the LHC ring itself. For the acceleration the LHC posses 8 superconducting RF
cavities operated at 400 MHz.In order to be able to bend protons accelerated at design centre of mass
energy on the ring trajectory a maximal magnetic field of 8,73T can be delivered by each of the 1232
superconducting dipole magnets. A slice plane through one of such a dipole is shown in 3.2. The special
design of the dipole makes it possible to house the two beam lines, needed for equally charged particles
to revolve in opposite directions, in one cryostat that is cooled down to 1.9 K. For focusing the beams
additional 392 quadrupole magnets with a high gradient of 233T

m are used. In total the magneto-optics
that keeps the beams precisely focused and on the nominal track consists of 7000 magnets.

Depending on the number of particles in the bunches filled in the ring, an experimentally very impor-
tant quantity can be derived, namely the so-called instantaneous luminosity. The higher the luminosity
the higher the yield of inelastic interactions that can be recorded. The rate of proton-proton interac-
tions per second depends on the number of particlesNb per colliding bunch as well as on the number of
bunches in the ring arenb, and the size of the bunches given by their dispersionσx andσy and lastly the
frequencyf of the collisions. By design 2808 counter-revolving bunches of∼ 1011 protons each collide
every 25 ns (f = 40 MHz) in the LHC interaction points. Assuming equally filled bunches of protons,
hence the square, one expresses the instantaneous luminosity Linstantas

Linstant=
N2

b ·nb · f

4π ·σx ·σy
=

N2
b ·nb · f · γ ·F
4π · ε ·β ∗ . (3.1)

In the right part the beam dispersionsσx andσy have been expressed by the machine parametersε , the
emittance, andβ ∗, the beta function at the interaction point, as well as a geometrical factorF. The
gamma factor of the particles is denotedγ . The design goal for the LHC is to deliver an instantaneous
luminosity of 1034cm−2s−1.
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At four interactions points the beams collide and each cavern around these interaction points hosts

an large experiment designed to make optimal use of the delivered luminosity. These are two omnipur-
pose high energy detectors, namely ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Apparatus) [6] and CMS (Compact Muon
Solenoid) [49] that can record proton and ion run data and arecapable to cover experimentally a very
ample physics research program. The other two experiments have specialised research programs. The
experiment LHCb (Large Hadron Collider beauty) [21] will beable to investigate B meson physics and
study CP violation in that sector with high statistics and precision. The ALICE (A Large Ion Collider
Experiment) [8] experiment will focus on measurements withheavy Pb ions. In such nucleus-nucleus
collisions occur high values of energy density, which can initiate the formation of a primordial quark-
gluon plasma. These heavy ion runs will open a new window for the study of the strong interactions.
Some additional displaced experiments extend the possibility of measurements of physics in the extreme
forward directions close to the beam line, like diffractiveevents. One of these is TOTEM (TOTal Elas-
tic and diffractive cross section Measurement) [22] which consists of roman pot detectors±147 m and
±220 m away from the CMS interaction point. TOTEM measures elastic and diffractive scattering and
aims to determine the total p-p cross sections with a luminosity independent method. The other one is the
LHCf (LHC forward) [13] experiment located±140 m away from the ATLAS interaction point. LHCf
will measure neutral particles, e.g. to calibrate hadron interaction models of extreme high energy cosmic
rays. Finally to be installed during a shut down 2011 a small experiments called MoEDAL (Monopol
and Exotics Detector At the LHC) [125] will search for long-lived and stable exotic ionising particles as
magnetic monopols stemming from the collisions, using plastic nuclear tracker devises.

Fig. 3.1: The CERN accelerator complex shares infrastructures for the various experimental sites. The
not to scale schematic only displays the part of the accelerator complex used to fill the LHC ring. For
proton-proton collisions the LHC ring is fed with protons accelerated transferred from the source by
Linac2 (Pb ions from Linac 3) at a maximum energy of 50 MeV intothe proton booster synchrotron
PSB where they are boosted up to 1.4 GeV followed by the protonsynchrotron (PS) which gives the
protons energies of 25 GeV. The injection energy to the LHC of450 GeV is reached in the super proton
synchrotron SPS. The LHC can accelerate the proton bunches up to 7 TeV. By design the bunches collide
every 25 ns (40 MHz) in the LHC interaction points.
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Fig. 3.2:Section through one of the 1232 standard dipole bending magnets used in the LHC. The special
design house in one cryostat kept at 1.9 K two beam lines in which the counter revolving proton beams
are bended to the trajectory by the special field configuration.The LHC running
The operation of the LHC started on the 10th of September 2008 but the test phase was interrupted only
nine day later by an incident, in which the suddenly evaporating of the cold mass of a dipole caused large
mechanical damage. The subsequent intense failure study and repair efforts were completed in November
2009. Since March 2010 the regular data taking at a reduced centre of mass energy of

√
s = 7 TeV, with

having exceeded an instantaneous luminosity of about 2× 1032cm−2s−1 so far. There are also heavy
ion runs at up to

√
s = 5.5 TeV per nucleon, interlaced to the proton proton data taking. It is intended

to record an integrated luminosity of about 1 fb−1 of proton proton data per experiment until end of
2011. After that a shut down of 15 to 18 month will prepare the LHC to run

√
s = 7 TeV, at design

luminosity of 1034cm−2s−1 from 2013 on. This so called high luminosity phase will pose new challenges
on data acquisition since on average the remnants of 23 inelastic interactions are present in a detector.
Implications of such a level of so-called pile up will be explained in the next chapter. The intended
running for three years expects to collect 100 fb−1 per year and experiment. Further ahead are plans to
use the years after 2015 for a major upgrade of ring to the Super LHC (SLHC) and of the detectors [80]
to reach at least luminosities of 1035cm−2s−1 maybe from 2019 on.3.2 The ATLAS detetor
Before describing the general layout of the ATLAS detector and give details to some important sub-
detectors, we start with the definition of coordinates used in ATLAS.The ATLAS oordinate system
Positions in the ATLAS detector are given in a right-handed coordinate system with its origin in the
nominal interaction point. Thex-axis points from the origin towards the centre of the LHC ring and the
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y-axis is pointing to the surface. Thez-axis is pointing along the beam line.. More often the Cartesian
coordinates are replaced by the azimuthal angleφ in the x− y-plane, beginning on the positivex-axis
and the polar angleθ , beginning at the positivez-axis and the radiusr. The rapidityy is commonly
used, since it is Lorentz invariant under boosts inz-directions and becomes conveniently to describes
properties of particles produced in strong interactions. Its definition for a particle with the energyE and
a momentumpz in thez-direction is

y =
1
2

(

E − pz

E + pz

)

. (3.2)

Especially if the momenta are so high that the mass can be safely neglected, as it is commonly the case
for the LHC, the equation simplifies to the definition of the so-called pseudorapidityη with

η = − ln

(

tan

(

θ
2

))

. (3.3)

The polar angle of 90◦ is equivalent toη = 0 and is often referred to as ’central’ w.r.t. to the detector.
The exact beam axis corresponds toη = ±∞ and is referred to as ’forward’ or ’ backward’ direction
in the detector. Therefore, positions in ATLAS will be givenin η ,φ and r or z. For the physics the
latter are of minor importance because thepz of the colliding partons in the protons is unknown and the
centre of mass system of the collision is undetermined. The only defined and conserved initial condition
in the colliding proton system is that the transverse momenta vanish. Therefore, in ATLAS transverse
observables (defined in thex−y-plane) are extensively used. e.g the transverse momentumpT or missing
transverse energyEmiss

T . Spatial distances are often given in theη ,φ space as∆R =
√

∆η + ∆φ .
ATLAS uses an uniform magnetic field in the tracking system tomeasure the particle momenta. The

helical charged particles trajectories are described by the following parameters: momentumpT w.r.t.
the beam, and the point of the closest approach of the track tothe beam axisd0, which is the impact
parameter of the track, andφ0 = tan−1 py

px
at the transverse impact parameter, and cotθ = pz

pT
, and lastly

z0 the location of the transverse impact parameter inz.3.2.1 General building sheme of ATLAS detetor
An overview of the ATLAS detector is shown in Fig. 3.3. Its overall dimensions are 44 m long and 25
m in diameter with a total weight of approximately 7000t. For the precise measurement of collision
events the ATLAS detector provides coverage of a large fraction of the solid angle, which is almost full
azimuthal angle symmetry and coverage without cracks and large acceptance in pseudorapidity about
4.9. In detector components closer to the beam line the particle flux can be very large so that in particular
radiation hardness of the components is required. The occupancy of the detector is also large because if
one assumes collisions every 25 ns, producing relativisticparticles that would move approximately 7.5 m
in the detector in average particles of 2 or 3 bunch crossing can be expected to be present in the detector
volume.

Beginning from the beam line the three main sub-components are

1) the inner detector, which is used for tracking and particle identification,

2) next the calorimeter to determine electromagnetic and hadronic energies allowing for reconstruc-
tion of jets, which are coherent and locally confined sprays of particles stemming from decays of a
hadronic particle, and the determination ofEmiss

T in the event and identifying electrons and photons

3) and lastly the muon spectrometer system which triggers onmuons and measures momenta of the
high energetic muons that transverse the inner detector andcalorimeter.
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Another characteristic design principle of the detector isthat each subsystem is divided into a cylin-
drical barrel part and two adjacent end-caps or wheel structures next to the barrel. The sub-detector
designs in end-cap and barrel can differ and also the transition regions contain inactive material and sup-
port structures and place a discontinuity, which results inlower efficiencies of measurements near this
transition regions.3.2.2 Magneti �elds for momentum measurements in ATLAS
Momenta of charged particles can be measured by the sagitta of their trajectory that is bended by the
Lorentz force in a magnetic field. ATLAS uses two magnetic fields for this purpose. First the inner
detector is placed completely in a superconducting solenoid which is cooled down to 4.9 K, producing
an almost uniform 2 T field along the beam axis. Particles withless than 500 MeV will curl in such a
strong field that they cannot be measured by the inner detector. To save material place in front of the
calorimeter that deteriorates the energy measurement in the calorimeter, the solenoid uses the cryostat
of the surrounding calorimeter and the iron absorber structures as flux return yoke. The second field is
produced by 8 large air core toroid superconducting magnetswhich entered the acronym of ATLAS. The
coil in the barrel are 25 m long and in the end cap 5 m long, wherethey are also housed in the same
cryostat placed behind the calorimeter end-caps. The wholetoroidal magnetic field is inserted into the
muon system where it provides the bending of high energetic muon up to∼ 3 TeV in ther− z-plane.
The field lines are a torus around the beam line andφ -symmetric. Since there are strong radial forces the
support structures of the coils must be strong. The field is not perfectly uniform. It varies in the barrel
(|η | < 1.4) between 0.2 T and 2.5 T the smaller coils in the caps (1.6 < |η | < 1.7) produce 0.2 T and
3.5 T field. but due to interference of the overlapping fields in the transition region (1.4 < |η | < 1.6)
the field strength is reduced there. Nevertheless the field configuration is almost orthogonal to the muon
trajectories and the use of air coil toroids minimises the distortion of the resolution by multiple scattering
of the muons.3.2.3 Inner detetor
The cylindrical inner detector (ID) with the measures from radiusr = 50.5mm to r = 1.15m and a length
of 7m, is completely placed inside the 2 T solenoid. The ID provides the tracking with the requirement
of good charged particles momentum resolution (forpT > 0.5 GeV). The tracking of charged particles
is possible with the ID in the range|η | < 2.5. The detection efficiency has to be high and the innermost
vertex detector has to be able to resolve secondary vertices, which are typical for decays of particles with
longer lifetime as the tau lepton or B mesons. The identification of a secondary vertex aids offline recon-
struction of tau lepton or flavour tagging of jets. Also good vertex resolution is needed to discriminate the
inevitable present tracks of pile up events from the tracks of the physical interesting events. Therefore,
the vertex detector is placed directly at the beam line. Multiple scattering of charged particles is reduced
to the minimum in this way, since it can only happen in the beampipe wall and the ID support structures.
Also the vertex detector is designed as very high resolving pixel detector. If the LHC is in 25 ns bunch
spacing mode one expects in the order of 1000 charged particles per bunch crossing in the|η | < 2.5
acceptance range of the ID. Therefore, in order to have a low occupancy in the vertex detector and a high
precision position of the 3 points of the emerging tracks, the pixel detector has to have high granularity.
The more the detector elements are located at larger radii the more coarse the sensor segmentation can be,
since the density of tracks is lower. Hence the next vertex detector called semiconductor tracker (SCT)
using stereo pairs of silicon micro-strip sensors measuring up to four additional track points with radii
betweenr = 30cm to r = 53cm. Both precision trackers contribute to the secondary vertex recognition.
Lastly the ID is completed by a transition radiation tracker(TRT). The straw-tubes in this detector add
many additional points, typically 36 per track, of the trajectories but provides onlyr−φ information. But
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Fig. 3.3:Cut away picture of the complete ATLAS detector.

the combination of many TRT hits at outer radii representinga large lever arm with the precision tracker
hits give a very robust pattern recognition and precision inr−φ andz coordinates. Also the Cherenkov
light yield in the tubes can be used for discrimination between particles like pions and electrons. A
segment of the barrel part of the ID is shown in Fig. 3.4. The radii occupied by the three components
pixel, semiconductor tracker and the TRT are indicated. Thewhole material budget of the inner detec-
tor, concerning on-board electronics sensors material andthe support structures, was minimised in order
to reduce multiple scattering and showering of particles before the calorimeters. Besides the displayed
barrel the pixel detector and the SCT have additional discs in the end-caps to provide the acceptance in
forward and backward directions. The detailed design is described in [1,6].

The overall expected resolution for tracks by the ID is estimated [2] as

σ(d0) = 11⊕ 73
pT
GeV

√
sinθ

(µm) (3.4)

σ(z0) = 87⊕ 115
pT
GeV

√
sin3θ

(µm) . (3.5)

and the single particle momentum resolution achieved is

∆pT

pT
= 5·10−5 pT

GeV
⊕0.01. (3.6)

The combined inner detector system also guarantees a high tracking efficiency ofεtrack > 90% for pions
andεtrack > 99% for muons within the acceptance of|η | < 2.5.
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Fig. 3.4: ID segment consisting of the pixel and semiconductor precision trackers and the transition
radiation tracker. Displayed are the end-cap disc of the pixel and SCT detector at the left and a part of
the barrel can be seen in the right part. The TRT end cap is limited to|η |< 2. For illustration to example
tracks ofpT = 10 GeV undistorted by the magnetic field are shown atη = 1.4 andη = 2.2. The former
track is measured in50×400µm2 sized pixels in three layers before traversing the 4 stereo double layers
of silicon micro-strips with a pitch of80µm in barrel and discs. Finally in the TRT typically 30-40 of the
4mm drift tubes respond to the traversing track. The later track withη > 2 will only be measured in the
precision trackers.Pixel vertex detetor
The innermost pixel detector [4] covers a pseudorapidity of|η | < 2.5 and consists of three layers of
sensor modules in the barrel and three discs equipped with modules in the end-cap structures. The layers
in the barrel are located atr = 5.05cm, andr = 8.85cm, andr = 12.25cm and comprise of 1456 modules.
On each of the discs 48 modules are assembled and the discs areat z = ±49.5cm, andz = ±58.0cm, and
z = ±65.0cm. In total there are 1744 modules installed in the pixel detector. On each of these modules
the sensor array is read out by 16 customised design front endchips, from which each is connected to
the 18× 168 pixels. Therefore, the 1744 modules contain each 47232 pixels. Since some pixel at the
edges are chained to one read out channel of the front end chips, one module has in total 46080 read
out channels. This results in more than 80 million channels for the pixel detector. The pixel detector
has more channels than all other sub-detectors together. The power consumptions of the electronics is so
large that a special cooling system has to be installed in thepixel detector.

The pixel themselves are small enough to provide low occupancy, few double hits and high precision
position measurement. A sensor pixel has the measure of 50×400µm2. It acts as a pn junction or diode
which is depleted by high voltage. If an ionising particle enters the sensor electron hole pairs are created
in the silicon. The electrons drift to the cathode side of thejunction and are collected at special small
bump bonds that build the connection to the readout chips. The intrinsic spatial resolution reached is
10µm in r− φ and 115µm in z direction for the barrel. On the discs the resolution is likewise 10µm in
r−φ and 105µm in ther coordinate.
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The second precision tracker, which can give spatial coordinates is the SCT. It occupies the space between
r = 30cm andr = 52cm. Since it is more far away from the interaction point in radius the track density
is lower and hence, the segmentation is chosen to be more coarse and the resulting precision reaches not
quite the pixel detector precision. The SCT is designed as a silicon micro-strip detector. Likewise the
pixel detector it has a barrel part with for 4 layers, detecting tracks within|η | < 1.4, and 9 disks with
modules covering the region|η | < 2.5. in each end-cap.A module is consisting of 4 silicon sensors. A
silicon sensor is 6.4×6.4cm2 (in the barrel) and this area is segmented in 768 strips with apitch of 80µm.
Effectively double silicon detectors are formed by wire bonding to sensors which result in a strip-length
of 12.8cm in such a double detector. The double sensors are glued back to back. It is important to notice
that in order to resolve ambiguities and get access to thez coordinate, the double layer sensor modules
are joined under a stereo angle of 40mrad between front and backside. The intrinsic spatial resolution
of the stereo strips is 17µm in r−φ and inz direction 518µm. Though it is not as complex as the pixel
detector, in total 6.34 million channels in the SCT have to beread out by the electronics.Transition radiation traker
The TRT [5] is not a precision tracker and can give onlyr − φ position information, with a precision
of 130µm. But he gives a large number of hits, in average 36 hits, in theouter radial region of the ID
betweenr = 50.54cm and r = 108.2cm, which help in combination with the other trackers to have a
robust pattern recognition and track finding. The TRT coversonly tracks in|η | < 2. It is build up of
drift tubes the so called straw-tubes. As all sub-detectors, it has a barrel part with 73 straw planes that
are parallel to the beam axis. The barrel part is covering|η |< 0.7 and consists of about 50 k straws. The
tubes in the barrel part are 144cm long. In the adjacent end-caps 160 straw planes each are assembled.
The straw-tubes are 37cm long and arranged radially in 14 wheels each. The TRT has approximately
351000 read out channels.

A straw-tube has a diameter of 4mm and is filled with a gas mixture of 70 % Xenon, and 27%
carbondioxide, and 3% oxygen at a pressure of 5 bar to 10 bar, which was chosen under the consideration
of the radiation environment expected. In the center of the tube a 50µm diameter gold-plated rhenium-
tungsten wire is kept under high voltage. The ionising particles traversing the tube sets free electrons
and the produced electrons drift with constant velocity to the wire, eventually starting an avalanche in
the high field close to the wire which amplifies the signal. Since the drift velocity is constant the drift
circles can be calculated and give ther− φ position information. Also the straw-tubes are surrounded
by a radiator material, namely polystyrene fibres. Since theTRT in this way is transparent and presents
a traversing particle many alternating layers with changing refraction indices, the Cherenkov light of
relativistic particles can be exploited. If an ultra-relativistic particle (γ > 1000) crosses the radiators
it emits transition radiation under small angle at the boundaries. These additional photon have a high
probability to make subsequently a photoelectric effect inthe gas that contain a major fraction of Xenon
with high Z number. The electrons from the photoelectric effect yield a higher signal in the straw-
tube. The additional signal amplitude due to transition radiation is especially high for electron while
for heavier particles like pions it is much lower. Thereforethe detection of transition radiation helps to
identify electrons.3.2.4 Calorimeter system
The complete sampling calorimeter system of ATLAS, shown inFig. 3.5, consists of roughly 196 k
calorimeter cells (and read out channels) and covers in fullφ symmetry the range up to|η | < 4.9. The
calorimetry should be able to precisely measure energy deposited by different particles like electrons or
photons or hadronically decayed taus and jets. Hence, the calorimeters have to provide enough stopping
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power that the showers from these particles are fully contained in the calorimeter volume so that ’punch
through’ of .e.g hadrons into the outer detector are rare events. But muons and neutrinos can escape from
the calorimeters, as well as hypothetical new weakly interacting particles. This gives rise to a genuine
missing transverse energy signature. In addition to the requirement from physical process measurement,
over this large range the radiation levels and particle fluxes vary largely. Hence, the calorimeter combines
various technical designs to adapt to those requirements. The ATLAS calorimeter system consist of
three main subsystems. An electromagnetic calorimeter (named liquid argon (LAr) electromagnetic
barrel and electromagnetic endcap calorimeter (EMEC) in Fig. 3.5) covering|η | < 3.2. This system is
specialised for detection of the energy deposited by electromagnetic processes, and placed in the inner
radii in front of a hadronic calorimeter. The layout of the electromagnetic calorimeter in the range
|η | < 2.5 is optimised for precision measurements. The barrel part and the end-caps are each placed
in physical or mechanical separated cryostat tanks with a small spacing between them. The hadronic
calorimeter (named Tile barrel and Tile extended barrel in Fig. 3.5) is covering|η |< 1 in the barrel, and
0.8 < |η | < 1.7 in the extended barrel and 1.5 < |η | < 3.2 in its hadronic calorimeter end-caps (named
HEC in Fig. 3.5). The hadronic calorimeter optimised to contain and sample the energy deposited
in nuclear interactions by hadronic particles that usuallytransverse the electromagnetic calorimeter. A
forward calorimeter (named FCal in Fig. 3.5) finally covers the extreme forward range 3.1 < |η | < 4.9
and combines electromagnetic and hadronic measurements. The cryostat vessel for the electromagnetic
end-caps houses also the HEC and the FCal, since these calorimeters are based on LAr technology.Eletromagneti alorimeter
The electromagnetic sampling calorimeter is based on lead as passive absorber and liquid argon as active
medium. In order to minimise material in front of the electromagnetic calorimeter the cryostat vessel
for the liquid argon houses also the ID solenoid. Kapton electrodes are covering the absorbers, packed
with an interlaced honeycomb structure as spacer for the absorbers and the electrodes. For the geometry
of absorbers and kapton electrodes an accordion shape has been chosen. This design guarantees fullφ
symmetry without any cracks and the possibility of fast readout in the front or the rear of the electrodes.
Hence the uniformity inφ and the linearity of the calorimeter response is very good. Fig. 3.6 shows a
segment of the accordion shaped LAr calorimeter atη = 0. In the barrel,|η |< 1.5, the accordion waves
are axial and run withφ , while in the the end-caps, 1.4 < |η | < 3.2, the waves are parallel to the radial
direction and run axially. In the barrel the geometry allowsto adjust the folding angle of the accordion
shape such that for outer radii the liquid argon drift gap is constantly at 2.1mm. In the end-caps though
the gap increases with the radius from 0.8mm to 3.1mm.

Absorbed incident photons and electrons start an electromagnetic shower comprising of secondary
electron positron pairs or bremsstrahlung and Compton effect photons. This showering can start in the
first sampling layer, which corresponds to radiation lengthof 4.3 ·X0

1). As can be seen in Fig. 3.6, the
position of the shower as well as its shape inη can be very precisely determined in the first layer since the
granularity is∆η ×∆φ = 0.025

8 ×0.1 in |η | < 1.4 and 1.4 < |η | < 1.475 with∆η ×∆φ = 0.025×0.025.
In the end-caps only a small part of the first layer can match tothat precision. Granularities in the first
precision layer of the end-caps∆η ×∆φ = 0.025

8 × 0.1 to ∆η ×∆φ = 0.025× 0.1 are typically for the
region of 1.5 < |η | < 2.5 . The remaining parts are much coarser. Especially in 1.5 < |η | < 2.5 the first
layer has no finer granularity like the second layer, namely∆η ×∆φ = 0.1× 0.1. Since it represents
16·X0, the maximum of the electromagnetic showering occurs in thesecond layer, which in most cases
contains the complete shower. Only a small fraction of the shower is expected to reach the third layer. The
third sampling layer, which is only installed in|η | < 2.5, represents therefore only 2·X0, with a reduced

1) The radiation length is a material constant, e.g in liquid Argon (Z = 18) a with density of 19.55g
cm3 is about 14 cm. For

high energy electrons the radiation length is mean distancefor the loss of all but1e of their energy due to bremsstrahlung. In
case of high energy photons the radiation length is7

9 of the mean free path for pair-production.
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Fig. 3.5:Artistic cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimeter system. Atlas uses different kinds of sampling
calorimeters. The liquid argon calorimeter in the centre isdepicted in gold colours and the outer lying
hadronic tile calorimeter in grey. Clearly visible is the trifold structure of the whole calorimetry in barrel
and end-cap or extended barrel components. The corresponding parts of the liquid argon calorimeter
house separate cryostats. Due to the high particle flux the forward calorimetry uses special designed
liquid argon calorimeters with different geometry shown indarker gold.
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granularity of∆η ×∆φ = 0.05×0.025 in barrel and end-caps likewise. For the range 2.5 < |η | < 3.2
the electromagnetic calorimeter provides in the end-caps only two sampling layers with granularity of
∆η ×∆φ = 0.1× 0.1. The total thickness of the electromagnetic calorimeter adds up to 24·X0 in the
barrel and 26·X0 in the end-caps.

In the |η | < 2.5 range the granularity of the calorimeter is very fine to assist the ID in the precision
measurement of electrons and photons, in the rest of the calorimeter the granularity is more coarse,
but meets the requirements for good jet reconstruction andEmiss

T measurement. Since the granularity
and precision of the electromagnetic calorimeter in|η | < 2.5 matches to those of the ID, it is used for
triggering on photons and electrons likewise. To that purpose electronically the read out is combined to
so-called trigger towers (indicated also in Fig. 3.6) with agranularity of∆η ×∆φ = 0.1×0.1. Also in
the other compartments of the calorimeter such trigger towers are combined to be able to trigger on jets.Hadroni alorimeter
The largest part of the hadronic calorimeter, located in thebarrel in pseudorapidity|η |< 1 and continued
in 0.8 < |η | < 1.7 as extended barrel and occupying the space betweenr = 2.28m to r = 4.25m, is
designed as a scintillator tile calorimeter (TileCal). As absorbers serve iron plates and the 3mm thick
plastic scintillator plates, called tiles, are arranged alternately in between. Secondary particles coming
out of the absorber produce light flashes in the scintillator. Wavelength shifting fibres transport the light
yield to photo multiplier tubes that transform it to a signalproportional to the energy sampled. Also
in order to correct for the energy loss in the transition region between the mechanical disconnected
barrel and extended barrel inter TileCal scintillators (ITC) are used in the gap. The tile calorimeter
consists of three sampling layers and has a granularity of∆η ×∆φ = 0.1× 0.1 in the first two layers
and of∆η ×∆φ = 0.2×0.1in the last layer. All three layers represent 9.7λint

2) at |η | = 0. This is
sufficient to shield the muon system from hadronic punch-through and allows an energy resolution for
the measurement of high energetic jets.

Since the level of radiation and the expected particle flux becomes critical for scintillators in the
region of 1.5 < |η | < 3.2, the hadron calorimeter design has to be changed to a radiation hard liquid
argon calorimeter. The so-called hadronic end-cap calorimeter (HEC) uses copper absorbers and liquid
argon as active medium. The copper absorbers are flat plates leaving a 8.5mm parallel liquid argon gap. In
these gap 3 readout electrodes are inserted so that the maximal drift distance is 1.8mm. The HEC consists
of two wheels on each side which have 32 of such modules mounted. The outer radius of the wheel is
r = 2.03m. The two wheels of one HEC side provide 4 sampling layers and since hadronic showers are
usually more smeared compared to electromagnetic showers,a granularity of∆η ×∆φ = 0.1× 0.1, in
1.5 < |η | < 2.5, and∆η ×∆φ = 0.2×0.2 in 2.5 < |η | < 3.5, is sufficiently accurate.Forward alorimeter
In the extreme forward region 3.1 < |η | < 4.9, the forward calorimeter(FCal) [26] is placed 4.7m away
form the IP. The particle flux is highest there, and therefore, the design of the calorimeter had to be
changed again to cope with the radiation densities. Since itis very radiation hard, liquid argon is used
again as active material, but a design was searched in which the gaps can be smaller, because the high
density of traversing particles should not cause long latency by positive ion build up and saturation.
Hence the FCal has three segments each 45cm long surrounding the beam pipe. The first compartment
uses copper as absorber, which can remove the heat very fast.The adjacent two use tungsten as absorber,
which provide a very high absorption length. While the first segment FCal1 is optimised for electromag-
netic energy measurements, the tungsten segments FCal2 andFCal3 are used for hadronical calorimetry.

2) The interaction lengthλint is the mean free path of a particle before undergoing an interaction that is neither elastic nor
quasi-elastic (diffractive), in a given medium.
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All three segments of the very dense FCal add up to∼ 210X0 and∼ 10λint. The thin liquid argon gaps
that allow for drift times of 61ns, are achieved by taking the absorber as rod. The rod is kept athigh
voltage and is surrounded by a grounded tube as electrode. This configuration is mechanically stabilised
by a radiation hard plastic spacer precision wire winding around the rod. The tubes are inserted into a
honeycomb structures, such way that they lay in concentrically bundles around the beam axis. The drift
space is 250µm around the copper rods and 375µm and 500µm respectively, around the tungsten rods
in the two last segments, that are a little bit less exposed tothe particle flux. The granularity of the FCal
cannot be so high as in the other calorimeters, but in the electromagnetic layer FCal1 a granularity of
∆xy = 3.0cm×2.6cm is used in a ring around the beamline defined by 3.15< |η | < 4.30. In two other
rings defined by 3.10< |η | < 3.15 and very close to the beamline 4.30< |η | < 4.83 the granularity is
four times finer than the latter. The hadronic FCal2 reaches granularities of∆xy = 3.3cm×4.2cm in a
ring around the beamline defined by 3.24 < |η | < 4.50 and four times finer granularity in the regions
3.20 < |η | < 3.24 and 4.50 < |η | < 4.81. The FCal3 has a granularity of∆xy = 5.4cm × 4.7cm in a
ring around the beamline defined by 3.32< |η |< 4.60 and reaches a four times higher granularity in the
regions 3.29< |η | < 3.32 and 4.6 < |η | < 4.75. Fig. 3.7 shows the location of the FCal in the shared
cryostat vessel with the HEC in the left panel, the mounting of the rods-tubes near the beam-pipe is illus-
trated in the right panel. In the design of the FCal it was intended to meet especially the requirements of
reliableEmiss

T measurement and forward jet tagging as used in studies of weak boson fusion final states.Material budget in front of the alorimeters and presampler layers
In principle for all presented particle detector components, large amounts of passive (not equipped with
active sampling devises and no read out or dead cells) in front of the detector component is disad-
vantageous for the precision of the measurement. Such inactive material is often unavoidable since is
comprises of cryostat walls, support structures, cables, electronic, and cooling pipes and alignment con-
trol systems. Of course, naturally there is a trade of in the designs between function and the so-called
material budget. The effects that deteriorate the measurement of particles are that the particles may be
absorbed before leaving a signal in the active regions or that their trajectory from the IP to the active
sampling region is distorted by many multiple scatterings (which affect especially track reconstruction).
Another effect that complicates the correct measurement ofparticle energies in the calorimeter, is the
in the material in front of the calorimeter the particles begin an early shower. In order to give a precise
measurement calorimeters are designed to contain the complete shower of particles, the energy of the
early shower is lost and may be accounted wrongly for missingenergy in the event. In ATLAS a presam-
pler system tries to measure this early showering and correct the calorimeter energies for this effect. In a
pres-ampler module segmented printed circuit cathodes andthree conductive anode layers are interleaved
and glued between glass-fibre composite plates. The anode layers are supplied with+2kV voltage and
the signal is read out capacitively in reference to the grounded central anode layer. The granularity of the
pres-ampler is∆η ×∆φ = 0.025×0.1. The presampler is placed in|η | < 1.52 to correct for showering
in the cryostat and between 1.5 < |η | < 1.8 to compensate for inefficiencies in the transition region be-
tween barrel and end-cap. The left panel of Fig. 3.8 shows thevariation inη of inactive material in front
of the electromagnetic liquid argon calorimeter as well as the thickness of the presampler in unit of the
radiation length . The right panel gives a detailed view of the material distribution in the transition region
between barrel and end-cap, where likewise the presampler is installed. In this so called gap region the
measurement is extremely difficult, which reflects as a dip inthe reconstruction efficiencies for objects
like electrons or jets in the region. Furthermore, in Fig. 3.9 the stopping power of the hadronic calorime-
ter system is characterised in term of the interaction length λint over the complete pseudorapidity range of
the calorimeters. Also inactive material in front of the calorimeters and the interaction length equivalent
of the electromagnetic calorimeter are displayed. As the figures show, though ATLAS has fullφ symmet-
ric calorimeter, in theη direction the design and material budget can vary. Naturally also a geometrical
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Fig. 3.6: A segment of the liquid argon accordion structure in the central barrel. One identifies three
readout layers of varying interaction length. While the first layer has a very fineη segmentation allowing
for precision measurement of the shower shape, the second layer within its16·X0 is absorbing the largest
part of the electromagnetic shower. the granularity of cells in each layer is characterised in∆η ×∆φ .
Clearly visible is the ganging of the electrodes inφ . The welding angle of the accordion is changing with
the radius to guarantee a constant LAr gap and drift times. Not shown is the pres-ampler in front of the
accordion structures that measures early showering of particles staring in the cryostat wall. The sketch
also illustrate how the less granular so-called trigger towers are formed from the cells in the layers.
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Fig. 3.7: Left panel: The LAr end-cap cryostat with HEC and the electromagnetic and two hadronic
FCal segments. Right panel: Layout of the rod-tubes and the supporting honeycomb structure in the
FCal modules surrounding the beam pipe.

effect is present because with higher pseudorapidity particles transverse more material, visible e.g. that
the constant thickness of the beam pipe wall poses more radiation length with high pseudorapidity. Ad-
ditionally large variation over the range in inactive material especially in the transition region between
barrel and end-cap 1.35< |η | < 1.6 as well as the region about|η = 3| show discontinuities in material
as well as different material in the active detector elements design in the latter case. These differences in
properties are reflected for example in performance differences between forward and barrel calorimetry.
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Fig. 3.8: Cumulative amounts of material in front of the presampler ofthe accordion structures of the
electromagnetic calorimeter, expressed in radiations length X0 as function of|η |. The right panel shows
the full range while the left panel zooms into to crack regionbetween the barrel and end-cap cryostats.
Inactive and active material of the pres-ampler and crack scintillators and the thickness of the accordion
structures are shown.Energy resolution
Finally we want to characterised the energy resolution of the calorimeter system. As a consequence of
the well motivated design differences in the calorimeter system and the presence of transition regions
and varying amounts of material in front the calorimeter or different granularity achieved, the energy
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resolution is not uniform. For the electromagnetic calorimeter it is expected [2] to reach an energy
resolution of

σ(E)

E
=

0.1
E

GeV

⊕0.007. (3.7)

Hadronic calorimetry has to deal always with a worse resolution compared to the electromagnetic calorime-
ter. The energy resolution of the hadronic calorimeter is expected to differ also between barrel and
end-caps, and is given by

σ(E)

E
=

0.5
E

GeV

⊕0.03(|η | < 3.2) (3.8)

σ(E)

E
=

1.0
E

GeV

⊕0.10(|η | > 3.2)) . (3.9)

It is also reasonable to assume that the varying properties at least between the barrel and forward
calorimetry will result in different systematic uncertainties e.g. for derived measurements like the energy
of the jets reconstructed in the differentη ranges. This will be considered when discussing the systematic
uncertainties of the presented sensitivity study.3.2.5 Muon spetrometer
A conceptual layout of the ATLAS muon system is presented in Fig, 3.10. The position of muons can
be measured within|η | < 2.7 by the muon system. In the barrel region tracks are measuredin detectors
that are arranged in three cylindrical layers along the beamaxis atr = 5m ,r = 7.5m , andr = 10m. In
the end caps the position detectors are assembled orthogonal to the beam axis in four wheels located at
|z| = 7m , |z| = 10m , |z| = 14m , and a|z| = 21−23m. Usually a muon can be measured in three stations
to determine the sagitta. The large dimensions of the muon system result from the fact that the air coil
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Fig. 3.10:Artistic view of the ATLAS muon system with inner detector and calorimeters cut out. The
muon system comprises of precision chambers (MDT and CSC) and also fast trigger chambers (TGC and
RPC). The precision chambers measure the momentum of the high pt muons up to 3 TeV in the toroidal
magnetic field coils. Muons are bended in ther− z-plane. The position of muons is measured within
|η | < 2.7 , and for triggering|η | < 2.4 is used.
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toroids have been chosen to generate the B-field, which bendsthe muons in ther − z-plane. The air
coil design minimises multiple scattering of the muons in the material and allows to perform a relative
precise stand alone measurement of the muon properties evenafter they passed the inner detector and
calorimeters. Since the very high energetic muons can only marginal be bended in the inner detector,
the momentum measurement is performed for these muon only bethe muon system. For lower energetic
muons of the order of about 100 GeV with a meaningful measuredsagitta in the ID, this information is
statistically combined in the track pattern recognition with the muon chamber hits, to improve the track
measurement significantly [2]. The aim is to reach, at highest luminosity, for highpT muons a precision
of less than 10 %, namely

∆pT

pT
= 0.1 at apT = 1 TeV. (3.10)

Below 1 TeV the precision is better, typically a few percent.
The design of the muon system detectors depends on the expected radiation level and the relative high

level of expected particle flux even so far away of the interaction point. E.g so-called cavern background
of neutrons stemming from activated material will pose one possible background at highest luminosities.
Also chambers for triggering demand fast response but less precise position information. Therefore four
different types of detectors are used, namely two types of precision chambers for precise tracking called
monitored drift tubes (MDT) and cathode strip chambers (CSC). For triggering muons, two types of fast
trigger chambers called resistive plate chambers (RPC) in the barrel and thin gap chambers (TGC) in the
wheels are available. In the following a short overview overthe design principles of the various chambers
is given.Preision hambers
The first type of precision chambers are the monitored drift tubes. In one MDT, from 3 to 8 cylindrical
aluminium drift tubes of a diameter of 3cm are filled with a drift gas mixture (93% argon and 7% carbon
dioxide) at 3 bar are combined. In the centre of each tube a 50µm diameter tungsten-rhenium sense wire
under high voltage is collecting the electrons from ionisation and avalanche effect. The spatial resolution
is 80µm perpendicular to the wire direction, which corresponds to ther− z plane. The time resolution of
the MDT is 750ns. The muons system has 1150 MDTs placed in the range of|η | < 2.7 (innermost layer
|η | < 2).

The second type of precision chambers are cathode strip chambers (CSC). These are flat multi-wire
proportional chambers with 30µm anode wires out of rhenium-tungsten filled with a drift gas mixture
of 80% argon and 20% carbon dioxide. The read out cathodes aresegmented into strips. When apply-
ing charge interpolation with neighbouring strip a spatialresolution of 60µm in the r− z plane can be
reached. The time resolution of the CSC is only 4ns. Due to their higher granularity and relative insen-
sitivity to the neutron background the CSC are designed to withstand a demanding rate and background
condition. Hence, 32 CSCs are installed in the innermost layer in the range of 2.0 < |η | < 2.7.Trigger hambers
In the range of the muon system,|η | < 2.7, also special fast trigger chambers are installed to trigger
on muons. The time resolution of the trigger chambers 20ns. For triggering, the fullφ range but only
the range in|η | < 2.4 is used. The trigger system identifies bunch crossings withmuons of interest
and further provides well definedpT thresholds. More important it also adds the orthogonal coordinate
(in the wire direction) to precision chamber measurements.The first type of trigger chambers are the
resistive plate chambers. In the RPC two resistive plates are kept in a parallel distance of 2mm by
insulating spacers distance. The gap is filled with a gas mixture (94.7 %C2H2F4, 5 % iso-butane and
0.3 %SF6). In the gap a gradient field of 4.9kV /mm amplifies the ionisation electrons stemming from
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the traversing ionising particle by an avalanche effect, leading to a fast signal. In the barrel region of
|η | < 1.05, 606 RPC are mounted on both sides of each MDT layer. The spatial resolution of a RPC can
be quantified as∆η = 30mm and∆φ = 3cm. The second trigger chambers are the thin gap chambers.
A TGC is a customised multi-wire proportional chamber, operated in saturation mode to guarantee the
quick response. The gas mixture to tune the fast response is 55% carbondioxide and 45% n-pentane. In
particular the TGC has radial strips that give the azimuthalinformation in addition to the wire read out
that gives the radial coordinate in bending direction. In the remaining region of 1.05< |η |< 2.7, i.e. from
the barrel to the end-cap, located near the middle MDT wheel,3588 TGCs are installed. Depending on
their position the TGCs give a resolution of∆η = 7−36mm and∆φ = 2−3cm. The precision chambers
are read out in 385 k channels and the trigger chambers add 691k of read out channels.Alignment ontrol
The MDT and CSC muon chambers have been mounted with a position precision better than 5mm and
2mrad. Since the overall dimensions of the muon system are large and the support structures are under
the influence of considerable radial forces of the B-field, the monitoring of the relative position and
alignment of the MDT chambers is important. The relative precision of the chambers has to been known
within 30µm for reliable operation. A dedicated system with approximately 12000 precision mounted
alignment optical sensors guarantee the knowledge of positioning of the chambers within 20µm and
between non adjacent towers withing a few millimetres, which is in the end important for a good mass
resolution in multi muon finals states.3.2.6 Far forward and luminosity detetor stations
Far away from the interaction point (IP) smaller forward detectors measure physics processes in extreme
forward direction, from which the relative and absolute instantaneous luminosity can be calibrated. The
following detectors are used.LUCID
The LUCID(LUminosity measurement Using Cerenkov Integrating Detector) detector is located±17m.
At this point the detector measures the particles emerging from inelastic p−p interaction or secondary
processes. The measured rate is proportional to the luminosity with nan error of 1% for 1033cm−2s−1

and an order of magnitude more accurate as the value derived from beam parameters. Since the particle
flux is very high radiation hard design is obligatory. Lucidsexploits the emitted Cerenkov light in 20
perfluorobutane filled aluminium tubes bundled at 10 cm around the beam pipe, for a fast response times
within the bunch spacing and radiation hardness.ALFA
The ALFA (Absolute Luminosity For ATLAS) detector is used tointercalibrate the relative measure-
ments of LUCID. This scintillating fibre detector is inserted into the beamline at±240m and can mea-
sure as close as∼ 1.5 mm to the beam. This way ALFA is able to measure elastic proton proton collisions
under a scattering angle of only 3µrad. This scattering in the Coulomb nuclear interference region is
well understood and can be related via the optical theorem tothe total cross section. The aim is to achieve
an absolute measurement of the instantaneous luminosity with 3% precision.
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The ZDC (Zero Degree calorimeter) is at±140m from the IP and measures photons and neutrons in the
regionη > 8.3. Such spectator neutrons, can be used to determine the centrality in heavy ion collisions.
The ZDC is a compact calorimeter of tungsten steel absorbersand quartz strip scintillators. Though
ZDC could serve in initial data taking as additional minimumbias trigger to suppress beamgas events in
coincidence, it will be removed in normal proton runs to avoid radiation damage.BPTX
Two electrostatic beam pickup detector stations, called BPTX (Beam Pick up for Timing bunch Cross-
ings) [123], are placed at±175m away along the beam pipe. As part of the LHC beam instrumentation,
they are used by ATLAS for the timing purposes. The BPTX monitoring system measures the phase be-
tween collisions and LHC clock with a precision better than 100 ps in order to guarantee a stable phase
relationship for optimal signal sampling in the sub-detector front-end electronics. The BPTX can also
supply a level-1 trigger for bunches that cross the ATLAS detector, which is used e.g. for minimal bias
events triggering in connection with the ID (see 3.2.7).3.2.7 Trigger and data aquisition
Each sub-detector is associated to timing and trigger control logic and the trigger and data acquisition
system (collectively TDAQ). We will make some remarks how the trigger system, that decides on the
storage of interesting data for offline reconstruction, is organised and what physical objects are triggered.Trigger
The ATLAS trigger system is consisting of three levels with each level refining the selection of events
that will written down by the DAQ system on disc for the offlineanalysis. This economical mandatory,
because even if it was technical solvable, the storage and reconstruction of all events delivered by the
LHC any 25 ns would not be sensible since only a small fractioncontains physical interesting events.

A schematic of the three ATLAS stages of triggering is shown in Fig.3.11. Clearly the very first
decision at the so-called level-1 (L-1) is the most important and has to be very fast. The level-1 uses only
a very limited amount of the detector information and makes adecision within 2.5µs. It is realised as
hardware trigger system to guarantee the speed. While technically an upgrade to 100 kHz at level-1 is
possible, the level-1 trigger is able to reduce the rate to about∼ 75kHz, leaving some bandwidth reserve.
While waiting for the trigger decision, this is the so-called latency time, the read out system has to
buffer the complete event information. At the level-1, for electrons and photons in the events the trigger
towers of the electromagnetic calorimeter are used. For thehadronic decay products that form sprays of
secondary particles or jets or the hadronic tau decays the trigger towers in the hadronic calorimeter are
included. Determining the multiplicity of jets in the events and to be able to trigger on their transverse
momentum is very crucial for ATLAS analyses. Also the level-1 trigger can divide jets in central jets
or forward jets (per default 4.9 > |η | > 3.2), above some predefined trigger thresholds of uncalibrated
transverse energy. The level-1 trigger can also give a crudeestimate of the uncalibratedEmiss

T above
predefined trigger thresholds in the event. For all these physical different objects optimised cluster sizes
of the required trigger towers responding have been devised. Typically the identified regions of interest
require clusters of 1×2 or 2×2 to 4×4 trigger towers in the specified calorimeter. For electron ,τ and
γ triggering isolation criteria can be applied at level-1. The Emiss

T is using a calorimeter map with the
granularity∆η∆φ = 0.2×0.2 the same as in the jetpT determination in the barrel. The muons are solely
triggered by the trigger chambers of the muon spectrometer.One basic requirement of the level-1 trigger
is to uniquely identify the bunch crossing of interest. In the large muon system the time-of-flight for
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muons is comparable to the bunch crossing period. Really challenging is the identification of the bunch
crossing in the calorimeter triggers though, since the pulse shape in the calorimeters extends over several
bunch crossings. As indicated in the Fig. 3.11 the level-2 trigger (L-2) uses the information of the regions
of interest (ROI) of the level-1, which containsη − φ or pT and energy sums of triggered objects. The
level-2 trigger can apply more selection criteria on the identified region of interest and access if necessary
more detailed event information. The level-2 decision has to be made in 40ms. At that stage the rate is
reduced to∼ 3.5kHz already. The final step of the eventfilter uses offline algorithms and accesses all
detector information for the event building on a large arrayof computer farms near the cavern. Level-2
and eventfilter are often called high level trigger (HLT) since they use much more refined algorithms and
access more detector information. The final event size, written to storage elements is. 1.5Mb at a rate
of 200 MHzMinbias trigger
In the beginning of data taking with moderate instantaneousluminosity the measurement of general prop-
erties of p−p collisions are of interest. Thus the ATLAS detector has to be able to trigger for minimal
bias collision events, without selecting any particular final state configuration or at least minimise influ-
ence of the actual final state on the trigger decision in such events. Therefore, ATLAS has to systems
two trigger these minimal bias events, described and studied in [147].

A hardware based first level trigger is called minimal bias trigger scintillator (MBTS), which consist
of 2 φ -symmetrical rings of 2cm thick polystyrene scintillatorswith wavelength-shifter fibre, located
3.6m away from the nominal centre of the detector. The MBTS is sensitive to proton proton collisions in
the forward regions of 2.1 . |η | . 3.8. Additionally, the second method is used as control samples. In
this case events with hits in the trackers of the ID well be selected of randomly triggered beam crossings
(identified by the BPTX).3.3 Event reonstrution
The DAQ system reads out the detector in terms of digitised electrical signals coming from the sub-
detectors. It is the task of event reconstruction software to build up a view of the events in terms of
physical final state objects like jets and leptons or missingenergy in the detector, which then can be
related in the physics analysis with properties of the studied (hard) process. The event reconstruction
is performed offline. The complete ATLAS detector software,detector simulation packages and all
reconstruction algorithms are provided by the Athena software package. In data taking always the most
actual release containing the permanent evolving algorithms, is used. Data recorded earlier is from time
to time reprocessed with the newest reconstruction algorithm. E.g. in the data taking in end of 2010 the
release Athena 15 and 16 are used. Also it is intended to supply roughly one third of data in simulated
events reconstructed with the same offline algorithms for the studies and comparison with data. Details
on the ATLAS event data model can be found in [56,68,104].

In the following we shortly give some remarks on the reconstruction of physical objects important
for the studied final state. The description refers to the used validated Athena release 12.6.5 in use in the
years 2007 and 2008 for the studies published in [7].3.3.1 Jet reonstrution
If hadrons with short lifetime are produced in a proton collision, they decay in more hadrons and also
emit gluonic bremsstrahlung. These sprays of particles, stemming from the hadronisation of a high
energetic parton, are usually spatially confined to a small solid angle and referred to a jet. The energy
of the jet can be detected as deposition in neighbouring clusters of calorimeter cells. Coordinates of
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Fig. 3.11: The three levels of triggering in the ATLAS data acquisition. The intended trigger rates at
each level are displayed along at the right hand side. The very coarse L-1 trigger reduces most of the
bunch crossing rate of 40 MHz and gives the identified regionsof interest (ROI) by the triggers tracking
hits or calorimeter trigger towers or muon trigger chambersto the L-2 trigger. This trigger sees the full
event information and uses algorithms similar to the offlinereconstruction.
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the barycentre of cells inη − φ determine the jet axis with respect to the nominal IP. Since the ATLAS
calorimeter is non compensating, i. e. that the response to the hadronic part of shower is less effcient as
to the electromagnetic shower component, the calorimeter cells have to be calibrated for their response
to hadrons. Reconstructed calorimeter jets are solely formed by collecting the cells over a certain noise
threshold with a jet clustering algorithm. In this study a seeded cone jet clustering algorithm with an
opening angle of∆R is used. This algorithm proceeds as follows.

1) ET ordered seed list
All calorimeter cell with transverse energy over a specifiedtransverse energy largerEseed

T are stored
in a descendingET ordered list.

2) Combination of proto-jets from seeds
To the highestET seed all seeds with aη−φ distance smaller as∆R are combined3). The combined
object has a jet axis defined by the bary-center of the seeds. Seeds from the list, that are in the
vicinity smaller∆R of the jet axis are combined, until the jet axis is not changing its direction any
more.

3) Storing distinct proto-jets
If the combined object has not been found before, it is inserted in a list of so-called proto-jets.

4) Iteration on seed list
Then the next highest seed is taken from the list and the combination of step 2) is performed and
so on until all seed have been used as starting point for proto-jet finding.

5) Merging proto-jets
After all seeds have been processed and a complete list of proto-jets is available, overlapping
proto-jets are merged into one if the shared fraction of transverse energy in the two objects exceed
a value f . If the shared fraction is less thanf , the cells in the overlap are assigned to the nearest
jet.

5) Cone-Jets
The split and merge algorithm of 4) iterates over the complete list of proto-jets. The surviving
proto-jets are retained as cone jets.

Calorimeter jets in ATLAS are assumed to be massless jets. Inthe presented sensitivity study the choice
for the three parameters is∆R = 0.4, Eseed

T > 2 GeV, f = 0.5. To speed up the reconstruction, the
seeds used are not single cells but groups of cells, the so-called calorimeter towers. These are found by
dividing the calorimeter into a∆η ×∆φ = 0.1×0.1 grid, and summing over the energies of the cells in
that box. Sometimes, due to the geometry the border of the grid divides a physical cell, then the energy
of this cell is divided between the adjacent calorimeter towers. Another detail that has to be observed, is
that due to energy fluctuation and the baseline subtraction of the expected cell noise (perfomed online)
some cells or even whole towers can have negative energy. Calorimeter towers with negative energy are
summed to neighbouring positive energy towers, before the jet clustering starts. Jets are calibrated to
hadronic scale of the calorimeter by the so-called H1-styleweighting, which along with more details
on jet reconstruction is described in [7]. Furthermore, only jets with pT > 7 GeV are kept in the jet
collection.

The presented algorithm has the disadvantage to be not infra-red safe, which can result in spurious
jets. There are more refined and infra-red safe algorithm, e.g. the seedles cone algorithm, SIScone [140],
thekT algorithm [70] or its variant the anti-kT algorithm [145], which proved to be superior [145] to the

3) Seeds are combined by using the E scheme, i.e. adding the fourvectors of the seeds using the rapidityy coordinate, since
the combined object is massive.
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simple cone algorithm. In Athena release 12 only thekT algorithm had been implemented as alternative.
Nevertheless, we choose to use the cone algorithm in the study since it has a pendant in the fast detector
simulation described below. We assume that for the kinematic of the highest and next-to-highestpT jets
in the event, the detailed simulated cone jets would match best with the fast simulated cone jets.

The jets found within the range of|η | < 3.2 are often called central jets in distinction to the so-
called forward jets reconstructed in|η |> 3.2. This distinction may be motivated by different calorimeter
properties and the fact that the reconstruction in the extreme forward region has a lower efficiency and
potentially higher uncertainty.

Due to the high precision vertexing with the ID the access to secondary vertexes is possible. This
information is used for flavour tagging, i.d. labelling jetswith secondary vertices stemming from B and
D mesons. The jet collection is assigned a b-tag weight, which is a measure for the probability that the
jets originates from a B meson. Jets that are not flavour tagged are called light jets, assuming them to
originate from gluons or u,d,s flavopured quarks.3.3.2 Photons, eletrons, muons and hadroni tau deays
Photons and electrons are found in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The algorithms are seeded with
a sliding window algorithm, which constructs a fixed size cluster. Specifically to the kind of lepton
optimised sliding windows and quality cuts help to discriminate the particles. For electron and photons
the shower shape and energy isolation in the calorimeter areevaluated. If an electron in the range of|η |<
2.5 is found, it has to have a matched track in the ID. For a leptonwith pT > 20 GeV the energy resolution
of the calorimeter starts to exceeds the ID momentum resolution. Muons are triggered and found in the
muon system by track fitting between the muon chamber hits. For low pT muon candidates the pattern
recognition algorithm try to match hits from the ID to the muon hits. Jets are discriminated from more
pencil like isolated energy depositions of hadronical tau lepton decays in the calorimeter by further cuts
and evaluation of shower shape and other variables in a tunedtau identification likelihood. Especially the
precision information of the first electromagnetic layer assist in constructing discriminating variables. In
the range of|η | < 2.5 the number of tracks can also contribute as criterion.3.3.3 Overlap removal
All particle identification, except the muons, or jet reconstruction algorithm access simultaneously the
calorimeter cells above the noise threshold. From these cells the algorithms select seeds and indepen-
dently build up the reconstructed object. This can lead to ambiguities that the same physical object,
namely clustered calorimeter energy is reconstructed in various objects. E.g. one can think of a situa-
tion were the same cluster passes all criteria for jet reconstruction as well a for electron reconstruction.
Therefore, between reconstructed objects that spatially overlap in a small∆R cone, a decision has to be
made in which order the objects should be uniquely labelled,i.e. disregarding the alternative labels from
the object collections. The overlap cone for electrons, photons and hadronic tau candidates is chosen to
be∆R = 0.1. Since jets are broader objects the overlap cone size for jets is chosen to be∆R = 0.3. Since
the probability of reconstructed muons, stemming from the muon sub-system, fake a calorimeter jet is
vanishing, reconstructed muons can always been kept. Overlapping objects are kept in the following
priority order: reconstructed electrons, photons, hadronic taus and lastly jets. By this choice one of the
possible ’views’ on the energy deposition in the calorimeter is uniquely defined in term of particles. The
Atlas data model provides a package called HighPTView customised by physics and performance groups
for e.g. overlap removal and ntuple skimming. The overlap removal in the used samples, has been made
with the HighPTview package from Athena release 12.6.5.
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The Emiss

T is the transverse missing energy. The transverse missing energy is mainly determined in the
calorimeters. In order for the cell basedEmiss

T reconstruction to work, a good hermicity of the calorimeter
system is necessary. Since the energy in thex− y plane before the collision is vanishing, the missing
energy in the event after the collision can be deferred by vectorially summing over the energy depositions
of all visible particles. The opposite direction of the resulting vector is theEmiss

T vector. Its absolute
is non vanishing in case of weakly interacting particles (and muons) escaping the calorimeter. Main
reconstruction steps are listed in the following.

1) TheEmiss
T reconstruction operates on hadronically calibrated calorimeter cells, vectorially sum-

ming up the components of theEmiss
T vector.

2) TheEmiss
T components are corrected for the muons, which are only minimal ionising particles and

can carry away out of the calorimeter a large transverse energy. The information of independently
from the calorimeter reconstructed muons is used for the correction. To avoid fakes the muons
must have matched tracks in ID and muon system.

2) The Emiss
T is corrected for the expected energy loss in dead material, like the cryostat in front

of the calorimeter or in poorly instrumented gap regions (considered are 1.1 < |η | < 1.7 and
2.9 < |η | < 3.5). The correction may be of about 5%.

3) A refined calibration ofEmiss
T is performed. All formerly reconstructed objects are associated to

the calorimeter clusters they are made of. Clusters are assigned in the order electrons, photons,
hadronic taus, jets, and muons. The energy of the cluster is replaced by the reconstructed object’s
energy. This has the important effect that clusters from electrons and photons are set back to the
appropriate electromagnetic scale. From this configuration Emiss

T can be calculated again.

4) Unclustered hadronically calibrated cells are includedin this calculation if they are above a noise
cut optimised forEmiss

T measurement.

More details onEmiss
T reconstruction and expected performance with Athena release 12 can be found

in [7].3.3.5 Geant4 based detailed detetor simulation
For many studies it is desirable to use simulated Monte Carlogenerator events. The detector software
Athena has to be able to realistically describe the detectorresponse for these simulated events in term
of digitised signal, which then can be passed to the same reconstruction algorithms that usually are
intended to reconstruct data events. The simulated events additionally contain most of the generator
truth information.

The Athena package, hence posses a detailed geomodel detector description and can use the standard
GEANT-4 [14,19] package, which provides a detailed transport model for all particles in matter, to simu-
late the response of the detector. Typically the full simulation of an event in the detector using GEANT-4
takes about 900 CPU seconds. While the simulation in the small and rather simple sensor elements of the
complete ID takes about 150 CPU seconds, the simulation of the response of the calorimeter, especially
in the EMEC and FCal, can be identified as bottle neck. The detailed simulation of the charge transport
in the many calorimeter cells with GEANT-4 takes about 760 CPU seconds, five times longer than the
ID with its many channels. For the used simulated events alsorealistic misalignment of detector compo-
nents within the expected tolerances is considered. Simulated events that are processed in such a way are
sometimes called FullSim events. The samples used in the sensitivity study were simulated with Athena
release 12.6.5.
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For many feasibility and acceptance studies an alternativeto the detailed detector simulation was in-
troduced. This packages called ATLFAST-1 [46] provides a rough estimate of the detector response in
much less than a second per event. The main advantage of the package is the speed, which allows very
well to study e.g. the kinematics and acceptance of even varylarge backgrounds, by generating some
magnitudes more events as in detailed detector simulation.But for all detailed studies as detector effects,
calibrations, fake rates and so on, this package is not sufficient.

The speed of ATLFAST-1 is possible by largely using parametrisation of quantities, devised from
fully simulated events, and by extremely simplifying the calorimeter system. Since the presented sen-
sitivity study used larger samples of ATLFAST-1, we shortlydescribe to which extends ATLFAST-1
simplifies the detector.Main simpli�ations in ATLFAST-1

1) There is only one calorimeter cell layer, hence no difference in granularity and the response of the
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter, assuming full compensation.

2) The efficiencies over the whole calorimeter range, which has for all stable generated particles an
acceptance down to|η | < 5, are equal. This neglects poorly instrumented regions or inefficient
regions like the extreme forward calorimetry.

3) The granularity of the calorimeter is largely reduced. The calorimeter consist of cells with∆η ×
∆φ = 0.1× 0.1 in |η | < 3.2.For 3.2 < |η | < 5 the granularity is∆η ×∆φ = 0.2× 0.2. Since
all simulation and reconstruction is by-passed in ATLFAST-1 this calorimeter representation is
corresponding more to a(η ,φ) coordinate in the calorimeter volume, not more.

4) Calorimeter cell entries are made by propagation of the generated four-vectors of stable particles
through the ID magnetic field. In this the solenoid magnetic field inside ID is assumed to be
perfectly homogeneous and the starting of all stable particles is the nominal origin. The calorimeter
cell closest to the(η ,φ) coordinate of the particle leaving the ID volume is filled with the generated
particle energy.

5) No effects of distortions like multiple scattering, conversions, energy loss in dead material and
misalignment in the ID or the calorimeter are present. Instead appropriate energy resolutions,
devised from detailed detector studies are used to smear thefinal state particles and jets to account
for an overall effect.Jets in ATLFAST-1

Though the calorimeter jets in ATLFAST-1 are also cone jets with an opening angle∆R < 0.4, the
algorithm with respect to the detailed simulation is even more simplified since it is an non iterative
cone jet algorithm, i.e. the algorithm is not searching for the stable jets axis as described in point 2)
section 3.3.1. The axis is fixed by the choice of the seed. Jet building proceeds as follows. After the
unsmeared energies are deposited into the cells were the stable particle incident to calorimeter, a list
of seeds corresponding to the calorimeter towers, but with ATLFAST-1 granularity, is generated with
descendingET order. For the seeds in the listEseed

T > 1,5 GeV is required. Then clusters are formed by
running the cone algorithm with∆R < 0.4, non iteratively on each seed. Another simplification is that
each ATLFAST calorimeter tower can belong only to one cluster, meaning the split and merge procedure
of point 4) section 3.3.1 is skipped. The clustering algorithm keeps only clusters with energy above
5 GeV in the list of proto-jets. In the next step ATLFAST-1 uses the truth position information about
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isolated electrons and photons and non-isolated muons in the calorimeter. While clusters associated to
the isolated electrons and photons are removed from the proto-clusters the energy of non isolated muons
is added to the associated proto-cluster. If the energy of these corrected clusters is larger than 10 GeV,
they are counted as reconstructed cone jet. Finally the energy of the corrected cluster is smeared with the
jet energy resolution function to yield the cone jet energy.Photons, eletrons, muons, taus and b-�avour jets in ATLFAST-1
As indicated above, the reconstruction of stable particleslike electrons, photons, muons, and hadron-
ically decayed taus is based on the generated four vectors ofthese particles. Hence, there is no fake
reconstruction in ATLFAST-1 possible. Since the calorimeter response of the particles is found by the
smearing of their truth information according to the specific resolution, there is no ambiguity and need
of overlap removal in ATLFAST-1 samples. Further ATLFAST-1is not correcting for reconstruction ef-
ficiencies for muons and electrons itself. Corrections haveto be applied by hand. Into the identification
of jets from B mesons or the jets of hadronic taus, randomisedidentification and missidentification are
included, according to a parametrisation from detailed detector simulation.Missing transverse energy in ATLFAST-1
After all stable truth particles have been assigned to reconstructed objects, smeared within the resolution,
ATLFAST-1 loops again over the truth container. All reconstructed objects,photons, isolated electrons,
muons, taus, jets, and also non-isolated muons and all remaining calorimeter clusters that did not end up
in jets, since they failed the reconstruction jetpT cut, are used in theEmiss

T calculation. If unclustered
towers are present, their energy is smeared according to thejet resolution parametrisation and these
energy is included to the calculation.Comment on re�ned event reonstrution used in data taking
Simulated events are of course reconstructed with the same algorithms used for the data event recon-
struction. The study presented used the Athena release 12, as the updated sensitivity studies of [7] did.
In the year 2010 the actual data taking uses Athena release 15and 16. A comment on possible differ-
ences from the choice of releases on the sensitivity may be inorder. The overall detector design was
fixed in release 12 already, which was one motivation to studythe ATLAS physics as an update to the
performance expectations in the ATLAS technical design report of 1999. But the details of the detector
geometry are updated in the data bases of the new release. Also the complete missing object trigger
simulation is in the new releases. The simulated events withthe new releases are available with real
events overlayed for the pile up of the corresponding instantaneous luminosity and its influence, e.g. on
Emiss

T resolution can be studied with releases 15 and 16. A major difference, which may have impact on
the results, are the changes from seeded cone jets to a more refined and theoretical well motivated jet
algorithm, the anti-kt algorithm [41] on base of topological adjoined clustered cells, became the standard
in the new releases. Also the calibration of the energy in calorimeter clusters became more refined and
can now start to use in-situ calibration methods with data. Even object base calibration and energy flow
algorithms and also track based jets are under development and under study in the more recent releases.
Together with knowledge of the detector from the commissioning, these new features in the releases give
rise to the assumption that the optimistic performance aimsof the TDR, e.g. an overall uncertainty of the
jets energy of about only 1% can be reached in future. As we will demontrate in chapter 6 especially the
jet energy scale has crucial impct on the sensisivity. In that sense we regard our sensitivity study as con-
servative since we used less refined algorithms than those availabel today and assumed more pessimistic
uncertainties e.g. the jet energy scale.



4. Modelling of signal and bakground proesses
In this section we want to describe event simulation of the signal events and of the most important SM
backgrounds by various MC event generators. We start with a short overview over the expected physical
interactions that can be recorded by the ATLAS detector, andexplain which components of collision
events the MC events generators have to model.4.1 Charateristis of proton proton ollision at the LHC
Since spring 2010 the LHC accelerator is operated at a centreof mass energy of 7 TeV, having thereby
superseded the TeVatron collider with its 2 TeV centre of mass energy, and gives first interesting glimpse
into a so far unexplored energy realm. The picture one has to draw of the proton proton collision recorded
in a detector at these high energies depends largely on the instantaneous luminosity and the achieved
centre of mass energy,

√
s.

The total cross section for the proton proton interaction,σtot(s) at 14TeV was recently estimated
to beσtot(14 TeV) = (106.3± 5.1 (syst.)± 2.4 (stat.))mb [103]. The total rate can be expressed as the
sum of elastic (σelas) interactions, contributing roughly a quarter to a third tothe total rate, smaller
single diffractive (σsd), double diffractive (σdd) contributions and last but not least non diffractive (σnd)
contributions, representing roughly a half to two thirds ofthe rate.

σtot(s) = σelas(s)+ σsd(s)+ σdd(s)+ σnd(s) (4.1)

Proton proton interactions are dominated by soft partonic collisions but may also have (semi) hard
components, leading to scattered jets in the detector. As one can see from the right-hand column of
schematic drawings in Fig. 4.1 the individual sub-processes tend to populate specific regions of the
detector. The acceptance of the detector and its triggers differs therefore for the individual contributions.
In particular if one or more protons keep intact they will most likely vanish in the beam pipe without
leaving traces in the detector. Moreover the diffractive processes leave large regions of the detector
depleted from hadronic energy. The recorded fraction of each process is experimentally determined
by the trigger system. Applying trigger conditions for specific processes implies inevitably to bias the
choice of the collected sub-samples. Therefore experimentalists introduced the the notion of minimum
bias events. These events can be triggered by dedicated minimum bias trigger menus but the selected
samples should be as inclusive and unbiased as possible. Though the definition of minimal bias explicitly
depends on the trigger conditions it is often referred to as non single diffractive events defined by Eq.
4.2. It should be stated though that this terminology is not unique, e.g. in theory context, minimal bias is
often identified with the non diffractive inelastic interactionsσnd .

σnsd(s) = σtot(s)−σsd(s)−σelas(s) (4.2)

The ATLAS detector will be able to measure a large fraction ofminimum bias events, which mostly
are the result of semi-hard scattering.. As the left plot of Fig. 4.1 indicates, the overwhelming fraction of
the non single diffractive events will consist of QCD multijet production, and despite the fact that it will
be a very interesting achievement to measure these cross sections, the interesting hard interaction which
give information about possible new physics have a cross section typically nine orders of magnitude
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lower. Even the next dominant SM processes like W and Z boson production in association with jets
and top pair and single top production are more than 6 orders of magnitude below the QCD background
rate. Fortunately such processes, as well as the hypothetical new physics, reveal themselves typically by
characteristic energetic leptons or b-tagged jets or largemissing energy but will only be visible if there
is an efficient level-1 trigger system.

Fig. 4.1: left: The cross sections of the SM processes at very high centre of mass energies as in the
Tevatron collider or expected the LHC. The right-hand scalegive the rate of expected events for the
LHC running at design luminosity of1034cm−2s−1. Found in [43]. right: schematic view of (a) elastic
(b) single-diffractive (c) double-diffractive and (d) non-diffractive hadron hadron interactions inη − φ
space4.1.1 Modelling from the hard proess to jetsHard proess
Interesting physics interactions exhibit a large transverse momentum when two partons in the proton
beams hit “head on”. In this scales the governing QCD is stillperturbative. These so-called hard scat-
tering will be modelled by MC event generators by evaluatingthe corresponding matrix element to a
certain order at the physical scale of transverse momentum transfer of between the scatterers, neglecting
the exchange of soft gluons. This sets the highest scale compared to the subsequent scales. Since the
cross section of the partonic interactionσi j is perturbative, a factorisation ansatz is valid to describe the
influence of the rest hadronic initial state in the collidingcolour neutral protons. The probability that a
parton of a certain flavor carrying a fractionx of total proton momentum takes part in partonic scattering
at these scales is governed by the parton distribution functions f (xi,µ2

f ). These have to be evaluated at
the factorisation scaleµ2

f , for which it was chosen to factorise the partonic scattering from the rest of
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the proton. The parton distribution functions have to be multiplied with the partonic cross section in
determination of the total cross section. As one sees in Eq. 4.3 the probabilities of parton 1 to take part
at the scattering is given by its pdffi(x1,µ2

f ), likewise for parton 2 byf j(x2,µ2
f ) and the probability of

the scattering process between the two partons isσi j. Also the phase space integration for the outgoing
scattered partons is performed in this step to find the cross section.

σ = ∑
i, j

∫ ∫

dx1dx2 fi(x1,µ2
f ) f j(x2,µ2

f )σi j(ŝ,µR) (4.3)

In the partonic scattering cross sectionσi j denotes ˆs = x1x2s the effective centre of mass energy of
the parton scattering, and the couplings are evaluated at the renormalisation scaleµR, according to the
underlying theory. In a detector though, sprays of colour neutral particles, reconstructed as jets, are
measured and not single hard scattered colour charged partons. To correctly describe the connection
between the hard scatterers and the measured particles two more scales are involved.Parton shower approah
Directly after the scattering gluons are radiated off by accelerated colour charges, which start a cascade
of radiation themselves, often referred to as parton shower. This includes also the modelling of initial
state (ISR) and final state (FSR) radiation, which can be understood as QCD bremsstrahlung of acceler-
ated ingoing and outgoing scatterers. While in principle processes likeq → qg can be included in matrix
elements, the finite order of evaluation can lead to uncancelled collinear or soft divergent contributions.
Amplitudes of matrix elements are only safe from such divergences for very energetic scatterers well
separated in phase space. Therefore, the approach of partonshowering is used by the generators, where
the potentially divergent soft contributions are treated in a shower model. The complexity and the choice
of ordering schemes and scales of the shower model differ specifically for the individual MC event gen-
erators. As an ordering parameterQ, which distinguishes the different regions of hard to soft dynamics,
can be used for example the virtuality of the involved partons, their relative transverse momentum or the
relative angle between them. The collinear and soft emissions are evolved according to different order-
ing parameters starting at a scale related to the hard scattering (Q2

max) down to an energy scale where
the partons combine to colour neutral hadrons, the so calledhadronisation scale. The lower scale also
corresponds to a smaller value of the ordering parameter.

Even in the shower model the divergences coming fromq → qg will occur at some softer scales.
These divergent parts would lead to radiation emission probabilities larger than unity. Introducing the
ordered shower model leads to a meaningful correction of this probability interpretation. If the splittings
occur in intervals of∆Q then the splitting probability into a very soft or collinearparton in one interval
may be itself larger unity, but this completely neglects theprobability of no splitting in an interval.
For example, nuclear decays, can only occur (i.e. split) in aconsidered time interval if there was no
decay in the interval before. As one waits longer the probability to have undecayed nucleons becomes
smaller, hence also the rate of decays in a radioactive source will slowly fall, motivating the well known
exponential nuclear decay law.

In the following, we summarise shortly the description of Sudakov weights given in [142]. First,
we consider the the general splitting of nearly massless partons of typea → bc. The energy fraction of
the initial partona that is carried byb is denoted asz. Splitting probabilities,Pa→bc, relate the cross
section of the matrix element with emissionσMEa→bc with the leading cross sectionσ0 for 2 → 2 , and
follow from approximating the matrix element in the soft andcollinear regime. The DGLAP [20,64,86]
equation summarises the rules and governs the evolution inz andQ scales.

dPa→bc =
σMEa→bc

σ0
=

αs

2π
dQ2

Q2 Pa→bc(z)dz (4.4)
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In the formula above functionsPa→bc(z) are called splitting kernels. These are theoretically wellde-
termined for all kinds of partons taking part in the splitting. The divergences appear separated in the
DGLAP equation. The so-called collinear or mass divergences appear atQ2 → 0 and forz → 1 the
splitting kernels can exhibit a soft divergence.

It is natural that these probabilities are universal, if onerecalls that in the collinear regime one dom-
inant Feynman graph contributes. By knowing these universal probability differential equations, it is
possible to iterate subsequent emission and hence build up the whole shower.

One can get the total branching probabilityPbranching over an infinitesimal small evolution scale
change dQ2, when summing over all possible types of splittings and integrating over all allowed daughter
parton’s energiesz in this evolution step.

Pbranching = ∑
b,c

∫

z

dPa→bc(z′)
dz′

dz′ (4.5)

It is important not to neglect the probabilityPnobranching = 1−Pbranching that nothing happens in the
evolution step dQ2 and include this to the DGLAP equations, as so-called Sudakov weight. The Sudakov
weight ∆(Q2

max,Q
2) is defined as the probability that when starting atQ2

max then evolving down to an
arbitrary lower scaleQ2 in this interval no additional emission occurred. The integration of Eq. 4.5 over
all dQ2 and together with probability conservation (see [142]) lead to the analytical form of the Sudakov
weights.

∆(Q2
max,Q

2) = exp

(

−∑
b,c

∫ Q2
max

Q2

dQ′2

Q′2

∫ αs

2π
Pa→bc(z

′)dz′
)

(4.6)

Thus the DGLAP equation acquires the form of

dPa→bc =
αs

2π
dQ2

Q2 Pa→bc(z)dz exp

(

−∑
b,c

∫ Q2
max

Q2

dQ′2

Q′2

∫ αs

2π
Pa→bc(z

′)dz′
)

. (4.7)

In this probabilistic interpretation the weighting of DGLAP probabilities with the exponentially falling
probabilities of the Sudakov form factors renders the splitting amplitudes finite in the soft regime.

In the scetched way the splitting of the complete final state shower can be constructed. The calcu-
lation has to fulfill energy-momentum conservation. After the construction of the final state shower all
information of particle splittings and momenta and energy are given to start with the reconstruction of the
ISR splittings that would lead to such a shower history. Similar DGLAP equations are used to treat ISR
in a backward evolution to construct an initial state constellation that would have ended up in accordance
with the constructed final state radiation pattern.Hadronisation and deay
The parton shower still does not describe the process on the basis of colourless bound states; this is done
in the hadronisation step. The single partons are combined to hadrons and their phase space is determined
in accordance with overall-energy momentum conservation.As soon as the partons become confined the
strong interaction becomes non perturbative. There is no way to calculate this transitions from partons
to hadrons by first principles and the generators use highly phenomenological models in this step. The
hadrons found in the final state are decayed according to their measured branching ratios. These decay
products can then subsequently enter the detailed detectorsimulation to model the detector response.
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As described so far this modelling works directly for generators that treat the 2→ 2 process in the matrix
element on Born level and leave the rest of the event modelling to the shower. But the first or even the
first few real emissions from a matrix element, i.e. 2→ n process withn > 2 giving the (jet) multiplicity
of the process, can be of special interest, since they occur at energy scales lower but typically relatively
close to the scale of the 2→ 2 process. Experimentalists for example could be interested to have the first
real emission correctly treated in the matrix element, i.e.calculate thepT spectra andη − φ directions
for the emitted partons exactly. This would allow to compareexperimentally reconstructed third or
fourth hardest jets inpT event shape variables with the real parton emission patternpredicted by the
matrix elements.There are event generators that treat realemissions in the matrix element calculation.
For example Sherpa [84] allows the treatment of an arbitrarynumber of real emissions from an otherwise
strictly leading-order matrix element. Such generators afterwards apply a shower model to account for
all possible emission in the event. This poses the problem that the emissions stemming from the matrix
element could potentially been double counted if the independent shower model starts its work at the
hard scale. Therefore, if emissions from the matrix elementoccur, they have to be matched to the
shower avoiding double counting of emitted energy. Also it is clear that the phase space description of
emission close to the hard scattering by the matrix element is superior to those from the shower, but
from a certain lower scale, the shower model fills the soft emission phase space more efficient and in
good approximation. The choice of the right matching scaleycut, below which the shower takes over
the emission of partons alone, is crucial to fill the completephase space of the events smoothly without
larger discontinuities at the matching scale.

It is desirable that the matching is generic and works automatically for arbitrary partons (in praxi still
only a few) in the final state. Several alternative matching algorithms have been developed to solve this
problem, detailed reference and a comparison of the variousmethod applied to W boson production at
the TeVatron and predictions for the LHC can be found in [100].

In the following we try to shortly summarise the concept of CKKW [110] matching used in the
Sherpa event generator. Matching of hard matrix element emission with showers includes the very intu-
itive use of a jet algorithm. Since any jet algorithm collects and merges particles in pseudo-particles up
to a certain cut-off condition that is related to the relative spacing of particles in phase space and allows
to measure changes of “jet” multiplicities as function of the resolution parameter. The CKKW matching
proceeds as follows.

1) The first step deals with finding the probabilities for a specific final state multiplicity and its cross
section. Since the cross sections of the higher multiplicity processes 2→ n may eventually diverge
one usually treats the partons like jets and defines first of all a suitable cut off scaleycut for the
smallest relative distance in phase space between the partons that yields no divergent cross section.
As measure of distance in phase space between (pseudo) particles i and j often the resolution
parameteryi j of a Durham or k⊥-jet algorithm [44] is chosen. Evaluating the matrix element and
its emission only above the scaleycut one is able to calculate meaningful cross sectionsσi for the
individual 2→ i “jet” multiplicities. The multiplicity depends of course also on the running ofαs

which is evaluated at the scaleycut. The knowledge of the cross sectionsσi automatically defines
the probability of the 2→ i process asP(2→ i) = σi/∑ j σ j.

2) Randomly events are generated in 2→ i configurations according to their probabilityP(2→ i) of
the matrix element emission.

3) Step 2 has determined the final state configuration of the event by the matrix element. In Step 3 be-
gins the reconstruction of a shower history for this configuration by finding splittings or mergings
with a jet algorithm. The final state configuration with the highest multiplicity is hereby consid-
ered. It is asked how such a configuration could have been reached equivalently via a hypothetical
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showering starting at the legs of the leading order matrix element (usually 2→ 2 process for jet
production). The problem is similar to backwards evolutionof the ISR in showering.

All partons emitted in the matrix elements are fed as seeds into a k⊥ algorithm, starting at the
lowest resolution parameter the so-called matching scaleycut. Next the value of theyi j merging
condition is raised in iterations with the effect that eventually at some scale corresponding to ayi j

partons are merged to a pseudo particle. Only mergings that are physical are allowed since the
merged configuration should be interpretable as a hypothetical shower splitting at this individual
scaleyi j. The iteration with rising values ofyi j is continued until the leading order matrix element
parton configuration i.e. the 2→ 2 process is reached.

4) Step 4 continues building the hypothetical shower history by construction of the Sudakov weights.
From Step 3 all the scales of the hypothetical splitting are known, namelyybegin, the scale where
the jet algorithm merged, hence the hypothetical parton emerged down untilyend where the next
splitting is reached orycut if the emerged parton belongs already to the final state. Thusthe Sudakov
weights can be calculated from all branchings or non-branchings of the parton’s “propagators” in
the event. They acquire the form of

∆(ybegin,ycut)

∆(yend,ycut)
(4.8)

As before the Sudakov weights account for the non emission probability between the scalesybegin

andyend.

5) The hypothetical shower history should be evaluated withappropriate running of the strong cou-
pling al phas. This is assured in Step 5. In order to use the correct runningof αs at each merging
(splitting) scaleybegin the Sudakov weights are multiplied by the following weight

α(ybegin)

α(ycut)
. (4.9)

In such way the complete hypothetical shower history from the leading order scale down toycut is
constructed in the language of showering and can be stored.

6) Like in a hit and miss approach the event is randomly kept according to its combined weight from
Sudakov weight and running coupling correction. If the event is rejected then the algorithm returns
to Step 2.

7) In Step 7 the parton shower is applied for emission below the matching scaleycut. As explained
above, the matrix element/parton shower matching divides the phase space of the event into two
disjunctive regimes where partons come from the matrix element and some that is populated by
the shower i.e a matching algorithm must contain the possibility to veto a partons from the shower
that are produced above the matching scaleycut.

On the legs of the hard process of the leading-order 2→ 2 process the parton shower is evoked
starting at the scale related to the hard scattering. But allsplittings that would also occur in the hy-
pothetical shower history since they would happen above thematching scale are now vetoed in the
shower. Only the splittings below this scale are kept since they provide the matched continuation
of the matrix element generated configuration below the matching scale.4.1.3 Underlying events

Multiple parton-parton scattering accompanying the hard process in a proton-proton collision is usually
referred to as underlying event activity. An intuitive sketch is displayed in Fig. 4.2. The outgoing
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two hard scattered jets are accompanied by coherent initialand final state radiation. Additionally softer
multiple parton interactions can occur in the proton remnants that are present. This is called the un-
derlying event. The modelling of the underlying event activity uses phenomenological models, that are
extrapolated from lower centre of mass energies measurements and so far untested at higher energies.

Monte Carlo event generators find the probability of multiple interactions in a proton proton colli-
sion with model of the matter distribution within the hadrons. Most generators supply various matter
distributions together with some free parameters and form factors to tune these to data. The underly-
ing event is often tuned to experimental data of hadron collider experiments like UA5 or the TeVatron
experiments. It is obvious that an underlying event tune at higher energies can not change matter dis-
tribution parameters without losing the valid low energy description of the underlying event. After the
matter distribution parameters are fixed at the low energiesdata a model specific extrapolation to LHC
energies is performed. Since the extrapolation to LHC energies depends on the specific model it can lead
to significantly differing predictions.

Also since the hard process leaves a lot of energy for accompanying partons, the underlying event
comprises 2→ 2 processes that can in principle start close below the scaleof the hard process,Qhard.
In order to be compliant with the overall energy momentum conservation each of the subsequent other
parton scatterings is modelled at an appropriate lower scale of transferred transverse momentum. The
most important parameter is the scaleQcut , the lowest momentum transfer, down to which these processes
are allowed. The value ofQcut can be as well fixed by e.g the TeVatron data. In the simplest ansatz the
value ofQcut at the LHC can be exponentiated from this reference scale according to

QLHC
cut = QTeV

cut × (
ELHC

cm

ETeV
cm

)αr . (4.10)

Since the ratio of centre of mass energies and the cut value ofthe reference scale are given, the
exponentiation parameterαr becomes the only free parameter to adjust the underlying event activity at
the LHC centre of mass energy. The evolution withαr connects the reference scale given by the TeVatron
centre of mass energy and LHC energies.

A second important influence on the underlying event models in MC generators becomes clear if one
recalls that the QCD(2→ 2) processes account for the underlying event. The probability for partons in
the hadron to take part in a scattering processes of a transferred momentum scalet is therefore strongly
depending on the parton distribution function (PDF) probedat the corresponding scale. Since the PDF
sets are the result of complicated fitting procedures to a variety of experimental data sets, the predictions
of the PDF sets at the probed scale can largely differ. Therefore the cross section of the underlying event
scattering is a function not only of the energy scalet but also of the probability for finding the partons
f (t,PDF) in a certain flavour and momentum state, hence this probability depends of the PDF set used.
The interplay of these factors is summarised symbolically in the following Eq.4.11.

dσUE(2→ 2) ≈ f (t,PDF)
α2

s (t)
t2 dt. (4.11)4.1.4 Pile Up

Pile up, which we describe in the following, has two components, one physical related to the bunch
crossings and one instrumental component related to integration times.

In the LHC densely packed bunches of protons are collided at bunch crossing rates up to 40 MHz.
This is resulting in experimental challenges. If in one bunch crossing an interesting hard physics inter-
action is triggered, it is predicted that for design luminosity on average 24 additional primary interaction
vertices of minimal bias events will be present in the detector. The occurrence of multiple primary ver-
tices from minimum bias events is called in-time pile up referring to the actual triggered bunch crossing.
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Fig. 4.2: Sketch of a proton proton collision in the LHC. Any further scattering of partons additionally
to the hard process is usually accounted for as underlying event or sometimes referred to as multiple
interactions.

To identify the hard interaction among the vertices correctly is crucial and will be possible with the good
spatial resolution of the inner detector.

While the electronics of the inner detector is read out promptly the larger and more complex calorime-
ter system has a longer integration time before read out. Since the calorimeter integrates over a couple of
bunch crossings before and after the triggered event, energy deposition of pile up from several bunches
add up. Accumulated electronic signals over this time are called out-of-time pile up.

During integration time cavern background also contributes as additional source of hits not correlated
to the interesting event to pile-up effects. Cavern background can be understood as a ’gas’ of neutral and
charged particles, which is present in the detector hall stemming from material activation and other
secondary processes. The largest component are neutrons from the activated material. They can fly
around in the hall for seconds before they are thermalised. Together with an also present and abundant
hard photon component from activation this ’gas’ can produce subsequently Compton electrons and
spallation protons. The cavern background has no correlation with the individual bunch crossings and it
is expected to add very many extra hits to the muon position chambers and trigger chambers in addition
to prompt particles that escape the calorimeter system.

The experimental impact of pile up can be large. Even if the the pT of jets reconstructed from pile
up is most of the time very low, pile up affects any simple isolation criteria. E.g. for lepton identification
in the calorimeter one checks that there is an energy deposition focused to some predefined small region
surrounded by a much larger region where only very few energyis deposited. If this isolation belt is hit
by pile up jets the identification criteria will not work and fewer isolated leptons are found. Isolation
criteria of this kind are also used by analyses designed in non pile up scenarios for ambiguous object
identification. Pile up is a very important issue currently under study and future analyses in pile up
scenarios need refined algorithms that identify jets contributed by pile up and exclude them from the
criteria to find isolated particles originating from the primary vertex.

From the simulation point of view it is possible to add in the detailed detector simulation randomly
specially simulated minimal bias events and modelled cavern background to the digitised detector re-
sponse. Since data is available, the overlay of real minimumbias events is done. Unfortunately there
were no simulated pile up samples with Athena release 12 available. The study presented had to neglect
the influence of pile up on the results.
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As argued in Chapter 2, among the exploitable production modes of the Higgs boson for observation
of succeeding invisible decays, the weak boson fusion [42, 128] promises over a large mass range the
highest cross section and hence experimental sensitivity.Therefore, the simulation of signal Monte Carlo
events focused on this production mode.4.2.1 Weak boson fusion topologyKinematis of the proess
In lowest order two diagrams mediate the processqq → qqVV → qqH, (see Fig. 2.4 a ) where the V
indicates a W or Z boson that is emitted from the incoming quarks. The virtual weak W or Z bosons
couple to the Higgs. The Higgs is produced at central rapidities in the detector and tends to yield central
decay products (in this specific case the undetectable decayproducts appear only as missing transverse
momentum,Emiss

T ). Since the masses of the weak gauge boson provide the scale of the process a medium
mass Higgs boson may be emitted typically withpT≈ 60−120 GeV.

The outgoing quarks give rise to two jets which enter the detector at large rapidity compared to the
Higgs decay. Since the transverse momentumpT of the outgoing quarks is governed also by the mass
scale of the emitted weak boson, against which the quark is recoiling, thepT is typically sufficient that
both jets reach the hadronic calorimeter and will be reconstructed. These jets are often the leading and
subleading jet reconstructed in the event, with a moderate to sizable transverse momentum1). In a large
fraction of events the jets from the outgoing quarks lie in opposite hemispheres of the detector and their
difference in pseudorapidity is several units. Signal events that stem from the weak boson fusion process
in the LHC are identified by these so-called tagging jets in the ATLAS detector.Possibility to veto entral hadroni ativity
The prospects of Higgs searches within weak boson fusion raised when it was discovered that for the
signal there should be a strong suppression of soft hadronicradiation in the pseudorapidity range between
the tagging jets, the so called rapidity gap [30].

It is characterising for the signal process that between thetwo electroweak scattered quarks there is
no net colour exchange in the t-channel. Hence the colour singlet exchange in the t-channel, leaves only
the possibility of additional soft gluon radiation along with the leading jets in forward and backward
direction under small angles. In contrary in background processes taking part in strong interaction a
colour octet is exchanged in the t-channel, which gives riseto a soft gluon radiation pattern emitted
mainly in the central region between the tagging jets.

While the depletion of soft hadrons in the central region maybe not visible considering also pile up, it
was shown in [30] that a discrimination between electroweakand strong processes may be feasible even
at high luminosity if one looks for jets in a lowpT range of 15-40 GeV instead, since the jet algorithms
try to collect the hadronic particles that stem mostly from one interaction point. Rejecting events with
one or more of such smallpT jets in between the tagging jets is called minijet veto or central jet veto.

The different population with additional jets in the regionbetween the tagging jets for processes
with colour singlet and colour octet exchange can be visualised in the so-called Zeppenfeld plot (Fig.
4.3). For events containing additional jets the distance ofthe third jet in pseudorapidity to the averaged
tagging jet pseudorapidity is calledη⋆

3 = η3 − 1
2(η1 + η2). We compare in Fig. 4.3 the shape of the

Zeppenfeld distribution for events containing a third jet.The signal which is expected to radiate most

1) We characterise jets by theirpT andη,φ values. Though the jets in this study are calorimeter based jets and the calorimeters
measure energy deposits, hence transverse energyET, for high energetic jetsET can be replaced bypT as well as the rapidity,
y, of a jet becomes equal to the pseudorapidityη.
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of the additional jets close to the two leading jets is plotted as magenta histogram. The two important
backgrounds of W and Z bosons are shown in two components each. The background from graphs
containing strong interaction is shown as light blue for theW boson and light green for the Z bosons.
The events stemming from electroweak graphs are the dark blue histogram for W bosons and the dark
green for the Z bosons. Additionally the shape of the third jet distribution in a QCD dijets sample is
displayed as black histogram. One sees in Fig. 4.3 that the hadronic radiation, thus the third jet, is
mostly close to the tagging jets emitted, corresponding to larger values of|η⋆

3 |. But processes with QCD
graphs tend to populate the region ofη⋆

3 ≈ 0 which is the direction between the tagging jets. This effect
is most prominent for the dijet background. But even the weaksamples populate this area with jets. It
can be interpreted as the effect of showering and especiallythe underlying event contributions.
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Fig. 4.3: Distribution of η⋆
3 = η3− 1

2(η1 + η2) the distance of the averaged rapidity of the two tagging
jet to the third leading jet for various physics processes. The jets were combined from final state particles
(except muon and neutrinos) on generator level. All jets were required to have apT > GeV. Compared
is η⋆

3 distribution of the an invisibly decaying Higgs signal withmass of 130 GeV generated with Sherpa
(magenta histogram) to some of the background processes. The QCD dijet background (black histogram)
is generated with Pythia 6.4. Sherpa samples of the W/Z plus jets background are shown split in events
stemming from electroweak graphs (ew) and strong interacting graphs (qcd). The light blue histogram
is the strong and the dark blue histogram is the electroweak contributions in the W plus jets background.
Likewise the light green histogram is the contribution fromstrong graphs in the Z plus jets background,
the dark green histogram of the electroweak graphs.

In simulated events the minijet veto depends, aside from details of jet reconstruction, mainly on the
modelling of the strong processes, the radiation pattern ofadditional jets and especially on the underlying
event. Because the underlying event is present even for the weak boson fusion processes as well it fills
the region between the tagging jets with minijets. The modelling of these effects is done differently in
the specific generators. In Appendix A an attempt was made to find a way of vetoing mini jets that is as
robust as possible against different generator models.

This study used only simulated events which could not be tuned to ATLAS data so far. To become
independent from generator differences it will be important to use the early LHC data to tune the gen-
erators to data and later measure those veto probabilities in data. Currently promising efforts [136] in
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ATLAS started to refine the minijet veto by track vertex association and gain more robustness against the
influence of pile up jets. Therefore it is expected that ATLASanalyses will be able to make good use of
the minijet veto even under pile-up conditions.

As we will see later demanding two leading jets in opposite hemispheres of the detector exhibiting
a large pseudorapidity gap of roughly four units to each other and vetoing events with mini jets in the
central region will form the core technique to identify the signal in weak boson fusion topology.4.2.2 The Sherpa event generator
Sherpa [84,113] is a multipurpose MC event generator that evaluates the matrix elements of the generated
processes at leading order (LO). Unlike in many other event generators the user is not selecting via a code
a special set of diagrams that enter the matrix element calculation, but defines the particles present in the
initial state (IS) and in the final state (FS). To select a set of Feynman diagrams for the process the user
also defines the orders of electroweak and strong couplings (defining in this way additional emissions
from the matrix element). Then for a defined initial state, incase of the LHC proton-proton collisions,
and specified final state, the Sherpa module AMEGIC++ [111] automatically constructs the exact matrix
elements for given number of electroweak and strong couplings and performs the phase space integration.
The APACIC++ 2.0 module [112] matches the outgoing partons to a virtuality and angular ordered parton
shower. This matching uses the CKKW matching algorithm [45](previously outlined in 4.1.2) in order
to avoid double counting of additional gluon radiation emerging from the hard matrix element.

A matching scale with the parton shower ofycut =(5 GeV/14 TeV)2 for 2 → 4 processes and of
ycut =(20 GeV/14 TeV)2 for the 2→ 5 and 2→ 6 processes, respectively is chosen.

For processes that contained only weak vertices, the strongcouplings in the Sherpa samples were
adjusted to account up to 3 jets from the matrix element. Whenprocesses with only strong vertices on
Born level were generated with Sherpa, it was possible to allow for up to 4 jets from the matrix element.
If Sherpa samples had been produced inclusively with strongand weak graphs, again the number of jets
from the matrix element was restricted to 3.Underlying event settings in Sherpa
Sherpa also allows to apply an underlying event model in proton-proton collisions. The corresponding
Sherpa module for generating the underlying event is calledAMISIC. While the additional jets originat-
ing from matched parton shower radiation of the leading jetstend to be radiated off under small angles
to these jets, the gluon radiation from the underlying eventpopulates also the centralη region between
the tagging jets. In Sherpa the reference scale, appearing in Eq. 4.10, QTeV

cut is set to 2.25 GeV and the
exponentiation parameter for centre of mass energy dependenceαr is chosen to be 0.25. This specific
Sherpa underlying events tune is fixed at Run II TeVatron dataas the starting point for the Sherpa ex-
ponentiation of the cut scale. In that way one can be sure thatthe tune has some connection to existing
measurements. The CTEQ6L [126] parton distribution function were used in event generation and as
well for the underlying event.Matrix element for the signal proess
Sherpa also provides a very flexible framework for includingnew physics models, since it allows to
define additional parameters, couplings and Feynman rules that are compiled in corresponding libraries
and calculates the matrix elements for the hard processes.

Alternative MC event generators like Pythia [143] and Herwig [55] use the process H→ZZ(⋆) →
νν̄νν̄ to simulate invisible Higgs decays in accordance with the SM. This approach will certainly run
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into troubles to generate larger invisible decay width due to threshold effects for invariant mass far off
shell and the default use of the narrow width approximation2) .

In the modified Sherpa version on basis of release 1.0.11, direct two body decays of type H→ νν̄
are incorporated via Feynman rules. The finite width of the Higgs boson is treated correctly in the
propagator.

In order to generate the signal, Sherpa uses diagrams that include electroweak couplings to the order
4 and strong couplings up to the order 1 that originate from a proton proton initial state and end in final
state defined by a neutrino antineutrino pair from the Higgs boson decay accompanied by two or three
jets.

Diagrams that fulfil these criteria can belong to different classes of processes. Counting also the
couplings at decay vertices (as it was convention up to Sherpa release 1.0.11) one sees that not only the
intended weak boson fusion but also the weak boson associated production can contribute. To demon-
strate this Fig. 4.4 shows the invariant mass of the leading and subleading jets at truth level in the event
for a Higgs boson mass of 130 GeVgenerated by Sherpa and alternative generators. The signal generated
with the described settings for Sherpa in comparison to the pure weak boson fusion process settings for
Herwig and Pythia. In the very high invariant dijet mass range theoretically all three generators should
give the same distribution of dijet masses since the weak boson fusion dominates completely. The ob-
served difference comes from the different generator shower model, tunes and scales settings. In the
Sherpa signal sample a Higgs boson with a mass of 130 GeV is produced in both, vector boson fusion
and weak boson associated Higgs production (≈ 20 %) as is clearly confirmed by the peak below 100
GeV in Fig. 4.4 where the associated production graphs contribute.

As stated above for the signal samples up to three jets were generated by the exact matrix element
and matched.One can deduce from the ratio of cross sections for 2→ 4 and 2→ 5 sub-processes that
typically one forth of the Sherpa events have a third jet originating directly from the matrix element
and not from a parton shower. Such jets from the matrix element are hard enough to lie well above the
matching scale, softer contributions will be populated with the shower approach.
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Fig. 4.4: Comparison of an invisible Higgs signal with mass of 130 GeV generated with Sherpa and in
weak boson fusion with Pythia and Herwig. The invariant dijet mass of the leading and subleading jets
in the truth collection of events exhibits different behaviour in the range about 100 GeV due to additional
diagrams in Sherpa, including WH and ZH production.

2) At least a Pythia option allows the dynamical calculation ofdecay width in a relativistic Breit-Wigner propagator
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The theoretically detectable rate of invisible decays depends among other things on the branching ratio
for the invisible decays. On the one hand the SM width rises steeply for higher Higgs masses. On
the other hand, the invisible width as quoted in Chapter 2 depends inversely on the Higgs mass and
quadratically on the coupling strength of the Higgs to the hidden scalars. Though rather small and
perturbative couplings to the hidden scalar sector may be ofparticular theoretical interest, their direct
observation would be difficult even for relatively light Higgs masses.

There is however always the possibility of an indirect observation. If such invisible decays are present
and are competing with the SM decays one would observe in the SM searches a reduction of the visible
cross section of Higgs production.

Though the electroweak precision data prefers the existence of a light Higgs boson, these data is
not sensitive to the influence of an hypothetical hidden sector (Chapter 2). With no hint for allowed
or preferred values of the Higgs mass, we have to extend the study of the stealthy Higgs scenario to
higher masses. But in this case, invisible branching becomes competitive to SM branchings only at non
perturbative values of the coupling to the hidden scalars.In Fig. 4.5 we show the theory values we expect
for the invisible cross section of a stealthy Higgs producedat the LHC at

√
s = 14 TeV in weak boson

fusion and Higgs strahlung as function of the couplingω to the hidden sector. We display examples
of four Higgs boson masses, showing that the maximal value for higher Higgs masses is reached only
for larger values of the couplingω . Generally, one also notes that the value of invisible crosssection is
bounded from above by the corresponding production cross section of the SM Higgs boson (horizontal
dashed lines in Fig. 4.5) . Additionally the production cross section falls steeply with higher Higgs
masses.

For the choice of the lower mass starting point of the study, it would have been desirable to have
sensitivity for Higgs masses about 110 GeV for a continuation in the context of the LEP 2 searches. But
without knowing selection efficiencies for such masses beforehand, a suppression of the the large back-
grounds displayed in Fig. 4.1will demand a rather hard cut onmissing transverse energy. Automatically
this reduces the sensitivity for such low Higgs boson masses. The lowest Higgs mass in this study is
therefore 130 GeV. The highest pole mass is 800 GeV for which the production cross section is even at
centre of mass energy of 14 TeV small.

It is expected that the sensitivity mostly depends on the invisible Higgs cross section. But also there
is the possibility that the detection efficiency of the invisible signal is reduced by a widely smeared out
invariant mass spectrum.

Thus the covering of a large fraction of the allowed MH −ω− parameter space is challenging. Signal
events were produced in a mass range between 130 GeV and 800 GeV and the coupling to the hidden
scalar sector was varied between 25≥ ω ≥ 0.1. For each parameter point marked with a star in Fig. 4.7
25×103 events were produced with detailed detector simulation and2×106 with fast detector simulation
ATLFAST-1. Instead of presenting a table with all cross sections Fig. 4.6 depicts the cross section over
the mass range in dependence of the chosen couplingω .As before we observe that for each Higgs mass,
there is aω value for that the maximal invisible rate is expected.

The notion of a confined particle resonance is usually limited when its width becomes equal to its
mass. Since this may be an interesting scale for the sensitivity some samples where generated with the
condition that width is equal to the particle pole mass.4.2.4 Reweighting with SM prodution ross setion
During we validated the modified Sherpa 1.0.11 version, we confirmed that Sherpa generates the assigned
Higgs width for decays of the Higgs boson into neutrinos (which in any experimental aspect are equal
to the hidden scalars in the detector). One example of an invariant mass spectrum of the two neutrinos
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Fig. 4.7: Schematic overview over the studied parameter plane in stealthy Higgs scenario. The two
parameters are the pole Higgs boson mass MH and the coupling to the hidden scalar sectorω . At
crossings of the solid lines signal MC samples were generated. Additionally model points where the
nominal Higgs mass equals its width were generated.

from the hard process as found in the truth collection is displayed as red histogram in Fig. 4.8. One
sees an asymmetry in the tails since phase space in a two body decay rises with the invariant mass. But
obviously Sherpa does not fold in the SM production cross section of an invisible test mass contributing
to the mass spectrum of the broad Higgs, which is included in the blue histogram in Fig. 4.8.

Since the SM cross section enters the total cross section in the stealthy Higgs scenario, as explained
in Chapter 2, the SM cross section was multiplied as functionof the the invariant Higgs masses, assigning
an event weight.

To find the numerical values of the SM cross section for each contributing Higgs mass, fits to SM
Higgs production cross sections compiled for the LHC [114] were used. These fits where made to values
calculated by the the program FeynHiggs-2.4.1 [96].

It is stated in [114] that for vector boson fusion the Higgs production cross section is known at NLO in
QCD. Results have been obtained with MCFM [69]. The PDF used is CTEQ6M and the renormalisation
and factorisation scales are set equal to the Higgs-boson mass. The theoretical uncertainty is estimated
to be less than 10 %. Detailed information to NLO calculations for this process can be found in [33,
73, 95]. Higgs boson production in association with a weak boson is known at NNLO in QCD and
NLO in electroweak calculations. The fit results for associated production have been obtained by the
LH2003 Higgs working group [27], by combining NNLO QCD corrections calculated in [39] with the
NLO electroweak corrections from [51]. The PDF used is MRST2001 and the renormalisation and
factorisation scales are set equal to the Higgs-vector-boson invariant mass. The residual theoretical
uncertainty is estimated to be less than 5 %.

In Fig. 4.9 the fitted functions used for calculation of a normalised shape weight as function of the
invariant test mass are displayed for weak boson fusion and the two kinds of associated production with
weak bosons. The chosen fit functions for the WH(ZH) associated production cross section produce an
artifact, i.e. they exhibit an exponential rise if the invariant Higgs mass is larger than 1565 GeV (1870
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GeV) and are therefore set to zero for such invariant masses.
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Fig. 4.9: Fits to the mass dependence of the SM production cross section of the Higgs boson at a LHC
centre of mass energy of 14 TeV. The production in association with a top quark pair or by gluon fusion
is not depicted and not considered.

In order to not change the total cross section the weights were normalised such that the sum of
all weights corresponds to the number of signal MC events, i.e. only the shape of the invariant mass
distribution was changed.

In Fig. 4.8 an example of the original and reweighted invariant neutrino mass spectrum is presented.

After the shape reweighting, the actual shape of the stealthy Higgs invariant mass spectrum is the
combination of a Breit-Wigner resonance with a linear rising phase space contribution and the multiplied
production cross section for a given invariant mass in the spectrum. Only a few masses are generated with
low invariant masses below, the become enhanced with a relatively high production cross section weight
contribution, and form the rising structure at the lower endof the mass spectrum in the blue histogram
in Fig. 4.8. Since the events there are very sparse statistical fluctuations are more visible than in the rest
of the spectrum. Since the reweighting clearly shifts the spectrum to the lower masses, one expects the
selection efficiency, e. g. with respect to a cut on the missing transverse energy, of the shape-reweighted
samples to be slightly lower.4.3 Bakground proesses
Any SM process that can produce events with two moderatepT jets and sizable missing transverseEmiss

T
can contribute as background process for a weak boson fusionsearch. In particular due to mismeasure-
ment in the detector and misidentification in the reconstruction, this is also true for events that are not
produced in weak processes. In the following the consideredbackgrounds are described.
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A dominant background which can fake the signal consists of Wboson production in association with
jets, where the W boson decays into a lepton. The NLO cross section of this process is of the order 61.5
nb [129] at a centre of mass energy of 14TeV taking into account a branching fraction B(W→ lν) ≈ 10
%.

The leading-order graphs of the W boson production are displayed in the right column of Fig. 4.10.
At event generation it was decided to produce the strong diagram samples separately from the weak
graphs samples, even if the electroweak diagrams of the W boson production contribute only on the
promille level. This was done firstly for validation purposes and further to have the opportunity to study
the behaviour of the much more signal like electroweak component in the various selection steps, since
the electroweak part of the W boson cross sections is of the same order as the signal cross section.

Sherpa was used for event generation of both classes of events.
Due to the neutrino in the event coming from the heavy W boson there is a considerable amount of

realEmiss
T in the event. Usually the lepton from the W boson is well separated from the surrounding jets

and would be reconstructed as an isolated lepton. This distinguishes the W boson plus jets event from
the signal where no leptons outside jets are expected. But incase that such a lepton is not separated
from the jets in the event or escapes detection in the detector raising the value ofEmiss

T , this handle for
discrimination against signal is lost.

The accompanying jets recoiling against the W boson tend to reach central parts of the detector,
eventually in a larger spacing in pseudorapidity between the leading jets. Though their invariant dijet
mass tends to be often lower than that of the signal. Additionally from the gluon emission in the t-
channel in strong graph, also additional soft jets may populate the central region between the recoiling
jets.4.3.2 Z boson plus jets prodution and Z→ νν̄ deay
The irreducible background comprises of Z plus jets events,where the Z boson decays into a neutrino
antineutrino pair. The leading order Feynman graphs of Z boson production with additional jets (“ Z plus
jets”) is depicted in the left column of Fig. 4.10. The electroweak graph is is indistinguishable to the
signal if the decaying Z boson is replaced by a decaying Higgsboson. For Z boson plus jets production
at

√
s = 14 TeV the NLO cross section is of the order of 12 nb [129] taking into account a branching

B(Z→ νν̄) ≈ 20 %.
In such events the neutrinos immediately provide a large missing transverse energy, which, due to

the boost of the Z boson, is directed centrally into the detector most likely distant to neighbouring jets.
The recoiling jet system allocates moderatepT tagging jet candidates. A selection of events sensitive
to the signal is expected to select a large fraction of eventsof the component with electroweak vertices
(upper row of Fig.4.10), which has a cross section of the order of the signal cross sections. The strong
component with colour exchange (lower row of Fig.4.10) is more likely to be vetoed by the minijet veto.
Since the Z boson is close in mass to the W boson the description of the topology and kinematics of the
recoiling jet system is very similar to the description in 4.3.1.

As above Sherpa was used for event generation of both classesof events.4.3.3 Z boson plus jets prodution and Z→ l−l+ deay
This separable constituent of the SM background is expectedto have a NLO cross section of roughly 6
nb [129]. Such events can be confused with the signal in case that at least one of the lepton is not within
detector acceptance therefor giving rise to a fake missing transverse energy signature, while e.g. the
other light lepton may be mistaken for a jet. Events with decays into tau leptons though can contain real
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neutrinos from leptonic tau decays. In addition a hadronical tau decay may end up a wrongly assigned
tagging jet candidate. Sherpa produced the events not separating between strong and electroweak graphs.
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Fig. 4.10:Leading order graph for the production of Z or W bosons at the LHC. The dominant mode in
both cases is the production via strong interaction (lower row).Filtering on generator level for weak boson fusion ompliant topologies
The W and Z boson plus jets production processes are examplesof backgrounds dominantly produced
due to strong interaction, that have a large rate at the LHC but only rarely contain a topology that fakes
the signal. It would be rather inefficient and a waste of resources to produce the complete samples in
detailed detector simulation only to witness that most of the events will not pass the trigger requirements.
ATLAS provided therefore a filtering to enrich the samples with events that may pass the weak boson
fusion criteria on jets after full reconstruction.

If this filtering is applied, the events have to pass a specialselection process that is operated already
on generator level of the particles. The final state particles are combined by a simple cone jet algorithm.
It is then tested by the filter whether the events contain at least two of such generator level jets within
the maximalη acceptance|η | < 5. One jet with apT > 20 GeV the other at least apT > 15 GeV and
spacing in∆η > 2 is required. Also it is checked that the event contains a jetpair with an invariant dijet
mass above 300 GeV. The efficiency of this generator level jetfiltering is given in the fourth column of
Tab. 4.1 for the individual W and Z boson plus jet samples samples.Bakground normalisation to higher order rates
Higher order corrections are usually positive for the LHC. Hence it is desirable to use at least NLO
corrected background rates for consistency if the signal isnormalised to NLO. The proportionality factor
between NLO and LO cross section is usually called k factor inthe literature. For many processes the
calculation of k factors are difficult but in case of W boson and Z boson plus jets production at a hadron
collider a new cross section integrator FEWZ [119] was used in [129] to get the cross section at NNLO
level. For better agreement with the experimental conditions the acceptance range can be specified
in FEWZ. With given dependencies on the parton distributionfunction uncertainties and the remaining
QCD scale dependencies the error on the NNLO cross section byFEWZ is estimated to be of the order of
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process generator LO cross sec. efficiency events

W+jets

W → eνe(st) Sherpa1.1.1 17900pb 0.055 412k (2.1×106)

W → µνµ(st) Sherpa1.1.1 18087pb 0.053 308k (2.3×106)

W → τντ(st) Sherpa1.1.2 18114pb 0.053 318k (2.2×106)

W → eνe(ew) Sherpa1.1.1 41.2pb 0.33 55k (9.4×105)

W → µνµ(ew) Sherpa1.1.1 41.4pb 0.33 109k (9.4×105)

W → τντ(ew) Sherpa1.1.1 40.6pb 0.31 162k (9.6×105)

Z+jets

Zνν(st) Sherpa1.0.11 8504pb 0.04 330k (2.1×106)

Z → νν(ew) Sherpa1.0.11 9.6pb 0.3 421k (7.8×105)

Z → ee Sherpa1.1.1 1692pb 0.07 53k (2.9×105)

Z → µµ Sherpa1.1.1 1691pb 0.04 46k (3×105)

Z → ττ Sherpa1.1.1 1689pb 0.055 48k (3×105)

top pairs tt̄(l ≥ 1) MC@NLO3.3 833pb 0.54 419k (48×106)

dijets

pT/GeV∈ [10,17) Pythia6.4 17.6mb 1 560k (4.8×106)

pT/GeV∈ [17,35) Pythia6.4 1.38mb 1 352k (4.7×106)

pT/GeV∈ [35,70) Pythia6.4 93.3µb 1 132k (4.8×106)

pT/GeV∈ [70,140) Pythia6.4 5.88µb 1 320k (4.8×106)

pT/GeV∈ [140,280) Pythia6.4 0.308µb 1 306k (4.9×106)

pT/GeV∈ [280,560) Pythia6.4 12.5nb 1 271k (4.9×106)

pT/GeV∈ [560,1120) Pythia6.4 0.360nb 1 321k (4.8×106)

pT/GeV∈ [1120,2240) Pythia6.4 5.71pb 1 293k (4.7×106)

pT/GeV≥ 2240 Pythia6.4 24fb 1 - (4.8×106)

Tab. 4.1: Summary of used MC samples to model the SM background. The process and the used gener-
ator along with the generator LO cross section and filter efficiency of generator or ATLAS weak boson
fusion prefiltering and available number of MC events are listed. In case of the dijet production thepT

range of the transferred momentum is denoted in column 2. Numbers in the last column in brackets are
the corresponding samples in fast detector simulation usedin parts of the later analysis.
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10%. According to the recommendation by ATLAS Collaboration [129] the leading order cross section
for the W boson plus jets sample is corrected with a k-factor of 1.32 and the Z boson plus jets sample
with a k-factor of 1.37 to NNLO.4.3.4 Top pair prodution tt̄Top pair events harateristis
The top quark pairs contribute at a centre of mass energy of 14TeV with (σtt̄ =833± 100) pb [129] to
the SM background. A top pair can be produced at the LHC dominantly via gluon fusion Fig. 4.11
a)-c) or about 13% in quark antiquark annihilation Fig 4.11 d). A peculiarity of the top quark system is

Fig. 4.11: Leading order diagrams for top quark pair production. At theLHC mostly gluon initiated
production a)-c) dominates over quark antiquark annihalition.

its lifetime of only 10−24s which is one order of magnitude too short for the hadronisation into a bound
state. Within the SM 99% of the top quark decays are predictedto go into a bottom quark and a W boson.
According to the subsequent decay of the W boson one finds three classes namely fully hadronically or
semi-leptonically or dileptonically (Fig.4.12).

The used sample is filtered on generator level for the non fully hadronic decays demanding at least a
leptonic W boson decay, which are about 54% of all top pair decays, since the lepton can be triggered.
The ATLAS filter for weak boson fusion topology was not applied

Events from this background class can fake the signal since they contain real missing transverse
energyEmiss

T from neutrinos if one or both W bosons decay leptonically. Then in order to fake the signal
the same as described in 4.3.1 applies for the isolated lepton from the W bosons. For dileptonic events
this misidentification or escape must occur twice which is not so likely.

The top quark pairs present an event class with rather many jets (up to 6 jets in leading order for
the fully hadronic events) in the final state. These events look more spherical in the detector, without
exhibiting a specific rapidity gap. At least two of the jets stem from bottom quarks and may have enough
pT to be recognised as tagging jets. Experimentally these jetscan be identified by b-tagging algorithms.
If a B meson decays inside the jets leptonically, the lepton is likely to stay close or in the jets and will
not be found as isolated lepton in the reconstruction. Moreover the neutrino can contribute to theEmiss

T
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Fig. 4.12:Top pair decays classified according to the W boson decay. a) fully hadronic b) semi-leptonic
c) dileptonic decay topology

in the event. Also the balance ofEmiss
T can be instrumentally enhanced if one the many jets hits a poorly

instrumented region.Generation of top pairs with MC�NLO generator
MC@NLO [74, 75] is a standalone matrix element generator which matches NLO calculations of rates
for QCD processes with a parton shower Monte Carlo event generator (HERWIG/JIMMY [55]) for sim-
ulating hadronisation and the underlying event. Compared to the Sherpa generator, MC@NLO follows
a more ambitious approach. If a 2→ n process should be modelled, MC@NLO additionally treats the
process with one real emission (i.e. 2→ n + 1) and all virtual contributions to the 2→ n process, so it
evaluates the matrix element on NLO.

The matching in this case is done in the following way. In the 2→ n process an analytical calculation
can be performed since it is evaluated at an infrared safe scale. Next it is studied how one additional
splitting in a shower starting at then outgoing legs would populate the 2→ n + 1 phase space. The
trick is that this analytical result contains the same singularities as the 2→ n + 1 matrix element. The
subtraction of the analytical branching expression from the 2→ n+1 matrix element expression assumes
a cancellation of the divergent terms. Hence the physical 2→ n+1 matrix element is found and a finite
cross section for 2→ n + 1 can be calculated. Since the cross section at leading orderfor 2→ n is not
suffering any divergences, MC@NLO can start generating events of the 2→ n and 2→ n + 1 topology
according to their cross sections and apply the parton shower for each event type to the outgoing legs.

At a given higher scale the parton shower has to be matched with the matrix element. It can occur
that the cross section prediction of the shower activity differs from the prediction of the NLO cross
sections from the matrix element for this scale. Hence a correction has to be applied so that the overall
cross section of the sample is the correct NLO one. This is done in this case (tt̄production) by assigning
approximately 10 %-15 % of the generated events the negativeweight -1 instead of the default weight 1.
This weight has to be taken into account when normalising or filling histograms.

The fraction of events with negative weights that have to be introduced to give the right NLO cross
section for the sample depends on the generated process. Thefraction of negative weights cannot be
automatically determined and has to be introduced separately in MC@NLO whenever a new process is
generated with MC@NLO or changes in the shower model are made.

In a last step to build a completely generated event, the multiple parton-parton interactions that
contribute to the underlying event are produced by the interfaced JIMMY v4.1 generator, which uses
angular ordered showering.
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The QCD dijet production at the LHC is a 2→ 2 process, symbolically depicted in Fig. 4.13. This
production has a very large cross section in the order of almost 20 mb at the LHC, accounting for almost
the complete non diffractive rate. Kinematically most events are easy to separate from the signal process.
But rare events can fake the signal topology.

Compared to the signal process the averagepT of the two emerging leading jets is lower and the
spectrum of jetpT falls steeper. The two jets often enter the detector at central rapidities but the two
jets are very often back to back so that the∆Φjj distribution peaks sharply atπ. In the∆ηjj only a small
fraction of dijet events exceeds a spacing of more than 4 units of pseudorapidity. The angular distribution
of the jets is the cause that the invariant dijet mass spectrum Mjj falls faster as for the signal. But the main
difference between signal and dijets is the amount of missing energy in the event, which is theoretical
very small in a dijet event. The only source of realEmiss

T in this process are leptonic meson decays leading
to neutrinos flying in or close to a jet. Events where such a neutrino creates a lot of real missing energy
are sparse though. Nevertheless dijet events can show a considerable amount of purely instrumental
Emiss

T . Sources for this so-called “fake”Emiss
T are first of all incomplete jet measurements for jets that

are partly in the beam pipe or hit one of the poorly instrumented regions like the the gap between barrel
and endcap and the crack region 1.35< η < 1.57. Such jets will not be fully contribute to the globalpT

balance in the event. Also all other kind of mismeasurements, e.g. of jet energy or misidentification may
contribute to incorrect evaluation of the missing transverse energy in the event.

Finally since coloured particles scatter in the hard process the dijet system can be surrounded by
softer jets emitted likewise in the central region.Generation with the Pythia event generator
The leading order event generator Pythia 6.4 [143] is used tocalculate the hard interaction of a 2→ 2
partonic scattering process. To enhance the yield of interesting events with higher transverse momentum
transfer in this scattering the scale of the transverse momentum transfer evaluated in the matrix element
is binned for the individual samples. As on can see in the end of Tab. 4.1 that the cross section for the
momentum transfer in the hard scattering larger than 1 TeV isstill in the order of magnitude of a typical
medium mass Higgs signal.No NLO correction factors for the Pythia samples were available and also no
filter for weak boson fusion was applied to the samples, that are used in various physics analyses.

Since Pythia 6.3 the old mass ordered parton shower [144] based on simple string fragmentation was
replaced by a new shower model [141]. This uses the evolutionof interleaved transverse-momentum-
ordered showers and sums over all ISR occurring in previous multiple interactions in the showering. The
new so-called power shower model leads to a considerably harder pT spectrum in the jets and is believed
by the author to give a much more accurate modelling of the underlying physics.
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Fig. 4.13: Examples for the simplest diagrams for the QCD dijet production at the LHC. The gluon
induced graphs and gluon- quark scattering are important inleading-order at the LHC. Graphs containing
antiquarksq̄ become important at scales of low Bjorken-x. For large scales of Bjorken-x the q̄ quarks
occur in higher order graphs.



5. Searh strategy for invisible Higgs deays with largeinvisible deay width
In this chapter two alternative event selections are presented. The first one comprises rather loose pre-
selection cuts and a final selection using a multivariate classifier. The second one is a simple cut-based
event selection based on formerly published ATLAS sensitivity studies [7] to an invisible Higgs signal.
While the first selection is aimed to reach optimal discrimination power between signal and background
specifically in the studied model points, the second selection serves mainly as cross check for the results
of the multivariate method.

As argued in chapter 2 the weak boson fusion channel promisesthe highest sensitivity towards in-
visible Higgs decays over a large mass range. Therefore the preselection of the multivariate analysis
and the cut-based selection prepare final states in the weak boson fusion topology. Before describing the
cut-based and in particular the multivariate analysis in greater detail, we start though with a brief citation
of a dedicated ATLAS study [122] on the important question whether triggering such topologies will be
feasible in the ATLAS detector.5.1 Triggering invisible Higgs deays in weak boson fusion event topology
The trigger is very important as first step in the data acquisition. It determines the kind of physics
processes of interest and the rate of such events that are recorded for further data analyses. The choice
of a certain trigger menu is guided by the requirements to have a preferably unscaled trigger rate and a
high signal acceptance1) .

In ATLAS the bandwidth of recordable events at level-1 isO(100Hz). The wish to use this band-
width optimal under varying data taking conditions, e.g. instantaneous luminosity upgrades, drives the
studies of trigger menus. Therefore, available trigger menus and corresponding rates are subject to
changes with the time. Also it is desirable to have dedicatedtriggers for a physics process, since building
complex triggers from combinations of simple trigger menuswill lead to problems in the determination
of trigger rate and acceptance if the individual trigger need to run at different prescales. However, since
each trigger uses a part of the total bandwidth, the number ofdedicated triggers is limited.

Since triggered level-1 objects are defined coarse regions of interest in contrast to higher level triggers
objects or offline reconstructed objects which are using thecomplete event information, one expects that
the number of triggered events not necessarily coincides with the number of reconstructed objects. In
particular a level-1 region of interest may fail the harder quality criteria of object reconstruction and final
object identification algorithms applied by offline analysis. Therefore, it is desirable to have information
about the complete trigger history of a physics object in order to apply trigger cuts in event simulation.

Without these dedicated trigger objects an offline estimation of events will be difficult. This is be-
cause an offline analysis selects a number of physic objects,reconstructed by offline algorithms using

1) We define (see [122]) acceptance asA = nLevel−1+O f f line/nO f f line wherenLevel−1+O f f line is the number of events that
have passed both the level-1 trigger threshold and the offline selection cuts. WhilenO f f line is the total number of events that
passed the offline selection cuts without applying the level-1 trigger thresholds. Here the offline selection are the analysis cuts
usually performed on the data recorded by the data acquisition. It is assumed that these cuts are not modifying the acceptance,
since they select a sub-sample of the triggered events.
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not the triggered objects as seeds to their algorithms. One can ask which fraction of these reconstructed
events would additionally have passed the demanded trigger. These numbers must not necessarily coin-
cide since the individual trigger efficiency is described bya turn on curve and the resolution of measured
quantities, e.g. jet energies orEmiss

T , may be different. By evaluating the trigger information ofa selected
event one can correct the yield of selected events with the trigger efficiencies. Only the introduction
of object trigger information, i. e. each reconstructed object contains information of the related trigger
objects, from Athena release 14 onwards provided a convenient way to introduce the trigger to the selec-
tion. Unfortunately the used detailed detector simulationof Athena release 12 does not devise means for
dedicated trigger studies. Trigger simulation based on trigger event information was first introduced in
Athena release 13.ATLAS detailed trigger study for an invisible Higgs in weak boson fusion topology withAthena release 12
Detailed studies for the rate of an invisible Higgs level-1 trigger by ATLAS [122] using a special level-1
trigger simulation together with Athena release 12 had beenundertaken previously. In the following the
recommendations from this study [122] are summarised.

First of all the study [122] described some fundamental properties of the events in weak boson fusion,
that are important for the trigger strategy:

1) Objects for triggering
The main features that can be exploited to trigger on invisible Higgs decays in weak boson fusion
topology is to search for two tagging jet candidates in opposite hemispheres of the detector and
a sizable amount of missing transverse energy. But such events will also occur in a strongly
interacting collider environment for some fraction of veryabundant dijets events.

2) Pseudorapidity distribution of tagging jet candidates
In spite of the common notion the tagging jet candidates do not need to be both in extreme for-
ward direction in case the transverse momentum transfer is asymmetric. Indeed when defining the
forward region as 4.9 > |η |> 3.2 and a central region as|η |< 3.2 the study [122] found that after
applying the cut to define the weak boson topology, almost three quarters of the two tagging jets
represented a mix, i.e. one forward jet (FJ) combined with one central jet (CJ).

3) Underestimation of the level-1Emiss
T with respect to offlineEmiss

T
Since the level-1 trigger operates at the electromagnetic scale for energy depositions in the calorime-
ter and not with any hadronic energy calibration of the calorimeter cells and in addition applies a
1 GeV cut to cells of the trigger towers, the jet transverse energy as well as the missing transverse
energy tend to be underestimated with respect to corresponding offline quantities.

4) Already implemented trigger items usable for invisible Higgs
At the time of the study [122] ATLAS utilised at level-1 only one trigger menu usable in invisible
Higgs context. This menu, introduced for SUSY searches, demanded one jet with transverse en-
ergy above 50 GeV in the central region and aEmiss

T > 60 GeV, which yields at a dijet rate of 18
kHz providing a 68% signal acceptance.

Starting from the observed tagging jet topology the study investigated combined triggers more suitable
for this topology. Also it was studied whether combined or a topological trigger conditions, i.e. two jets
in opposite hemispheres or redefinition of the boundary between forward and central jets can lead to an
improved acceptance and background rate reduction.

In particular the study [122] evaluated amongst some othersthe following interesting level-1 trigger
conditions summarised in Tab. 5.1 for an invisible decay of the Higgs produced in weak boson fusion,
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using 95%, 80% and 60% signal acceptance as working points. The assumed peak luminosity has been
2×1033cm−2s−1 and no pile up added.

level-1 condition ET(GeV) Emiss
T (GeV) A(%) Rdijets (Hz)

1) any 2 jets within|η | < 4.9 20 60 95 18

1a) any 2 jets within|η | < 4.9 20 80 95 2

2) 1 forward jet within 3.2 < |η | < 4.9 20 60 80 19

3) 1 forward⊕ 1 central jet 20 50 60 0.3

4) 1)⊕ opp. hemisph.η jet1×η jet2 < 0 20 60 95 10.8

5) 2 opp. hemisph. jets in 1.6 < |ηJi| < 4.9 20 60 95 3

Tab. 5.1: Results of cited Atlas study [122]. Signal acceptance A and the most important dijet rate Rdi jets

for exemplary suggested level-1 trigger conditions.

The results and conclusions of the study important in our context were:

1) Control over impact of pile up on the trigger
Though high luminosity pile up was not added and theoreticaluncertainties on the dijet rate may
be large, the result presented in [122] is quite promising because it shows that all discussed menus
could be operated at a suitable rate below 20 Hz. If pile up leads to higher rates, there is much
bandwidth left to cope with the increase.

2) Preferred low trigger thresholds of the jet triggers
Generally it was found that the background rate does not depend much on the trigger thresholds
of the jet triggers. Therefore the jet trigger threshold should kept as low as possible to avoid
acceptance losses, since it falls steeply with higher jet thresholds. The reduction of the dijet rate
is any time possible by only slightly hardening the level-1 trigger cut on the uncalibrated missing
energy.

3) Favoured trigger strategy for low luminosity
For the early low luminosity scenario at ATLAS a trigger solution like 2) in Tab. 5.1 may be suf-
ficient. Trigger conditions as 3) in Tab. 5.1 generally are limited in their acceptance to roughly 75
%, and may be therefore disfavoured. But they also pick up thelowest background rate without
additional conditions. This reduction may be even sufficient to run this trigger at higher luminosi-
ties.

4) Favoured trigger strategy for high luminosity
It was concluded in [122] that the more complicated topological triggers using a new defined
boundary are a promising alternative to reduce the dijet rate to the desired level without compro-
mising the signal acceptance. Especially the choice 5) in Tab. 5.1 provides excellent high accep-
tance and the lowest background rate. But due to their relatively high complexity these options
may be used only under high luminosity conditions, to provide still manageable trigger rates.5.2 Preseletion of events for the multivariate analysis

After this summary about trigger prospects for the studied channel, we start now to describe the event
preselection, which has to consider the possibility of triggering the events, too.
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The shortcomings in Athena release 12 in online trigger simulation leads to a poor mans estimation of
trigger efficiencies by making cuts on offline reconstructedobjects, intending to select a very similar
phase space to the one prepared by analogous trigger conditions.

Aware about the complications introduced by combinations of triggers it was decided to model the
offline cuts for a combined trigger of the type L1_XE80⊕L1_J23⊕L1_FJ23. In this shorthand notation
for level-1 trigger items XE stands for aEmiss

T trigger, J for a central jet trigger, FJ for a forward jet trigger.
The numbers behind that letters denote the threshold value in GeV where the turn-on curve reaches 90 %
efficiency.

Though this trigger topology is expected not to provide the highest acceptance it corresponds to
trigger items that were under discussion in Athena release 12 and 13 at that time. Also it is expected to
have a very low rate for dijet events without making use of special topological conditions. If the analysis
is feasible with such a menu, there will be much bandwidth spared as “safety factor” in case it should
turn out that pile up effects and theoretical uncertaintieson dijets production lead to an underestimated
dijet event rate.

The uncalibrated level-1 trigger thresholds of the chosen combined trigger would lie well below the
following offline selection cuts, that would not be influenced by the turn on behaviour of the trigger. For
these reasons the trigger cuts are simulated offline by the condition

(P1) one reconstructed jet (pT>23GeV) within|η | < 3.2 and one reconstructed jet (pT>23GeV) within
4.9 > |η | > 3.2 andEmiss

T > 80 GeV in the event.Preseletion uts
The following cuts will enrich the samples with signal-likeweak boson fusion topology and events with
a high fraction of missing transverse energy. Since eventually a multivariate analysis is made on these
samples, cuts on variables that maybe used also in the multivariate analysis are kept rather loose. The
sequence of preselection cuts is as follows.

Finding the tagging jet candidates is the first step to prepare the weak boson fusion topology. The
leading jet withpT

jet1 and the subleading jet withpT
jet2 in the event are considered as tagging jet candidates.

The average signalpT
jet is larger as for typical dijets. Thus, we require

(P2) pT
jet1 > 40 GeV.

(P3) pT
jet2 > 35 GeV.

Both jet pT cuts are hard enough to assure that the plateau of the reconstruction efficiency for the
jets is reached. These cuts are followed by three more topological cuts (P4-P6) that accumulate the weak
boson fusion topology.

(P4) ηj1×ηj2 < 0 , withηj1 andηj2 are the pseudorapidity of the leading and subleading jet respectively,
demands the two tagging jet candidates to be in opposite hemispheres of the ATLAS detector.

(P5) ∆ηj1j2 > 4.2 is the requirement of a large rapidity gap between the leading and subleading jet, as it
is typically found for weak boson fusion processes

(P6) Mj1j2 > 600 GeV, withMj1j2 being the invariant mass of the leading and subleading jet, which
especially is expected to be larger in weak boson fusion as for QCD dijet production.

(P7) vetoing of central mini jets. Events are rejected if an additional jet with pT
jet > 20 GeV if found

in a range of|η | < 3.2. The abundance of mini jets is expected to be higher in the background
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processes, hence events with mini jets are vetoed. The veto used is found to be a simple and robust
criterion for the veto of mini jets, if different underlyingevent models and event generators are
compared as done in App. A.

(P8) Emiss
T > 110 GeV. This very hard cut selects events that appear to havea largeEmiss

T , as expected
from the signal. This cut is passed only by a small fraction ofdijet events with large fake transverse
missing energy.

(P9) vetoing identified isolated leptons. Events are rejected if an electron or muon withpT > 20 GeV or
a tau lepton withpT > 30 GeV is identified by the standard reconstruction algorithms in the event.
The veto is only applied if the identified lepton is isolated to the next jet. The lepton is checked
for having at least a∆Rnextjet> 0.2 to the nearest jet, to be called isolated. Especially semileptonic
decays of the W boson plus jets background is expected to be reduced by this veto.Shape of the distributions of the variables in the preseletion for an example hypothesisand bakgrounds

In order to motivate the sequence of preselection cuts we show in Fig. 5.1 the shape of the preselection’s
kinematic cuts variables for an example hypothesis, which corresponds to a signal withMH = 200 GeV
and a couplingω = 5, and backgrounds. The distribution of a variable is displayed with the previous
cuts of the sequence applied. We display the signal and the W and Z boson backgrounds in detailed
detector simulation. For backgrounds, for which only sparse events are available and cut factorisation is
applied (see Sec. 5.2.1) like QCD dijets, we show the distributions of the larger fast detector simulation
samples. Since we want to display the background shape differences, the distributions are normalised to
unit area. One observes that the dijet samples exhibits an extremely hardpT spectrum for the leading jet,
peaking around 180 GeV. The hard spectrum is the result of thepreceding hardEmiss

T cut in the offline
trigger simulation. The QCD dijet sample contains no realEmiss

T , but in the fast detector simulation the
resolution ofEmiss

T is smeared. In QCD dijet events that are in tail of a largeEmiss
T the momentum of

the jet counterbalancing theEmiss
T has to be in average very hard too. Thus theEmiss

T condition in the
trigger simulation selects preferably the tiny fraction ofdijets events with muchpT for one jet and much
Emiss

T . In the unit normed plotting the distributions one zooms therefore into the hardpT tail of the QCD
dijets. As Tab. 4.1 shows that dijets are generated in Pythia6.4 with cuts on the hard scattered parton
momentumpparton

T . We especially produced for these plots ten times more dijets with a cut on the hard
parton emission in the interval ofpparton

T = 140 GeV topparton
T = 280 GeV as in the otherpT-bins.

Therefore, we retain relatively many entries in the plots after offline trigger, exhibiting the properties of a
hard jetpT-spectrum. The signal and other backgrounds contain realEmiss

T and can pass theEmiss
T precut

in the offline trigger easily. In such events thepT of the jets can be as low aspT-threshold the offline
trigger required.5.2.1 Fatorisation approah for the dijet bakground in the preseletion
The kinematics of the dijet background is sufficiently different from the signal that it can be well sepa-
rated by the preselection cuts. But this background has a fartoo large cross section to have a sufficient
amount of MC events available to describe the rare events in the tails of the distributions that possibly
can pass the preselection cuts. So the situation can occur that all MC events are rejected by the preselec-
tion or only a handful survives. Since the weights of such events can be very large, the error on the few
expected events or the expected “zero” events are very large, too.

If one intends to estimate the expected number of events after preselection, a factorisation of the
selection cuts can be tried. If all cuts are completely independent from each other or uncorrelated the
efficiency εafter nth cut = ∏i=1...n εi factorises into the efficienciesεi = Nsel

i /Nall that has thei-th cut on
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Fig. 5.1: Distribution of the preselection’s kinematic variables for signal and backgrounds. Plotted is a
signal,MH = 200 GeV and a couplingω = 5, and W and Z boson backgrounds (using detailed simulated
samples) along with QCD dijets,tt̄ and Z→ ℓ+ℓ− plus jets backgrounds (using fast detector simulation
because of the MC statistics). The distributions are scaledto unity for easier shape comparison.
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the whole sampleNall. This situation will rather rarely occur in reality since most of the times cuts
are correlated to some degree, which meansεafter nth cut 6= ∏i=1...n εi. Therefore, if correlated cuts are
factorised, the background rejection will be wrongly estimated. In such case one has to investigate
the correlations between the variables and group highly correlated cuts in blocks of cuts. These sin-
gle blocks are than assumed to be independent from each otherand the total cut efficiency can be
calculated asεafter n.th cut = ∏ j=1...n′block

ε j from the selection efficiencies of the single blockj given by

ε j = Nblock sel
j /Nall.

In the following we describe the blocks used to estimate the dijets background via factorisation.
The grouping of cuts is summarised in Tab. 5.2. The factorisation of the mini jet veto and the isolated
lepton veto are possible, because the additional jet activity and the occurrence of isolated leptons can
be assumed at lowest order to be independent from the taggingjets kinematics. Thus they are grouped
in individual blocks, namely block 3 and block 5. Also the cuts on the tagging jets were grouped as in
the preselection factorisation, forming block 2. These describe the topology of the jets hence should be
performed on the sub-sample that contains at least a centraland a forward jet, which we require like in
the offline trigger but without cut onEmiss

T (see block 2 in Tab. 5.2). Loosening theEmiss
T cut provided

more dijets for the evaluation of the efficiencies of the dijets after these grouped cuts. The jetpT of the
dijets is found to be well enough uncorrelated to factorise theEmiss

T cut in the preselection (see block 4
in Tab. 5.2). If some conditions in a group of cuts like the requirement of a central and forward jet in
block 2 and 3 overlap with a preceding conditions like the offline trigger in block 1, this is of course
taken into account and corrected for in the factorised numbers in the succeeding cut. We also define via
block 6 a sub-sample which enhances the weak boson fusion topology and applies two very soft cuts on
Emiss

T > 20 GeV andEmiss
T > 50 GeV. This sub-sample is not used in the factorisation of the dijets in the

preselection but on this sample later in Section 5.3.5, the efficiency of dijets in the multivariate analysis
is estimated.

combined cuts

Block 1
CJ⊕FJ⊕Emiss

T > 80 GeV (P1)

Block 2
CJ⊕FJ⊕Emiss

T > 0 GeV
weak boson fusion topology (P2-5)

Mj1j2 > 600 GeV (P6)

Block 3
CJ⊕FJ⊕Emiss

T > 0 GeV
mini jet veto

Block 4
Emiss

T > 80 GeV→ Emiss
T > 110 GeV

Block 5
isolated lepton veto

Block 6
block 2 ⊕Emiss

T > 20 GeV ⊕Emiss
T > 50 GeV

Tab. 5.2: Combination of cuts used in the factorisation for the QCD dijet samples in the preselection
(Block 1 -5) and later (Sec. 5.3.5) in the multivariate selection (Block 6).



90 5. Searh strategy for invisible Higgs deays with large invisible deay widthCut�ow table for example signal hypothesis MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5,
In Tab. 5.3, we summarise the effect of the preselection cuts(P1) to (P9) on a typically signal with
MH = 200 GeV andω = 5 (second column) and the various background:W → lν plus jets (third column),
Z → νν plus jets (forth column),Z → ℓ+ℓ− plus jets (fifth column),tt̄(sixth column) and QCD dijets
(last column). For the latter two backgrounds we quote the factorised cutflow estimate. The factorisation
estimates that the QCD dijets background is dominantyy after preselection cuts, this is the consequence
of the relative loose preselection cuts, e.g inM j1 j2.

cut Signal Wlν+jets Zνν+jets Zℓ+ℓ−+jets top pairs QCD dijets

(P0) before preselection 81505 116729216 12699703 11465219 13844500 5.385×1014

(P1) trigger 11508 3280105 720660 75800 656559 10574800
(P2) jet 1pT > 40 GeV 11302 3216367 711500 74544
(P3) jet 2pT > 35 GeV 8774 2666320 572507 60646
(P4)ηj1 ×ηj2 < 0 6872 1340955 274124 30011
(P5)∆ηj1j2 > 4.2 6090 597966 122115 15264
(P6)Mj1j2 > 600 GeV 5728 511821 102254 12836 41396 911712
(P7) vetoing of central jets 4267 184644 47201 5346 2989 380419
(P8)Emiss

T > 110 GeV 3003 73389 24337 1625 1425 128990
(P9) isolated leptons veto 2982 55350 23863 856 578 126014

Tab. 5.3: Cutflow of the preselection in number of expected events in 30 fb−1. The signal sample shown
is a Higgs boson withMH = 200 GeV andω = 5.5.2.2 Signal e�ienies in the preseletion
As mentioned in Sec. 4.2.4 we introduced shape weights for the events of each signal hypothesis. The
signal efficiencies are the fraction of selected shape weights to the total sum of shape weights. Unfor-
tunately the efficiencies are overall quite low, indicatingthe presence of a difficult jetty environment in
which isolating the signal due to tagging jets is challenging. Generally these signal efficiencies for the
preselection were found to be in the range between 2.5 % to about 6.6 %. Especially the higher effi-
ciencies are observed for signal hypotheses with heavier orbroad Higgs bosons. This may be due to the
tails to higherEmiss

T in such events. The presented signalMH = 200 GeV andω = 5 has a preselection
efficiency of about 3.7 %.5.2.3 In�uene of various MC event generator models on the signal'spreseletion e�ieny
If a selection uses as discrimination criteria the properties of additional jets other than the tagging jets,
these are very likely to depend on to the specifically used modelling of MC generator and and the tuning
parameter that govern the additional jet activity. Since wehad detailed simulated samples of signal
events available produced with different MC generators andvarious tunes, we can compare these various
signals in the preselection for the multivariate analysis,to get a feeling for the possible impact of such
model differences in the analysis. Though especially a comparison of underlying event properties and
generator tune for the background would be of interest, the huge background samples were unfortunately
not available produced by various generators. In the following Tab. 5.4 we compared a signal of a Higgs
boson with a mass of 130 GeV. These samples are generated withthe corresponding SM width of some
MeV and the decay is completely into invisibly particles. The assumed LO cross section is about 3.9 pb
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according to the SM weak boson fusion process at a centre of mass energy of 14 TeV. All signal events are
normalised to the same cross section and sample size and the quoted errors stem from the MC statistical
uncertainty. In brackets the relative efficiency in percentis given. The second column displays the result
for a Sherpa sample without underlying event switched on. Inthe third column the expected events
for the Sherpa 1.0.11 generator in the underlying event event tune used by this analysis are given. The
fourth column is the result with Herwig 6.5 and the two last columns show the selection for Pythia 6.4
MC events with old and new parton shower respectively. Especially the theoretical modelling between
Pythia old and new parton shower is very different. Details about the generators and the used models and
parameters can be found in Chapter 4 for Sherpa and Pythia andin Appendix A for all Sherpa tunes and
also all used generators. At this point we want show only the relevant difference in the preselection.

cut
MC-generator comparison

Sherpa Herwig Pythia
no UE UE tune old PS new PS

(P0) before cuts 47k± 217(100%) 47k± 217(100%) 47k± 217(100%) 47k± 217(100%) 47k± 217(100%)

(P1) trigger 6143± 78(13%) 6190± 79(13%) 6941± 83(15%) 7376± 86(16%) 6206± 79(13%)

(P2) jet 1pT > 40 GeV 6046± 78(98%) 6092± 78(98%) 6907± 83(99%) 7325± 86(99%) 6142± 78(99%)

(P3) jet 2pT > 35 GeV 4637± 68(77%) 4764± 69(78%) 5405± 74(78%) 6045± 78(83%) 4691± 68(76%)

(P4)ηj1 ×ηj2 < 0 3368± 58(73%) 3441± 59(72%) 4383± 66(81%) 4605± 68(76%) 3688± 61(79%)

(P5)∆ηj1j2 > 4.2 2895± 54(86%) 2930± 54(85%) 3827± 62(87%) 3798± 62(82%) 3229± 57(88%)

(P6)Mj1j2 > 600 GeV 2674± 52(92%) 2748± 52(94%) 3609± 60(94%) 3594± 60(95%) 2999± 55(93%)

(P7) vetoing of central jets 2081± 46(78%) 2056± 45(75%) 3111± 56(86%) 2257± 48(63%) 2538± 50(85%)

(P8)Emiss
T > 110 GeV 1438± 38(69%) 1379± 37(67%) 2100± 46(68%) 1512± 39(67%) 1774± 42(70%)

(P9) isolated leptons veto 1428± 38(99%) 1371± 37(99%) 2077± 46(99%) 1498± 39(99%) 1764± 42(99%)

Tab. 5.4: Comparison of signal generated with different underlying event tunes and MC generators in
the cut flow for the preselection in number of expected eventsin 30 fb−1. The expected statistical error
of the events is given by the numbers in small print followingthe± and the number in brackets is the
relative cut efficiency in %. The signal samples simulate a Higgs boson withMH = 130 GeV and invisible
width of 5 MeV produced in weak boson fusion at

√
s = 14 TeV, corresponding to a cross section of 3.9

pb. In the second column the expected events for the Sherpa 1.0.11 generator with the underlying event
switched off are given. The third column displays the resultfor the Sherpa UE event tune used by this
analysis. The fourth column is the result with Herwig 6.5 andthe two last columns show the selection
for Pythia 6.4 MC events with old and new parton shower respectively.

If one compares in Tab. 5.4 the relative efficiencies in the preselection between the different tunes and
generators one sees that the jets activity is indeed modelled different in the generators. One observes the
largest relative difference in (P7), the central jet veto. The second largest relative difference is affecting
the cut on the offline trigger topology. The cut (P4) on the product of the tag jets candidates shows the
third largest relative difference between the samples.

It is characteristic for the signal that in the rapidity region between the tagging jet candidates very
few hadronic activity is expected due to the lack of colour flow. In case of the signal process only
relatively rarely occurring hadronic radiation under large angle to the tagging jets is possibly populating
this region. Therefore, most of the hadronic activity between the is accounted for due to the UE. We
conclude that the relative large difference in central jet veto efficiency (P7) is depending mostly on the
UE model and tuning details. As seen in (P7), the predicted relative efficiency of the veto is varying
largely between the generators and their underlying event model used. While Herwig and Pythia tend to
occupy the extremes, the Sherpa tune used in this analysis has an efficiency for the jet veto roughly in
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the middle of the two former generators.

We studied the difference in more detail in Appendix A, wherewe also tried several central jet veto
strategies with these different signal samples and pursuedto identify a central jet veto that minimises the
efficiency differences for the signal. But it has to be mentioned, that the selection in Appendix A did not
include the offline trigger cut, which has non negligible influence on the selection as seen in Tab. 5.4.
But at the time we made the study, no decision on the offline trigger cut had been made. The result of
the study was that there are for all tested veto strategies differences in the veto efficiencies between the
samples. But a veto condition like the one in (P7) is the best choice among the tested strategies to reduce
the differences in efficiency between the samples as much as possible.

A possible explanation for the generator differences in efficiency of finding the offline trigger topol-
ogy and the differences in the pseudorapidity of the taggingjets candidates, can give the differences in
the parton shower models. Most of the hadronic radiation is along or close to the tagging jets candi-
dates. This radiation pattern is described by the parton shower modelling in the generator. Differences
in the phenomenological approach would lead to different resulting pseudorapidity andpT distributions
between the generators. The influence of the parton shower model is reflected in slightly varying ef-
ficiencies for cuts on jetspT, e.g. (P3) for Pythia old and new shower model. We conclude that the
differences in the shower model can explain observed relative differences in (P1) and (P4), which seem
to be very sensitive to the parton shower model (cmp. Pythia old and new shower for these cuts). Even if
the parton shower model is the same changes in the UE tune can influence the tagging jetspT and their
η-distributions and the overall hadronic activity in the event. Hence we find differences in the selection
efficiencies for e.g. Sherpa with and without UE.

We show at the end of Appendix B that the difference in generator models for various generated
signals is not very strong in the selection with a multivariate discriminator. But one has to keep in mind
that only the signal was compared in various generator modeland tunes. The background against which
the signal had to be discriminated was fixed to a single model.As said before the correct modelling of
the MC will rapidly improve with the ATLAS data taking going on. Generally we perform our study in
a consistent way in one model, restricting ourselves on the model of Sherpa as an example of a possible
model. A search performed in data can of course rely on MC generators well tuned to the data.5.3 A multivariate events seletion
In this section we motivate and describe the multivariate selection, applied on the preselected event
samples. The preselection was meant to reject to a large extent the dijet background and most of thett̄
background. But the factorisation estimate predicts the QCD dijets to be the dominant background after
preselection. As we will motivate later the dijet events arereduced to a level, which can be dealt with
finally in the multivariate analysis step. But the W and Z boson events comprise backgrounds which
represent more signal like event topologies and are thus expected to be very hard to be reduced further.
The relatively loose preselection, as the cuts used were nottuned to be the hardest possible cuts, offered
the chance to use some of the preselection variables again inthis selection step specifically targeting the
W and Z boson backgrounds. The final cut on the output of the multivariate selection is expected to be
more efficient than an iteratively tuned series of cuts.5.3.1 Multivariate lassi�ers
In a cut analysis each selection variable defined for the event is only considered once and the event is
rejected if it fails a specific cut criterion, though it may well be very signal-like in all other criteria. For
sensitivity studies for a larger model parameter range, e.g. MH andω , in which properties of signal and
background may vary it is desirable to find more flexible and adaptive criteria that exploit simultaneously
many event properties. One possibility to come closer to this goal is to study the given classification
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problem in more dimensions simultaneously with a multivariate classifier. The one-dimensional classifier
output combines the multi-dimensional information. In this way it is also possible to use only one
multivariate analysis design, which is adaptive to the varying signal properties of the studied parameter
range using the more-dimensional distributions.

In general a typical multivariate analysis follows three steps, which are listed below.Disriminant and training
A multivariate classifier can be used to develop the optimal criteria to discriminate between background
and signal in a higher dimensional parameter space on basis of variable distributions from large event
samples of both classes. Abstractly speaking the separation between signal and background is optimal if
a boundary surface in the parameter space can be found such that the majority of signal accumulates on
one side and the maximal number of background events on the other side. This step is called learning or
training phase, since in this phase events remain in the sample and are exploited several times according
their properties. Correlations between the variables can be utilised to optimise the classification of an
event as background or signal. For this distinction the classifier builds a discriminant as function of
the input variables. The information about how the inspected variables’ distributions contribute to this
discriminant can be stored in weights. In the application these weight information is used to classify
events of new, independent samples (to predict the sensitivity) or in real data (to search for a signal).Overtraining tests
There is however the danger that the discrimination predicted by the classifier is far too optimistic. This
phenomenon is called “overtraining” and shall be explainedshortly. The analysis is confronted with such
a problem if for example the training is biased by a subclass of events that are very often probed and have
a huge impact on the discrimination criteria, to find such subclass events. Especially this can occur due
to statistical fluctuations if the sample is not large enoughto provide a statistical valid representation of
the variables. The cure for this problem is straightforwardnamely to use large enough samples or robust
methods. Therefore, as second step after an analysis is designed, one has to test with an independent
sample whether the discrimination power predicted by the training, e.g. in terms of significance or the
distribution of the discriminant, agrees with the one foundin the independent test sample.Optimised ut on disriminant for �nal seletion
In a subsequent final step the event selection is performed ona sample independent of the training and
overtraining test samples. Stored weights coding the result of the training phase are used to assign
to the events a value of the discriminant. Finally an optimised cut on this discriminant provides the
classification of events.5.3.2 General onsiderations
The task was to find a stable classifier that is adaptive to changes in the signal properties given by signal
mass and its decay width. The possible inputs to the multivariate classifier should exhibit some discrim-
ination power to provide a good performance. As the trainingof classifiers allows for discrimination of
signal and background on basis of statistical properties, the classifier should exploit correlations between
the input variables during the learning phase. By this ability it is expected to be superior to a simple
cut analysis. Lastly the classifier should reproduce the results stable, i. e.that there are enough training
events to reach a reliable classification performance and the outcome should be the same if the training
samples are randomised, and shall consume only few CPU time.Details how these demands lead to the
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choice of a classifier are shifted into Appendix B. We presentin the following the chosen classifier and
its input and demonstrate its performance in the event selection.Training samples for the multivariate analysis
Since the size of the available samples in detailed detectorsimulation was limited, it was decided not to
use them in training. The high weights and the too small number of events would have prevented the
multivariate training and subsequent selection to yield significant results.

Instead it was made use of the much larger ATLFAST-1 samples in training and the subsequent
selection was performed on the fully detector simulated samples.

The assumption legitimating this approach is, that the weights distribution determined during training
with the input variables distributions of the fast detectorsimulation would not differ significantly from
weights which would have been determined with equally largefully simulated samples. This assumption
can be justified if the input variables distributions are statistically in agreement between both kinds of
simulation methods, because the shape of the variables and correlations are exploited for discrimination.

A training was performed for each of the studied signal samples. It showed that to develop a discrim-
ination strategy against the W and Z boson backgrounds it is advisable to feed only these samples into
the training phase, not the remaining other backgrounds, which are very limited in MC statistics after the
preselection.5.3.3 Multilayer pereptron as lassi�er
The multivariate part of the analysis used a specialised toolkit for multivariate analyses, called TMVA
[101]. The systematic comparison of possible classifier andinput variables, detailed in Appendix B,
resulted in the choice of an artificial neural network, called multilayer perceptron (MLP). We will only
shortly explain this architecture of computational modelled neurons. The detailed descriptions and ref-
erences can be found in [101].Network arhiteture
Like their biologic counterpart, MLP artificial neurons build directional interconnected structures in
layers (see Fig. 5.2). Especially there is one input layer into which the information of the system
(variable distributions) is feed, and usually this layer contains as much neurons as input variables. The
first layer is followed by one or several hidden layers in which the information from the preceding layers
is processed and weighted. All information is combined in one output neuron2), which has a continuous
output weight between zero and one representing the target values of background and signal.

A single neuron numberj in layer l is receiving information from all neurons (k = 1...n) of the
proceeding layer,l − 1, by directional connectionsyl−1

k which like synapses in nature are not passing
their information with equal strength but are weighted in their importance with weightswli

k j. Inside the
neuron j the neuron response functionρ maps the n-dimensional input to a single output value. The
input information received by the synapses is summed according to a so-called synaptic functionκ and
the threshold behaviour to the summed information is modelled according to a sigmoidial activation
functionα . In this way the processed information mapped in the response functionρ = κ ◦α determines
the weight of the single output node of the neuronyl

i which is connected to input of neurons in the
following layer. This way processes the information in a single direction from input to output and is
called therefore, the feed-forward mode.

2) Alternatively the last layer can comprise of several neurons for classification in more events classes.
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Fig. 5.2: General design of a feed-forward multilayer perceptron (left side). If only one output neuron
is used, the target values are given by the extreme weights 0 and 1. On the right side a detailed view on
the information processing in a single hidden layer neuron is shown. The incoming information of in-
terconnections is weighted, determining the synaptic function κ . The response functionρ is constructed
by folding of κ with a sigmoidal activation functionα and maps all inputs on a single output valueyl

i,
which can be transferred to the next layer.Error bakward propagation
An important concept to improve a neuronal network’s classification performance is to introduce back-
ward propagation algorithms. Such algorithms belong to supervised learning algorithms. The backward
propagation uses the fact that during the training phase thetrue class of a regarded event is known. So the
backward algorithm compares the output of the final node withthe true target value (0 for background
and 1 for signal) for each event, and the difference is interpreted as error. After a training cycle (epoch)
is finished the algorithm builds the error function from all events. It can then update the weights of the
inputs in a way that the deviation between output an true value is minimised. This can be done once in a
training cycle (bulk learning) for the complete neuronal network or in a more efficient way on event by
event base (online learning). In online learning the weightchanges at the neurons due to the individual
regarded events update the error function of the whole network, which is then minimised immediately.
The MLP in this analysis used online learning.Rule of thumb for good performane
In [101] a theorem is quoted that the optimal nonlinear boundary in the parameter space between signal
and background (i.e. describing a continuous correlation function between the variables to any precision)
can be approximated with arbitrary precision when using a single hidden layer MLP with a large enough
number of hidden neurons. In praxi, but this depends on the problem, a much smaller number of neurons
in one or two layers may yield equivalent separation power. Avery large number of neurons should be
avoided since the MLP tends to be unstable and needs more trainings events. By trial and error, we found
as an useful rule of thumb ifn inputs variables are in the first layer then one obtains best performance by
introducing only one hidden layer with the next integer number of 1.5×n neurons and for the last layer
one neuron models the discriminant distributions.
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There is also an useful definition of importance Ii of the ith input variable. An importance ranking uses
the final sum of weights squared assigned to the connections of the nvar input layer variable nodes tonh

neurons of the first hidden layer after the training has finished.

Ii = x̄2
i

nh

∑
j=1

(

w1
i j

)2
, i = 1, ...,nvar (5.1)

In this, x̄i is the sample mean of variablei [101].Input variables of the MLP
The multivariate sequence of the analysis became strikingly simple. It occurred that finally five input
variables to the MLP were sufficient for describing the correlations and reach a good performance. The
input variables to the MLP are formed by the following quantities.

1) Mj1j2,
the invariant mass calculated of the tagging jet candidates.

2) ∆Φj1j2,
the azimuthal angle between the tagging jet candidates.

3) ∆ηj1j2,
the pseudorapidity gap between the tagging jet candidates.

4) pT
j1,

the transverse momentum of the leading tagging jet candidate.

5) pT
j2,

the transverse momentum of the subleading tagging jet candidate.

Since the variables do not depend on other than leading and subleading jet measurements and their
directions, it is expected that the multivariate method does not depend strongly on different MC generator
models (see Appendix B.1.5).

Though variables including third jet properties would havepromised a small positive contribution
for performance, they were not used at all (see Appendix B). As detailed in Chapter 4 for additional
QCD radiation one becomes dependent on generator models3). But as soon as well tuned MC generators
to LHC data are available, it may be worth for an hypotheticalanalysis with 30 fb−1 to reaccess the
performance with inclusion of third jet properties.

Also it was found that variables describing theEmiss
T direction with respect to tagging jet candidates

do not contribute much to the separation. This may be due to the fact that the signal and the dominant
background contain realEmiss

T in the samples which is correlated to the selected variablesin a way that it
is not adding information.

Additionally it was checked that the chosen MLP configuration is still the favourite at two values for
theEmiss

T preselection cut, namely 70 GeV to 100 GeV.
The importance of the variables can be calculated accordingto Eq. 5.1 and is tabulated for the typical

example hypothesis,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5, in Tab. 5.5, indicating that the difference in shape of
∆ηj1j2 played a major role. But such information should be taken cumgrano salis since the power of
the multivariate method comes from the simultaneous evaluation of the correlations in the distributions.
As described in Appendix B, in the selection process of discriminating variables we relied vastly on

3) For an impression of the possible differences see Appendix B, especially Fig. B.12 to Fig. B.15
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inspection of the variable distributions’ shapes. Also these numbers in Tab. 5.5, for technical reasons,
were inferred from a sub-sample and not from the full statistic available for training. But it was observed
that the order is preserved for other sub-samples, while thenumbers may change a little bit.

rank variable importance I

1 ∆ηj1j2 5.009
2 Mj1j2 0.352
3 pT

j2 0.341
4 ∆Φj1j2 0.026
5 pT

j1 0.016

Tab. 5.5: Typical example how the MLP used the information inthe input distribution, given by the
“importance”. The signal samples used is a Higgs boson withMH = 200 GeV andω = 5.Input distributions in fast detetor simulation
In Fig. 5.3 we display the normalised input variable distributions in the ATLFAST-1 samples after
preselection, used for the training. As an example again thesignal hypothesisMH = 200 GeV andω = 5
is chosen and the background consists of the W/Z boson plus jets backgrounds.

In order to characterise the ATLFAST-1 distributions a little further we display in Fig. 5.4 the linear
correlations determined between the variables. The linearcorrelations are displayed for the signal,MH =
200 GeV andω = 5, in the left panel of Fig. 5.4 and for the W/Z boson plus jets backgrounds in the
right panel. Differences in the sizes of linear correlations between variables for background and those
for signal can reach up to roughly 14 % , e.g. for∆Φj1j2 andpT

j2. But for most of the linear correllations
the differences stay between some percent to 10 percent if these are compared between background and
signal.Comment on the in�uene of mass and width properties of the various signal hypotheses
At this place it may be interesting to gain some insight how much the signal properties mass and width
influence the shape of the ATLFAST-1 input distributions. More detailed information can be found also
in Appendix B.

As shown in the previous section, the preselection served toaccumulate events in the weak boson
fusion topology plus large missing transverse energy. Therefore, the applied cuts where not specifi-
cally designed to be efficient for any particular signal massor decay-width. During the training phase
the MLP should discriminate the signal from the background,using shape differences and information
about correlations in the input distributions. Theoretically the training and the subsequent performance
of the MLP selection is also depending not only on global differences of the signal compared to the back-
ground, but to some extend on more subtle differences in the signal distributions that stem from mass and
decay-width differences in the signal hypothesis If especially these width differences are pronounced the
analysis can become very width sensitive. But if these widthdifferences are less prominent, we expect
that the sensitivity of the analysis is depending on the signal’s mass.

In order to get a feeling how the input distribution shape is varying with the choice of the signal
hypothesis we display in Fig. 5.5 several signal hypothesisexamples. The displayed distributions are
normalised to unit area for this shape comparison. We display signals with the mass of 130 GeV, 200 GeV
and 300 GeV. For each signal mass we vary the invisible decay-width from small to large by assuming
ω = 0.1, ω = 1, ω = 5, andω = 10.
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Fig. 5.3: Distributions of the input variables after the preselection in the ATLFAST-1 samples used
for training. Plotted is a signal,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5, and W boson Z boson background after
preselection, against which the multivariate analysis is intended to discriminate. We show the distribution
normalised, as they will be normalised in the MLP in order to perform the training according to shape
differences and correlations between variables.
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Fig. 5.4:Linear correlations as determined in the training for the signal,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5, and
the W and Z boson backgrounds. left panel linear correlationin percent between the input variables for
the signal, right panel the same for the summed background.

The impression one gets from this comparison is that the dependence on the signal mass is more
important than the shape differences in one mass point with varying width. Some small differences
stemming from mass and width in the input variables are visible, especially for the variablesMj1j2 and
∆ηj1j2. In principle, after having trained a MLP with a specific massand width hypothesis, one can try to
introduce also a mass or even width-dependent MLP output cutto optimise the signal efficiencies further.
But in the next chapter, we will argue that for the sake of simplicity we determined just one cut on the
MLP independent of the signal hypothesis, in order to control and quantify the dominant systematic
effects of the expected background.

.5.3.4 Comparison of input variables distributions in fast to detailed detetorsimulation
As explained the fast detector simulation determines the weights of the neurons after training, which are
stored and used for selection on the fully simulated samples. In this paragraph we therefore present a
shape comparison of the input variables used in both steps, i.e. training and selection. This comparison
serves as a proof of principle since sufficient statistical agreement opens the possibility to use fast detector
simulation in the training phase and in the application of the classifier exclusively the sparse fully detector
simulated samples can be used. This is important since we will see in Section 5.3.4, that the MLP training
needs at least a certain amount of MC events to perform stable. The more events are used in training the
better the learning algorithm will perform.

In Fig.5.6 we show the comparison between fast (blue histogram) and detailed (red histogram) detec-
tor simulation in the Z boson plus jets background process for all five input variables after preselection.
For the W boson plus jets process, which is the most importantbackground, that should be tackled in
the MLP selection we present the input distributions comparison in the Appendix B.2. There we are
displaying also the comparison for a typical example of a signal, MH = 200 GeV andω = 5. In the Z
plus jets sample we have a better MC statistics than the W boson plus jets or a typical signal sample. The
latter two show larger relative error and fluctuations.
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Fig. 5.5: The five input variable distributions for various signal hypothesis. The distributions are dis-
played for comparison of possible shape differences due to mass and decay width of the signal. All
distributions are normalised to unity to make the shape comparison possible. The distributions are made
using the fast detector simulation, like the one entering the training of the MLP.
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Of course there are much less MC events in the detailed detector simulation surviving the preselec-
tion cuts compared to the abundant fast simulated events. Wethink that it is justified to conclude that
the description of these five variables build with properties of the tagging jets candidates are in statistical
agreement for the various samples. These comparisons support the statement that the shape of the vari-
ables coincide in detailed and fast simulation. One reason may be that tagging jet candidates are well
isolated objects which often have a relative largepT and and difference jet building algorithms between
fast and detailed simulations are not important. As we will see in the comment presented in the next
paragraph, that will not be necessarily the case for additional jets.
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Fig. 5.6:The five input variable distributions in comparison betweenfast and detailed simulated events.
The distribution are displayed for comparison of possible shape differences in ATLFAST-1 and detailed
Geant4 detector simulation. Shown is the Z plus jets background. All distributions are normalised to
unity to make the shape comparison possible.



102 5. Searh strategy for invisible Higgs deays with large invisible deay widthComment on the omparison between variables inluding a third jet in detailed and fastdetetor simulation
As we have argued abundances of third jets are quite different in fast detector simulation from and fully
simulated event. In the later the third jets are relatively sparse since the reconstruction cut and merge
and split methods for the used cone-jet algorithm differ from the fast simulation. For that reason we
omitted variables with the third jet from our MLP input variables set (see Appendix B). Further the
comparison between fast and full detector simulation provided an additional argument against the use of
that variables. We found that the shape of variable distributions with the third jet differ considerably. As
an example we show in Fig. 5.7 the Zeppenfeld distribution for the third hardest jetη⋆

jet3 = η j3− 1
2 ×

(η j1 + η j2) and the related minimal distance in R of a third jet to the tagging jet ∆Rmin
tag jets, jet3 are shown.

Though we were able to map the third jet’s distribution of thefast simulation to the detailed simulated
iteratively via a weight from a 4th order polynomial function, without distorting the other distributions,
we did not introduce these more complicated additional weighting in our analysis. Because we found
that the performance of a MLP with these variables is only marginal better than of a MLP without these
variables. The only advantage of such large effort with shape reweighting in the shown third jets variables
would have been that the fast simulated events efficiency forthe mini jet veto in the preselection would
have been more similar to the efficiency in the fully simulated sample. To reach a better agreement in
efficiencies it would have been additionally required to mapthe third jetpT spectrum and to adjust the
third jet abundances between fast and detailed detector simulation by a random jet killing in the fast
simulation events. The correction of the shortcomings in the description of the mini jet veto and third jet
variables of the fast detector simulation would introduce much technical complications, but would not
improve the analysis very much. One can assume that the shapeof the used MLP input variables after
preselection is rather independent from the mini jet veto efficiency in the fast simulation. For the final
evaluation of the sensitivity the detailed simulated events are used anyway.
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Fig. 5.7: Distributions of two related3rd leading jet (pT > 15 GeV) variables, namelyη∗ jet3,the Zep-
penfeld distribution for the third hardest jet, and the minimal distance in R of a third jet to any tagging
jet ∆Rmin

tag jets, jet3, in the ATLFAST-1 samples used for training in comparison with the detailed detector
samples. This shape difference occur due to specific differences in jet reconstruction algorithms. The
distributions display the Z+jets background, as example.Typial output distributions of the MLP
After describing several properties of the input distributions, it may be also instructive to look at a typical
example for the resulting output distribution. The weight of the output neuron which finally classifies
the processed input information is usually normalised to aninterval [0;1]. Ideally, if the variables have
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strong discrimination power, the background peaks strongly at values close to zero and and the signal has
a narrow peak at 1. In that way one finds easily a very hard cut onthe output and an excellent separation
between signal and background.

Fig. 5.8 displays the output distribution found after training in the case of a Higgs withMH =
200 GeV andω = 5, which is again very representative for all other signals.Unfortunately the ideal
separation is not given for the stealthy Higgs sensitivity.The barycentre of background distribution is
localised in the middle and has larger tails into the relatively smeared out area where the signal accumu-
lates..

It is not immediately clear where to cut to have a high remaining Higgs signal efficiency and a high
expected sensitivity in a selection. If one keeps in mind that the systematics of the background have
to be taken into account, it was decided to postpone the choice of an optimal cut until the systematic
uncertainties are studied in the next chapter. There we willtry to find a cut maximising the sensitivity
under the influence of background systematics. At this placewe continue to describe general features
and cross checks performed with the designed multivariate analysis.
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Fig. 5.8: Typical MLP output distribution of training events. One notes a non optimal discrimination,
since the signal example,MH = 200 GeVandω = 5, has much overlap with the W and Z boson back-
ground, peaking in the middle and not close to zero.Stability ondition
A series of tests provided the details for the design of the MLP. The number of inputs isN = 5, corre-
sponding to an input layer of five neurons. By default the output layer maps the input to one neuron. As
for the choice of hidden layers, the layout with best stability was to use only one hidden layer withN +3
neurons in it. This corresponds to the rule of thumb given above.

Another important issue for stable training results is to supply the MLP with enough training events.
The background and signal are given as weighted events to theMLP, so that the relative importance of
the backgrounds is taken into account. In case of a large expected background, a small expected signal
may be underrepresented during training. Therefore, the MLP was trained with setting the number of
MC events of the signal sample equal to the sum of weights fromthe background in training. In this way
for training as/b = 1 is artificially achieved. Hence, the MLP can adapt to the signal properties with
sufficient training events.
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NMC

S train= ∑
NB train

wi (5.2)

It was observed that even the large fast detector simulationsamples have to be used completely in
training to reach the region were training becomes stable. During the training phase the network must
have the possibility to see enough events to model the underlying correlations reliably. Only then the
training gives a predictions about the form of the background and signal MLP output distribution and
thus the achievable discrimination power. This information about the output shape is coded in the the
determined weights. Hence if the shape of the output in several randomised trainings differs or changes
in the shape occur depending on the used number of training events, this would also be visible in the
final selection where the weights are evaluated. This was studied again for theMH = 200 GeVω = 5
signal hypothesis in training against the background. It was always enough signal left in the samples to
fulfil the Eq. 5.2 condition. The critical aspect was whetherthe left-over background after preselection
is sufficient for stable training.

In Fig. 5.9 the shapes of MLP outputs for signal and background are compared for varying numbers
of training events. First in the upper row the shapes the training output made with 50% , 80% and all
available fast detector simulation background events are shown. One sees that the shapes of the output
distributions deviate if the output is produced with only 50% or all events used in background training. If
80% are used, clearly, the output is more similar to the one produced with all events. Equally, in a signal
output the MLP needs more events to describe the slope close to 1 of the output distribution stable.

In the lower row the corresponding output distributions of the detailed simulated samples using the
weights from a training with 50%, 80% and 100% of the available training events are displayed. The
shape varies slightly with the statistics of background used in training but the effect is not to large. As
long as a shape difference occurs in the region that would be cut away anyway in the final step, it would
have no influence on the result.

A MLP usually gets randomised events, and therefore we tested our MLP setup in three more runs
with randomised training samples. This of course was only possible for 50% of the available background
events. The result is displayed in Fig. 5.10. For 80% of training events the result of three randomised
trainings is shown in Fig. 5.11. Again in the upper row of bothfigures the training outputs appear and the
corresponding selection outputs determined from the weights are shown in the lower row. In comparison
of both figures, one sees a clear tendency that for training samples reduced to 50% of size (Fig. 5.10 lower
row), the influence of randomly chosen events is stronger andyields more shape differences from run to
run. This translates to visible shape changes in the selection output. Even in the output distributions (Fig.
5.11 lower row) using weights produced with 80% of availabletraining events one sees some remaining
influence of randomisation. We interpret that fact in a way that we may have reached a sufficiently stable
MLP if we use all available events. Of course since no larger samples are available we cannot say to
which amount the remaining shape variations would reduce, if one for examples uses twice the available
statistics. It would be advisable for an actual search to be performed at 30 fb−1 to carry out such test as
sketched here, and make sure to use enough MC trainings that aconstant shape for the output is reached.Overtraining heks
The absence of overtraining was checked for the signal hypotheses. A very representative example is
given in Fig 5.12. To yield this distribution 50% of the ATLFAST-1 background samples were used in
training and the rest in the testing of the trained network. For signal enough MC events were available
to maintains/b = 1. The Kolgomorov test indicates that as well for the signal as for the background
the output distribution from training is in agreement with the output of the independent training samples,
hence there is no indication for overtraining. The same applied to the other signal hypotheses.
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Fig. 5.9: Influence of number of training events on the MLP output distribution. The output for a signal
are the dark blue histograms for the background are the orange histograms. The training MLP output
in the ATLFAST-1 samples is shown in the upper row for 50%, 80%and 100% of available W and Z
boson background events. The lower row shows MLP output distributions, in the same colour coding, of
detailed detector simulated samples that are evaluated with the training weight files corresponding to the
plot in the upper row.
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Fig. 5.10: Stability of the MLP selection seen in repeatedlyrandomised runs with 50% of all available
fast detector simulation used in training. For training thesamples sample sizes were chosen according to
the condition∑wlum(B) = NMC(Sig), i.e. to artificially forceS

B ∼ 1. The training distributions for signal
(dark blue) and background (orange) are displayed in the upper row for a randomised run on the same
training sample. The appliciation phase on basis of the training weights consequently used independent
events of the detailed dectector simulation. To visualise the effect of ramdom training event choise, the
signal and backgrounds output distribution of the application, using the corresponding to the upper row
training weights, are shown in the lower row. Compare also Fig. 5.11
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Fig. 5.11: Stability of the MLP selection seen in repeatedlyrandomised runs with 80% of all available
fast detector simulation used in training. For training thesamples sample sizes were chosen according to
the condition∑wlum(B) = NMC(Sig), i.e. to artificially forceS

B ∼ 1. The training distributions for signal
(dark blue) and background (orange) are displayed in the upper row for a randomised run on the same
training sample. The appliciation phase on basis of the training weights consequently used independent
events of the detailed dectector simulation. To visualise the effect of ramdom training event choise, the
signal and backgrounds output distribution of the application, using the corresponding to the upper row
training weights, are shown in the lower row. Compared to Fig. 5.10 the application phase shows more
similar results due to the stabalising effect of more training events used.
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Fig. 5.12: Distribution of the output value of the MLP in the ATLFAST-1 samples used for training
and subsequent testing. Plotted is a signal withMH = 200 GeV and ω = 5 and the added W and Z
boson background. As one sees, the test sample is within the statistical error in agreement with the
training distribution, hence overtraining is not present in this case. The same applies to the other signal
hypotheses not shown here.
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As already explained in Sec. 5.2.1, the dijets background isestimated by factorisation. The calcula-
tion yielded a large expectation of roughly 126000 dijet events in 30 fb−1after preselection (Tab. 5.3).
Apparently the preselection reduces this background by orders of magnitude, but it remains the largest
background. To estimate the response of the used MLP towardsthe dijets background is difficult, be-
cause there are almost no MC events left after preselection that could be passed to the MLP. Therefore,
an attempt was made to find conditions under which one can loosen or leave out some preselection cuts
to gain more dijet MC events for the MLP selection.

Since the Mj1 j2 is a variable of the MLP too, this cut has clearly to be made in the preselection.
Otherwise the phase space of the dijets events processed in the MLP will differ largely from the normally
preselected events, and the reduction will be too optimistic. Likewise the trigger topology (one central
and one forward jet candidate) and the weak boson fusion topology cuts for the selection of the tagging
jets can not be removed from the preselection, for the same reason.

variables correlation coefficient
dijets tt̄ Z→ ll Z → νν W → lν signal

pT
j1 Emiss

T 0.19 0.14 0.18 0.52 0.32 0.67
pT

j2 Emiss
T 0.11 0.05 0.09 0.19 0.15 0.31

Mj1j2 Emiss
T 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.19

∆Φj1j2 Emiss
T −0.23 −0.23 −0.11 −0.34 −0.22 −0.53

∆ηj1j2 Emiss
T 0.03 0.02 0.03 −0.13 −0.07 0.08

I Emiss
T 0.12 0.29 0.20 0.28 0.25 0.47

I ∆Φj1j2 −1.0 −0.68 -0.94 −0.96 −0.94 −0.96

Tab. 5.6: The correlation in the MLP inputs withEmiss
T considered in finding the right grouping of cuts.

The numbers were determined in the fully detector simulatedsamples. The signal is theMH = 200 GeV
andω = 5 hypothesis. The last two lines display information on the missing energy isolation variable,
that is defined in Sec. 5.4.2 and used in Sec. 5.4.3.

The cuts onEmiss
T on the one hand remove many of the dijets and may be made looser. But on the other

hand theEmiss
T is also correlated to the MLP variables to some amount. In Tab. 5.6 we have determined

the correlation of the individual variables from the MLP with theEmiss
T for the various processes which

are the QCD dijets (second column), top pairs (third column), Z boson decays into charged leptons
(fourth column), Z bosons into neutrinos (fifth column), leptonic W boson decays (sixth column) and a
typical signal withMH = 200 GeVω = 5 (last column). One notes that theEmiss

T variable is relatively
highly correlated with the tagging jet’spT and even more highly anti-correlated with∆Φ j1 j2 for all shown
processes. Especially the correlation of∆Φ j1 j2 to Emiss

T can possibly lead to too large rejection of dijets
determined for the MLP. Thus is it advisable to make at least alooseEmiss

T cut before passing the dijets
to the MLP. But it is hard to find a good compromise since even a little harder cut onEmiss

T will reject
many of the sparse dijet MC events. Thus with a too hard cut thedetermined rejection of the MLP will
contain a large statistical uncertainty. We therefore looked for a tendency how large dijets rejections
can be achieved, applying the different preselection conditions: Emiss

T > 0 GeV , Emiss
T > 20 GeV and

Emiss
T > 50 GeV .

The dijet rejection by a MLP was determined with an output cutof 0.85. As the training with different
hypotheses influences the weights of the MLP and thus the rejection of dijets events we made this test
for each of our 67 signal hypotheses, at hand. Afterwards we collected the dijet rejection in all of the 67
MLPs trained with an individual hypothesis and determined from these numbers an average rejection.
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The Tab. 5.7 gives the results of rejection of dijet as a function of theEmiss

T cut that were found.
To give a feeling that the MC statistics is really sparse the second column gives the number of MC
events that enter the MLP. In case ofEmiss

T > 0 GeV andEmiss
T > 20 GeV two or three outliers with very

low efficiencies occurred. These were excluded in the averaging. And in the caseEmiss
T > 50 GeV the

statistic became very poor. To be conservative also roughlythe 30 points found with highest rejections
of the order of 10−4 were excluded from the quoted average. One observes that without theEmiss

T cut the
rejection of dijets is almost complete, but as argued above the correlations between the MLP inputs and
Emiss

T can not be neglected. With a rather mildEmiss
T > 20 GeV precut we expect a dijet efficiency after

MLP cut of the order of 10−4. A harderEmiss
T > 50 GeV precut which rejects much of our MC events,

yields a dijet efficiency after MLP cut of the order of 10−3.

cut Emiss
T (GeV) MC events averageεdijets

MLP expected dijets after MLP

0 9750 2.15 10−4 27
20 2250 6.0 10−4 98
50 250 1.6 10−3 199

Tab. 5.7: Expected events in 30 fb−1. The second column gives the number of MC events that enter the
MLP. The efficiencyεdijets

MLP is the average of the all hypotheses. The cut on the MLP was setto 0.85.

The numbers for dijet efficiency with theEmiss
T > 50 GeV are only an estimate on basis of very

limited MC statistics. The dijet rejection with the real analysis cutEmiss
T > 110 GeV will be smaller and

we should expect more dijets events surviving the MLP. But the general conclusion that we draw from
Tab. 5.7 is, that a relative hard cut on the MLP, though it was especially trained to tackle the W and
Z boson backgrounds, removes very effectively the QCD dijets remaining after preselection. Hence we
are optimistic that the QCD dijet level in the analysis can becontrolled by the MLP selection strategy.
Additional cuts could be introduced, if necessary, suppressing fakeEmiss

T in the dijets or a harder MLP
output cut be used to suppress the dijets further if an analysis with 30 fb−1 data is performed. As we
will see later after we have found an optimal cut on the MLP (Chapter 6) the surviving W and Z boson
backgrounds, which comprise typically of several thousands events, are much larger than the estimated
expected dijet after MLP.5.4 A simple ut-based events seletion
Though it was tried in several stages to stabilise, optimiseand judge the performance of the multivari-
ate analysis, an important part of the event selection is done inside of the MLP “black box”, using its
determined weights.

As a sanity cross check a simple cut-based analysis was deployed, being more transparent. Because
of time constraints this cross check was not optimised by iteratively tuning the cuts. It follows mostly the
cut-based analysis for the sensitivity of ATLAS towards an invisible Higgs, published in [7]. Though it
was found to be a good baseline in this publication also more refined methods of signal extraction were
studied like shape analysis in the distribution of∆Φ j1 j2.

Basically we added to the cuts published in [7] only one ingredient, namely the cleaning for possible
fake Emiss

T contributions which is explained in detail in the next paragraph, and we made the cut on the
missingEmiss

T isolation tighter.



5.4. A simple ut-based events seletion 1095.4.1 Cleaning uts against possible detetor related Emiss
T soures

FakeEmiss
T in the calorimeter is produced by mismeasurements of hadronic jets, taus, electrons and

photons. Even with no dead read out channels present, the mismeasurements occur in poorly instru-
mented regions. Specifically in the ATLAS detector these arethe transition region, so-called crack re-
gion, between barrel and end cap calorimeters (1.3< |η |< 1.6) and the gap between central and forward
calorimeters around (3.1 < |η | < 3.3). The detailed detector simulation models effects that can lead to
detector inducedEmiss

T , e.g. if jets are directed into these poorly instrumented regions or partly hitting
calorimeter cracks. Though in principle present, the impact of such fakeEmiss

T on the selection is usually
small in events which contain realEmiss

T from neutrinos. But theEmiss
T spectrum of dijet events is mostly

coming fromEmiss
T caused by detector imperfections.

In the fast detector simulation using only Gaussian parametrisation of theEmiss
T resolution, such fake

Emiss
T effects are not described. A former ATLAS study [52], investigated cleaning cuts for the fully

simulated dijet samples that remove possible large non Gaussian tails of fakeEmiss
T and bring the ratio

betweenEmiss
T in fast and detailed detector simulation closer to one.

Since we are not using fast detector simulation of dijet events but only W and Z boson events with
large physicalEmiss

T in the multivariate training phase, we are not really affected by such discrepancies.
On the other hand, it could prove useful to reject events thatcontain very probably larger amounts of
fakeEmiss

T to improve theEmiss
T resolution. For this reason we checked whether the suggested cuts in [52]

could be useful for the analysis in terms of enhanced background rejection.
Firstly, events that include at least one jet with apT > 20 GeV hitting the region (1.3< |η |< 1.7) are

rejected. Due to the cone size of the jet a partially hit of this region will result into an underestimation of
jet energy. Therefore, though the crack with the worst mismeasurement is closely to|η | = 1.5 a relative
large region is vetoed.

Secondly events are rejected that include at least one jet with a pT > 20 GeV and with aφ coordinate
projection closer than 0.5 of to theEmiss

T direction,∆Φjet,ẼT
miss

< 0.5. This is motivated by the observation

that in case of jet mismeasurements for other reasons than due to the crack region the fakeEmiss
T remains

often close to the mismeasured jet. This is e.g. the case for leptonic decays within the jet.
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Fig. 5.13: Distribution of the∆Φjet,ẼT
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for jets in dijet events that pass the offline trigger and haveno
jets pointing to the gap region, left: with a cut on jetpT of 20 GeV the distribution accumulates to values
below 1.5 rad. right: with a cut on jetpT of 25 GeV the distribution starts to have tails to larger values.

Indeed combining both criteria above one looses only about 16.6 % of signal events but 27.5 % less
W and Z boson events are selected. From theses results one canconclude that these cleaning can be an
useful addition to the preselection of the multivariate analysis. But as demonstrated in Sec. 5.3.4 the
number of MC training events is not so plenty that one can afford to apply these cuts on fully and fast
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detector simulated samples. In a hypothetical search with 30 fb−1 the situation may change. Even if the
Emiss

T resolution at that time may be the result of very refined algorithms it seems to be reasonable to cut
out at least the crack region if enough data and MC is available.

If one performs a simple cut-based analysis these additional cuts to suppress background can become
useful. Therefore, we added this fake-Emiss

T cleaning to the cut-based cross check analysis. As Fig. 5.13
indicates a cut onpT > 20 GeV seems to be advantageous in terms of rejection of dijets by this cleaning
criterion. In this context we also checked whether a∆R criterion is superior to the simple∆Φ projection
since the spatialη distance enters in this quantity. A∆R criterion could be important for recovering
events which have a small distance to theEmiss

T direction in the∆Φ projection but theη values are
different. Of course one expects not only signal events but also a part of the W and Z boson background
to be recovered by such a criterion. Indeed it turned out thatthe condition∆Rjet,ẼT

miss
< 1.5 can be a good

alternative to the∆Φjet,ẼT
miss

< 0.5 condition. The expected signal stays virtually the same and only a
2% additional gain in W and Z boson background rejection was observed, which indicates that within
statistical uncertainties both methodes are comparable. However, the comparison of the distribution of
∆Rjet,ẼT

miss
with ∆Φjet,ẼT

miss
in case of dijets gave the impression that a simple cut on the projection onto the

φ coordinate will separate background slightly better. Therefore, we kept the∆Φjet,ẼT
miss

condition.Choie of the ut on isolation of diretion of missing energy
The minimal distance in theφ -coordinate projection between one of the tagging jet candidates and the
Emiss

T direction, is called missing energy isolationI.

I = min|∆Φtagjet,ET
miss

|. (5.3)

This variable is very discriminating, since the signal tends to have missing transverse momentum well
separated from the tagging jets stemming from Higgs decays between the tagging jets. To visualise the
power of the missing energy isolation variable, especiallyagainst the QCD dijets, we present in Fig.
5.14 the 2-dimension distribution of the variablesI versus∆Φj1j2 for the W and Z boson backgrounds,
the signal withMH = 200 GeV andω = 5 and the QCD dijets samples. All cuts (C10 to (C10) listed in
5.4.2 are applied to the distributions except for the QCD dijet sample for which we left out theEmiss

T cut.
The W and Z boson backgrounds tend to populate more homogeneously a lager range inI versus∆Φj1j2

with out preferring extreme values. One recognises that thesignal is slightly tending to occupy a corner
of the phase space with a small∆Φj1j2 and a larger missing energy isolationI. In this region however
are the QCD dijets very sparsely present and hardly visible.A combination ofI and∆Φj1j2 cuts is a way
to get rid of the dijets effectively in searches for the invisible Higgs boson. This was already observed
and exploited in [7]. Therefore, we scanned this cut after applying all other cut for an optimal cut value,
in terms of a figure of merit [127]. The result is shown in Fig. 5.15 for the signal hypothesis with
MH = 200 GeV andω = 5, but it was checked that it applies equally well for other hypotheses. As result
of this scan we chose a cut onI > 2.42, which reduces the W and Z boson background at that stage
about 10% while the loss in signal is only 1%. With the information of these preparing studies we finally
decided on a sequence of cuts as follows.5.4.2 Seletion uts
The selection starts with the trigger cuts simulated offline(C1) followed by the conditions (C2-C6)
preparing the weak boson fusion topology. The subsequent cuts (C7-C12) accumulate the signal-like
invisible decay final state with prominentEmiss

T .

(C1) one reconstructed jet (pT>23GeV) within|η | < 3.2 and one reconstructed jet (pT>23GeV) within
4.9 > |η | > 3.2 andEmiss

T > 80 GeV in the event.
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(C2) pT

j1 > 40 GeV for the first tagging jet candidate.

(C3) pT
j2 > 40 GeV for the second tagging jet candidate.

(C4) ηj1 ×ηj2 < 0 demanding the two tagging jet candidates to be in opposite hemispheres of the AT-
LAS detector.

(C5) ∆ηj1j2 > 4.4.

(C6) Mj1j2 > 1200 GeV requiring a very high invariant dijet mass in the event.

(C7) events are cleaned for possible source of fakeEmiss
T . First of all the so-called “crack region”

1.7 > |η | > 1.3 is cut out since it has considerable lower jet reconstruction efficiency. Also there
should be no jets withpT

jet > 20 GeV closer in theφ coordinate projection than∆Φjet,ẼT
miss

< 0.5.

(C8) Emiss
T > 100 GeV.

(C9) vetoing identified isolated leptons. Events are rejected if an electron or muon withpT > 20 GeV
or a tau lepton withpT > 30 GeV is identified in the event. The lepton is checked to haveat least
a ∆Rnextjet> 0.2 to be called isolated.

(C10) vetoing of central mini jets. Events are rejected if anadditional jet withpT
jet > 30 GeV if found in

a range of|η | < 3.2.

(C11) the missing energy isolation (defined in Eq. 5.3) is required to be large, i.e.I > 2.42.

(C12) the azimuthal difference of the tagging jets is restricted to∆Φj1j2 < 1.

Since the cut-based analysis usues a similar cut in theEmiss
T distribution and generally harder cuts in

the same jets kinematic distributions like the preselection of the multivariate analysis, we relinquish to
show the cuts sequence here again. The new ingredients, namely the cuts in the missing energy isolation
I. and∆Φj1j2 are motivated already by Fig. 5.14, which contains the cuts(C1) to (C10).5.4.3 Fatorisation approah in the ut-based analysis
The cut-based analysis was performed on the sparse detaileddetector simulated background samples.
Since very hard cuts are used for background suppression, itwas desired to find a factorisation of the
cuts to estimate the background contributions. After cuts,only the signal sample has a sufficient statistics
left. This offered us the possibility to cross-check the factorisation in the backgrounds by comparing the
factorisation result of the signal with the actually not factorised selection on the signal. It could be
verified that the numbers were very similar between expectedsignal after cuts and expected signal in the
factorisation approach.

An overview about the grouping of cuts for the factorisationof the cut-based selection is given in
Tab. 5.8. Again like in Sec. 5.2.1, the factorisation of the mini jet veto and the isolated lepton veto
was made (in block 5 and block 6 in Tab.5.8), and the cuts on thetagging jets were grouped as in the
preselection factorisation (block 2). As before looseningtheEmiss

T cut provided more dijets andtt̄ events
for the determination of the individual efficiencies for theblocks of cuts. But as Tab. 5.6 shows, the
missing energy isolationI and ∆Φj1j2 are more than 20 % correlated toEmiss

T . Also I and ∆Φj1j2 are
highly correlated between each other. This forced the cuts on I and∆Φj1j2 in one block (see block 7 in
Tab. 5.8) and after theEmiss

T cut (block 4). For the QCD dijets andtt̄ pairs theEmiss
T cut was lowered to 30

GeV. This can be motivated for the QCD dijets by Fig. 5.16, in which the correlation betweenEmiss
T and

I and∆Φj1j2 for the dijet sample are displayed. Most of the dijets accumulated belowEmiss
T = 30 GeV.
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combined cuts

block 1
CJ⊕FJ⊕Emiss

T > 80 GeV (C1)

block 2
CJ⊕FJ⊕Emiss

T > 0 GeV
weak boson fusion topology (C2-5)

Mj1j2 > 1200 GeV (C6)

block 3
block 2

Anti fake Emiss
T clean (C7)

block 4
dijets,tt̄ : CJ⊕FJ⊕Emiss

T > 0 GeV W/Z+jets:block 3
Emiss

T > 100 GeV (C8)

block 5
CJ⊕FJ⊕Emiss

T > 0 GeV
isolated lepton veto (C9)

block 6
CJ⊕FJ⊕Emiss

T > 0 GeV
mini jet veto (C10)

block 7

block 3
dijets,tt̄ : Emiss

T > 30 GeV W/Z+jets:Emiss
T > 100 GeV

I (C11)
∆Φj1j2 (C12)

Tab. 5.8: Combination of cuts used in the factorisation of the background samples in the cut-based
selection.
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In 5.9 the results for the estimate of example signalMH = 200 GeV andω = 5 hypothesis the various
background selected are summarised. As one can expect the background processes with large realEmiss

T ,
like the W and Z boson background remain as the dominant backgrounds afters. The top pair background
is predicted by the factorisation approach to be well separable. Even with the factorisation we predict that
the QCD dijet background will be marginalised below one event. The combination of the requirement
I > 2.42 with ∆Φj1j2 < 1 describes a region of phase space that is hardly populated by the QCD dijets
and were the number of MC events became extremely sparse.

cut Signal W→ lν Z→ νν̄ Z→ ℓ+ℓ− tt̄ QCD dijets

(C0) before preselection 81505 116729251 12699690 11465215 13844454 5.72385·1014

(C1) trigger 11508 3280106 720660 75800 656559 10574750
(C2) jet 1pT > 40 GeV
(C3) jet 2pT > 40 GeV
(C4) ηj1 ×ηj2 < 0
(C5) ∆ηj1j2 > 4.4
(C6) Mj1j2 > 1.2 TeV 3064 188743 33698 4147 16661 320761
(C7) clean for fakeEmiss

T 2555 101536 19644 1951 4711 95591
(C8) Emiss

T > 110 GeV 2170 59198 14140 1196 2872 31905
(C9) isolated leptons veto 2168 45091 13904 798 1263 31336
(C10) central jet veto 1859 25897 9396 592 235 18919
(C11)I > 2.42
(C12)∆Φj1j2 < 1 819 4670 2090 67 46 0

Tab. 5.9: Cutflow for the cut-based selection in number of expected events in 30 fb−1. The signal sample
shown is a Higgs boson withMH = 200 GeV andω = 5.

As mentioned above a comparison between the number of eventsselected if the high statistics signal
sample is passing the not factorised cut flow with the number of estimated selected signal events follow-
ing from the factorisation ansatz, can provide a feeling forthe accuracy of the factorised estimate. In
the presented case of the signal hypothesis ofMH = 200 GeV andω = 5 the deviation between the two
methods is only 0.8 % (819 expected from factorisation compared to not factorised 826 expected events).
This shows that at least for the signal the factorisation works well enough and seems to take correctly into
account the correlation between the cut variables suffiently. Of course this conclusion is not necessarily
the true for the backgrounds but it is a hint that the factorised numbers for the backgrounds may present
a reasonable estimate of the number of events that would be selected in a high statistics background
sample.

Again as in the case of the preselection the efficiency for thesignal hypothesis is determined as ratio
of selected to all event weights. Since this time harder cutswere needed separate the signal from the
huge background the efficiencies are much lower than for the relatively lose preselection. The cut-based
analysis selected the signal with efficiencies of roughly 1 %up to 2.3 %. The highest efficiencies usually
occur for signals that are heavier or very broad, since thesecontain a larger amount ofEmiss

T . It should
be emphasised that the cut-based selection was intended as across check. The cuts were chosen very
hard to reduce the background level sufficiently to test for an exclusion in the stealthy Higgs scenario.
No particular efforts to optimise the cuts or consider alternative cuts were pursued.



6. Estimate of systematial unertainties
When running a high energy experiment and selecting data in aphysics channel these data is subject
to statistical fluctuations. But the relative impact of thisstatistical fluctuation can become in principle
arbitrarily small if one collects data long enough. The sameis true for prediction in the physics channel
on basis of simulated events. By raising the amount of simulated events the statistical uncertainty on the
prediction can be minimised. But the latter is only true if the systematic uncertainties of a measurement
are small compared to the statistical uncertainty of the selected event sample. If the systematical uncer-
tainties prove to be larger, they have to be included into theinferring of results since they pose a principal
limit on the accuracy.

In this chapter possible contributing sources of systematic uncertainties are named and a rough esti-
mate of the impact on the result of the major sources is given.This is done for the cut-based analysis and
the multivariate analysis separately. As announced in thischapter we will optimise the final selection cut
on the multivariate output with respect to the expected sensitivity under influence of systematic sources.
For this reason the sensitivity and its dependency on the background uncertainty and the limit setting is
briefly defined at the beginning of this chapter before the systematics are determined.6.1 Determination of the upper limit on ross setions and possible exlusion ofhypotheses
In general the result of a search can be reported in terms of the model dependent parameterξ 2, which is
the scaling factor of the SM cross sectionσSM to the beyond Standard Model cross sectionσBSM under
consideration. WithσBSM being the stealthy Higgs cross section for invisible decays, it already includes
the branching1) into invisible particles. By this scaling to a known quantity as the SM cross section,
model comparisons become easier.

ξ 2 =
σBSM

σSM
. (6.1)

In case a search finds no hint for a signal excess above background, e.g. the number of observed
candidates is compatible with the number of expected background events, one can report an upper limit
on ξ 2. The search will be more sensitive the lower the upper limit on ξ 2 can be pushed.

The result of a search which is only performed once in a given data set is the outcome of a single
experiment. If one claims to have excluded a signal on basis of the data, one can ask for the degree of
belief in that exclusion. Because clearly there is always the (unwanted but inevitable) possibility due
to downward fluctuations of the signal and for the backgroundto wrongly exclude a signal in data. A
repetition of the experiment in a newly acquired data set mayyield a different result which, correctly,
may not exclude the signal if it exists in nature.

Conventionally one tries to reach an exclusion of the “signal plus background” hypothesis at the
confidence level (CL) of 95 %. This means in other words that the outcome of repeated searches in
independent data sets will only in 5 % or less of all cases cometo the wrong conclusion on the basis of
the analysed data set that an in nature existing signal is excluded.

1) In the literature about invisible Higgs searches one often finds the definitionξ 2 = B(H→invisible)σBSM
σSM
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An individual model or “signal plus background” hypothesisis given when the expected signal

strengthS is fixed by a choice of a point in the stealthy Higgs parameter plane (MH −ω) corresponding
to a ξ 2. One always expects to selectB background events from the SM. So the mean number of ex-
pected eventsµ if the signal is present is thenµ = S + B. Making an observation ofNobs events one can
interpret the result in the language of a simple Poisson counting experiment. The probability to observe
Nobs events when one expectµ = S + B events according to the “signal plus background” hypothesis is
given by

P(Nobs|signal(ξ 2)+ background) =
(S+ B)Nobse−(S+B)

Nobs!
. (6.2)

In order to test the consistency of a “signal plus background” hypothesis for a given model with the
data set one can ask for the probabilityP(n ≤ nobs|signal(ξ 2) + background) that the outcome of the
experiment yieldsn ≤ Nobs candidates when a specific “signal plus background” hypothesis is realised in
nature. The value of the probabilityP(n≤ Nobs|signal(ξ 2)+background) for that is found by integration
of the probability distribution from 0 toNobs. Requiring that the value of the probability of finding
less thanNobs events in data does not exceed 0.05 is therefore equivalent with excluding “signal plus
background” hypothesis at 95 % confidence level, since only in 5 % of identical experiments such rates
would be observed if the signal is present in nature.

P(n ≤ Nobs|signal(ξ 2)+ background) ≤ 0.05 (6.3)

If no experiment is performed so far and real data is absent, one can characterise the expected sen-
sitivity of the search. For the exclusion of the “signal background” hypothesis one assumes to have
observed only the average expected background rateNobs = B. But in natureB as well as the measured
µU.L. = S + B, from which we are going to derive the upper limit of our experiment, can statistically
fluctuate. Again one can ask the question under which condition the true “signal plus background” hy-
pothesis can be excluded wrongly. E.g. this could be the caseif Nobs = B = µU.L. −q×∆µ is the result
of the downward fluctuation ofµU.L. of aboutq times its statistical error∆µ =

√
S+ B. In connection

with setting upper limits onξ 2 it is useful for larger numbers to translate the 95 % CL condition Eq. 6.3
into the quantiles of the normal distribution. Since the upper limit is a single sided boundary the quantile
of 95 % corresponds toq = 1.64 standard deviations.

Nobs = µU.L. −1.64×∆µ (6.4)

Again in other words that means an exclusion of “signal plus background” hypothesis on basis ofNobs

events happens to be wrong in 5 % or less of the experiments if the signal exist andµ fluctuates down
about more than 1.64 standard deviations.

Additionally to the statistical uncertainties one has to deal with systematical uncertainties that influ-
ence the expected limit, as explained in the next section.Inlusion of systemati unertainty on bakground
A selection of events has also to include the systematical uncertainties coming along with the selection. If
one expects to select the mean number ofµ = SBSM +BMC events the systematic error of the signal∆SBSM

sys
and the background∆Bsys, assumed to be uncorrelated, has to be added in quadrature tothe statistical
error.

With inclusion of systematical uncertainties the exclusion condition Eq. 6.4 becomes

Nobs = µU.L. −1.64
√

SBSM + BMC + ∆B2
sys + ∆SBSM2

sys (6.5)
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And since we assume in lack of any data to have observedNobs = BMC events we simplify this equation
to

SBSM
U.L. = 1.64

√

SBSM + BMC + ∆B2
sys + ∆SBSM2

sys , (6.6)

usingµU.L. = SBSM
U.L. + BMC for the mean number of selected events. ReplacingSBSM

U.L. = εBSMσ BSM
U.L. L =

εBSMξ 2
U.L.σ SML yields an expression for the upper limit quadratically inξ 2

U.L..

ξ 2
U.L. =

1.64
√

εBSMξ 2
U.L.σ SML + BMC + ∆B2

sys + ∆SBSM2
sys

εBSMσ SML
. (6.7)

Solving forξ 2
U.L. yields and simplify the result algebraically leads to

(ξ 2
U.L.)1,2 =

1.642

2εBSMσ SML



1±

√

1+
4(BMC + ∆B2

sys + ∆SBSM2
sys )

1.642



 (6.8)

In good approximation with deviations within a percent one can neglect the signals statistical error.
Additionally in this study is the contribution of the signal’s systematic uncertainty is very small compared
to the background and its uncertainty. Therefore, we calculate the upper limit onξ 2 with Eq. 6.9.

ξ 2 ≈
1.64

√

(BMC + ∆B2
sys + ∆SBSM2

sys )

εBSMσ SML
≈

1.64
√

(BMC + ∆B2
sys)

εBSMσ SML
(6.9)

The danger of a false exclusion of a “signal plus background”hypothesis is extremely severe if
the number of candidates fluctuates downwards in combination with a systematic overestimation of the
expected background. If in the expected mean too few background are assumed, this yields an artificially
high extracted signal and therefore a weak upper limit.

When estimating the size of the systematics effects in the next section we apply variations to the input
variables, simulating the detector-related systematic effects. Depending on the direction of variation the
resulting background expectation after the MLP cut can riseof fall. But for the limit setting we have to
take not the largest relative change due to such a variation but that direction of this variation which leads
to a systematically smaller background expectation, i.e. an overestimation of the background rate by the
nominal prediction.6.2 Estimate of systemati unertainties
First we discuss two uncertainties that directly influence the expected event yield via normalisation un-
certainties. After that we continue with more intrigued effects of detector-related uncertainties that affect
the actual event selection.Theoretial unertainties of SM ross setions
The sensitivity study presented is scaled to 30 fb−1. Cross section uncertainties would result in uncer-
tainty of the predicted rates for events from simulated events. The error on the normalisation affects
samples differently.

At the time of having collected sufficient integrated luminosity one can assume that the early physics
program at the LHC has successfully determined the SM cross section of background processes or at
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least devised reliable methods to estimate the background from data. Therefore currently large cross
section theoretical uncertainties, e.g. 10 % remaining uncertainty ( including PDF sets and QCD scale
uncertainities) on the NNLO results for W and Z bosons plus jets or of the NLOtt̄ cross section at 14
TeV, quoted to beσtt̄ = (833±100) pb in [129], are not included in the systematic error.Unertainties related to limited MC statistis
At various stages the analyses encountered limited MC eventstatistics. Attempts of estimates by factori-
sation in the cut-flow selections were made. To supply sufficient statistics for the training of multivariate
methods larger ATLFAST-1 samples were used. Still the selection of the fully simulated events has un-
certainties of 5 % to 10 % due to the large weights for some backgrounds. In the hope that an analysis
in a 30 fb−1 scenario would not suffer a lack of fully simulated MC eventsin training, we quote the
sensitivity of such search without a systematic contribution of limited MC samples statistics.Luminosity unertainty
In a series of studies published in [7] the estimated uncertainty in the luminosity determination was
quoted to be 3 % for 30 fb−1 which we will adopt. The uncertainty of the luminosity will result in
a normalisation error of measured cross sections or for simulated samples in a global normalisation
error, which affects all samples in the same way. This error can be simply added in quadrature to the
background uncertainty.6.2.1 Determination of detetor-related systemati unertainties
The study of detector-related systematic effects follows the recommendation used through out the studies
of [7]. These recommendations for the size of systematic variations are based on preliminary studies on
simulated events and test beam data before ATLAS started data taking. The recommended numbers are
expected to be valid for an assumed collected luminosity of 10 fb−1. Detailed studies of systematic effects
are an ongoing task during commissioning and early data taking. A study carried out on a collected data
set of 30 fb−1 will make use of a detailed description of many detector-related systematic effects. It is
not unreasonable to hope that the numbers of [7] will prove tobe conservative for the three times larger
data set.Energy sale of jets
The experience at the TeVatron already proved that a good understanding of the jet energy scale (JES)
is crucial for many physics analyses at hadron colliders. And the studies of [7] indicated this to be true
for the LHC, too. The peculiarity of the presented invisibleHiggs study is that it essentially uses jet
properties and the amount ofEmiss

T in event selection. Therefore, it is expected that the jet energy scale
uncertainty will pose the limiting factor for the sensitivity of the search.

Since finally one wants to deduce properties of primary scattered partons from energy deposits in
the calorimeter which are clustered by the applied jet algorithm to jets, it will be necessary to unfold
the detector effects as accurately as possible. In the following some effects that have to be corrected are
listed.

1) correction of the hadronic scale
Maybe the most important effect is the correction of non-compensation in the ATLAS calorimeters.
This means the calorimeter response to hadrons is lower thanto electrons and photons. The latter
two can be exactly measured in the electromagnetic calorimeters. This defines the EM scale of
the calorimeters, which had to be established before by testbeams data. Hadrons that reach the
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calorimeter develop a shower. The ratio of the electromagnetic to hadronic component in the
shower is subject to fluctuations. From the hadronic component due to non compensation only
a fraction is measured. This defines the hadronic scale of thecalorimeters. Some energy is for
example lost in nuclear break up reactions.

2) dead material effects
Likewise one has to correct for energy losses in inactive regions, so-called dead material.

3) shower leakage effects
Further corrections of leakage of particles that are not contained by the calorimeter are applied.

4) pile up effects
Subtraction of the average uncorrelated pile up energy is necessary, at least for higher instantaneous
luminosities.

5) effects of jet reconstruction
Inefficiencies specific to jet algorithms like “out of cone” leakage, which refers to hit cells that
are not clustered, or from splitting and merging of clustersbetween jets have to be taken into
account. For the precise definition of jet energy scale in relation to the parton level also theoretical
shortcomings of the used jet algorithms have to be considered e.g. infrared safety.

For the calibration of the jet energy there exist in principle two methods, namely MC-based cali-
bration studies and in-situ calibration with well understood physics processes. A calibration on basis of
simulated events is described in [54]. So called truth jets that include on generator level all stable parti-
cles except neutrinos and muons were build with a jet algorithm. These truth jets are then compared to
the simulated jets reconstructed by the detailed simulation. Here the jetpT responseR = preco jet

T /ptruth jet
T

of the transverse momenta, which is related to the jet energyscale, is defined. As reference the kinemat-
ics of the corresponding truth jets is used. Theη and pT (on EM scale) dependent average corrections
are applied jet for jet to bringR close to one.

In the process to determine these calibration factors from MC one is confronted with some problems.
If one uses this MC method it has to be taken into account as uncertainty that particles may fall out of the
reconstructed jet but are collected by the truth jet. The used samples and generators have to be validated
against data. Only if the agreement between data and MC is sufficient, these samples can be used. It
has to be taken into account that shower and underlying eventmodels influence the corrections. Also
it is expected that the choice of topology as well as the flavour composition of the simulated jets may
be of influence. Therefore, a variety of generators is testedand the effects estimated. Aside from the
theoretical model of the MC generation, the correction may also be affected by residual uncertainties
stemming from material budget of the calorimeter (dead material) or description of electronic noise
and other experimental condition as alignment and beam spotdeviations. All those factors have to be
quantified by MC variations and use of test beam data. Therefore, the calibration factors will not perfectly
calibrate the JES and will contribute to the JES uncertainty.

In [54] these method has been studied and performed on basis of 7 nb−1 data collected at
√

s = 7 TeV.
The result quotes a total uncertainty below 10 % for jets witha pT of more than 20 GeV and 6.5 % for
jets of more than 100 GeV in the barrel. Additionally pile up at that very low luminosity (in average
1.09 pileup events) influences the JES accuracy by about 2 %. These results are already better than the
uncertainties assumed in [7].

The MC method sketched above contains many complications. Thus the preferred methods are the
so-called “in-situ” calibrations, which will start to be pursued in early data taking. Their advantage is
that one can become independent of all modelling shortcomings of simulation since data is used for
calibration. As an example one can select a clean sample of a so-called tag photon recoiling against
one so-called probe jet. Since the transverse energy of the photon EEM

T can be exact determined in
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the electromagnetic calorimeter, the measurement on the probe side givesEHAD

T . Since the transverse
momentum is conservedEHAD

T /EEM
T should be one. From these samples one can deduceη− and pT-

dependent correction factors for the measured hadronic jetenergy scale directly in one step. Of course
even this method applied on average will deal with residual uncertainties, but it will be the preferred
way to determine the the jet energy during data taking. Also the accuracy can improve with longer data
taking.Jet energy sale variations
We gave the short overview about the recent status of the jet energy scale in 6.2.1 to explain that it is
difficult to determine. The jet energy scale can also deteriorate even if only very few pile up events are
present. Therefore, counter measures like subtraction of the average pile up event contributions have to
be applied. Further it shows that early estimates from data (or “in-situ”) are quite promising and that
uncertainties may have to be consideredpT- andη−dependent.

The recommendation of the published studies [7] available so far were much more crude estimates
of the JES.

The hermicity of the calorimeter system allows the efficientreconstruction of jets over a large range
of η , though the detector components and properties like granularity and material differ especially be-
tween barrel and forward calorimetry. The latter one is expected to measure forward jets not as well at the
barrel part. This was taken into account by assigning different JES uncertainties in two pseudorapidity
bins. The systematics variations for either up or down scaling is done jet by jet by an amount according
to the scaling factor of its respectiveη-value.

The following scaling factors are given in [7] and are expected to be valid for 10 fb−1.

E ′
jet = (1± 7%)×E jet for |η | ≤ 3.2

E ′
jet = (1±15%)×E jet for |η | > 3.2

When applying such large variations in the systematics the overall uncertainties for the multivariate
analysis becomes more than 20 %. We ran our complete analysisand determined with Eq. 6.9 the
expected upper linit onξ 2 , using the expected mean of events and this estimate of systematic background
uncertainty. Even with a hard cut on the MLP output larger than 0.9, no exclusion for any stealthy Higgs
hypothesis in the scanned parameter range was possible.

Seeing this we decided to turn the question around and to quantify on which level the JES uncertainty
is needed for the multivariate analysis to have sensitivityleft. We therefore tried first roughly a half of
the recommended uncertainties, keeping the twoη ranges.

E ′
jet = (1± 3.5%)×E jet for |η | ≤ 3.2 (6.10)

E ′
jet = (1± 7.0%)×E jet for |η | > 3.2

Even that proved to be too large for the multivariate analysis retaining its sensitivity. Eventually we
performed the JES variation only within a quarter of the original recommendation, again in twoη ranges.

E ′
jet = (1± 1.75%)×E jet for |η | ≤ 3.2 (6.11)

E ′
jet = (1± 3.75%)×E jet for |η | > 3.2

For comparison, in summer 2011 the ATLAS experiment, running at
√

s = 7 TeV and still one order
of magnitude below design luminosity, reported to have reached already a JES uncertainty of 2 % to 4
% for a jet’s transverse momentum ofpT = 20 GeV topT = 2 TeV over a pseudorapidity region up to
|η | = 4.5 [63], using in-situ techniques with more than 1 fb−1 of collected data. The ATLAS technical
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design report [53], published 1999, expects even one percent accuracy after many years of data taking
at design luminosity, which justifies the above choice. But reaching that level of accuracy is certainly
challenging.Jet energy resolution
The hadronic energy resolution in a non compensating calorimeter is independent of the energy limited
by the constant term added, which accounts for the degree of non compensation. But the fluctuation
of the electromagnetic fraction in the hadronic shower may be energy dependent. Thus the effects of
residual non-compensation2) may be also energy dependent and therefore are better be included into the
hadronic energy resolution in the stochastic term. To simulate the uncertainty in the jet energy resolution
reference [7] suggested to smear the jet energy within the following resolutions,

σ(E) = 0.45∗
√

E[GeV ] for |η | ≤ 3.2 (6.12)

σ(E) = 0.63∗
√

E[GeV ] for |η | > 3.2 (6.13)Propagation of hanges in jet energy sale to Emiss
T

There are no detailed recipes to access a systematic uncertainty on Emiss
T . We followed the following

approach (recommended by [7]), when applying the variations for the systematic study: After smearing
the jet energy resolution according to Eq. 6.12,Emiss

T is recalculated adding the change in the jet energies.
But a global uncertainty on the JES due to detector effects may also be reflected in an uncertainty on the
Emiss

T which is formed from the calorimeter cells. The effect is thought to be small, as [7] devises to
propagate only 5 % of the energy scale changes of the jets to the value ofEmiss

T . Other influences on
Emiss

T are not specifically considered.Misidenti�ation probability for isolated leptons
The identification of isolated leptons can be missed due to misindentification or non-acceptance. This is
expressed in the identification and fake rates for leptons. Also additional jets from pile up may spoil the
isolation criteria.

In terms of background yield the uncertainties of fake ratesare more important since a systematically
too high estimate of the fake rate would lead to an underestimate of the background. On the other hand
systematically too low identification efficiencies would lead to an overestimated background.

Without detailed knowledge about the uncertainty of the lepton identification efficiencies and fake
rates, we tried to quantify their effect on the selection by randomly rejecting a certain percentage of
identified leptons in the isolated lepton veto. If the isolated lepton veto finds an electron it is ignored in
0.2 % of the cases and an isolated muon in 1 % and finaly an identified tau in 5 % of all cases. These
estimated numbers (referring to the recipies in [7]) try to reflect the fact that electrons may be found more
efficiently as hadrons, hence the errors on such efficienciesmay be different.6.2.2 Determination of the relative systemati hange of the number ofseleted events
The natural way to study the relative changes in the event selection due to detector-related systematic
effects is of course to apply the variations, described in Chapter 6.2.1, separately to the fully simulated

2) The response of an ideal calorimeter to the injected jet energy should be linear. A source for non-linear response is the
so-called non-compensation. It is the different response of the calorimeters to the statistically fluctuating fraction of electro-
magnetic and hadronic energy in the particle shower that is evolving if a jets hits the calorimeter systems. Calibrationmethods,
as sketched above, aim to restore the linearity as good as possible, but the remaining non-linearity in the energy response after
calibration is called “residual non-compensation”.
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events and repeat the selection for each systematic variation. Unfortunately, the limited amount of fully
simulated events would lead to a large influence of statistical fluctuations in the results. Therefore, once
again the larger events samples of ATLFAST-1 events were utilised for statistically more trustworthy
results.

The important assumption for this approach is− even if individual cut efficiencies in the parametrised
ATLFAST-1 samples differ from the fully simulated samples−, that the relative change in the selection
is more or less equal. An estimate of detector-related systematic effects on this assumption may be
disputable but for the time being may be sufficient to give an impression on the impact of such effects
and identifies possibly limiting systematical effects.

The regarded sources of systematic uncertainties are considered as uncorrelated and hence the varia-
tion and determination of their effects are done separately. The relative change in selection for a system-
atic sourceαsys is determined in the following way: given that the original number of events that pass the
selection isNorig

sel and the number of events selected if the systematic variation is made in one direction
becomesNvar

sel

αsys =
Nvar

sel −Norig
sel

Norig
sel

(6.14)

As said theNorig/var
sel were determined in the fast detector simulation samples instead of the fully

simulated samples, assuming to yield an equivalentαsys with smaller influence of statistical fluctuations.6.3 Optimisation of MLP output ut under onsideration of the mainsystemati soures
The multivariate classifier is intended to be adaptive in thetraining phase for the varying signal properties,
therefore it has to be studied in principle for all signal hypotheses individually. This can be simplified a
little, if one defines a smaller number of hypotheses, claimed to be representative for all possible signal
characteristics. These characteristics are determined bythe Higgs boson mass and its decay-width. In
the header of Tab. 6.1 we define what we understand under a heavy or medium Higgs mass and e.g. a
large decay width.

To make sure to include possible effects of the variation in mass and decay width it was tried to
choose representative combinations of mass and decay widthfor the signal and study the systematics at
these points. In the lower part of Tab. 6.1 the characteristics of the studied points in terms of mass and
decay width as well as the invisible cross section, as measure for the importance of that point in a search,
are summarised.

If the influence of mass and width on the observed systematic variation is not strong and the variations
do not differ significantly, it would be an option to combine these variations determined in each points,
of Tab. 6.1, to a single number for each source of systematics, e.g. by taking the r.m.s or other averages.

Since the MLP is trained with a combined background there is no need to derive the systematic
changes per individual background class. Hence for each studied systematic source, described in Section
6.2.1, all background samples are varied during the preselection in the same way and added in the MLP
training. The relative change of the systematic source withrespect to the unvaried samples in the MLP
(Eq. 6.14) are determined simultaneously for many possibleselection cuts on the MLP output variable.
After the relative change per systematic source is known as function of the MLP output selection cut,
the dominant source of systematics can be identified. With this information the optimal cut for a MLP
selection that is minimising theξ 2 can be searched for in the fully simulated samples includingthe effect
of the systematic effect of the dominant source onξ 2.
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definition of characteristics

narrow . 10 GeV light 130−150 GeV
medium width . 80 GeV medium heavy 200−400GeV
broad > 100−300 GeV heavy > 400 GeV

characteristic chosen signal σinv(fb)

narrow⊕light Mh = 130 GeVΓh = 5 MeV 5475
narrow⊕medium heavy Mh = 200 GeVΓh = 4.5GeV 1996

narrow⊕heavy Mh = 300 GeVΓh = 9 GeV 83

medium width⊕light Mh = 130 GeVΓh = 19 GeV 5943
medium width⊕medium heavy Mh = 200 GeVΓh = 77 GeV 2717

medium width⊕heavy Mh = 400 GeVΓh = 66 GeV 482

broad⊕light Mh = 130 GeVΓh = 130 GeV 5367
broad⊕medium heavy Mh = 200 GeVΓh = 200 GeV 2531
broad⊕medium heavy Mh = 250 GeVΓh = 250 GeV 1701

broad⊕heavy Mh = 400 GeVΓh = 370 GeV 688

Tab. 6.1: Representative points in theMH −ΓH plane for the study of the systematics. The definitions of
the characteristics of signal in the search planes are givenin the upper first row. Examples for hypotheses
that can represent interesting combinations of these characteristics are presented in the lower rows. At
these representative point the systematic studies had beencarried out. Not all points are suitable for
a promising search though. Unfortunately one observes rather large drop in the signal invisible cross
sectionσinv e.g. for a narrow but heavy characteristics.
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In Fig. 6.1 to Fig. 6.4 the effects of systematic variations like the smaller of the two studied JES variation
(see Eq. 6.10 and Eg. 6.11), which was finally used in the sensitivity study, and the jet energy resolution
smearing on the leading jet transverse momentumpT

j1 and the invariant dijet massMj1j2 are shown. We
have chosen to show an example signal hypothesisMH = 200 GeV andω = 5, (always in the left panel)
and important W and Z boson backgrounds added (always in the right panel). The effect of all detector-
related systematical variations applied for all the five input variables of the MLP are displayed in the
Appendix B.3, for reference. Here we report only the generalfeatures visible in the following plots.
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Fig. 6.1:Systematic variation of the input variablepT
j1 under the change of the JES about1.75%−3.75%.

Shown are distributions in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter thetraining of the MLP classifier. Plotted is
signal,MH = 200 GeVandω = 5 (left panel), and the added important W boson and Z boson background
(right panel).
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Fig. 6.2: Systematic variation of the input variableMj1j2 under the change of the JES about1.75%−
3.75%. Shown are distributions in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter the training of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5 (left panel), and the added important W boson and Z boson
background (right panel).

In the preselection, the tagging jets are most important fordiscriminating background events from
signal like event topologies. Hence cuts on thepT and invariant mass of the tagging jets candidates are
made. The efficiencies for such cuts is raised or lowered withthe rescaling of the jet energy scale, which
becomes in this way the most important source of detector-related systematical uncertainties. Variables
that exploit information about the tagging jet candidates direction are little affected by the variation of
the jet energy scale. The general tendency is that the overall number of selected events changes but
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Fig. 6.3: Systematic variation of the input variablepT
j1 under the random smearing of the jet energy

resolution. Shown are distributions in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter the training of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5 (left panel), and the added important W boson and Z boson
background (right panel).
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Fig. 6.4: Systematic variation of the input variableMj1j2 under the random smearing of the jet energy
resolution. Shown are distributions in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter the training of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5 (left panel), and the added important W boson and Z boson
background (right panel).
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within the given binning the shape of the input variables distribution varies not significantly, i.e. that
the systematic variations do not dramatically alter phase space compared to the unchanged reference
distributions. The change in the number of selected events scales roughly with the size of the applied jet
energy rescaling.

The random Gaussian smearing of the jet energy resolution can increase or decrease the jet energy
resolution, hence in many cases the effect is compensated ina larger sample and the net effect for the
selection is expected to remain small. And also, as can be seen in Appendix B.3, the randomly changed
veto probability against isolated leptons selects only a slightly different number of events but no special
phase space region with respect to the unchanged probability.E�et of the systematial variations on the MLP output for a typial signal hypothesis,
MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5

In Fig. 6.5 the effect of systematic variations like the JES on the input variables variables of the MLP
is displayed. In the upper left panel a large and in the upper right panel a smaller variation of the JES
are displayed for the important W/Z boson background. In thelower left panel the effect of random
smearing of the jet energy resolution and in the lower right panel of the varied veto probability of the
isolated lepton veto on the MLP output for W/Z boson background events is shown.
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Fig. 6.5: Distribution of the MLP output for the W/Z boson background,after training with the signal,
MH = 200 GeV andω = 5. In the upper row the jet energy scale is raised and lowered. For the left upper
panel, the JES is varied by 3.75 % to 7.0 % for illustrative purposes. The right upper panel contains
the JES variation of 1.75 % to 3.75 %, which is actually used inthe sensitivity study. In the lower left
panel the effect of the smearing of the jet energy resolutionon the MLP output is shown. In the right
lower panel the probability of the isolated lepton veto rejecting identified leptons is varied. The latter
two sources give only rise to smaller changes in the output distributions.

In Fig. 6.6 we show the relative change (Eq. 6.14) on the MLP selection for background events due
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to the systematic uncertainty broken down by sources in dependence of the applied MLP cut. For these
plots we used again the typical example of the MLP training with the the signal,MH = 200 GeV and
ω = 5. It is a general feature in all studied hypotheses, that theJES variation make a noticeable effect
while the jet energy resolution has only a small effect and the varied veto probability in the isolated
lepton veto almost no effect on the resulting MLP output.
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Fig. 6.6:Relative change of the acceptance of the applied cut on the MLP output distribution due to the
regarded experimental systematic uncertainty sources forthe W/Z boson background, after training with
the signal,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5. In the upper row the jet energy scale is raised and lowered. For
the left upper panel, the JES is varied by 3.75 % to 7.0 % for illustrative purposes. The right upper panel
contains the JES variation of 1.75 % to 3.75 %, which is actually used in the sensitivity study. In the
lower left panel the effect of the smearing of the jet energy resolution on the MLP output is shown. In
the right lower panel the probability of the isolated leptonveto rejecting identified leptons is varied. The
latter two sources give only rise to very small changes in theacceptance.

The difficulties to decide on an optimal cut on the MLP output are demonstrated in Fig. 6.7 for a
typical example of a signal hypothesis,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5. As said before we found that the
jet energy scale is the detector uncertainty with the largest influence on the results. In order to give an
estimate for the size of this uncertainty that allows for forthe exclusion of at least some of the stealthy
Higgs hypotheses, we tried out several uncertainties for the jet energy scale as listed in Section 6.2.1. In
Fig. 6.7, we show the upper limit onξ 2 at 95 % CL which can be exluded corresponding to the choice of
the cut on the MLP output, called MLP threshold. In calculatingξ 2 we include the systematic uncertainty
of the relative change in selected events due to the jet energy variation is determind at such a MLP output
treshold cut. Two magnitudes of variations of the jet energyscale are shown, namely theη-dependent
variation about±3.5% to±7.0% in the left panel and about±1.75% to±3.75% right panel.

To guide the eye we introduced a horizontal line below which the exclusion of the stealthy hypothesis
can be reached. Ideally ones now wants to seek for a clearly localised minimum ofξ 2 in dependence
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of the MLP output cut. Also the determined optimal cut at which ξ 2 becomes minimal should ideally
likewise be optimal or proficient for a larger variety of hypotheses. But it is obvious that large fluctuation
for harder cuts on the MLP output make it difficult to choose a real minimum, not an accidental one. The
second observation is that the larger variations of the jet energy scale in the left panel spoil completely
the sensitivity for this stealthy Higgs hypothesis. In the case of the lower jet energy scale variation shown
in the plot in the right panel, we see a hint, even if fluctuations are present, that a quite hard cut on the
MLP has to be made somewhere above 0.86 to gain sensitivity for the stealthy Higgs hypothesis.
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Fig. 6.7: Attempt to identify an optimal cut on the MLP output with simultaneously considering the
dominant detector-related systematic uncertainty of the jet energy scale. For a typical example of a
signal hypothesis,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5, the resulting upper limit onξ 2 is shown when the MLP
output is required to be larger as the MLP threshold cut. The relative change in selected events due
to the uncertainty of the jet energy scale determined for theMLP threshold cut is incorporated in the
calculation of the upper limit onξ 2 at this MLP cut threshold. In the left panel theη-dependent variation
ranges from±3.5% to ±7.0% In the right panel the variation is only the half of the left panel, ranging
η-dependent from±1.75% to ±3.75%. The horizontal line in the plots corresponds to the value ofξ 2

below which the hypothesis can be excluded at 95 % CL.

In the next paragraph we describe how we tried to smooth out the fluctuations for hard cuts on the
MLP output and motivate our choice for the final cut from the general tendency we observed.Observation that the resulting MLP output for the bakground is quite similar for thestudied hypotheses
Though fluctuation of relative changes in the selection acceptances may occur for hard cuts on the MLP
output (see e.g. Fig. 6.6), in general the resulting shape ofthe MLP output from the varied samples
is found to be quite similar. As illustration in Fig 6.8 for all the hypotheses that are considered in the
systematic study (listed in Tab. 6.1), the corresponding background MLP outputs under variation of the
jet energy scale are displayed.

Especially the background shape is not varying much if different hypotheses were used in the training
of the MLP as signal. All background distributions peak in the neighbourhood of an output variable value
of 0.5 where the position of the peak is not shifted largely for the individual training hypotheses. The
slope to lower output variable values looks quite similar. Only the slope towards higher MLP output
values (the region where more signal like backgrounds events are intended to accumulate) differs a
little for hypotheses with a higher Higgs boson mass used in training, which reflects the varying signal
properties mildly, as can be seen in the lowest row in Fig 6.8.This is understandable from the fact that
the background after the preselection is always the same forall hypotheses and the input variables of the
signal exhibit no strong shape differences for the varying signal hypotheses, which results in quite similar
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separation power for the regarded MLP output distributions. While this means that the event selection
has no large sensitivity for the stealthy Higgs kinematic properties, this observation is encouraging to
try to characterise the impact of a systematic source independently from the signal hypothesis in one
number. If all regarded signal hypotheses distributions are added and evaluated graphically, the hope
is that an optimal selection cut, which is robust under systematics and applicable for all hypotheses,
becomes clearly visible.Adding all ten MLP output distributions for the bakground
With the example of the hypotheses displayed in Fig. 6.7 we argued that it is hard to read off an optimal
cut on the MLP output due to statistical fluctuations. In general for all ten hypotheses we looked at, there
is no clear and stable minimum of the figure of meritξ 2 visible that would indicate an advantageous
selection cut on the MLP. The region of hard cuts on the MLP is naturally a region where statistical fluc-
tuation are prominent. As a solution we decided to combine all the background distributions displayed
in Fig 6.8, since they are sufficiently similar. Of course it should be emphasised that the same back-
ground events enter into the output distributions in all points, which make them statistically dependent.
But combining the background samples before determining the relative change in acceptance due to the
systematic source can be interpreted as an alternative to averaging afterwards over all relative changes
due to that source.Dependeny of systemati unertainty on the MLP seletion ut for the bakgrounddistribution of all regarded hypotheses added
In case of adding all the MLP output distributions the fluctuations become less severe and we can recog-
nise the general tendency how large the influence of the systematic uncertainty of source may be. It
should be kept in mind, that for quoting the systematic uncertainty of our final result, the upper limit on
ξ 2, only relative changes in the direction that lower the background acceptance are relevant. By repeating
the evaluation with the ten added background MLP output distributions we yield the following results
for the relative change displayed in Fig. 6.9.

1) larger JES variation
In Fig. 6.9 the upper left panel shows the relative deviationin the selection if theη-dependent
variation of the jet energy scale is varied in the large rangefrom ± 3.5% to± 7.0 %. With such
a large variation of the JES the relative deviation is of the order of 5 % if the MLP cut would be
below 0.3 and consistent with values below 10 % for a MLP cut between 0.3 and 0.75. If the MLP
output cut is harder than 0.75 the relative downward deviation can be estimated by 20 %. These
values we quote simply as reference.

2) smaller JES variation
As we concluded from Fig. 6.7, we better demand theη-dependent variation of the jet energy scale
to be smaller, ranging from± 1.75 % to± 3.75 %. The relative change in the selection due to this
finally used variation is displayed in the upper right panel of Fig. 6.9, and is the most important
plot since the JES is the dominant detector-related systematic effect. In both cases we see by
eye that the adding of the background MLP distribution damped the fluctuations and the relative
change for raising and lowering the JES becomes in both casesmore symmetric as compared to
the corresponding plots in Fig. 6.6 for only a single hypothesis point. Up to a cut of about 0.45 the
JES variation leads to a relative changes in the selections of a roughly 5 % but for higher cuts an
increase of the change is observed. The influence of statistical fluctuation becomes visible, if the
cut on the MLP output is larger as 0.75. For the lowered JES, that we want to use in the analysis,
we therefore introduced error bars that stem from the MC statistical uncertainty which is in that
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Fig. 6.8: Normalised distributions of the MLP output used for the systematic uncertainty study for the
combined W/Z boson plus jets background after training for the signal hypotheses listed in Tab. 6.1.
Plotted is the MLP output for a variation of the jet energy scale by± 1.75 % to± 3.75 %, depending on
the jets’η , which is expected to be the dominant contribution to the systematics. Due to the shape of the
distribution a hard cut on the MLP output near one would exhibit large statistical fluctuation, hence the
binning chosen is very coarse. Given this coarse binning, one also observes that the shape of the back-
ground is not varying very much with the signal hypothesis used in training. This observation justified
adding all background MLP output distributions to smooth out statistical fluctuation when looking for an
optimised MLP cut under consideration of the main systematical uncertainies.
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range of the order of 10 % to 12 % for the W boson background. We will have a closer look at the
fluctuation of relative change for some possible cut values.In the upper right panel of Fig. 6.9, we
read off that if the JES is lowered, a cut on the MLP output larger 0.8 would yield a decrease of
selected background by−10%, a cut larger 0.84 of−12.7 %, a cut larger 0.88 of−12.7 %, a cut
larger 0.88−11.1 % and finally a cut larger 0.92 a decrease by−16.5 %. We see these numbers
become the more unreliable the harder the cut is choosen. If one looks at the general tendency and
the given error bars, we conclude that it is justified to assume a general−10 % decrease for MLP
output cuts between 0.8 and 0.9.

3) smeared jet energy resolution
In the lower left panel of Fig. 6.9 the relative change in selected events after the MLP due to the
smearing of the jet energy resolution is plotted. Again the error bars indicate the influence of MC
statistical uncertainties. If one evaluates the general tendency by eye it may be justified to say that
the effect is always below one or two percent and consistent with zero for the larger MLP cuts
above 0.8.

4) changed isolated lepton veto probability
The lower right panel of Fig. 6.9 indicates that the relativechange in isolated veto probability has
generally only a marginal effect of much less than a percent and can be safely neglected.Dependeny of upper limit on ξ 2 inluding the lowered JES on the MLP seletion ut forthe bakground distribution of all regarded hypotheses added

In the last paragraph we found with the use of the added background distributions the important result that
we can estimate the systematic influence of a lowered JES by a decrease of−10 % selected background
for the range of possible MLP output cuts between 0.8 and 0.9.Next we want to check whether adding
the ten MLP output distributions for the background smoothed out the fluctuation sufficiently to identify
a clear minimum in the dependency of the upper limit onξ 2 from the MLP output cut.

In Fig. 6.10 we exemplary show for two signal hypotheses,MH = 130 GeV andΓH = 5 MeV (ω =
0.1), (left panel) andMH = 200 GeV andΓH = 77 GeV(ω = 5) (right panel), the expected upper limit
on ξ 2 calculated with the smaller JES variation. Again to guide the eye we introduced a horizontal line
below which the sensitivity, i.e. the upper limit onξ 2 with systematics, would yield an exclusion of the
corresponding stealthy Higgs hypothesis.

One sees that the minimum fluctuates for hard cuts above 0.8. This is the direct consequence of
the fluctuations seen in that region in the upper right panel of Fig. 6.9. It is interesting to note that
for a lighter Higgs mass of about 130 GeV, the expected signalrate is high enough that even a very
low MLP cut in the region without fluctuation provides enoughsensitivity for model point exclusion.
But for assumed Higgs masses of 200 GeV and more one needs to cut harder on the MLP output to
suppress the background more effectively. By comparison ofplots like Fig. 6.10 for all hypotheses we
could not clearly find one optimal cut. But as a general tendency for the need of a hard cut was visible,
we decide that a cut at 0.88 would be hardest cut that we would dare to make. Any harder cut would
introduce to much fluctuations in the result. But of course ifone would had a lot more MC statistics for
the background, this estimate for the optimal cut could be made more refined.6.3.1 Results of the estimate of the size of systemati unertainties for themultivariate analysis
We collect again the key points concerning our treatment of systematic uncertainties, found in the last
paragraphs:
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Fig. 6.9:Dependency of the relative change of the selection acceptances due to various sources of system-
atic uncertainties as function of the output selection cut for the background distributions of all trainings
with the regarded signal hypotheses added. The relative systematic error for a variation is calculated by
Eq. 6.14. In the upper row the jet energy scale is raised and lowered. For the left upper panel, the JES
is varied by 3.75 % to 7.0 % for illustrative purposes. The right upper panel contains the JES variation
of 1.75 % to 3.75 %, which is actually used in the sensitivity study. In the lower left panel the effect
of the smearing of the jet energy resolution on the MLP outputis shown. In the right lower panel the
probability of the isolated lepton veto rejecting identified leptons is varied. The latter two sources give
only rise to very small changes in the acceptance.
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Fig. 6.10:Dependency of the upper limit onξ 2 including systematic jet energy scale uncertainty for aη-
dependent variation from±1.75% to ±3.75%, on the MLP output selection cut. The relative systematic
error for a variation is calculated from the added background MLP outputs of ten signal hypotheses. We
display in the left panel the result for a signal hypothesis,MH = 130 GeV andΓH = 5 MeV (ω = 0.1),
and in the right panel for a signal hypothesis,MH = 200 GeV andΓH = 77 GeV(ω = 5).
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1) MLP output cut
We decided to apply independent of the mass of the Higgs hypothesis a MLP output cut of 0.88,
where the results are not subject to too large fluctuations.

2) Jet energy scale impact
Further we determined the size of the expected background systematic uncertainties for a cut of
0.88, from the general tendency in Fig. 6.9, assuming this tobe valid for all hypotheses studied
and list the numbers in Table 6.2. We use the estimated−10 % in selected background for the
downward scaling of the jet energy. For reference we give also the relative changes for the selected
signal in the third column of Table 6.2 .

3) Negligible sources
The jet energy resolution and isolated lepton veto probability have been found to be negligible
after the MLP selection.

4) Luminosity uncertainty The contribution for the expected luminosity uncertainty of 3 % is added
in quadrature.

Hence the modulus of the total systematic error for the multivariate selection of the background is esti-
mated after rounding up as 10.5%. With this number we calculated all the upper limits onξ 2 and present
the results in the next chapter. We also give in the third column the resulting relative deviation for the
signal corresponding to the various sources of detector-related systematic effects under study. As an
estimate of the size of the variation for the signal we took the mean of the relative variation of the signal
after a cut of 0.88 on the MLP output distribution. The results for the signal are very similar to those for
the background, which indicates that the estimate of the background uncertainty are in the right order
of magnitude and are not too much influenced by statistical uncertainties. Not surprisingly the signal
identification via tagging jets related variables is depending in a similar way on the JES uncertainty as
the background.

Systematical uncertainties (%)
source background signal

JES
( +3.75%(7.0%) 20 18.4 )−3.75%(7.0%) -20 -17.5

+1.75%(3.75%) 10 9.6
−1.75%(3.75%) -10 -9.4

Jet energy resolution < 1 < 1

Isol. lepton veto prob. ≈ 0 ≈ 0

Luminosity 3%

Total 10.5% 9.9%

Tab. 6.2: Considered systematical uncertainties in the multivariate selection, if the MLP cut at 0.88 is
applied. For the background uncertainty (column 2) the estimate of the systematic distribution from 10
added background MLP output distributions, described in the text is used. For the signal uncertainty
(column 3) the mean of the relative deviations of all the 10 studied signals, at a cut value of 0.88, has
been evaluated. The smeared jet energy resolution and the changed isolated lepton veto probability have
only a negligible impact on the selection compared to the jetenergy uncertainty. The JES variation by
the large value given in brackets is not used and only displayed for reference.
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The variations described in Section 6.2.1 can be straightforwardly applied in the cut-based analysis.
It is not necessary to determine the influence of the systematic variations for each single background
contribution, since the selected background as a whole enters the limit formula. All background samples
are varied the same way giving immediately the relative change in the total expected background that
passes all cuts.

As explained we consider only the smaller of the two variations of the JES downwards in the total de-
tector systematical error. A breakdown of the contributions to the total systematical uncertainty is given
in the Tab. 6.3, where we compared the effect of systematicaluncertainties for the selected background
and a signal hypothesis,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5. Looking at Tab. 6.3, one notes the following:

Systematical uncertainties (%)
source background signal

JES
( +3.75%(7.0%) 16.2 11.6 )−3.75%(−7.0%) −12.3 −12.3

+1.75%(3.75%) 8.5 6.1
−1.75%(−3.75%) −6.4 −6.5

Jet energy resolution 2.8 < 1

Isol. lepton veto prob. < 1 < 1

Luminosity 3%

Total 7.6% 7.1%

Tab. 6.3: Considered systematical uncertainties in the cut-based selection. We compare the background
with the signal hypothesis,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5. The JES variation by the large value given in
brackets is not used and only displayed for reference.

1) JES is the dominant source of uncertainty
The jet energy uncertainty is the dominant detector systematic uncertainty. The raising and low-
ering of the JES energy do not lead to symmetric contributions to the systematic uncertainty. The
asymmetry is lower for the signal which also has a higher statistic in MC events.

2) Influence of fluctuations
The applied selection cuts in the cut-based analysis are very hard in order to reduce the background.
Unfortunately the MC statistical uncertainty is not negligible for the background. Compared to the
MLP estimate in Tab. 6.2 the background uncertainty for scaling the JES up and down behaves a
little asymmetric, exhibiting a larger relative change forraising the JES. If one compares result-
ing change in the selection due to the JES for the signal with the background, one observes less
asymmetry in case for the signal.

3) Negligible sources
The jet energy resolution smearing is not so important as theJES variation. It has a smaller effect
for the signal as for the background. The difference in numbers may be due to the lower MC
statistics in the background sample. The changed veto probability has a marginal effect below a
percent for signal and background and will be neglected further on.
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In order to be able to compare to the multivariate analyses weuse as relative change due to jet energy
variation the numbers corresponding to theη-dependent variation of−1.75% (−3.75%), together with
the change due to jet energy resolution. The contribution for the expected luminosity uncertainty of 3 %
is added in quadrature.

The numbers for the background in Tab. 6.3 add up to 7.6 % in total. We round up this result and
estimate conservatively the impact of the considered systematics on the background to be 8.0 % in total.
With this number we calculated the upper limits onξ 2 and present the results in the next chapter.
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7. Sensitivity of ATLAS in the stealthy Higgs senario
In this chapter the results of the two event selections presented in Chapter 5 are given for the various stud-
ied model points of the stealthy Higgs scenario. We compare the expected sensitivity without systematic
uncertainties with the reduced sensitivity expected for the detector-related systematic effects, discussed
in Chapter 6. First we give the sensitivity in terms ofξ 2, already defined in Chapter 6.1, for various
values of couplingsω to the invisible scalars. In the next chapter we will comparetheξ 2 sensitivity for
selected values ofω with comparable invisible Higgs searches in the weak boson fusion from ATLAS
and CMS. As we have particular interest in the impact of the stealthy Higgs model for the ATLAS Higgs
search strategy, we interpret the expected sensitivity as expected exclusion in the MH −ω-plane of the
stealthy Higgs model. A general discussion of the stealthy Higgs scenario at colliders follows in the next
chapter.7.1 Sensitivity in terms of upper limits on ξ 2

The procedure how the upper limit at 95 % CL is calculated fromthe result of the event selection is
described already in Chapter 6.1. The definition of sensitivity at that place was necessary since the
sensitivity including the effects of systematic uncertainties served as figure of merit in the determination
of a final cut in the output of the multivariate event selection.7.1.1 Upper limits on ξ 2 with the multivariate searh
In Fig. 7.1, we display the expected upper limits at 95% CL onξ 2 = σinvisible

σSM
as a function of the Higgs

boson mass and as parameter for an assumed fixed couplingω of the Higgs to the invisible scalars.
In each plot two countours are visible: first the expected exclusion on basis of the statical fluctuations
of the selected events alone, i.e. without systematic uncertainties, is given by the blue contour. The
second countour in red shows how the impact of the systematicbackground uncertainty of about 10.5 %
deteriorates the sensitivity compared to the purely statistical limit.

The decision of applying the cut at a MLP output value of 0.88,implies cut efficiencies for the signal
between 13 % to 38 % (as determined for the signal by the fraction of selected shape weights). Typically
the efficiencies are above 25 %. One can observe the slight tendency that the efficiencies are lower for
the very light signal masses while for larger masses and larger widths the efficiency rises. This may be
partly due to an average enhanced amount ofEmiss

T in the events. Already the optimisation of the MLP
described in Appendix B showed a preference for a slightly higher MLP cut at larger masses.

As we have emphasised during the choice of the final cut value on the MLP output, the hard cut
introduces a high MC statistical uncertainty. In the case ofthe cut on the MLP output at 0.88, the typical
background MC statistical uncertainty is about 15 %. In order to get a feeling for the size of the effect,
we present in Fig. 7.2 for a typical example of the model parameterω = 5 the quoted limit onξ 2, and an
error band that indicates the size of the uncertainty stemming from the limited size of MC background
samples. A conclusion we can draw from the exemplary plot is that a statement on the sensitivity can be
made but larger amount of MC events would be desired to make the statement more reliable and precise.
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Fig. 7.1:Expected upper limits at 95 % CL onξ 2 = σinvisible
σSM

depending onMH for examples ofω = 0.1 up

to ω = 25of the stealthy Higgs scenario using the MLP based selectionon 30 fb−1 of ATLAS data. The
expected exclusion without systematic uncertainties is given by the blue contour. Applying a realistic
estimate of detector uncertainties, the expected exclusion will be largely reduced, and only possible
above the red contour.
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Fig. 7.2: Influence of the limited MC statistics propagated to the expected upper limits at 95% CL on
ξ 2 = σinvisible

σSM
depending onMH for the example ofω = 5. The lower contour corresponds to the upper

limit on ξ 2 without systematic uncertainities and the upper contour includes these into the limit. In both
cases the width of the band is indicating the influence of the limited MC statistics of the background
samples.



140 7. Sensitivity of ATLAS in the stealthy Higgs senario7.1.2 Upper limits on ξ 2 with the ut-based searh
We will give at this place in Fig. 7.3 three examples for the sensitivity towards a 95 % CL upper limit
on ξ 2 from the cross check we performed on basis of cuts instead of the multivariate selection. Here
specifically the background is the same for the tested signalhypotheses and determined by a factorisation
approach since the detailed detector simulated MC was very sparse. After cuts the efficiency for the
signal is typically between roughly 1 % and 2.3 %, but the background is sufficiently reduced by the
hard cuts. Overall the limits without systematics from the cut-based analysis are quite competitive with
those from the multivariate method. The rough estimate on the total detector-related systematic yielded
about 8 % uncertainty on the background as derived in the end of the last chapter. With that the sensitivity
including systematics compared to the purely statistical exclusion reduces by a factor of almost 7.
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Fig. 7.3: Expected upper limits at 95 % CL onξ 2 = σinvisible
σSM

depending onMH for typical examples

of ω = 0.1, ω = 5, ω = 10 of the stealthy Higgs scenario using the cut-based selection on 30 fb−1

of ATLAS data. The expected exclusion without systematic uncertainties is given by the blue contour.
Applying a realistic estimate of detector uncertainties (here 8 % in total) the expected exclusion will be
largely reduced, and only possible above the red contour.7.2 Exlusion of the stealthy Higgs senario
In this section the results are presented in terms of the parameter plane of the stealthy Higgs scenario
described in Chapter 2.2.4. But we first define the simplifications we made by neglecting some of the
model parameters.7.2.1 Assumptions on the model parameters
We restrict the non vanishing model parameters concerning the SM model extension with scalars to
only the most characteristic one, that is the couplingω between Higgs and Phions. From a scan of
this couplings all important implications of the stealthy Higgs scenario can be studied. In particular the
Phion’s mass and self-coupling are neglected. A non trivialPhion massmPhionwould enter a phase space
rescaling of the width, actually reducing the invisible width according to Eq. 2.39. Hence the expected
effects of the stealthy Higgs scenario should be weakened insuch a case. The Phion self-couplingκ is
assumed to be zero. Otherwise non diagonal mass matrices andHiggs-Phion mixing would occur. These
would result in additional contributions to the width due tothe Higgs-Phions mixing in the propagator,
and also modified couplings would alter the production crosssections. This would make an interpretation
of the results more complicated. Therefore, the parameter plane of the study is given by MH −ω, which
directly defines an additional invisible decay widthΓinv for the Higgs.
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Since we use the normalisation of the signal (Eq. 2.40), which includes the branching into invisible
final states, we can define a value expected from theoryξ 2

theory =
σstealthy

σSM
. Thisξ 2

theory has to be compared

to the upper limit at 95% CL ofξ 2, which results from the event selection. In case thatξ 2 < ξ 2
theory, this

particular hypothesis in the stealthy Higgs scenario is expected to be excludable.7.2.2 Exlusion MH−ω-plane with the multivariate searh
In Fig. 7.4, we give the expected exclusion at 95% CL with 30 fb−1 ATLAS data at

√
s = 14 TeV, found

by the multivariate selection, developed for the stealthy Higgs scenario. We decided not to study higher
values asω = 25, because there are no statements by the authors in the literature about the stealthy Higgs
scenario about much higher values ofω . The yellow area in the MH −ω parameter plane (for orientation
we also include iso-lines of constant invisible widths as verdigris coloured dashed lines), indicates the
possible statistical exclusion, if the systematics are absent. The reach of the search would be in this
case for masses from 130 GeV to 600 GeV for values larger thanω ≈ 15. Regarding lower values ofω ,
the statistical exclusions is possible down toω ≈ 5 at masses up to 400 GeV. One should keep in mind
that for higher Higgs masses the couplings to the Phions haveto be large in order to be able to compete
with the open channels for visible decays. For light masses,the invisible channel can dominate at lower
values ofω and the statistical sensitivity is given to aboutω ≈ 0.1 for a mass of 130 GeV toω ≈ 1 at
a mass of 300 GeV. Including the 10.5 % estimate of total systematics, reduces largely the sensitivity to
the stealthy Higgs hypotheses. The remaining sensitivity,enclosed by the red hatched area, is given for
the mass of 130 GeV fromω ≈ 0.1 to ω ≈ 20 and a mass of 200 GeV fromω ≈ 1 to ω ≈ 10. In order
to get an impression how much gain in sensitivity a reduced total systematic uncertainty can provide, we
introduced the pink dashed contour, corresponding to a hypothetical exclusion with an uncertainty of 5
% in total. In that case an exclusion would extend to values aboveω ≈ 5 for masses up to 300 GeV. The
assumed 5 % uncertainty are optimistic and experimentally maybe hard to achieve since this uncertainty
would correspond to a jet energy uncertainty about a percentand accurate luminosity determination. But
even under this very optimistic assumption the reach withinthe MH −ω parameter plane covers not all
possible cases of SM Higgs masses the ATLAS collaboration isprepared to discover.7.2.3 Exlusion MH−ω-plane with the ut-based searh
As explained in Chapter 5 as cross check a not particularly optimised cut-based selection was studied.
In Fig. 7.5, we give the expected exclusion at 95% CL with 30 fb−1 ATLAS data at

√
s = 14 TeV, found

by the cut-based selection, where the colour coding is the same as in Fig. 7.4. The statistical exclusion
covers for masses up to 400 GeV andω values larger thanω ≈ 5. For a mass of 200 GeV values larger
thanω ≈ 0.5 can be excluded. At a mass of 300 GeV values larger thanω ≈ 2 are statistically excludable.
The impact of applying the systematic uncertainty of about 8.0 % reduces the expected exclusion very
drastically to an excludable interval of 0.1. ω . 20 at a mass of 130 GeV and for 150 GeV the exclusion
is expected forω ≈ 7.7.2.4 Comparison of the sensitivity for the stealthy Higgs from the ut-basedand the multivariate analysis
The comparison of Fig. 7.4 with Fig. 7.5 shows that a larger sensitivity is reached with the multivariate
method. In the cut-based analysis as well as in the preselection and for the choice of the MLP output
cut no mass- or width-dependent cut was applied. However to acertain degree the MLP analysis has the
possibility to adapt to mass and width properties in the discrimination between signal and background
due to the training. This method can avoid hard cuts and preserves a higher signal efficiency even for
signal masses larger than 150 GeV. This may explain the larger reach in sensitivity of the multivariate
analysis.
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Fig. 7.4: Expected exclusion in theMH −ω-plane of the stealthy Higgs scenario using the selection of
the multilayer perceptron with an output cut of 0.88 with assumed 30 fb−1 of ATLAS data. Higher values
asω = 25 were not studied, as there are no statements about possibly much higher values ofω in the
literature about the stealthy Higgs scenario. The expectedexclusion without systematic uncertainties is
given by the yellow contour. Applying a realistic estimate of detector uncertainties of the order of 10
%, the expected exclusion will be largely reduced, and only possible within the red hatched contour. To
give a feeling of how large the gain of a reduced systematic of5 % would be, the pink dashed contour
is added to the graph. Also isolines of equal invisible widths are drawn as light green dashed curves to
guide the eye. No signal MC was generated below Higgs masses of 130 GeV.
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Fig. 7.5: Expected exclusion in theMH −ω-plane of the stealthy Higgs scenario using the cut-based
selection on 30 fb−1 of ATLAS data. Higher values asω = 25were not studied. The expected exclusion
without systematic uncertainties is given by the yellow contour. Applying an estimate of detector uncer-
tainties for the background of 8.0%, the expected exclusionwill be largely reduced, and only possible
within the red hatched contour.
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The cut-based analysis was not optimised and also applies relative hard cuts to control the high

background level. The background level itself had to be determined by the factorisation and is the
same for all tested signal hypotheses. The exclusion using the cut-based approach becomes therefore
dependent on the signal efficiency and in case the efficiency is not changing largely between hypotheses
the exclusion power still depends on the mass-dependent stealthy cross section. The lower the stealthy
Higgs cross section becomes the higher the signal efficiencyhas to be to reach an exclusion. Hence, the
exclusion is to a larger extent subject to the statistical fluctuations within the limited signal MC samples,
than the multivariate method with its higher efficiency. Common to both ways of signal selection is the
large impact of systematics. In case of the cut-based analysis the hard cuts are vulnerable to systematics
and in case of the multivariate analysis the remaining background is relatively large and the upper limits
on ξ 2 deteriorate quickly with the included background uncertainty. Even for the mass of 130 GeV
where both approaches seem to yield comparable results and are able to be sensitive up toω = 20, the
cut-based analysis seems to be more vulnerable to the impactof systematics. As mentioned the assumed
8.0 % are an estimate that may be affected by the limited MC statistics. For example a value of 8.5 % as
total unceratinty may be thinkable and in that case the sensitivity of the cut-based approach is reduced
significantly down toω = 10. From this example one can conclude that the presented cut-based analysis
serves only as a crude cross check to the multivariate selection on which we focused. A competitive cut-
based analyses would need a dedicated tune of the cuts and study of size of systematics with sufficiently
large MC samples. Also in the next chapter when comparing ourresults to various other studies presented
in the field of invisible Higgs searches, we can find examples how further search strategies can refine a
cut-based search.Disentangle width e�ets in analysis and deterioration by falling ross setion
From the input and output shapes in the MLP training we see no significant sensitivity of the chosen
variables to the generated Higgs decay width. This was also true for the other variables inspected during
optimisation of the MLP. The tagging jet configuration is largely decoupled from the properties of the
decaying Higgs boson. Only a small influence Higgs mass on theamount of realEmiss

T in the event is
noticeable. As consequence the overall sensitivity is governed by the influence of the mass of the Higgs
boson on the cross section, from which the rate of possible invisible decays can be inferred. These
invisible rates is typical for the stealthy Higgs scenario.Given the fact that we observed no sensitivity to
the Higgs width in weak boson fusion channel for ATLAS, thereis no need to perform a special width-
dependent search. Instead width-independent searches, asusually performed in other invisible Higgs
models, may be interpreted in the stealthy Higgs scenario aswell. For the interpretation the results of
these searches, have to be rescaled to the invisible decay cross-sections in the stealthy Higgs model.7.2.5 Possible improvements to the presented study in future
In the following we want to address several aspects that needto be studied further to yield a more realistic
estimate of the sensitivity and may give room for improvement in the sensitivity of a search performed
in data.Amount of available MC events
First of all in several stages the limitation of the study by the available number of MC events for the
background was noticed. If there would be many more MC eventsavailable that are simulated in detailed
detector simulation, this could improve the search. Additionally the training would be performed with
events simulated with the same algorithms used in data reconstruction. If this number of events is large
enough the stability of the MLP should be guaranteed.
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In future ATLAS will use a profile likelihood (see Higgs combination chapter in [7] and references
within) for limit setting. The advantage of this approach isthat the systematic uncertainties can be
incorporated in a consistent way for the construction of theNeyman interval. Also the scaling factor
needed to scale the available MC samples to the quoted luminosity can be introduced as one of the
nuisance parameters. Overall it is expected to reach a more realistic and robust coverage as the more
conservative approach using Poissonian statistics, pursued here. The result of the profile likelihood is
expected to reproduce the Poissonian result in the limit where the expected signal is much smaller than
the expected background, which is the case in this search.Detailed trigger simulation
Also the detailed trigger object simulation available fromAthena release 14 on could be used in the
preselection. In that way a suitable trigger menu can be determined and it’s efficiency would be close to
that for data.Improved suppression of bakgrounds with fake Emiss

T

At the time of a study with 30 fb−1 the learning process about the actual dijet rates in the detector can
be assumed to be completed and MC tuned for such processes. Hence the need of harder cut onEmiss

T to
suppress such backgrounds or refined strategies like the sketched cleaning cuts against fakeEmiss

T in the
preselection for multivariate analysis can be discussed.

Easy MLP variables have been identified, performing quite powerful against W and Z boson back-
grounds. In case that simple cuts in the preselection will not separate sufficiently dijets andtt̄ back-
grounds, one can seek with enough MC samples, to design and train a dedicated MLP with simple
variables to separated dijets andtt̄ background before using a MLP like the one presented here against
the remaining W and Z boson backgrounds.Better understanding of jet energy sales
It will probably hold true that the jet energy scale poses themain source of systematics and will therefore
limit the sensitivity even if a large amount of data is collected. The size of the uncertainty will have
to be reaccessed in detailed studies, e.g. it may depend on jet algorithm used in ATLAS. The study
presented uses the seedless cone algorithm. But in the meantime ATLAS changed to the Anti-k⊥ jet
algorithm based on topological clusters. The challenging original design goal of ATLAS claims to be
able to determine the jet energy scale in the order of 1% [2] eventually. A jet energy scale uncertainty in
this order would result in a valuable gain for the search sensitivity.Better understanding of Emiss

T sales
In order to improve the sensitivity and precision of a futuresearch, the resolution of theEmiss

T and the size
of detector-related systematic uncertainties should be studied in detail in data. The precise knowledge
of the Emiss

T and possible fake contributions can help to further refine the selection strategy. This study
propagated changes in the jet energy scale to theEmiss

T calculation. Since for example the cells that are
included into the jets and the shape of theη-φ region in the calorimeter associated to the jet, depend on
the used jet algorithm, this procedure will have to be changed. More likely systematic uncertainties on
theEmiss

T scale and resolution are devised by detailed studies at the time 30 fb−1 of data are collected. So
these numbers will give a more detailed knowledge on the uncertainty of the expected sensitivity.
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The effects of the inevitable pile up events in 30 fb−1 of data could unfortunately not be studied since
no adequate MC samples were available. From the days of earlydata taking on it can be observed that
the pile up events will influence theEmiss

T resolution. Therefore, refined methods to subtract pile up
contributions form theEmiss

T in the event have to be developed. In the moment there is no estimate how
big the residual systematic uncertainty on theEmiss

T resolution from pile up will be in a 30 fb−1 data
sample.

From this follows that the presented study has to be reoptimised with realistic pile up samples before
used in data samples. To learn about and gain control over pile up of high luminosity will be crucial for
the presented study to be feasible. All algorithms, currently under development, that determine e.g. what
fraction of tracks in a jet do not come from the primary vertexand algorithms that flag jets from pile up
should be included the search.Optimised mini jet veto in pile up events
One focus can be whether the mini jet veto can still be appliedin high luminosity conditions. The stan-
dard veto strategy used in the presented study was checked toyield smallest efficiency differences against
varying underlying event models. This of course will be no issue anymore once the MC events are suc-
cessfully tuned to data. Due to the lack of realistic pile up MC it could not be studied how the standard
veto has to be adapted to pile up events. But it is noted that algorithms currently being developed can
effectively distinguish between jets from the primary event and pile up jets. Hence, the development of
a central central jet veto strategy that is robust under pileup conditions may be possible, but it can be
different from the one used in this study.

From the mentioned aspects it becomes clear that it might be very challenging to reach the expected
sensitivity in a real search.



8. Interpretation of the results
In the preceding chapter, we presented the expected ATLAS sensitivity in a scenario that allows for large
invisible Higgs decay widths in terms of the probed value ofξ 2 and as exclusion ofMH-ΓH or MH-ω
hypotheses, respectively. Also we gave some comments on possible improvements that could enter a
future ATLAS search in real data. We continue with the interpretation in the context of comparable
searches and sensitivity studies. We also intend to addressthe the question in which parameter space
loop holes for the Higgs boson remain and how a future linear collider (LC) possibly could assist to
exclude or confirm invisible Higgs scenarios in a wider part of the parameter space. An interpretation
of the results in the scenario with Higgs-graviscalar mixing described in Chapter 2.2.3 proved that the
width dependent search strategy brings no advantage over the standard search strategies for invisible
Higgs bosons summarised in Section 8.1. This interpretation is therefore transferred to Appendix D.8.1 Comparison with published sensitivity to narrow invisible Higgs signals
Motivated by the various models implying invisible Higgs decays, as summarised in Chapter 2, the
ATLAS and CMS collaborations started the exploration of invisible Higgs decays simultaneously with
the study of the potential in the visible channels. Before comparing with our results, we shortly describe
the published ATLAS and CMS results.8.1.1 Expeted sensitivity in ATLAS
As long as the invisible decays have only a very small branching fraction, the Higgs discovery in the
visible channels is not endangered.If the precisely measured rate in the visible channels is smaller than
expected this may be interpreted as a hint for invisible decays of a Higgs boson with the discovered mass.Sensitivity to invisible deays for a Higgs produed in the weak boson fusion and ZH andttH hannel
In the case when the invisible branching leads to a considerable reduction of the signal yield in the
visible channels, the invisible searches will play an important role. But not all production modes are
equally proficient in mass range and sensitivity, which is illustrated by Fig. 8.1 taken from [118], which
summarises the sensitivity estimated in 2005 for all modes for invisible Higgs searches. The 95% CL
upper limit on the value ofξ 2 = BR(H → invisible)× σBSM

σSM
is displayed, assuming ATLAS has collected

30 fb−1 of data at
√

s = 14 TeV. The main advantage of searches in the weak boson fusion is the relative
high production cross section for higher Higgs masses up to 400 GeV. While the weak boson fusion is
expected to be sensitive down toξ 2≈ 0.25 betweenMH = 110 GeV toMH = 250 GeV, both the top quark
associated production and the ZH production, can probeξ 2 in the mass range betweenMH = 110 GeV
to MH = 200 GeV at a levelξ 2 ≈ 0.5 toξ 2 ≈ 1.5 % and are clearly not competitive with the weak boson
fusion searches for the mass rangeMH = 200 GeV toMH = 400 GeV.

Nevertheless, if in the weak boson fusion channel a Higgs signal is seen, the signal has to be con-
firmed in at least one of the other channels at the same Higgs boson mass. The knowledge of the mass
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may help to optimise the searches in the less sensitive channels further. If further optimisation is not
possible, the less sensitive channels can confirm a discovery only with much more collected luminosity.
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Fig. 8.1:Estimated sensitivity of ATLAS in Higgs searches for narrowinvisible Higgs decays on basis of
30 fb−1 of collected data at

√
s = 14 TeV (taken from [118] published 2006). The 95% CL upper limit

on ξ 2 is compared for searches using ZH (blue dashed line and triangles), top quark associated (black
full line and dots) and weak boson fusion (red full line squares) production modes. The comparison
makes the advantage of searches in weak boson fusion mode evident, due to the high cross section over
a larger Higgs mass range.Updated sensitivity preditions in weak boson fusion and ZH hannel
We displayed the older result of [118] in Fig. 8.1 to show the comparison of all three search modes and
because ATLAS had not updated the results of the sensitivityto the invisible Higgs boson decays with the
top pair associated production since then. For the more important weak boson fusion production channel
and the Z bosons associated channel updates are available. These are published in [7] and displayed in
Fig. 8.2 for a collected luminosity of 30 fb−1 at

√
s = 14 TeV.

The search using weak boson fusion uses mass independent optimised selection cuts and as final step
an analysis of the shape of the distribution of the azimuthalangle between the tagging jets. This study
used for the first time detailed detector simulation and a motivated assumption about the size of detector-
related systematic effects. The shape of the azimuthal tagging jet distribution is very characteristic for
the weak boson fusion. One expects the W/Z boson background to be accumulated at values above 1 rad
while the signal tends to have smaller values. The knowledgeof the azimuthal difference of the tagging
jet distribution has a 10 % theory error for the background atLO (5 % at NLO) [7]. In [7] the shape
ratio R is definded and related to the value ofξ 2 over the number of background or signal events found
a smaller than 1 rad rangeN1 or the whole rangeNπ :

R =

∫ 1
0

dσ
dΦ j j

∫ π
0

dσ
dΦ j j

=
N1

B

Nπ
B

[

1+ ξ 2
(

N1
S

N1
B

− Nπ
S

Nπ
B

)]
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By using the shape-ratio the systematic uncertainties can be reduced largely, since some systematic
uncertainties e.g. on the theoretical cross sections or theluminosity are expected to cancel out. For
comparison a simple cut-based analysis would suffer from large uncertainties from the jet measurements
and end up with a total systematic error on the background of 20%. The shape analysis assumes a
conservative detector-related systematic uncertainty ofonly 5.3 % for the background. As conservative
estimate 10 % theoretical uncertainty for the background shape are added in quadrature yielding a total
systematic uncertainty for the background of 11.3 % in the shape analysis. The impact of systematic
uncertainties is not negligible, as can be seen in the left panel by the differences between lower bullets,
which give the limit onξ 2 without and the upper triangles which give the limit ofξ 2 including systematic
uncertainties.

In the right panel of Fig. 8.2, the sensitivity of weak boson fusion search is compared to the search in
the ZH production channel. In this study the decays Z→ e+e− and Z→ µ+µ− are reconstructed, missing
energy is coming from H→invisible. The peculiarity of the ZH study is that it uses a boosted decision
tree operating on a large number of variables. In the mass range below 130 GeV the ZH productions
cross section is exceeding the weak boson fusion cross section, but this advantage is partially lost by the
multiplication with the branching of the Z boson into the twolepton species. As one can see below 150
GeV, the ZH channel is competitive to the weak boson fusion. Especially dealing with leptons, the large
uncertainties from the jet measurements in central and forward region are absent and the total systematic
uncertainty for the search is estimated to be 7.2%.
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Fig. 8.2: The ATLAS sensitivity on narrow invisible Higgs decays in terms of an upper limits onξ 2 at
95% CL. Left panel: Sensitivity for 30 fb−1 of data at

√
s = 14 TeV in searches using weak boson fusion

production and an analysis of the shape of the distribution of the azimuthal angle between the tagging
jets. The impact of systematic uncertainties can be seen in the differences between lower bullets, which
give the limit onξ 2 without and the upper triangles which give the limit ofξ 2 including systematic
uncertainities. Right panel: The sensitivity including systematic uncertainties of the shape analysis in
the weak boson fusion production (triangles) is compared with the sensitivity of a multivariate analysis,
using boosted decision trees, in the ZH production channel (cross markers).

One can see in comparison of Fig. 8.1 with Fig. 8.2, that the conservative systematic uncertainties in
the update of the weak boson fusion channel reduce its sensitivity by a factor 2 to 2.5. One effect is that
the new studies applied NLO cross sections to the expected background, which are larger. Additionally
it should be mentioned that the results for the weak boson fusion from Fig. 8.1 were made with fast
detector simulation. Thus, one will conclude that the fast detector simulation gives too optimistic results
that cannot be confirmed by the detailed detector simulation. In the ZH channel, for which both figures
contain results from detailed detector simulation, the newsearch strategy and new systematics have
different impact. For masses below 150 GeV the updated sensitivity deteriorates about a factor of two to
1.1, but for higher masses as 200 GeV the sensitivity in the update becomes better up to a factor of two
thirds. This may be attributed to the enhanced sensitivity of the multivariate search strategy compared
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to a simple cut analysis. In [7] no combination of the weak boson fusion and associated production to
improve the sensitivity had been tried. The gain of the combination is certainly not much since the weak
boson fusion dominates over the whole mass range.8.1.2 Expeted sensitivity in CMS
In 2009 the CMS Collaboration published a sensitivity studyfor the invisible Higgs [29]. The CMS
study used likewise the weak boson fusion channel at a centreof mass energy of

√
s = 14 TeV to design

a search for genuine narrow invisible Higgs decays in a Higgsmass range between 120 GeV to 160
GeV. The CMS detector calorimeter system is completely inside the solenoid and its cryostat, which
therefore is not interfering with the jets measurement. Butagain this purely cut based study found that
jet energy scale at the order of 14.8 % and the missing energy resolution at the order of 9.5 % dominantly
contribute to the uncertainty of expected signal events. For the background uncertainties no theoretical
uncertainty were used since these would be evaluated in a data driven approach. The CMS result is
presented in Fig. 8.3. While the upper line with blue triangles corresponds to the expected sensitivity in
early data taking with 10 fb−1, the lower line with red triangles is valid for 30 fb−1 and can be compared
with the right panel of Fig. 8.2. In the studied mass range below 160 GeV the CMS collaboration
expects to be double as sensitive as the ATLAS collaboration. In summary the comparison shows that

Fig. 8.3: Expected sensitivity in terms of an upper limits onξ 2 at 95% CL for narrow invisible Higgs
decays in the CMS detector using Higgs production in the weakboson fusion channel. Results are
presented for 10 fb−1 and 30 fb−1, at

√
s = 14 TeV, from an updated study from 2009 (taken from [29]).

the expected sensitivities differ between the experimentsand channels. Certainly the sensitivity depends
on the assumptions of the size of systematics and finally the ATLAS update in the ZH channel confirm,
that multivariate methods for sensitivity improvement areworthwhile to study. Concerning the very
optimistic prospects for the invisible Higgs published by the CMS collaboration it will be interesting
to see if this is realised with real data. If this is the case, the combination of the CMS results with the
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ATLAS results is expected to give also a boost in the sensitivity towards the stealthy Higgs scenario.8.1.3 Comparison to the expeted sensitivity of ATLAS towards invisible Higgsdeays with large width
In this section we compare the achieved sensitivity of the presented study in terms of limits onξ 2 with
the standard invisible Higgs searches, discussed in Section 8.1.1 and 8.1.2. For this comparison both
relevant plots (from Fig. 7.1 and Fig.8.2) are, for convenience, again presented in Fig. 8.4, where the left
panel contains the expected ATLAS sensitivity, with 30 fb−1 collected at

√
s = 14 TeV, for narrow-width

invisible Higgs decays and the right panel the upper limit oninvisible Higgs decays with a considerably
broader decay-width, where we have chosen the medium large couplingω = 5 as example.Comparison of ξ 2 with only statistial unertainties
The sensitivity for the narrow width invisible Higgs decaysin the Higgs mass range between 110 GeV
and 260 GeV can be read off to be betweenξ 2 ≈ 0.10 andξ 2 ≈ 0.20, if only the statistical uncertainty is
considered. The upper limits expected to be set onξ 2 in case of broad invisible Higgs decays are without
systematics uncertainties in the Higgs mass range up to 260 GeV betweenξ 2 ≈ 0.15 andξ 2 ≈ 0.20. So
the statistical sensitivity is in both scenarios of the sameorder of magnitude, and small differences can
stem from the different search strategies applied and the used MC samples. Generally one observes for
both scenarios a lower expected sensitivity for higher Higgs boson masses, which can clearly be seen in
the larger mass range presented for the broad invisible Higgs. The sensitivity deterioration is expected
due to the lower Higgs production cross section for higher masses.
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Fig. 8.4: The ATLAS sensitivity on invisible Higgs decays in terms an upper limit on ξ 2 at 95% CL
with 30 fb−1 of ATLAS data at

√
s = 14 TeV. Left panel: Sensitivity onξ 2 in searches using weak

boson fusion production and an analysis of the shape of the distribution of the azimuthal angle between
the tagging jets. Right panel: Expected upper limits at 95% CL on ξ 2 = σinvisible

σSM
depending onMH for

a typical example ofω = 5 of the stealthy Higgs scenario using the multivariate method. The expected
exclusion without systematic uncertainties is given by thecontour.Comparison of size and impat of systemati unertainties
If one compares the impact of the systematic uncertainties the difference between the search strategies
becomes more obvious. For a narrow invisible Higgs bosons inthe mass range up to 260 GeV the
sensitivity is largely reduced by the systematic uncertainties. It is expected to merely reachξ 2 ≈ 0.50
andξ 2 ≈ 0.90, which corresponds to a reduction about roughly a factor 4to 5. The value ofξ 2 to which
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the study is still sensitive, deteriorates quickly with therising Higgs mass, surpassingξ 2 = 1 for a Higgs
boson of MH ≈ 300 GeV. On the first view the dependence of the result from theassumed systematics
is very similar for the search for the broad invisible Higgs in the mass range below 260 GeV. For these
masses likewise a reduction of exclusion power by the factor3 to 5 is observed. In the example shown
ξ 2 = 1 is passed slightly earlier at about a Higgs mass of 260 GeV. For higher Higgs masses with reduced
production cross section the deterioration becomes worse and worse, for example for a Higgs mass of
about 450 GeV only the valueξ 2 = 2 is excludable considering the systematics. It has to be emphasised
that for the study of the narrow invisible Higgs a very pessimistic assumption on the knowledge of the jet
energy scale was assumed: In dependence ofη , an uncertainty between 7 % and 15 % had been applied.
But due to the powerful shape analysis, the impact on the result could be controlled. In the study we
present here for the broad invisible Higgs decays, we found that such large uncertainties would prevent
any exclusion. We therefore assumed uncertainties that areoptimistically expected after some years of
data taking. Hence we reduced the jet energy scale uncertainty to roughly a quarter of the value used
in the narrow Higgs study. This can be seen as indicator that it is more difficult in searches for broad
invisible Higgs decays to cope with the impact of the systematic uncertainties. Each time one applies
very strict criteria, be it in form of cuts or a highly optimised multivariate selection, the drawback is that
the result becomes very vulnerable to the impact of systematic uncertainties. Unfortunately even with
the very optimistic assumption on the jet energy scale, the used multivariate strategy ends up with about
twice the total systematic uncertainty as the standard invisible Higgs shape analysis, which reduces the
sensitivity largely.

Learning that lesson it may be worthwhile in a hypothetical redesign of the stealthy Higgs search to
replace the hard cut on the output of the MLP with the following strategy. The azimuthal tagging jet
difference is spared out in the MLP, on which only a loose cut with low systematic influence is applied,
and the azimuthal tagging jet difference distribution is entering after the MLP into a shape-ratio analysis.
This idea is motivated by the following observation: The contribution of the azimuthal difference of the
tagging jet candidates to the performance of the MLP may be not such important, since all other variables
introduce enough information about the shape differences and variables correlations to guarantee a good
performance of the MLP. But as the study [7] proved very impressively, the azimuthal difference of
the tagging jet candidates can be an excellent tool in a shapeanalysis to gain control over systematic
uncertainties. Therefore, this could be a very proficient use of this variable to improve the sensitivity of
the search.Mass- and width-dependent invisible stealthy Higgs ross setion
If performing the standard invisible search the Higgs is assumed to be produced with SM cross section
for the given Higgs mass. Only the invisible branching scales the sensitivity on the expectedξ 2 found in
the search. One reason for the difference in sensitivity compared with the stealthy Higgs study, may be
that the used formula for the normalisation of the stealthy Higgs cross section is not only depending on
the Higgs mass of the pole but also on the invisible width. As expected generically, if allowing for a non
trivial decay width, it includes a branching into the invisible states by the Breit-Wigner resonance factor.

We have observed that the stealthy Higgs cross section is confined by the SM cross section. If we fix
the mass of the Higgs boson, for some choices ofω the cross section is high but for other choices the
cross section is considerable lower than the SM cross section. Also the efficiency is a convolute from
the single mass efficiencies that contribute to the Breit-Wigner shaped Higgs mass spectrum around the
Higgs pole mass. Varying signal hypotheses contain a varying fraction of light and heavy Higgs masses
in this spectrum. The standard analysis for narrow invisible Higgs decays always normalised the signal
samples to the full SM model cross section and the efficiency is depending only on the nominal Higgs
mass. In comparison the potentially smaller stealthy Higgscross section explains that not only for many
heavy Higgs mass andω-hypotheses but even for some low Higgs mass andω-hypotheses, the exclusion
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in the stealthy Higgs scenario is more difficult as for the standard analysis for narrow invisible Higgs
decays.

The fact that our analysis fails in excluding especially high Higgs masses can be understood by the
unfavourable situation of small cross sections. In that case the considerably large systematic uncertainties
on the background make it impossible to reach an exclusion. Even if the Higgs mass is lower, someω-
hypotheses cannot be excluded in the presence of systematicuncertainties, in case the cross section of
the signal is low for these choices ofω .8.2 Disussion of impliations of ourrene of the stealthy Higgs at the LHC
Whenever one tests experimentally a proposed theoretical model, one seeks to confirm it or rule it out.
The regions where the model can neither be discovered nor ruled out should be restricted to a minimum
by the design of the search strategy. However, the experimental test of the stealthy Higgs does not only
have the aim of scrutinising a model. By devising a mechanismthat potentially hides the Higgs at the
LHC, the stealthy Higgs has implications on the general strategy for discovering the Higgs. The realisa-
tion of the stealthy Higgs in nature alone must not necessarily spoil the prospects of Higgs discovery at
the LHC. But if it does, it will happen in a twofold way. Firstly the rate in visible channels is reduced sig-
nificantly, so that data of the order 100 fb−1 is needed for a discovery. Secondly the invisible width being
significantly larger than the experimental resolution deteriorates the effectiveness of signal extraction in
the visible channels. It is interesting to which extend the coupling to the hidden sector becomes effective
in competition with the canonical discovery channels. Onlywith that knowledge one can evaluate, if
the fact that a hypotheses of the stealthy Higgs scenario cannot be excluded at an LHC experiment, has
negative consequences for the Higgs discovery.8.2.1 Identify regions with large invisible branhing above the threshold forHiggs deays into two weak bosons
As Fig. 8.2 and Fig. 8.3 show, substantial narrow invisible Higgs decays will be detectable easily below
MH = 200 GeV. But the searches for narrow invisible Higgs decays become more and more insensitive
for Higgs masses above 250 GeV. Hence in order to hide the Higgs at the LHC in the stealthy Higgs
scenario, if we neglect the influence of an invisible width onthe signal extraction for a moment, we
should seek for hypotheses ofMH −ω where the invisible decays are large for Higgs masses above 200
GeVto 250 GeV. Then two types of hypotheses can be distinguished:

1) The hypothesis has anω such that the invisible cross section is small and below the sensitivity
of an invisible Higgs search. In this case one has to considerthe invisible branchingBinv, which
scales the reduction of the visible yield by(1−Binv) (see Chapter 2.2.3 and [66]). The discovery
potential in decays of the Higgs into weak bosons will consequently be reduced, but it may well
be possible to recover the discovery potential with more collected data.

2) The hypothesis has anω such that the invisible cross section is large and invisibledecays are
dominant even for large Higgs masses. In that case the question is whether the standard invisible
Higgs searches have a sensitivity down to the value ofξ 2

U.L =
σstealthy

σSM
, which can be difficult for

Higgs masses above the threshold for decays into weak bosons. Especially since the stealthy Higgs
cross section is bound by the SM cross section, the detectionwill not be possible in the mass range
where the upper limit of the standard invisible Higgs searches is larger than one (ξ 2

U.L > 1). At the
same time the reduction of the visible rate by(1−Binv) may be so large that even extended data
taking could not provide enough luminosity to find the Higgs in the visible channels. In that case
a stealthy Higgs would successfully evade its detection at the LHC.
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Fig. 8.5: Invisible branching given in the stealthy Higgs scenario. For ω > 5 even above the threshold
for decays into weak bosons the stealthy Higgs can decay considerably into invisible channels leaving
for the visible channels only a reduced rate.Evolution of invisible branhing depending on ω

The question we want to address next, mostly qualitatively,is in which Higgs mass region the suppression
of SM search channels by the stealthy Higgs scenario becomesproblematic for the ATLAS discovery.
Therefore, we show the invisible branching predicted by thestealthy Higgs scenario as function of the
Higgs mass for various studied couplingsω in Fig. 8.5. The size of the couplingsω one expects in
the model are disputable. Too small couplings, much below unity, will not exhibit a particular stealthy
Higgs behaviour and are not representative for the kind of model and too strong couplings, much larger
than one, may be also considered as artificial. As invisible Higgs searches below the threshold for Higgs
decays into two weak bosons have very good sensitivity we arein the following more interested in the
role the stealthy Higgs scenario plays for a Higgs mass above200 GeV. The following observations can
be summarised depending on the value ofω :

1) smallω . 2
The invisible branching is dominant for MH < 250 GeV, except for the very small coupling of
ω = 0.1, which extents the impact of invisible decays only to MH < 200 GeV. The invisible
branching falls very quickly, becoming lower than 20% for 200 GeV< MH < 450 GeV and plays
no role for masses above.

2) mediumω ≈ 5
for this medium coupling the dominant invisible branching is extended up to MH < 400 GeV.
Effects in sensitivity due to the width may be experimentally not important.But the fact of high
invisible branching is important since in the region 250 GeV< MH < 300 GeV the narrow width
invisible Higgs searches start to lose already much of theirsensitivity. It is therefore uncertain if
the detection even for the high invisible branching will be possible. The invisible branching falls
below 20% at a Higgs mass of 500 GeV. The large invisible branching below 500 GeV will reduce
the rate in the visible channels severely.

3) largeω & 10
In the regime of a very strong coupling the invisible branching stays dominant for MH . 500 GeV.
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For even higher Higgs mass the invisible branching ratios are still considerable and stay above
20%, but below the sensitivity of the the narrow width invisible Higgs searches for such high Higgs
masses. Also the couplings are so large that the Higgs decay width is considerably smeared out
which will cause additional problems in detection at low Higgs masses with searches optimised for
narrow invisible Higgs. For couplings ofω = 10 the visible rate of the SM channel will be reduced
strongly by factor one half or more in the mass region of at least 250 GeV< MH . 600 GeV.

Summarising at this point, we observed that the stealthy Higgs scenario with couplingsω ≥ 5 extends
a considerable invisible branching in the mass region MH > 300 GeV, where the standard search for
invisible Higgs decays has only very limited sensitivity. And at the same time the reduction of visible
channels will be not a small effect.Estimate on expeted rate redution in visible hannels
Since in the high Higgs mass range one needs the visible SM channels to find the Higgs we try to get a
feeling of how large the expected statistical significance in the visible channels will be degraded by the
stealthy Higgs scenario.

The combined discovery potential of all SM channels studiedby ATLAS 1) expressed as statistical
significance is shown in Fig. 8.6, taken from [3]. The left panel shows the expectation for 30 fb−1 of
ATLAS data, the right panel shows how the significance improves for 100 fb−1 of ATLAS data.

Clearly with a larger data set, one gains significance in all channels, which should roughly scale with
the square root of the luminosity increase. Thus the gain is not very large. As the comparison shows
with more than three times the data the discovery potential in the Higgs mass region between 200 GeV
and 800 GeV rises only about roughly a factor of 1.5 to 2.

Both plots contain the expected statistical significance, i.e. no systematic uncertainties. This is
justified due to the fact that in almost all channels reconstructed mass peaks allow for an accurate data
driven determination of the background contribution. By defining a mass window around the peak, one
can fit the background contribution from the sidebands in data. The fitted background is subtracted in
the signal region and the significance can be determined withgood precision, as long as the signal region
is not too broad. Only in the H→WW⋆ channel a mass peak is not reconstructed and only excess events
are counted. Hence, an assumed background uncertainty of±5 % is included. It is also important to
note that no K-factors for the NLO rates are included, since they have also a theoretical error. One
should keep in mind that these plots represent a very idealised view on the discovery potential. Included
detector-related systematical uncertainties or NLO background rates will reduce the very nice combined
discovery potential to some extend. As example for the possible size of such uncertainties, we give an
updated discovery potential for 30 fb−1 of the most important final state with electron and muons, the
ZZ→ llll channel, which includes systematic uncertainties and NLO background in Fig. 8.7. The new
evaluated channel contributes to discovery in the Higgs mass range above 200 GeV up to 500 GeV (not
anymore up to 600 GeV as in Fig. 8.6). If one compares the significances without systematics (red
markers) these are lower in the new study due to more realistic detector simulation and NLO MC. The
effect of detector systematics is seen in the difference between the blue and red markers. The systematic
uncertainties reduce the significance roughly between 10 % to 30 %. Generally, the expected significance
in Fig. 8.7 is about 40 % lower than in Fig. 8.6.

If there are problematic regions due to the presence of the stealthy Higgs in this optimistic scenario,
displayed in Fig. 8.6, they will be even more severe in the updated discovery potential with systematics.
Also the importance of channels and the relative contribution to the significance in the specific mass

1) The expected discovery potential combining all SM search channels for the Higgs with 30 fb−1 or 100 fb−1 of data at√
s = 14 TeV, respectively, was published 1999 in [3]. Most of the newer studies, except the important ZZ→ llll, with detailed

detector simulation and systematical uncertainties referto the early discovery potential with 10 fb−1 of data or projections for
exclusion and discovery at the reduced centre of mass energyof

√
s = 7 TeV at initial data taking.
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Fig. 8.6: Left panel: Expected discovery potential with 30 fb−1 of ATLAS data at
√

s = 14 TeV. Right
panel: Expected discovery potential with 100 fb−1 of ATLAS data (taken from [3] published 1999). The
plots contain the expected statical significance, i.e. no systematic uncertainties. This is justified due to
the fact that in almost all channels reconstructed mass peaks allow for an accurate determination of the
significance. Only in the H→WW⋆ channel a mass peak is not reconstructed and only excess events
are counted. Hence, a background uncertainty of±5% is included. It is also important to note that no
K-factors for the NLO rates are included, since they have also a theoretical error.
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Fig. 8.7: ATLAS Higgs discovery potential in ZZ→ llll with 30 fb−1 of data at
√

s = 14 TeV. The
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significance. The blue line with triangles includes the systematic uncertainties by a profile likelihood.
The reduction of the significance due to systematical uncertainties is not large, which proves that the four
lepton channel has a very clean experimental signature. (Taken from [7])
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range will not change with any update. In the interesting mass range 250 GeV< MH < 600 GeV where
the Higgs discovery in presence of the stealthy Higgs scenario has to be made in the visible channels,
we find that the significance is lager than 20 up to MH ≈ 550 GeV for 30 fb−1 of data. The significance
is dominated by the experimentally very clean to reconstruct four lepton channel. Then the significance
degrades for higher Higgs masses and the WW→ j jlν channel contributes more. We assume for the
estimate a statistical significance of 20 (40) for MH < 550 GeV in the range and of 15 (30) in the range
550 GeV< MH < 600 GeV, and 10 (20) for higher masses for 30 fb−1 (100 fb−1) of data.

To get an impression how large the impact of the competition between visible decays in the canonical
discovery channels and additional invisible decays due to the stealthy Higgs scenario can reduce the
discovery potential with 30 fb−1 of ATLAS data, we calculated the predicted invisible branching fraction
for a Higgs mass as function ofω and rescaled the significances (read off from Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.6)
accordingly. In Table 8.1 we list the estimated Higgs mass regions where the reduction factor for the
given ω due to the competition with the invisible channels presses the significance below 5σ . In the
second column in Tab. 8.1 we show the problematic Higgs mass regions as function ofω (first column
in Tab. 8.1) for the recently studied ZZ→ llll channel. As one can see in Fig. 8.7 the discovery potential
is above 5σ for a Higgs mass from 200 GeV to 500 GeV, but falls quickly for higher Higgs masses so
that the channel was studied only up to 600 GeV with 30 fb−1. As said it is a competitions between
visible and invisible decays. For a lower Higgs mass the invisible branching can be considerable if the
ω has small or medium values. E.g. in case of the single channelZZ→ llll a value ofω ≈ 1 would
spoil the Higgs discovery in this channel with 30 fb−1 for a Higgs mass below 230 GeV. In that case the
invisible Higgs searches would find the Higgs. Above that mass value the ZZ→ llll channel would retain
its discovery potential. But according to our estimate already for a coupling ofω ≥ 5 the whole range
up to 500 GeV in which the ZZ→ llll channel is expected to contribute to a discovery with 30 fb−1 of
data is endangered to drop below 5σ . This is problematic since one is not only losing an very important
discovery channel but the sensitivity for invisible Higgs decays is hardly given for a Higgs mass much
heavier than 200 GeV (see e.g. Fig. 8.2).

In the third column in Tab. 8.1 we present the Higgs mass regions that could drop below 5σ if
the promising TDR results of the discovery potential combining all visible channels with 30 fb−1 are
rescaled. First of all the combination of channels improvesthe significance. Secondly the mass range
in which a 5σ discovery is possible is enhanced by the combination of channels. As a look at Fig. 8.6
proves, the ATLAS TDR claimed to be able to discover the Higgsup to masses above 900 GeV. Again
at the lower end of the Higgs mass range, a relatively small value of ω ≈ 1 would press the significance
below 5σ up to the Higgs mass of 220 GeV. But the combined discovery potential is more robust against
the coexistence of visible and invisible Higgs decays. E.g.for ω ≈ 5 the discovery of Higgs masses
above 355 GeV should be possible with 30 fb−1. For very heavy Higgs bosons above 600 GeV the
coupling ω ≈ 15 is not spoiling the discovery. But the discovery with 30 fb−1 is expected to be lost
in the Higgs mass range of 260 GeV to 900 GeV for the extreme value of the couplingω ≥ 20. The
conclusion that can be drawn from Tab. 8.1 is, that the existence of a stealthy Higgs can possibly delay
a Higgs discovery, because data of the order of 100 fb−1 has to be collected to claim a discovery in the
visible channels.8.2.2 Impat of broad invisible Higgs width on signal extration in visiblehannels
The second negative effect of the stealthy Higgs scenario onthe discovery potential of the Higgs is more
difficult to access. In Fig. 8.6, one identifies the ZZ→ llll or ZZ→ llνν final states to be most important
for discovery over the whole heavy Higgs mass range from 200 GeV up to approximately 600 GeV. In this
mass range it is possible to define the signal region around the peak location in the reconstructed invariant
mass (ZZ→ llll) or a transverse mass (ZZ→ llνν). One can use data-driven background determination
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significance< 5 in SM channels with 30 fb−1 of ATLAS data

ω ZZ→ llll all visible

1 MH . 230 GeV MH < 220 GeV
2 MH < 310 GeV MH < 260 GeV
5 MH < 500 GeV MH < 355 GeV
10 MH < 500 GeV MH < 400 GeV
15 MH < 500 GeV MH < 625 GeV
20 MH < 500 GeV MH < 900 GeV

Tab. 8.1:Regions for Higgs masses where a couplingω (first column) of the stealthy Higgs can spoil
a potential Higgs discovery at ATLAS in the visible SM searchchannels. The invisible branching as
function of mass andω , plotted in Fig. 8.5, was used to scale the significance quoted for 30 fb−1 of
ATLAS data in Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.6. In the second column we give the Higgs mass range, for which the
significance in the ZZ→ llll channel drops below 5σ with 30 fb−1, because of the opening of stealthy
Higgs decays into invisible final states. In the third columnwe give the Higgs mass range for which the
combined significance of all visible channels with 30 fb−1, quoted in the ATLAS TDR, drops below 5σ .

like sideband fits for estimates of the background. Also important is the channel WW→ j jlν for very
high masses up to approximately 900 GeV. But in this final state only excess events are counted over the
expected background.

The presence of a stealthy Higgs can possibly hamper these signal extraction strategies. As we
e.g. described in Section 2.2.3, the total Higgs width in thepropagator is important for the s-channel
contribution in weak boson scattering. If the Higgs propagator contains a large invisible width, a broad
Higgs will occur in the s-channel of the weak boson scattering. Consequently a channel using any mass
window technique like ZZ→ llll will lose sensitivity as the Higgs mass spectrum becomes very broad
and smeared out. The effect depending onω can be potentially large. We think that most probable the
background discrimination in the WW→ j jlν would become also experimentally more difficult if the
Higgs mass is smeared out.

In the stealthy Higgs scenario the direct decay width becomes arbitrary and by studying a large
variation of these widths we already check all possible effects from experimental point of view. In
principle a mixing between Phions and Higgs is possible ifκ 6= 0. But for simplicity we restrict ourselves
to κ = 0, i.e. do not allow for Higgs-Phion mixing. With this restriction we avoid the complication that
the mixing would lead to altered cross sections (see Section2.2.4) as well as to an additional contributions
to width. Therefore, it is evident thatκ 6= 0 reduces the chances for a Higgs discovery even more.

Thus we note that a large width of the Higgs in the s-channel would spoil the mass window technique,
as the mass is smeared out very much. This can potentially harm the significances quoted in Fig. 8.6
and Fig. 8.7, to which extent however is hard to estimate at this place. As we have seen, the invisible
Higgs search with weak boson fusion is mostly insensitive towidth effects in the final state. However an
exclusion of the stealthy Higgs scenario is expected to be only in a very limited parameter region possible
with ATLAS. If the Higgs is not found, the reason therefore might remain unresolved. This experimental
outcome could occur due to the absence of the SM Higgs or due tothe presence of a stealthy Higgs.
As consequence of this study, we therefore strongly advise that ATLAS should study the main search
channels like ZZ→ 4l or ZZ→ llνν in the stealthy Higgs scenario specifically to acquire knowledge
about the impact of the broad Higgs width using this reconstruction techniques.
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Of the four LEP experiments only the OPAL collaboration performed a dedicated search for the stealthy
Higgs [10], the cited source is appended for fast reference in Appendix C.

It is specifically the technique of recoil mass spectra with the beam energy constraint which allows
searches at electron-positron colliders to be sensitive tothe width of the Higgs boson. In the experi-
mentally very clean environment of such colliders the broadening of the recoil mass spectrum is visible
as soon as it is larger than the mass resolution of typically 3-5 GeV since the systematic uncertainties
are usually low. Also due to the lower background, the LEP 2 experiments were typically sensitive to
signal cross sections in the order of 0.1 pb. Only near to the kinematic limit of the order of 110 GeV
the sensitivity was gradually lost. Unfortunately, the other three LEP experiment made no search in this
scenario, the approximately four times higher luminosity would had helped to push theω exclusion a
little bit further.

OPAL data, taken at centre of mass energies between
√

s = 183 GeV and
√

s = 206 GeV, summing
to about 630 pb−1 was analysed in an optimised Higgs decay-width dependent search. The result is the
exclusion of a large part of the parameter space in the stealthy Higgs scenario and summarised in the
stealthy Higgs exclusion plot of Fig. 8.8. Problematic parameter combinations, so to say loop holes, can
be identified, in which case the stealthy Higgs would have escaped the LEP searches, though it can be
produced at the collider. These parts of the parameter spacecan be characterised as follows.
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Fig. 8.8: Result of the OPAL collaboration in a dedicated search for the stealthy Higgs. In yellow the
expected exclusion in the MH-ω-plane is marked. The actual exclusion was gained within the red contour,
and covers a large part of the accessible parameter space of the model (taken from [10]).

The effects of the stealthy Higgs scenario are dominant if the values of the coupling to the hidden
scalars is non-perturbative. In case that nature contains avery light stealthy Higgs e.g.MH . 20 GeV
with couplings betweenω ≈ 1 to ω ≈ 4 or for a slightly heavier Higgs with massMH . 40 GeV and
non-perturbative couplings ofω > 5, the OPAL experiment would have missed the exclusion of such
stealthy Higgs bosons. Generally for a Higgs with massMH . 110 GeV the search failed to exclude
couplings ofω & 6. On the other hand the effects of a stealthy Higgs scenario will only compete with
the visible channels if the coupling remain small. Firstly,if ω is too small to make the Higgs width
experimentally resolvable, the invisible branching in theaccessible mass range can be considerable. In
this case the exclusion has to be made with the LEP combined results [89] for invisible Higgs decays
which are sensitive to between a few percent up to≈ 20 % invisible branching over the accesible mass
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range (see Fig. 2.16 in Chapter 2.3). Secondly, the exclusion of even smallerω , which would only
reduce the visible rate moderately is covered at LEP 2 by an interpretation of the negative result of the
searches in visible channels.8.4 Use of ATLAS sensitivity for ontinuation of the LEP 2 searhes
Clearly the advantage of the LHC for searches within a stealthy Higgs scenario is given by the higher
accessible mass range. But the signal of an invisible Higgs boson produced in weak boson fusion, which
is identified by tagging jet candidates andEmiss

T has to be detected in a hadronically active environment.
The backgrounds are very large. Hence, the potentially large systematics uncertainties in the jet and
Emiss

T measurements have an immediate impact on the result. It is observed that the detection potential of
these events is governed by the cross section. Effects of thelarger decay-width for the detection remain
mild, since the jet observables hardly change with the width. In other words if using the weak boson
fusion channel, there is no particular sensitivity towardsthe decay-width in the detector. It was observed
that the jet energy uncertainty is the main cause that the systematic is spoiling the potential gain in the
Higgs mass reach, which will be restricted to relatively lowHiggs masses about 200 GeV for 30 fb−1 of
data. The whole mass range above 200 GeV remains in the stealthy Higgs scenario non-excludable with
30 fb−1 of data. The advantage of a high centre of mass energy and highinstantaneous luminosity of the
LHC compared to LEP 2 is partially neutralised by the complications of finding the stealthy Higgs in the
hadronic environment.Reovery of potential with smaller systematis
In the case that the detector systematic uncertainties especially on the jet energy scale, which according
to the ATLAS technical design report is expected to be 1%, canbe reduced further, the exclusion of
larger values ofω in case ofMH = 200 GeV and some hypotheses forMH > 200 GeV may be feasible.
E.g. with an assumed total uncertainty of 5 %, this study would have been able to exclude masses up to
300 GeV in the stealthy Higgs scenario (see Fig. 7.4). For this aim also the suggested improvements and
changes described in the end of Chapter 7 should be considered. But still not the whole mass range in
which the Higgs could be produced at the LHC is covered.Investigation of Higgs masses below 130 GeV

Though the large masses are barred, the limit of exclusion for lower masses about 110 GeV may provide
the link to the LEP 2 search. Looking at the results of this study it can clearly be stated that it was a
misconception that theEmiss

T cut would largely spoil the sensitivity for Higgs masses below 130 GeV. It
seems to be possible to reach highest sensitivity with a search, even for largerω , where the signal cross
section is highest. With this knowledge it would have been highly desirable to test also masses in the
mass range between 110 GeV and 130 GeV. It is very likely that an exclusion can be reached for many
ω values since the cross sections are considerable. We suspect that a continuation of the LEP exclusion
can most likely be reached in this region, but of course this is one thing that a search at the LHC at 30
fb−1 of data has to prove.8.5 Outlook at ATLAS searhes in ontext of the stealthy Higgs senario
In this section we summarise possible ways to extend the contribution of the ATLAS experiment in
the exploration of the stealthy Higgs scenario. We have found that the weak boson fusion provides no
handle on the invisible decay width of the Higgs as observable and is insensitive to width effects. We
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therefore shortly comment on the possibility to gain some information about the actual decay width in
other channels.Investigation of width sensitivity in the ZH hannel
The shape of variables used in the analysis of the weak boson fusion channel does not exhibit a pro-
nounced dependence on the Higgs decay-width . This can be understood from the fact that they are
related to the tagging jets, which receive theirpT by the recoil of the emitted weak boson, and are in this
way connected quite indirectly to the properties of the Higgs boson which is produced subsequently in
the boson fusion. While on the one hand only this indirect connection to Higgs properties is exploitable,
the jet-related variables on the other hand are subject to the full uncertainty of the tagging jets measure-
ment, which is reflected by the vulnerability of the study concerning the size of systematics, especially
from the jet energy scale. Both addressed issues may be different in the ZH production. Therefore, it
would be of high interest to study how sensitive the ZH channel is to the width of the invisible Higgs
decays. Firstly the invisible Higgs search strategy in the ZH channels is widely unaffected of uncertain-
ties of the jet energy scale2) since it mainly uses observables stemming from theZ → ll decay products
together withEmiss

T to identify the Higgs decays. Though the leptonic decays have only a low branching
of about 11 %, they immediately provide an effective trigger. Secondly as the Higgs boson is radiated off
by the virtual Z boson which decays subsequently into a lepton pair, the connection to the Higgs boson
properties may be more direct. During the so far published analyses a very narrow invariant mass cut of
±10 GeV around the nominal Z mass has been applied on the dilepton invariant mass. The mass window
in case of the stealthy Higgs may have to be retuned. But as pointed out the use of multivariate methods
using input variables from the leptonic Z boson decay can improve the sensitivity. It has to be studied
if some of these variables are distinctly sensitive to the Higgs width. Maybe the transverse mass of the

dilepton andEmiss
T systemmT =

√

2Pll
T ·P/T (1−cos∆Φll), used in [7,118] can be such a variable.

The mass range of the ZH or WH associated production remains limited by the quickly falling pro-
duction cross section for Higgs masses above 200 GeV. But forMH . 130 at

√
s = 14 TeV, the ZH or

WH associated production cross section exceeds the weak boson fusion production cross section. In
that regime the invisible Higgs searches in the ZH channel are quite competitive (see Fig. 8.2), and this
should also apply in the stealthy Higgs scenario. As said so far no sensitivity study for the dedicated
large decay width of the invisible Higgs scenario has been performed in the ZH channel. Thus it is un-
clear to which degree such a search would be sensitive to the decay width. Theoretically both production
channels could be combined in exclusion of model points at lower mass.Investigation of omplex �nal states for smaller invisible widths
Very recently a new strategy [38] had been suggested, which may be utilised by ATLAS to search for
an invisible Higgs with mass below 180 GeV in complex final states and simultaneously gain width
sensitivity. Since the Higgs regularises the weak boson scattering amplitudes, a broadened but invisible
Higgs can be seen in such processes in a reconstructed diboson mass spectrum. This observation was the
motivation for recently undertaken studies of the sensitivity to Higgs width and mass in more complex
final states. In [38] complex final states likepp →ZZtt̄(b̄) or pp → W +W−tt̄(b̄) were regarded. The
cross sections for the production of weak boson pairs in association with heavy quarks (beside from
top quarks, beauty quarks can become of interest in models that enhance the coupling to those) were
calculated. It was argued that for example in a Higgs mass range below 180 GeV the reconstruction of
the complex final state will reveal not only the Higgs but is also sensitive to the actual Higgs width in the
order of two to eight times of that of the SM Higgs width. Thesetheoretical investigations are only at the

2) In the studies done so far jet properties enter only via overlap removal or when jets with highpT in forward direction or
b-tagged jets are vetoed to reduce top pair backgrounds
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beginning and still to be proved experimentally to be feasible. But these strategies can prove valuable to
cover at least for a light Higgs the very small couplingsω , that lead only to a small additional invisible
width and hence to a small invisible branching.Reassessment of the disovery hannels like ZZ→ llll, ZZ→ llνν or WW→ j jlν in thestealthy Higgs senario
As indicated before in Section 8.2.2, the failure of large exclusion in the stealthy Higgs scenario implies
that the impact on the discovery channels for a heavy Higgs like ZZ→ llll, ZZ→ llνν or WW→ j jlν
(see Fig. 8.6) has to be reevaluated in the stealthy Higgs scenario. This would give information from what
value ofω the discovery of a Higgs with a given mass is potentially lostwith the assumed luminosity,
due to the smearing of the reconstructed Higgs mass over background, and, maybe more important, if
there is the possibility to discover the SM like Higgs with a larger amount of data for a givenω , or not.8.6 Remaining stealthy Higgs loopholes
Combining the picture from the LEP search and the so far undertaken ATLAS study, one can identify
two main regions where the invisible Higgs could escape its detection. Firstly these are very light Higgs
bosons, i.e. Higgs masses between of 20 GeV to say 60GeV for which the LEP 2 search left some
loopholes, and secondly Higgs bosons much heavier than twice the Z boson mass, which could become
possible loopholes for the stealthy Higgs boson at the LHC.

Concerning the loop holes for a light Higgs (see Sec. 8.3), one has to keep in mind that the very
light Higgs masses below 60 GeV are practical not accessiblein the hadronical background at the LHC.
We pointed out before, when discussing the continuation of the LEP 2 search with the LHC, that at the
LHC the search strategy relies on possibility to select the signal by a relatively hard cut onEmiss

T Ȯnly a
hypothetical reexamination of the complete recorded LEP data by the other LEP experiments would had
the potential to improve the exclusion by the statistical combination of the results. For the continuation
of exclusion near the kinematic limit of LEP 2 at about 110 GeV, we already argued that this has good
prospects, especially because the ZH and the weak boson channel are sensitive to such a light invisible
Higgs, and should be simply completed. For the light Higgs masses between 100 GeV to 130 GeV it
occurs unlikely that the stealthy Higgs scenario will spoilthe LHC Higgs discovery, since in this region
the sensitivity for invisible Higgs searches are best.

For higher Higgs masses the conditions of detection are moreinvolved. Though we have discussed in
Chapter 2 that the combined fit to electroweak precision dataprefers a light SM-like Higgs, the existence
of a Higgs with a moderate mass in the range of 200 GeV to say 400GeV or even a heavier Higgs boson is
not forbidden by a fit with a certain probability. For many of the invisible scenarios listed in Chapter 2, a
large branching into visible channels is restored if the Higgs is heavier than two weak bosons. Therefore
the sensitivity loss of the standard invisible Higgs searches for Higgs masses larger 200 GeV (Fig. 8.1)
poses not a dramatic problem, as long as sufficient data can becollected with the LHC experiments. So
far these scenarios are equally probable as scenarios without an invisible Higgs or the stealthy Higgs
scenario. It is up to the experiment to clarify which model isrealised in nature.

The performed sensitivity study for invisible Higgs bosonssucceeded only in excluding very few low
Higgs mass hypotheses and proved that the sensitivity is very much deteriorated if the detector-related
systematic effects are not under precise control.

This should cause some concern, because the cross sections for Higgs production fall and the search
for heavier Higgs is in any scenario more challenging. Hencefor the highest Higgs mass hypotheses of
about 800 GeV the detection will be extremely difficult, independently of the assumed scenario. Espe-
cially for the stealthy scenario one can easily think of a worst case in which the detection of a Higgs
boson much heavier than 200 GeV becomes completely spoiled.For example if the Higgs mass is 400
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GeV, there can be anω that contributes to the invisible width exactly in such a waythat the invisible
branching stays right below the sensitivity of a standard invisible Higgs search and the anyway small
rates in the visible channels at the same time are reduced by the invisible rate so, that their detection
is becoming very hard or even impossible. If one believes in the possibility of very largeω , one can
continue to draw a gloomy picture, in which even for very highHiggs masses almost the complete SM
production rate is shifted into the invisible channel. Suchdecays would not be detectable for masses with
sensitivitiesξ 2 > 1. Assuming such a worst case scenario, the attempt to gain assurance on the nature of
the Higgs sector may demand the use of an alternative search technique at a new collider machine, which
we will sketch as outlook in the next section.8.7 Prospets to reonnoitre the stealthy Higgs at a future linear ollider
The possible future linear collider (LC) is a project where specifications are not finally determined yet.
However, it is clear that the LC shall be an electron positroncollider, that delivers high instantaneous
luminosities. The question at which centre of mass energy this will happen is still undecided. One can
assume that it will be certainly significantly higher than that of LEP 2. Values in discussion range from
several hundred GeV to a TeV. Also it would be a very desirablefeature to measure at tunable centre
of mass energies. Maybe because the specification are still subject to discussion, many theorists are
tempted to give guesstimates about the potential of the LC, with appropriate chosen specifications, in
their favourite model. In this section we try to argue how theLC can clarify the nature of the stealthy
Higgs sector.

At the LC the ZH channel, often referred to as Higgsstrahlung, will provide the major production
mode. As already proved by the OPAL search the relative cleannon-hadronic environment and especially
the constraint beam energy of the colliding point-like particles allow precision measurements of many
observables. It is e.g. expected to be able to measure the Higgs invisible branching within a percent
range. Such a measurement will heavily rely on the recoil mass spectra method, used already at LEP.
With this method the sensitivity of the experiments was in praxi only limited by the kinematic limit. In
principle it is thinkable to transfer, modify, and retune the OPAL search strategy for the stealthy Higgs
to a LC, which can provide the corresponding observables. With such a strategy it may be likely to
investigate a large phenomenology of invisible decays (a selection is given in Chapter 2) and a large
parameter range in the stealthy Higgs scenario.

In [37] the authors estimate the cross sections, at a LC operated with
√

s = 500 GeV, for the stealthy
Higgs and thee+e− → Zνν background, which is irreducible. Imposing only a crude acceptance cut
and a mass window of∆m = 30 GeV around the reconstructed Z bosons mass the expected exclusion
with 500 fb−1 of data, collected in a long term search, is depicted in Fig. 8.9. Practically the sensitivity
is again only limited by the kinematic limit of about 400 GeV at the assumed machine. The large mass
window around the Z boson mass is reflected in the drop for Higgs masses about 100 GeV, but still the
sensitivity in that region is higher than in the LEP 2 search since much more luminosity is assumed and
the mass is much below the kinematic limit of the machine. Thesensitivity for low mass Higgs boson,
with a mass smaller than 200 GeV, reaches values ofω = 20 to ω = 26 , which are comparable to the
expected ATLAS exclusion with only 30 fb−1 of data. For practical purposes this should correspond to
the upper end of the parameter space. Values ofω ≈ 20 would correspond to very degenerated invisible
Higgs bosons with a width of several times its mass. In that sense the notion of a particle is replaced
by the notion of a continuum Higgs. The reach inω will be reduced the closer the Higgs mass is to
the kinematic limit. The gain of the LC, aside from its precision would lie in the extended mass reach,
which basically scales as

√
s−MZ. The LC operated at

√
s = 1 TeV then could even try to access

MH ≈ 800 GeV, which is a value of saturation for a heavy Higgs pole in this scenario [77,79]. But again
a word of warning is in order: the dedicated LEP search and thedetailed study of expected systematics
at the ATLAS detector have shown that there can be large differences between theory expectations and
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the experimental accessible parameter range.

guess about
possible LC 
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Fig. 8.9: Projection of theoretical accessible Higgs masses and coupling parameters ω in the stealthy
Higgs scenario at a linear collider (LC), that is operated at

√
s = 500 GeVand has collected 500 fb−1

of data. The stealthy Higgs is searched in ZH production with large invisible decay-width. The exclusion
of parameters is deduced from the number of signal events after imposing a mass window ∆ = 30 GeV
around the reconstructed Z boson recoil mass spectrum, over the number of expected irreducible e+e− →
Zνν background events (taken from [37]).



9. Conlusion and outlook9.1 SummaryMotivation for the stealthy Higgs model
Since there has been no Higgs discovery in the LEP experiments and at the TeVatron so far, theoretical
reasoning was encouraged to find models that could devise a mechanism, which would effectively hide
a Higgs boson, that is produced with the SM cross section, from detection with the standard search
strategies. This is possible in a model predicting invisible Higgs decays into a hidden scalar sector with
a very large decay-width, thus called stealthy Higgs scenario.The stealthy Higgs model at LEP 2
While waiting for the collected luminosity at the TeVatron to become large enough for stringent exclusion
or discovery and the advent of data taking at the LHC at highercentre of mass energies and luminosities,
approximately 630 pb−1 data from the LEP 2 run (

√
s = 183 GeV to 206 GeV ) of the OPAL collaboration

were reexamined under the hypothesis of invisible Higgs decays with free decay width. The search
excluded a large part of the accessible parameter space of the stealthy Higgs model, which is given
by the Higgs mass and the coupling to the hidden scalarsω . The exclusion reached for Higgs masses
between 20 GeV and 103 GeV for couplings fromω ≈ 3.5 to ω ≈ 5.5 leaving valuesω & 1 to ω ≈ 2.5
not excluded for very light Higgs masses below 20 GeV. We chart the OPAL exclusion as magenta line
in the summary plot for the circumstances of the stealthy Higgs at colliders (Fig. 9.1). In summary if
ω & 6 a Higgs boson within the range of LEP 2 could have escaped detection. The sensitivity at LEP 2
was limited to Higgs masses below about 110 GeV to 115 GeV, approaching already the kinematic limit.Continuation of Higgs searhes with ATLAS
In the assumption that the Higgs boson is most probably too heavy to be discovered at LEP 2, the ATLAS
experiment at the LHC is designed to discover a Higgs boson ina much larger mass range up to the order
of a TeV or to verify alternatively new physics from Higgs-less extensions of the SM. The prospects for
a discovery of the Higgs in various visible channels over a large Higgs mass range have been studied the
last years and are very promising. Also the discovery of invisible Higgs decays predicted from a variety
of models is foreseen possible by invisible Higgs searches in the weak boson fusion channel for Higgs
masses up to 400 GeV. But despite of all the promising expectations, one has to be prepared if in the
worst case the stealthy Higgs scenario is realised in nature. It is therefore advisable trying to access the
impact of the stealthy Higgs scenario for the discovery of a Higgs boson at the LHC.Searh strategy for the stealthy Higgs in the weak boson fusion hannel with ATLAS
We attempted to study the sensitivity in the stealthy Higgs scenario with the ATLAS detector. For the
first time dedicated MC samples with varying very large invisible Higgs widths were simulated, covering
a large parameter space in the stealthy Higgs model, in whichthe Higgs boson was produced in weak
boson fusion. These signal hypotheses together with the main expected background classes were used
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in a dedicated event selection. The event selection had to take into account the specific conditions at
the LHC and intended to be optimised as much as possible to theHiggs decay width. Hence the event
selection proceeded in two steps. A preselection prepared the weak boson fusion topology and separated
large reducible backgrounds. For the very hard to separate and partially irreducible W and Z boson plus
jets backgrounds, a multivariate event selection was developed. For the optimisation of the multivariate
analyses many multivariate classifiers were compared concerning their discrimination power between a
signal with various simulated widths and W and Z boson backgrounds. A large number of distributions
of variables was inspected with respect to their separationpower and whether they exhibit sensitivity on
the Higgs decay-width. The optimised classifier turned out to be a multilayer perceptron using only five
tagging jet related variables. The performance of the multivariate analysis was cross-checked against a
cut analysis, and showed to be advantageous.Dependeny of results from the size of the JES systemati unertainties
Without considering systematic uncertainties both analyses could exclude a large part of the stealthy
Higgs scenario. With systematics a much smaller part of the parameter space remained, in which the
stealthy Higgs scenario could be excluded. The exclusion including the estimated systematics is shown as
dark blue line in in the summary plot Fig. 9.1. The reach for couplings ofω ≥ 5 extends to Higgs masses
about 200 GeV. The following observations could be made. Thedominant systematic uncertainty proved
to be the jet energy scale uncertainty. Applying the assumedjet energy scale uncertainties from [7],
which are 7.5 % for|η | < 3.2 and 15.0 % for|η | > 3.2 and likewise with these values reduced to the
half, no exclusion is posssible. The reached exclusion is possible if the jet energy uncertainty is 1.75 %
for |η | < 3.2 and 3.5 % for|η | > 3.2 or better. The search assumed the collected luminosity of 30 fb−1

of data at
√

s = 14 TeV. Due to the large impact of the systematic uncertainties the sensitivity of the
search will not gain much with more collected luminosity. The main aim has to be to reach a very small
jet energy uncertainty, to be able to perform such searches.The ATLAS Collaboration expects that the
final jet energy uncertainty will be only 1 %. To demonstrate how the sensitivity of the presented study
would benefit from such strongly reduced detector-related systematics, we assumed a total uncertainty
of 5 %. The exclusion that would have been possible with 5 % total systematic background uncertainty
are marked by the dark blue dashed line in Fig. 9.1. In this case the sensitivity would reach to higher
couplings. But the mass reach would be extended only slightly to about 300 GeV.Sensitivity to the width and dependene on the total ross setion in the stealthy model
The tagging jet variables show no connection to the Higgs decay-width, i.e. a larger decay-width does
not lead to a reduced sensitivity for the weak boson fusion final state in the detector. The generic total
cross section in the stealthy Higgs scenario models the decay-width as a Breit-Wigner shape and inte-
grates all the masses contributing to the broad Higgs boson by their SM production cross sections. Thus
the invisible cross section depends explicitly on the widthand is only bound from above by the mass
dependent cross section of the SM at the pole mass. Thereforeit is not only difficult to detect the stealthy
Higgs because the analysis is vulnerable to jet systematics, but also because the invisible cross section
can be considerably lower for some parameters than a comparable SM cross section at the same pole
mass.Expeted sensitivity in the stealthy Higgs model and onsequenes at ATLAS
The performed sensitivity study found only a limited sensitivity for the stealthy Higgs model within the
weak boson fusion channel. Hence we tried to identify problematic mass regions where the Higgs boson
would neither show up in visible channels nor deliver a largeenough invisible rate above the ATLAS
sensitivity for the invisible Higgs.
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From the two obstructive effects, namely the reduced visible rate due to competition with the in-
visible decays and the reduced effectiveness of visible signal extraction due to an invisible width of the
Higgs considerable larger than the experimental resolution, only the first can be evaluated without further
studies.

In Fig. 9.1 we introduced dotted contours in red and dark-red, representing our estimate of the impact
of the stealthy Higgs on the visible channels, given in Chapter 8.2.1. In the regions above and left of these
contours the visible SM searches with 30 fb−1 of data are endangered to drop below 5σ significance
due to the couplingω . The red-dotted contour comes from a recent study of the ZZ→ llll channel alone
(Fig. 8.7), which includes systematic uncertainties. Thischannel loses rapidly its discovery potential
above a Higgs mass of 500 GeV. Hence the ZZ→ llll is not studied above a Higgs mass of 600 GeV,
where only the WW→ lν j j channel contributes. One sees that only if the coupling is betweenω ≈ 1
to ω ≈ 5 this channel can retain its discovery potential. For higher couplings the least consequence one
expects in this region is that the data taking has to be extended to collect about 100 fb−1 for discovery.
The dark-red dotted contour interprets the old TDR results of a combination of all visible channels for
the Higgs discovery potential (Fig. 8.6). Since many channels are combined the mass range in which
a discovery of the Higgs is claimed to be possible reaches up to 800 GeV. Additionally a combination
of channel yields a higher discovery potential than only onechannel alone. Today one could argue that
the TDR represents optimistically high statistical significances. In the old TDR combined result the
ZZ→ llll contributes very much in the mass range between 200 GeVand 600 GeV. In the mass range,
below 500 GeV the region in which the combined channels discovery is spoiled by the stealthy Higgs, is
smaller as for the ZZ→ llll channel. And for high Higgs masses above 600 GeV the discovery with 30
fb−1 will be possible for couplings up toω ≈ 15.

The second obstruction by the stealthy Higgs is more complexand not easily compensated by col-
lecting more data, since it compromises the selection technique of the most promising detection channels
for the Higgs of a mass above 200 GeV. In these channels like ZZ→ llll or ZZ→ llνν the invariant mass
with high precision, in case of the ZZ→ llll, or a transverse mass in case of ZZ→ llνν in signal region is
reconstructed. The background can be fitted in the sidebandsand is subtracted. If the Higgs propagator
contains a large invisible width, a broad Higgs will occur inthe s-channel of the weak boson scattering.
Consequently a channel like ZZ→ llll will lose sensitivity as the Higgs mass spectrum becomes very
broad and smeared out. The effect depending onω can be potentially large. Also the channels that count
the excess over selected background, like WW→ lν j j, may be affected. Therefore, as a consequence of
the limited sensitivity to the stealthy Higgs found in this study, we strongly advise that ATLAS reassesses
the potential of the mentioned channels in a dedicated stealthy Higgs study.Higgs gravisalar mixture
Models with large extra dimensions allow an invisible Higgsdecay-width due to decays in graviscalars
or mixing between the Higgs boson and graviscalars. The characteristic parameters in such models are
the number of extra-dimensionsδ , the mixing strengthξ and the dimensional reduced Planck mass MD.
The latter is the interesting parameter since it sets the scale on which gravity enters the particle physics.
Since we produced signal MC with an invisible widthΓH, corresponding to a couplingω and used for
our signal normalisation a generic cross-section into which the Higgs width enters directly, we can try
to interpret the result for the sensitivity not only in the stealthy Higgs scenario but in a Higgs graviscalar
scenario (see Appendix D). We fixed the number of extra dimensions δ and interpreted the OPAL
stealthy Higgs search and ATLAS stealthy Higgs sensitivitystudy as exclusion in the mixing strengthξ
and gravity scale MD parameter plane. The predicted invisible width in the graviscalar mixing scenario
remains very small and below the experimental resolution for the accessible parameters. Therefore, the
exclusion showed to be less sensitive than the one by the interpretation of the Higgs searches for narrow
invisible Higgs decays, which are sensitive to higher Higgsmasses. Furthermore, the OPAL search and
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ATLAS sensitivity study are not competitive with direct graviton production searches at colliders which
succeed in setting much higher exclusions on the dimensional reduced Planck mass as function ofδ .9.2 Conlusion and outlook
We can learn from the discussion presented in this work, if the stealthy Higgs scenario is realised in
nature, it will probably complicate or delay the Higgs discovery in certain ranges of Higgs masses above
the threshold for decays into weak bosons, if the coupling tothe scalars is strong enough, i.e. approx-
imately 5. The main obstructive effect of the stealthy Higgsfor discovery is due to the reduction of
expected visible Higgs decays in the competition with the new invisible decay channel. We expect that
extended data taking, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of the order of 100 fb−1 can compensate
the reduced visible rate predicted over a large part of the parameter space. Since the width sensitivity
of the variables available in weak boson fusion topology is marginal there is experimentally no handle
on the invisible width in such a process. The exclusion of thestealthy Higgs via precise determination
of the rate of selected candidate events is limited by the small cross section for small couplings and the
large impact of the jet energy uncertainties. Therefore, itis difficult to gain insight into the stealthy
Higgs sector. However the signal extraction in important discovery channels like ZZ→ llll or ZZ→ llνν
for Higgs bosons much heavier than 200 GeV becomes maybe impossible in the case of a very broad
invisible decay-width of the stealthy Higgs. Moreover, if ATLAS does not see the Higgs in visible chan-
nels above MH = 200 GeV after collecting 30 fb−1of data, it will not be able to rule out the stealthy
Higgs scenario as reason. Taking the stealthy Higgs scenario literally it only disguises the Higgs sector
adding no additional new physics to the SM. Without the possibility to discover or exclude the stealthy
Higgs at the LHC the physics results at the LHC could be very limited. We argue that in this very un-
favourable situation the study of the stealthy Higgs scenario at a possible future linear collider could
decide if the model is realised in nature. A hypothetical exclusion contour of a linear collider experiment
with 500 fb−1 of data at

√
s = 500 GeV is also sketched in light blue in Fig. 9.1, showing that such

a huge experimental effort could cover some important part of the parameter space complementing the
LHC experiments. The mesh to catch the Higgs at the LHC may contain loop holes. These loop holes
may even remain open for the stealthy Higgs if the centre of mass energy at the LC cannot reach high
enough to exclude large Higgs masses above the order of 400 GeV and largeω .
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Fig. 9.1: Summary of the stealthy Higgs model at colliders. Displayedare exclusion contours in the
dependence of the parameters Higgs mass,MH, and couplingω to a hidden scalar sector. The excluded
region by OPAL, given as magenta contour, has specifically high sensitivity to low Higgs masses. The
dark blue contour signifies the expected exclusion using weak boson fusion Higgs production by the
ATLAS detector. If the total uncertainty can be reduced to 5 %the mass reach can be extended to about
300 GeV and to highest values ofω , as indicated in the dashed dark blue contour. The light bluecontour
is included to give a feeling for the probable exclusion based on theory calculations at a linear collider
operated at

√
s = 500 GeV. A possible mass region in which visible channels lose their5σ discovery

potential due to competition with invisible decays is marked left of the red dotted line for any givenω .
The red dotted line stems from the ZZ→ llll channel, which is for masses between 130 GeV and 500
GeV very important. The result in the ZZ→ llll channel includes systematics. In the region above the
dark red dotted contour one expects the very promising combination of all visible channels for 30 fb−1

of data to lose its discovery potential in the stealthy Higgsscenario.
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A. A Study of Generator and Underlying Event TuneIn�uene on the Central Jet VetoA.1 Motivation
It was noted [30] in the early nineties, that the weak boson fusion topology due to the lack of colour
flow in the leading diagrams exhibits a central gap in the pseudorapidity distribution of accompanying
subleading jets. They are more often close to one of the leading jets in forward or backwards direction.
This can be seen e.g. in the so-called Zeppenfeld distribution (Fig.A.1) which plots the distance inη-
space of the third leading jets towards the averagedη of the leading jets. Since it was proposed from
theory side the so called mini jet veto or central jet veto (CJV) became a powerful tool to improve
discrimination between the overwhelming QCD background processes and the Higgs boson signal in the
weak boson fusion production mode at the LHC, and hence the sensitivity of such searches.

In context of this study we will restrict us to the signal process of a Higgs boson with a mass of
130 GeV produced in weak boson fusion that decays subsequently into an invisible final state. Recent
results of ATLAS studies in this channel are published in [7]. To this signal process we regard the
mostly irreducible Z boson plus jets production with decay of the Z boson into neutrinos. Though the
overwhelming background are the QCD dijets, the available fully simulated samples are far to few to
prevent single events from acquiring huge weights. Fortunately the preselection and a cut on the missing
transverse energy, which in case of QCD dijets should be onlyfake missing transverse energy and be
rather small, remove most of the dijets. On the other hand theZ boson plus jets background with real
missing transverse energy exhibits higher sensitivity to underlying event activity and can be generated
with much better statistics.

As up today data a the centre of mass energy as high as 14 TeV hadnever been taken there are still
concerns about the feasibility and efficiency of such a veto in real data analysis. These concerns stem
from the following considerations.

The theoretical uncertainties of the exact nature of QCD processes at the LHC are large. The rates
of QCD background processes may be higher than predicted andhence the rejection by the veto may not
be sufficient. Also these uncertainties affect several aspects of the mini jet veto.

Multiple parton-parton scattering accompanying the hard process in a proton-proton collision is usu-
ally referred to as underlying event activity. An intuitivesketch is displayed in Fig.A.2. In particular
the modelling of the underlying event activity in such events uses phenomenological models, that are
extrapolated from lower centre of mass energies measurements and so far untested. Since this associated
jet activity is present for a signal event it may even lead to its rejection by the central jet veto criteria (see
A.4).

Even at start up and low luminosity there will be pile-up events and cavern background activity
recorded in the ATLAS detector [6]. These will lead to many additional jets from in average 2.3 minimum
bias events at instantaneous luminosity ofL = 1033cm−2s−1 being present in the detector additional to
the hard event. The jets from such uncorrelated events will have a non-negligible probability to trigger
the jet veto. Such pile up events are believed to have a much more severe impact on the central jet veto
than the underlying event solely.

To account for these concerns and to define the questions we want to investigate, we take the follow-
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ing viewpoint in this note. The first task with early data at the LHC will be to measure known Standard
Model processes and in this way determine which is the exact trigger rate of the QCD processes. At that
point theoretical uncertainties on the cross section of QCDprocesses will become small. With such data
it will also be possible to recognise a correct or favoured underlying event model in the Monte Carlo and
to calibrate it to the data. Therefore we try to answer the question whether possible residual deviations
or detuning within such a tuning procedure of a generator model may be expected to have a large impact
on the central jet veto. As a measure or test case for this residual deviations we use the detuning of the
underlying event produced by the Sherpa generator. To assure that this study done before first measure-
ments are available are not to far off the reality, we ask the question how one can devise a central veto
condition that is mostly robust against varying generator predictions and the largest expected sources of
systematic uncertainties.

With this study we attempted to complement an earlier study [134]. This earlier study compared
Pythia, Herwig and Sherpa in WBF H→ ττ → llνν analyses and aimed for an optimisation of the
standard central jet veto in terms of robustness against generator differences. In that study high statistics
samples of the ATLAS fast detector simulation were used and amain observation was that narrowing
the η region with vetoed mini jets inside reduces significantly the large differences in the efficiency
predictions of the different generators.

This appendix is organised as follows. In section A.2 all investigated Monte Carlo samples are
described. In sections A.3 and A.4 we introduce the event selection and veto strategies. The rough
estimate of detector systematic effects along with the figure of merit to find the best veto approach are
motivated in section A.5. In section A.6 some distributionsthat can be used to characterise the central
jet activity are compared before applying a jet veto for different generators. This is complemented in
section A.7 with comparisons of these variables for the tuning variations of the Sherpa generator. The
results of the comparison are given section A.8. In section A.9 we shortly discuss pile up effects and
conclude in section A.10 with a summary and a comparison of our findings with [134].
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Fig. A.2: Sketch of a proton proton collision in the ATLAS detector at LHC. Any further scattering
of partons additionally to the hard process is usually accounted for as underlying event or sometimes
referred to as multiple interactions.A.2 Monte Carlo Samples
In this study we compare samples of the signal processqqH(130 GeV)→ qq+E/T of three leading order
matrix element generators namely Herwig, Pythia and Sherpa. To generate an invisible Higgs boson
produced in weak boson fusion its decays into a virtual Z boson pair which subsequently decays into
neutrinos is forced. The Sherpa generator is also used to generate the irreducible Z plus jets background.A.2.1 Underlying Event Modelling
These three generators amongst other differences e.g. in scales for QCD radiation provide different
models of the underlying event. In principle all three MonteCarlo generators have parameters that allow
for a tuning of the underlying event activities. Certainly the probability of multiple interactions in a
proton−proton collision depends on the modelling of the matter distribution within the hadrons. All
generators supply various matter distributions and some parameters and form factors to tune these to
data. The underlying event is tuned to experimental data of hadron collider experiments like UA5 or
the TeVatron experiments. It is obvious that an underlying event tune at higher energies can not change
matter distribution parameters without losing the valid low energy description of the underlying event.
After the matter distribution parameters are fixed at the lowenergies data a model specific extrapolation
to LHC energies is performed (see the example in Fig.A.3). Since the extrapolation to LHC energies
depends on the specific model it can lead to significantly differing predictions.

Since the underlying event comprises of 2→ 2 processes that can in principle start right below the
scale of the hard process,Qhard, an important parameter is the scaleQcut down to which these processes
are allowed (see Fig.A.4). The value ofQcut can be as well fixed by e.g the TeVatron data. In the simplest
ansatz the value ofQcut at the LHC can be exponentiated from this reference scale according to

QLHC
cut = QTeV

cut × (
ELHC

cm

ETeV
cm

)αr .

Since the ratio of centre of mass energies and the cut value ofthe reference scale are given, the
exponentiation parameterαr becomes the only free parameter to adjust the underlying event activity at
the LHC centre of mass energy. Independently of the choice ofαr the evolution always starts at the right
value at the reference scale connection evolutionary the TeVatron and LHC energies.

A second possibility is to recall that the QCD 2→ 2 processes account for the underlying event. The
probability for partons in the hadron to take part in a scattering processes of a transferred momentum
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scale oft is therefore strongly depending on the parton distributionfunction (PDF) probed at the corre-
sponding scale. Since the PDF sets the result of fitting procedures to a variety of experimental data sets,
the predictions of the PDF sets at the probed scale can largely differ (see example in Fig.A.5). It is clear
that the cross section of the underlying event scattering isa function not only of the energy scale but also
of the probability for finding the partons hence the PDF set used, which is summarised symbolically in
the following formula

dσUE(2→ 2) ≈ f (t,PDF)
α2

s (t)
t2 dt.

Though the underlying event settings in Herwig and Pythia can be varied we decide to use the Sherpa
generator for this exercise. The argument is that there is a physically valid default setting at TeVatron cen-
tre of mass energy and the evolution can be controlled in an easy way via the exponentiation parameter.
Also the exchange of PDF sets is possible.

Fig. A.3: Predicted centre of mass energy dependence of charged particle pseudorapidity distribution and
density for non-single diffractive inelastic collisions.The underlying event description of the different
MC generators (here an example of Phojet 1.2 and the old Pythia 6.214) is tuned to match the existing
hadron collider data up to energies of 1.96 TeV. Above that centre of mass energy the extrapolation to
LHC energies depends on the specific model an can lead to significantly differing predictions.A.2.2 Sherpa Event Samples
A signal hypothesis with Higgs boson mass of 130 GeV (see Tab.A.1) and the important Z boson plus
jets background (see Tab.A.2) is simulated with the leadingorder Monte Carlo generator Sherpa 1.0.11
[84,113].

For a defined initial state, in case of the LHC proton-proton collisions, and specified final state,
the Sherpa module AMEGIC++ [111] automatically constructsthe exact Born level matrix elements
for given number of electroweak and strong couplings and performs the phase-space integration. The
APACIC++ 2.0 module [112] matches the outgoing partons to a virtuality and angular ordered parton
shower. This matching uses the CKKW matching algorithm [45]in order to avoid double counting of
additional gluon radiation emerging from the hard matrix element. E.g. for the signal sample with up to
three matched jets, in average one forth of the Sherpa eventshave a third jet originating directly from the
matrix element and not from a parton shower.

In the Sherpa signal samples (DS9011) a Higgs boson with a mass of 130 GeV is produced in vec-
tor boson fusion and Higgsstrahlung (≈ 20%). Up to three jets were generated by the exact matrix
element. A matching scale with the parton shower of (5 GeV/14TeV)2 for 2 → 4 processes and of
(20 GeV/14 TeV)2 for the 2→ 5 processes, respectively is chosen. No ATLAS standard filtering (see
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Fig. A.4: Sketch of the scales involved in the underlying event modelling. The hard process is symbolised
by the blob labelled with the transverse momentum scaleQhard0 at which fusion of two weak bosons (V)
to the Higgs boson (h) takes place. Any further2→ 2 scattering of partons (symbolised as blobsQhardi)
additionally to the hard process happens at energy ordered scales down to a lowest scaleQhardn ≡ Qcut .
At all stages initial state (ISR) or final state (FSR) radiation can occur, indicated as gluon arrows (labelled
with g). The probability to have a very active underlying event raises whenQcut is lowered.
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Fig. A.5: Example of the differences in the parton distribution function at a transferred momentum scale
of Q2 = 100 GeV. Indicated also is the low x-range in which the underlying event contributions are
significant.
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Section 4.3.3) for a preselection of tagging jet candidatesin weak boson fusion topology in the events is
applied.

The Z boson plus jets background sample was generated separately as a sample containing only
the electroweak contributions (DS9010) and a sample containing only the strong interaction Feynman
diagrams (DS9089).

In sample DS9010 up to three partons can stem from the matrix elements, yielding a leading order
cross section of 9.6 pb with a statistical error of 0.15 %. Additionally the ATLAS VBF filtering was
applied with an efficiency of(29.7±0.4) %. For DS 9089 up to four partons were generated from the
exact matrix element leading to a cross section of 9596 pb at Born level with a statistical error of 0.8 %.
ATLAS VBF filtering was applied leading to a very low efficiency of (3.6±0.1) %.A.2.3 Underlying Event Settings in Sherpa
Sherpa also allows to apply an underlying event model in proton-proton collisions. The correspond-
ing Sherpa module for generating the underlying event is called AMISIC. It is activated by setting
MI_HANDLER = Amisic in MI.dat. While the additional jets originating from matched parton shower
radiation of the leading jets tend to be radiated off under small angles to these jets the gluon radiation
from the underlying event populates also the centralη region between the tagging jets. In Sherpa the
reference scale QTeV

cut is called SCALE_MIN and the evolution parameter for c.m.s energy dependence
αr is called RESCALE_EXPONENT.

Tune-1- ATLAS CSC default
The ATLAS default tune for the AMISIC module handling the underlying event aims to tune the
underlying event of Pythia 6.323 in ATLAS tune [150]. Comparing the distributions of Z→ νν̄
samples likedNtracks

dη , 1
N

dN
dPT

tracks
, 1

N
dN

dPT
Z0

this choice raises the average< dNtracks
dη > from 4.7 to 6.3

which is in good agreement with the value for Pythia (< dNtracks
dη >= 6.2). It should be emphasised

once more that this tune has no other aim than to map the Sherpaunderlying event to that from the
Pythia LHC tune by means of a good agreement in thePT of the Z boson and the average number
of charged particles perη-interval. It should not be expected in any case that this tune would yield
a realistic description of physics processes at the TeVatron.

For the background samples the underlying event is simulated according to the ATLAS CSC rec-
ommendations, i.e. setting steering parameters in MI.dat to SCALE_MIN=2.57 for the minimal
perpendicular momentum of the 2→ 2 underlying events. The evolution to LHC energies is gov-
erned by the RESCALE_EXPONENT = 0.16. In case of the signal some variations of this ATLAS
default are introduced additionally.

Tune-2- Extrapolated from tune to TeVatron data
Avoiding the obvious flaw of the ATLAS default tune is to use a Sherpa tune that is fixed at
TeVatron data and to rely on the Sherpa exponentiation of thecut scale. The Sherpa authors
manage to tune the underlying event of Sherpa 1.0.11 in excellent agreement with Run II Tevatron
data. The choice of parameters are SCALE_MIN=2.25 and RESCALE_EXPONENT = 0.25. In
that way one can be sure that the tune has some connection to existing measurements.

Tune-3- RaisingQcut by 30 %
Since the underlying event is most sensitive to the variation of the IR cut-off scale and at the
same time there may be large model dependencies on the evolution of this scale, we prepare a
sample with the value of Qcut raised about 30 % with respect to the default value. In that way
the underlying event activity is stopped already at a higherscale and should be expected to be
suppressed. This specific value of Qcut is chosen since it is the highest possible scale in Sherpa
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1.0.11 before the non-diffractive cross section becomes smaller than the hard cross section and no
events are generated.

Tune-4- Lowering Qcut by 30 %
Complementary we also simulated a sample where the cut-off scale is lowered about 30 % with
respect to the default value. This sample is expected to exhibit the largest underlying event activity.

Tune-5- Use MRST2004NLO as PDF
All the Sherpa samples above use the CTEQ6L parton distribution function sets [126]. As dis-
cussed above the PDF sets may influence the underlying event probability. An exchange of the
PDF sets means that one has to retune to the data for lower centre of mass energies. Such a re-
tune is far beyond the scope of this study. But we want to do a simple cross check of possible
PDF set and PDF uncertainty dependence of the central jet veto by replacing (without retuning)
the CTEQ6L with a PDF set that is available in leading and nextto leading order. We intended
therefor to produce a sample with MRST2004 LO to compare it directly with a MRST2004 NLO
sample [115]. Unfortunately a technical problem preventedus from making the MRST2004 LO
sample. Nevertheless it can be used to check the influence of alarge variation in the PDF sets and
may be cum grano salis compared against the CTEQ6L which is modelled at LO with NLOαs.

Tune-6- Turn off underlying event completely
As a reference to get a feeling for the size of underlying event effect we also prepare a sample
without underlying event (Set in the MI.dat card by MI_HANDLER = None).

All choices of the parameters are summarised in Tab.A.1.A.2.4 Herwig event samples
The events are generated in the Athena 12.0.6.5 framework using the CSC standard job option of the
data set DS5335. The weak boson fusion Higgs production and decay is calculated at leading order
of the matrix element with the HERWIG 6.5 generator. The multiple parton-parton interactions that
contribute to the underlying event are produced by the interfaced JIMMY v4.1 generator [55], which
uses angular ordered showering. For the Herwig generator there is also a larger sample corresponding to
the instantaneous luminosity ofL = 1031cm−2s−1 (see Tab.A.3).A.2.5 Pythia event samples
Similarly the CSC job option of DS5337 is used to generate thesame signal process with Pythia 6.4 [143].

Since Pythia 6.3 the old mass ordered parton shower [144] based on simple string fragmentation was
replaced by a new shower model [141]. This uses the evolutionof interleaved transverse-momentum-
ordered showers and sums over all ISR occurring in previous multiple interactions in the showering. As
can be seen below the new parton shower model leads to a considerably harderPT spectrum of the jets.
The new so-called power shower is believed by the author to give a much more accurate modelling of
the underlying physics.

Nevertheless we also produced a sample with the old parton shower model of Pythia 6.2, that is still
available in Pythia 6.4, to contrast it with the new one. Thiswas even more desirable since a former
study [134] has shown that the standard implementation of a central jet veto is not advisable in the case
that nature has chosen a model like the new parton shower of Pythia. The details on the Pythia samples
are listed in Tab. A.3.
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All generated events are passed to the detailed Geant4 simulation of the response of the ATLAS detector.
The simulation framework uses Athena Release 12.0.6.5 withthe detector geometry database coded
as ATLAS-CSC-01-02-00 and the trigger configuration coded as CSC-06. After simulating the digital
detector output from this physics objects, the events are reconstructed using Athena 12.0.6.5. A cone jet
algorithm with cone size of∆R = 0.40 is used to find truth jets and reconstructed jets from calorimeter
towers. The EventView algorithms, i.e. the default high pt-view package as it is contained in the 12.0.7
group area, is used to remove a potentially overlap between different reconstruction physics objects.The
high pt-view algorithms require a minimumPT of 10 GeV in case of truth jets and aPT of 15 GeV in
case of reconstructed jets within a pseudorapidity range of|η | < 5. Finally a root ntuple containing all
variables of the non overlapping reconstructed objects is analysed within the ROOT 5.18 framework.

Underlying event QLHC
cut (GeV ) SCALE_MIN RESCALE_EXPONENT # Events

ATLAS default 3.56 2.57 0.16 48k
TeVatron tune 3.75 2.25 0.25 48k

Qcut +30% 5.43 2.25 0.43 48k
Qcut −30% 2.59 2.25 0.075 47k

No UE - - - 54k
MRST2004NLO 3.56 2.57 0.16 49k
MRST2004LO not available

Tab. A.1: Analysed Sherpa 1.0.11 H→invisible samples. The Higgs mass in all samples is 130 GeV
and the invisible width is 5 MeV assuming a leading order VBF production cross section ofσNLO =4.13
pb. The PDF set used except for the last two samples is CTEQ6L.These samples differ only in the way
the underlying event is generated or tuned from the CSC DS9011. For completeness the choice of the
generator parameters SCALE_MIN and RESCALE_EXPONENT resulting in a definedQLHC

cut are given.

CSC Dataset Parton numberσLO (pb) VBF Filter Eff. # Events

9010 3 9.6 0.297 300k
9089 4 9596 0.036 296k

Tab. A.2: Analysed Sherpa Z→ νν̄ samples. Parton number refers to the maximal number of outgoing
partons of the matrix elements. The LO cross section includes the CKKW matching efficiency. Both
samples are generated with the ATLAS default underlying event.

CSC Dataset Generator Comment σNLO (pb) VBF Filter Eff. # Events

5335 Herwig 6.5 Angular ordered Shower 4.13 1 48k
5335 Herwig 6.5 L = 1031cm−2s−1 4.13 1 24.5k
5337 Pythia 6.4 Old mass ordered Shower 4.13 1 49k
5337 Pythia 6.4 New interleaved Power Shower 4.13 1 47.5k

Tab. A.3: Analysed samples contributing to the generator comparisonand the estimate of pile-up influ-
ences.
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It should be stated explicitly that no attempt is made to simulate offline trigger cuts that will be unavoid-
able in real data analysis. This is due wish not to reduce the small amount of simulated Monte Carlo
events and the expectation that the veto characteristic is not strongly depending on the trigger selection.

Therefore, a series of loose preselection cuts aimed to select good tagging jet candidates character-
ising a weak boson fusion event. This is necessary since the Sherpa signal sample contains about 20
% of events where the Higgs is produced in associated production instead of VBF, while the the other
generator’s samples (Herwig and Pythia) consist of pure VBFevents. After the following cuts (C 1 - C
3) the associated production fraction virtually vanished and the sample are comparable to each other.

(C 1) There should be two tagged jets candidates, labelledj1 and j2, in the event with the a transverse
momentum for both jets to bepT

j1/ j2 > 20 GeV.

(C 2) A spacing between both tagging jets heading to oppositehemispheres (η j1×η j1 < 0) of the de-
tector resulting in a gap of|η j1−η j1| > 4.2 and a separation∆R j1 j2 > 1 is required.

(C 3) The invariant massM j1 j2 of the two tagging jet candidates should exceed 600 GeV.

(C 4) A cut on the missing energyE/T > 70 GeV is introduced.

(C 5) Any additional jet to the tagging jets in the event should have an minimalpT
jet of 15 GeV to be

studied as potential veto jet in the CJV.

The strong cut on the missing transverse energy (C 4) is very specific for invisible Higgs boson searches.
The canonical value is at usually at about 100 GeV. But the value chosen here is still loose enough to be
not to far away from cuts that are used in analyses with e.g.τ final states. This is done in the hope to
characterise central jet vetos more general than only for invisible finals states.A.4 Considered Veto Strategies

Veto-1- This veto is derived from the veto used in some of ATLAS VBF Higgs searches by defining
and vetoing central jets as jets in a fixed|η |<3.2 range and withpT >20 GeV. For an opti-
misation the following ranges ofpT

cut and ηcut are both scanned simultaneously in ten steps:
pT

cut ∈ {15 GeV;60 GeV} and|ηcut | ∈ {0.5;3.2} .

Veto-2- This veto is not using fixedη ranges. The strategy is looking instead on the relativeη distance to
the tagging jet, defining case-by-case a veto region in between the tagging jets. This is introduced,
since it may occur the case that one or two boosted tagging jets aim more to the central region.
One definesηmin,max

cut = (1−α)×ηmin,max
tag . Jets found within the interval[ηmin

cut ,ηmax
cut ] are vetoed.

The approach is to define a topological region around the tagging jets in which the additional jets
are accounted to be FSR of the tagging jets and not counted as central. For an optimisation the
following ranges ofpT

cut and of the parameterα are both scanned simultaneously in ten steps:
pT

cut ∈ {15 GeV;60 GeV} andηmin,max
cut = (1−α)×ηmin,max

tag with α ∈ {0.0;0.45}.

Veto-3- This is a refined version of veto-2 by using∆R=
√

∆η2+ ∆φ2 isolation cone of variable size.
In this way not only∆η but ∆φ information contributes. Additional jets are vetoed if their ∆R
with respect to the jets exceeds∆Rcut . For an optimisation the following ranges ofpT

cut and of
the parameter∆Rcut are both scanned simultaneously in ten steps:pT

cut ∈ {15 GeV;60 GeV} and
∆Rcut ∈ {0.0;4.0}.
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Veto-4- To apply this veto one determines the rest frame of the dijet system consisting of the two tagging

jet candidates. Any possible other vetoed jet is boosted in this rest frame and the minimal angle
∆φ rest to the back-to-back dijets is determined. Additional jets are vetoed if theirφ to the dijets
direction exceeds∆φcut . For an optimisationpTrest

cut in the rest frame and∆φ rest
cut are both scanned

simultaneously in ten steps:pT
cut ∈ {15 GeV;60 GeV} and∆φ rest

cut ∈ {0◦;90◦}.

Veto-5- This veto applies a cut in the distribution of the Zeppenfeld variableη⋆ = ηcentral jet − 1
2 × (ηtag1 +

ηtag2). Additional jets are vetoed if theirη⋆ is smaller than|η⋆
cut |. For an optimisationpT

cut and
η⋆

cut are both scanned simultaneously in ten steps:pT
cut ∈ {15 GeV;60 GeV} andη⋆

cut ∈ {0.5;3.2}.

Veto-6- This veto uses the transverse momentum imbalancepTimbal. as a criteria to measure the amount of
central FSR. The following quantity is defined.as modulus ofthe vectorial sum of the transverse
momenta of the tagging jet candidates along with the missingET vector;pTimbal. = |~p T

tag1+~p T
tag2+

~ET
miss|. The accuracy of the calculation of the imbalance depends explicitly on the accuracy of the

missing energy measurement. In an event with a small amount or no additional QCD radiation
this imbalance should be small. Since all additional radiation is neglected the imbalance grows
with the occurrence of additional jets. Events are vetoed iftheir pTimbal. exceeds the cut value.
For an optimisation a maximal allowed imbalancepTimbal.max

cut is scanned in ten steps:pTimbal.max
cut ∈

{5 GeV;50 GeV}.

Veto-7- The last veto applies a cut on the centrality of the potential veto jet as criteria. The centralityηcentr.

defined asηcentr. = Min{(ηveto jet −Min{ηtag1;ηtag2});(Max{ηtag1;ηtag2}−ηveto jet)}. It turns out
to be the more positive the more centrally between the tagging jets. For an additional jet ’outside’
namely between tagging jet and beam pipe the variable chances sign. Additional jets are vetoed
if their ηcentr. to the jets exceedsηcentr.

cut . For an optimisationpT
cut and ηcentr.

cut are both scanned
simultaneously in ten steps:pT

cut ∈ {15 GeV;60 GeV} andηcentr.
cut ∈ {0.0;4.0}.

Therefore, with exception of the 1-dim. veto-6, for each veto 100 working points are studied. This scan
needs to be rather coarse since the statistic of the fully simulated samples is very limited. It is desired
to collect enough entries in a scanned bin to avoid setting the optimal criteria according to an incidental
fluctuation.A.5 Estimated Detetor Systematis on Averaged Signi�ane as Figure ofMeritA.5.1 Considered Systematis
As argued already in Section A.1, with the availability of the first measurements the theoretical uncer-
tainties on the background rates that are today very large will become negligible and are therefor not
considered here as a contribution to the systematic uncertainties of the central jet veto.

The jet energy scale (JES) variations are considered as dominant systematics. The effects of the
small systematic uncertainties of the reconstructed jet axis in η and φ are neglected (P. Loch private
communication 2008). Also an additional fudging of the JES resolution as proposed in the CSC studies
is not applied because this parametrises detector-non-compensation effects in the early phase of data
taking.

Assuming a collected luminosity of 10 fb−1, the CSC studies devise the following treatment of the
JES systematics. Within aη-range of|η | ≤ 3.2 an energy scaling of±7% and outside the barrel range,
for |η | > 3.2, an energy scaling of±15% is applied. After changing the energy scale in the jets, a
correction of the missing energy measurement is introducedby recalculating the missing energy in the
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following way (where the indexjets f romAOD refers to the unscaled original energies present in the
analysis object data, AOD):

∆ET (x) = ±0.05∗ (| ∑
all jets

E jets f romAOD(x)− ∑
all jets

E jetsvariedJES(x)|)

∆ET (y) = ±0.05∗ (| ∑
all jets

E jets f romAOD(y)− ∑
all jets

E jetsvariedJES(y)|)

ET
missnew(x) = ET

f romAOD(x)−∆ET (x) ; ET
missnew(y) = ET

f romAOD(y)−∆ET (y).

We also check the effect of the half of the systematics variations to account for a better understanding
of the JES in later years of ATLAS running, when Higgs scenarios like the stealthy Higgs [36] may be
considered.

The relative systematic error from the jet energy scale uncertainty on the jet veto is defined by

(Nsurv(varied)−Nsurv(orig))/Nsurv(orig)

and evaluated for each considered working point. HereNsurv(orig) stands for the original number of
events passing the VBF preselection and subsequently the central jet veto andNsurv(varied) for the num-
ber of events that pass VBF selection and the veto after the JES is varied and the missing energy is newly
calculated.A.5.2 De�nition of a Figure of Merit
The ATLAS Higgs boson searches express their sensitivity towards the presence of the Higgs boson
signal in the so called significance. This variable normalises a possible observed excess in signal like
events by the expected fluctuations or error of the background rate. The significance is usually calculated
after a full and refined analysis of the data, with the aim of optimal discrimination between signal and
background, including for example the full set of cuts.

In our search for a suitable figure of merit we decide to use thesignificance for expressing the
sensitivity of specifically the central jet veto, too. But here we analyse only a not very restrictive subset of
the canonical analyses cuts with the idea to keep as much of the sparse fully simulated events as possible
and to become not to specific on an invisible final state. Therefore, even when we are quoting significance
it should be kept in mind that the actual value recited after the fully-fledged analysis including systematic
studies will be different.

As a figure of merit a significance is used given by

< S >=
1
3 ∑

i∈{Sherpa,HerwigPythiaOld}

Si + ∆sysSi
√

B +(∆sysB)2
.

In the formula aboveSi is the expected number of signal events predicted from one ofthe compared
generator andB the expected number of background events, scaled to a luminosity of 30 fb−1. The idea
behind this is to get from averaging over the varying selected signal predictions between a measure for the
common generator prediction. The background sample is always the Z plus jets sample generated with
Sherpa 1.0.11. Choose the direction of variation in whichB gets enhanced due to the JES systematics.

As can be seen in Section A.6.3 the new Pythia power shower exhibits a qualitatively different be-
haviour in the QCD radiation pattern from all other considered generators. Therefore, we decide to
exclude the Pythia power shower in the optimisation. This can be justified with the argument that in
this way one finds an optimal veto and working point for relatively mild deviating generators. If the
first measurements hint that the Pythia power shower is a valid model for nature it will be possible to
find an appropriate veto and working point especially for a significance optimisation in that model as
demonstrated in Sec.A.8.3.
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For the generation of an invisibly decaying Higgs boson produced in VBF three Born-level generators are
regarded, namely Pythia, Herwig and Sherpa. Even if the VBF production process is treated at Born-level
the matrix elements calculated by Sherpa contain Higgsstrahlung graphs (see Sec.A.2.2). Furthermore
as the different Monte Carlo generators apply different models of parton showers and underlying event
description, the distributions of tagging and central jetsare expected to differ. In order to give an esti-
mate of such effects signal samples of Higgs massMH = 130 GeV generated with Herwig-Jimmy 6.5,
Sherpa 1.0.11 and Pythia 6.4 with old parton shower and the new interleaved shower model are compared
in this section.A.6.1 Normalisation
All distributions (Fig. A.6 to A.19) in this section are displayed after a series of loose tagging jet cuts,
selecting a typical VBF jet topology. For comparison all these distributions are normalised to an arbitrary
cross section after cut (C 1) to (C 3) as given in section A.3. After these cuts less than 1 % of all Higgs
boson events stemming from associated production in the Sherpa samples and the sample size can be
corrected for the number of weak boson fusion events [134]. The differences in jet multiplicities in the
differents samples is in this way directly comparable.

Especially the distribution of the third and the fourth hardest jet suffer from larger statistical fluctua-
tions regarding the fully simulated events. We therefore, provide the truth distributions with a very large
statistics that the errors become of the size of the marker. So one can see what behaviour is expected in
the distributions according to the truth information.A.6.2 Kinemati Properties of the Leading and Subleading Jet
First the kinematic properties of the leading and subleading jet are compared in Fig. A.6 to A.13, to
verify that all generators reproduce the typical weak bosontopology satisfactorily. As can be seen in
Fig. A.6 and A.7, the new parton shower model of Pythia tends to yield harder jets, whereas Pythia’s
old partons shower is in agreement with the Herwig prediction for the leading jets. Sherpa produces a
leading jet spectrum peaking a little bit lower than Herwig and old and new Pythia shower. Generally
the reconstructed jets seem to be biased towards slightly harderPT spectra. Nevertheless, the predictions
for the pseudorapidity distributions of the leading (Fig. A.8) and subleading jet (Fig. A.9) have only
little variation in the shape for the different generators.Herwig and Pythia with old shower agree best,
while the new shower of Pythia peaks at a little bit smaller absolute values ofη . In contrast the Sherpa
pseudorapidity distributions peak at the largestη values of all regarded generators. As a well known fact
the jet reconstruction becomes inefficient in the region around |η | ≈ 3.2, where the junction between
barrel and end cap is located. Similarly the small deviations between generators in the pseudorapidity
related distributions of the hardest jets (Fig. A.10 and A.11) reflect the differences in thePT and η
spectra. We observed that the distribution of the invariantjet masses of the leading jets (Fig.A.12) are in
good agreement. One may notice the slightly higher jet masses for Pythia’s new shower according to the
higher jet transverse momentum. Again the predicted azimuthal angular differences between the leading
jets (Fig. A.13) is in good agreement for all compared generators.A.6.3 Kinemati Properties of the Third and Fourth Hardest Jets
Secondly Fig. A.14 to Fig. A.19 show distributions for the next hardest jets to the leading and subleading
jet. Of some interest are possible differences in the third and fourth hardest jets, since the presence of
a central jet with sizable transverse momentum is of importance for the signal acceptance of an applied
central mini-jet veto. Such additional jets are described in all generators by their the parton shower
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models. In the case of Sherpa the third jet is allowed to stem from the exact matrix element down to a
CKKW matching scale of 20 GeV. Indeed this is true in average for every fourth event. Jets below that
scale are from the parton shower only.

As stated before the minimalPT to which jets are build differs for truth and reconstructed jets. To
yield comparable distributions for the third and the fourthhardest jets in the following a common cut
of PT > 15 GeV is made (C 5). Unfortunately this reduces the statistical significance of especially the
distributions involving the fourth jet strongly. In Fig.A.14 and A.15 thePT spectra of the third and the
fourth jets are displayed. The Herwig spectrum is comparable to the old Pythia shower but the new Pythia
shower is producing significantly more and slightly harder jets. In the case of Sherpa the production rate
of third jets that may stem from both matrix elements or parton shower is somewhere in between Herwig
and the new Pythia. This picture remains valid even for the fourth jet. The fourth hardest jets is generated
via parton shower in all compared generators, but it can consist of gluon radiation dominantly emitted
under small angles along the tagging jets and centrally emitted gluon radiation for the underlying event,
depending also on the setting for the underlying event activity.

If one compares theη distributions for the third and fourth jet (Fig. A.16 and A.17), large differences
in the generator predictions become obvious. First of all one notes that the radiation of the third and
even the fourth jet tends to peek more in forward or backward direction for Sherpa exhibiting the most
prominent dip in the pseudorapidity distributions. This isa clear indication that the major fraction of
additional jets in Sherpa are generated by final state radiation and not by the underlying event. In contrary
the new shower model of Pythia produces a very busy and flat distribution of third and forth jets in the
central eta region between|η | ≈ 3. The old shower model of Pythia predicts a smaller abundance for
the third jet that are peaking more around|η | ≈ 3 leaving a central rapidity gap recognisable, while this
gap vanishes for the the fourth jet that may stem from the veryactive underlying event most of the time.
The Herwig prediction for the pseudorapidity distributionof the third jet is almost flat but third jets are
less abundant than in the new Pythia shower model. For theη of the fourth jet Herwig predicts the most
prominent accumulation of jets at small pseudorapidity values around|η | . 2.5.

A variable that serves as a measure of hadronic activity in the η regions between the tagging jets of
VBF events is the so-called Zeppenfeld variable. The variable is defined asη⋆ = η jet3 − 1

2 × (η jet1 +
η jet2). While for most of the backgrounds the Zeppenfeld variable peaks around zero, a large dip in this
region is expected for VBF events due to the lack of colour exchange between the tagging jets. Generally
speaking a large dip in the Zeppenfeld variable for the signal is desirable offering the possibility to apply
an effective central jet veto.

The distributions of the Zeppenfeld variable,η⋆
jet3, is shown in Fig. A.18. Sherpa shows the most

distinctive and widest gap in the pseudorapidity distribution peaking at values around 3. Though the old
shower Pythia’s dip is comparable pronounced peaking at lower pseudorapidity distribution about 2 it
is not as wide as for Sherpa. The new shower model of Pythia generates so many jets over the central
region between|η | . 2 that no rapidity gap in the Zeppenfeld variable is present.An analogue variable,
η⋆

jet4, constructed with the use of the fourth jet instead of the third jet is plotted in Fig. A.19. Again
as seen before in theη jet4 distribution Sherpa is the only MC generator that shows a clear dip in the
pseudorapidity distribution, while the other generators fill this region with jets and Pythia with its new
shower model produces the highest jet rate.

It is remarkable that though for Herwig the truth jets distribution of the Zeppenfeld variable con-
structed with use of the third jet (Fig. A.18) is flat in the full simulation a clear dip in the Zeppenfeld
variable in the central region occurs. Similarly the visible accumulation around zero in the Zeppenfeld
variable constructed with use of the fourth jet (Fig. A.19) for truth jets is flattened for fully reconstructed
jets. The observation that the full reconstruction flattenscentral peaks and amplifies existing dips holds
true also for the other generators, but less pronounced. This may be an effect of differences in the jet
algorithms between truth and full detector simulation likesplitting and merging of jets and calibration
of calorimeter cells and noise cuts. Also one has to keep in mind that the reconstruction efficiency for
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jets has an turn on around the threshold of the reconstruction cut biasing the spectra towards harder jets.
Moreover in particular the reconstruction efficiency varies with η . For example the more expressed dip
in full simulation may be due to a reduced jet efficiency in thecrack region aroundη | ≈ 1.7. Similarly a
reduced jet efficiency in the end caps in forward regions may forge the slopes in the|η | range between 3
and 4 further compared to truth jets.

The abundance of jets with sizablePT ≈ 20 GeV− 65 GeV and the absence of suppression of
hadronic radiation in central region of theη spectrum observed for the new Pythia shower model lead to
the assumption that if this is truly realised in nature the central jet veto is not very useful for the analyses.
On the other hand the situation looks more optimistic if the Sherpa prediction is realised in nature. Be-
cause Sherpa exhibits a radiation pattern of the additionaljets with an emphasised activity along tagging
jets even well visible for the forth jet. This gives rise to the assumption that a jet veto in Sherpa can be
restricted to a larger pseudorapidity range.

Nevertheless a jet veto that should work robust for different Monte Carlo generators is expected
to operate in pseudorapidity ranges, referring to Fig.A.16to A.19, where the difference between the
generators are smallest.
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Fig. A.6: Distribution of the leading jet’s transverse momentum,PT
jet1, as predicted by the different MC

generators for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a massof 130 GeV produced in VBF. The distri-
butions are normalised to an arbitrary cross-section after(c 1)-(c 3). The left plot shows the distribution
of cone 04 Truth jets, the plot on the right side depicts the results of full detector simulation and recon-
struction of cone 04 calorimeter tower jets.
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Fig. A.7: Distribution of the subleading jet’s transverse momentum,PT
jet2, as predicted by the different

MC generators for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a mass of 130 GeV produced in VBF.
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Fig. A.8: Pseudorapidity distribution of the leading jet,η jet1, as predicted by the different MC generators
for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a mass of 130 GeV produced in VBF.
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Fig. A.9: Pseudorapidity distribution of the subleading jet,η jet2, as predicted by the different MC gen-
erators for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a mass of 130 GeV produced in VBF.
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Fig. A.10: Distribution of the pseudorapidity gap∆η j1 j2 between the leading and subleading jet as
predicted by the different MC generators for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a mass of 130 GeV
produced in VBF.
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Fig. A.11: Distribution of the product pseudorapidityη j1×η j2 between the leading and subleading jet
as predicted by the different MC generators for an invisiblydecaying Higgs boson with a mass of 130
GeV produced in VBF. The leading jets are selected to lie in opposite hemispheres in order to be tagging
jet candidates.
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Fig. A.12: Distribution of the invariant massM j1 j2 between the leading and subleading jet as predicted
by the different MC generators for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson of mass 130 GeV produced in
VBF.
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Fig. A.13: Distribution of the absolute azimuthal angular difference, |∆Φ j1 j2|, between the leading and
subleading jet as predicted by the different MC generators for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a
mass of 130 GeV produced in VBF. The leading jets are typically accumulating atπ but depending on
the boost of the Higgs boson the recoiling jets become acoplanar for a large fraction of events.
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Fig. A.14: Distribution of the transverse momentum,PT
jet3, of the third hardest jet as predicted by the

different MC generators for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a mass of 130 GeV produced in
VBF. A transverse momentum cut ofPT > 15 GeV is applied.
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Fig. A.15: Distribution of the transverse momentum,PT
jet4, of the fourth hardest jet as predicted by the

different MC generators for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a mass of 130 GeV produced in
VBF. A transverse momentum cut ofPT > 15 GeV is applied.
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Fig. A.16: Pseudorapidity distribution,η jet3, of the third hardest jet as predicted by the different MC
generators for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a massof 130 GeV produced in VBF. A transverse
momentum cut ofPT > 15 GeV is applied.
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Fig. A.17: Pseudorapidity distribution,η jet4, of the fourth hardest jet as predicted by the different MC
generators for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a massof 130 GeV produced in VBF. A transverse
momentum cut ofPT > 15 GeV is applied.
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Fig. A.18: Distribution of η⋆
jet3 = η jet3− 1

2 × (η jet1 + η jet2), the so-called Zeppenfeld variable, as pre-
dicted by the different MC generators for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a mass of 130 GeV
produced in VBF. A transverse momentum cut ofPT > 15 GeV is applied.
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Fig. A.19: Distribution ofη⋆
jet4 = η jet4− 1

2 × (η jet1 + η jet2) as predicted by the different MC generators
for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a mass of 130 GeV produced in VBF. A transverse momentum
cut of PT > 15 GeV is applied.
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In this section we want to investigate how the distributionsof variables shown in the last sections change
under the detuning of the underlying event in a specific generator, namely Sherpa 1.0.11. This informa-
tion about underlying event tune parameter dependencies can be useful if one wants to tackle the question
whether residual detuning may affect predictions on central jet veto efficiencies. A comparison to other
generators of the last section can be made by eye because of the red histogram of the TeVatron-fixed
underlying event tune which appears in both sections.

We focus on the properties of third and forth hardest jets in the events since the variation of the Qcut

scale has no visible influence on the distributions of the leading and subleading jets from the hard matrix
element, which are displayed in Sec.A.6.2. Though in principle the exchange of the parton distribution
function should influence all jets, the differences for the distributions of the leading and subleading jets
are found to be very small and well contained within the statistical errors of the samples.A.7.1 Sale Variations in the Underlying Event
As described shortly in Sec.A.2.3 the tune determines the average number of (charged) particles produced
per pseudorapidity interval. The energy of these particlesis only measured in the calorimeter system.
These energies are collected by jet building algorithms. The resulting jet depends on the jet algorithms
applied. It can deviate e.g. in how well jet boundaries are defined and in that way in the amount of lateral
energy leakage. Therefore, in principle it may be of interest to study the underlying event with different
jet algorithm too. But this would be beyond the scope of this study and we decide to restrict ourselves to
the simple cone jet algorithm with an opening cone size of∆R = 0.4.

Keeping in mind our ignorance about how large we have to vary Qcut to account for residual uncer-
tainties in underlying event tunes after first data we tried to find a symmetrical Qcut scale variation in
which different underlying event activity becomes visibleif collected by calorimeter-based algorithms.
Naively, one would expect that first of all one has to raise thenumber of additionally produced particles
in a spatial interval over a certain threshold before a cone jet is built up in this region.

The Fig.A.20 to A.23 show the transverse momentum of the third and forth jet along with the Zep-
penfeld distribution and the pseudorapidity distributionof the fourth jet in comparison to the ATLAS
default tune sample the TeVatron tuned sample and the symmetrical variations around its cut scale of
about 30 %. Differences between the samples are now in the abundance of jets more than in general
pseudorapidity QCD radiation patterns.

It is notable that though the TeVatron fixed tuned and CSC ATLAS default tune Qcut differs about
5 %, but the differences in the distributions are almost neglectible. For the extremely raised Qcut of 30
% above the value suggested from the TeVatron data the underlying event activity ceases since the non
diffractive cross section is lowered (see e.g. Fig.A.21). Although this scenario is not expected to be
realistic. On the other hand a lowering of Qcut about 30 % yields a large enhancement of the lowest
additional jets withpT . 30 GeV (see Fig.A.20 and A.22). This value predicts an overall enhancement
of small angle FSR from jets (see e.g. peak region in Fig.A.23) as well as central jet activity from the
underlying event parton shower at central pseudorapidity.

We can conclude from these plots that only a relatively largeoverestimation of much more than 5 %
of Qcut in data tuned models can have a possible negative effect on the applied central jet veto.
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Fig. A.20: Distribution of the third hardest transverse momentumPT
jet3 as predicted by the different

Sherpa1.0.11 underlying eventQcut scale settings for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a mass of
130 GeV produced in VBF. A transverse momentum cut ofPT > 15 GeV is applied.
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Fig. A.21: Distribution of η⋆
jet4 = η jet4− 1

2 × (η jet1 + η jet2) as predicted by the different Sherpa1.0.11
underlying eventQcut scale settings for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a mass of 130 GeV
produced in VBF. A transverse momentum cut ofPT > 15 GeVis applied.
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Fig. A.22: Distribution of the forth hardest transverse momentumPT
jet3 as predicted by the different

Sherpa1.0.11 underlying eventQcut scale settings for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a mass of
130 GeV produced in VBF. A transverse momentum cut ofPT > 15 GeV is applied.
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Fig. A.23: Distribution of the pseudorapidity of the forth hardest jetin the event,η jet4, as predicted by
the different Sherpa1.0.11 underlying eventQcut scale settings for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson
with a mass of 130 GeV produced in VBF. A transverse momentum cut of PT > 15 GeV is applied.
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For this check of a parton distribution function dependencewe compared in Fig.A.24 to Fig.A.27 the third
and forth jet properties of a sample with MRST2004 with the TeVatron tuned sample, which contains
CTEQ6L. The MRST2004 sample will not be expected to coincidewith the correct exponentiation of the
TeVatron tune to LHC centre of mass energies because if PDF’sare exchanged, one has to do a retune of
parameters to the TeVatron data.

There exist many PDF set to various data and subsets of data. Also fitting methods and treatment
of parameters like the scales and couplings vary. A completestudy is beyond the scope of this work.
So we arbitrarily choose a set that is available in LO and NLO and checked that it deviates from the
default CTEQ6l (see. Fig.A.5). From the plot of the PDF’s it is not clear how large the effects on the
reconstructed jets will be in terms of jet momentum spectra and abundance. Our approach is just a quick
check for the magnitude of effects and the main interest in this study is therefore whether effects in such
entities are visible.

Obviously the chosen MRST2004 NLO works against the parton shower activity in the underlying
event, because the NLO sample distributions become almost indistinguishable to distributions without
UE. Though we have choosen only an arbitrary part of the available PDF sets we conclude from these
plots that residual uncertainties of parton distribution functions will most probably have no effect on the
efficiency of an applied central jet veto.
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Fig. A.24: Distribution of the third hardest transverse momentumPT
jet3 as predicted by the different PDF

choices in Sherpa1.0.11 for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a mass of 130 GeV produced in VBF.
A transverse momentum cut ofPT > 15 GeV is applied.
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Fig. A.25: Distribution of η⋆
jet4 = η jet4 − 1

2 × (η jet1 + η jet2) as predicted by the different PDF choices
in Sherpa1.0.11 for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with amass of 130 GeV produced in VBF. A
transverse momentum cut ofPT > 15 GeV is applied.
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choices in Sherpa1.0.11 underlying event for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a mass of 130 GeV
produced in VBF. A transverse momentum cut ofPT > 15 GeV is applied.
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Fig. A.27: Distribution of the pseudorapidity of the forth hardest jetin the event,η jet4, as predicted by
the different PDF choices in Sherpa1.0.11 for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with a mass of 130 GeV
produced in VBF. A transverse momentum cut ofPT > 15 GeV is applied.
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In the following we collect the tabulated results of the study to find an optimised jet veto condition. For
comparison we start in A.8.1 with a compilation of the significances including systematic uncertainties
at the stage where only cut (C 1) to (C 4) are applied. This can be compared in the following with the
results for varying generator predictions using the figure of merit with the Sherpa TeVatron fixed tune and
Herwig and the old shower model in Pythia (see Sec.A.8.2). Below (see Sec.A.8.3) we also investigate
how the central jet veto behaves with the new power shower model in Pythia. Also we compare various
underlying event tunes in Sherpa against each other (see Sec.A.8.4).A.8.1 Signi�anes for the Signal Samples without Central Jet Veto
The results in Tab.A.4 display the significances including the estimated systematic contributions for
each individual signal sample when only applying cut (C 1) to(C 4) for discriminating signal against
background. Keeping in mind that these cuts only rely on the tagging jets characteristics and the missing
energy in the event that is predicted similar for all generators considered one suspects the variation of
significance between 0.58 and 0.67 being predominantly due to statistical fluctuations in the varied JES.
This is visible in the spread of the errors of the signal, while the background sample remains the same.
Naturally effects of the different underlying events of radiation pattern only play a marginal role at this
stage of selection. We will refer to Tab.A.4 later when deciding what the improvement by a central jet
veto studied in the next paragraphs is gained for problematic samples like Pythia with power shower or
Herwig atL = 1×1033cm−2s−1.
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Signal sample Ssyst ∆Ssyst ∆Bsyst

full size JES systematics
ATLAS default 0.64 6.3% 14.7%
TeVatron tune 0.64 6.4% 14.7%
Qcut +30% 0.64 6.5% 14.7%
Qcut −30% 0.67 6.2% 14.7%
MRST2004 NLO 0.61 6.9% 14.7%
no UE 0.63 6.8% 14.7%
Herwig 0.67 5.3% 14.7%
Pythia Old PS 0.58 6.5% 14.7%
Pythia New PS 0.62 5.5% 14.7%
HerwigL = 1×1033cm−2s−1 0.62 6.3% 14.7%

half size JES systematics
ATLAS default 1.30 3.2% 7%
TeVatron tune 1.29 3.0% 7%
Qcut +30% 1.28 2.8% 7%
Qcut −30% 1.36 2.8% 7%
MRST2004 1.23 3.3% 7%
no UE 1.27 3.2% 7%
Herwig 1.37 2.7% 7%
Pythia Old PS 1.18 3.2% 7%
Pythia New PS 1.26 2.8% 7%
HerwigL = 1×1033cm−2s−1 1.26 3.0% 7%

Tab. A.4: Significance and contributing systematic uncertainty for the considered signal samples after
cuts (C 1) to (C 4) but before any central jet veto. In the upperpart the full systematic variation of the
JES is used as devised by studies of 10 pb−1. In the lower part only half of this variation is applied,
assuming better knowledge after long time data taking.
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In Tab.A.5 the optimal choices of a veto condition for each ofthe considered vetos after cuts (C 1) to
(C 4) are compared. The significanceS , serving as our F.o.M., is arithmetically averaged from Pythia
old parton shower model, Herwig, Sherpa in a TeVatron physics tune signal samples at MH = 130 GeV.
The qualitatively deviating predictions of Pythia’s new power shower model are treated separately in
A.8.3. Analysed backgrounds are the Sherpa Z→ νν̄ samples. The average significanceSsyst includes
uncertainties of JES on signal and background. For the detector systematic uncertainties effects on the
result the jet energy scale variations and missing transverse energy corrections are considered, both to
the full and to half extend. This corresponds to the expectation that the uncertainties predicted for 10
pb−1 of data in the early phase can be reduced further by dedicatedstudies in later longtime running of
the ATLAS detector.

In Tab.A.6 for the three best performing vetos a breakdown ofthe size of systematic uncertainties
associated with JES rescaling and the missing energy correction is given. In case of signal the errors
associated to the Herwig sample have been quoted as typical.Since the error of an upward scaling in
the JES always leads to an increase of the expected number of background eventsB the errors inferred
by the upward scaling are used. The reason for the increase may be that more events pass the transverse
momentum cut in the VBF pre-selection. We observe roughly that a doubled JES systematics leads to a
significance reduced by the factor two.

One identifies the three best performing vetos to be veto-4, veto-1, veto-3 in optimistic scenario for
the systematic uncertainties and veto-1, veto-3, veto-4 for the more pessimistic 10 pb−1 scenario (see
Tab.A.6). It is notable that though the ranking with these three best performing vetos is changing the
second best veto reaches almost the performance of the best veto. For that reason, one can not give a
clear recommendation but has at hand three more or less equally well performing vetos.

A slight tendency can be seen for recommending veto-1. Giventhat veto-1 represents the simplest
approach to a central jet veto it performs surprisingly well. The veto-1 has the best performance in the
optimistic scenario and is almost as good as the leading veto-4 in the pessimistic scenario but with the
need to readjust the transverse momentum cut a little. It seems that the larger uncertainty in the JES
prefers a hardening of the transverse momentum cut down to a value between 15 GeV and 20 GeV. A
possibility to become independent of the size of expected uncertainties considered here is to chose a
pT >20 GeV cut in both scenarios. Then the performance is deteriorated about 3 % with respect to the
optimal choice, which is still agreable.

The working point of the best performing veto 4 in the pessimistic scenario is valid in the optimistic
scenario too, which is clearly desirable, albeit it looses about 3 % to the best possible result in that case.

Though veto-3 uses a bit more of spatial information of the∆R of the veto jets this yields compatible
results within 3.5 % to the best but too needs a choice of the working point according to the size of
the uncertainties. It may be that a gain by the use of such distinct spatial information in the veto is
compensated by the averaging of deviating generator predictions in calculating the significance for the
veto-4. In that sense the veto-4 can be an option as soon the generator models can be fixed to data at the
LHC.

From what is said above we can confirm and recommend the use of veto-1 with the working point
pT

cut > 20 GeV and|ηcut | < 3.2, which is a good compromise between an effective discrimination of the
difficult Z boson background and independence from the size of expected systematic influences.A.8.3 The New Power Shower in Pythia and the Central Jet Veto
In Tab.A.7 we collect the best veto conditions of the variousapproaches for the case that the new power
shower description in Pythia is physically valid. The discrimination between Pythia new power shower
and background after (C 1) to (C 4) only, expressed as significance, is 0.62 for full size jet energy scale
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Averaged Significance from Sherpa Herwig Pythia Old Parton Shower

VBF+E/T > 70 GeV cuts half JES uncert. VBF+E/T > 70 GeV cuts full JES uncert.
Ssyst veto cond. Ssyst veto cond.

veto-1 2.39 pT
cut > 20 GeV|ηcut | < 3.2 1.15 pT

cut > 15 GeV|ηcut | < 3.2
veto-2 2.04 pT

cut > 20 GeV|η |min,max
cut < |η |min,max

tag 1.01 pT
cut > 15 GeV|η |min,max

cut < |η |min,max
tag

veto-3 2.38 pT
cut > 20 GeV|∆Rtag

cut | > 0.6 1.12 pT
cut > 15 GeV|∆Rtag

cut | > 0.1
veto-4 2.32 p⋆T

cut > 20 GeV|∆Φtrans.
cut | > 0◦ 1.16 p⋆T

cut > 20 GeV|∆Φtrans.
cut | > 0

veto-5 1.79 pT
cut > 15 GeV|η⋆

cut | < 2.9 0.87 pT
cut > 15 GeV|η⋆

cut | < 2.9
veto-6 1.92 pT -Imbalance> 5 GeV 0.96 pT -Imbalance> 20 GeV
veto-7 2.04 pT

cut > 20 GeV Centrality> 0 1.01 pT
cut > 15 GeV Centrality> 0

Tab. A.5:Suggested best veto conditions for the various central jet vetos using the averaged prediction of
the significanceS from the different MC eventgenerators compared. The significanceS is arithmeti-
cally averaged from Sherpa, Herwig and old Pythia parton shower signal samples atMH = 130 GeV. We
are considering the impact of two values for the JES on our F.O.M, the significanceSsyst and give a list
of the recommended veto conditions in terms of maximal significance, for both JES variations.

Best Three Significances in the MC-generator Comparison

full size JES systematics
Ssyst in workpoint ∆Ssyst DOWN UP ∆Bsyst DOWN UP

veto-4 1.161 -6.1 % 3.3 % -15.2 % 12.6 %
veto-1 1.154 -4.6 % 2.0 % -14.6 % 13.1 %
veto-3 1.119 -4.5 % 1.9 % -15.0 % 13.9 %

half size JES systematics
Ssyst in workpoint ∆Ssyst DOWN UP ∆Bsyst DOWN UP

veto-1 2.392 -2.1 % 2.1 % -6.5 % 5.8 %
veto-3 2.384 -2.0 % 2.0 % -6.6 % 5.9 %
veto-4 2.318 -2.1 % 1.8 % -7.1 % 6.2 %

Tab. A.6: The three best performing veto approaches found after cuts (C 1) to (C 4) in the MC generator
comparison by looking for the maximal significanceSsyst , serving as F.O.M.Ssyst is determined apply-
ing two values of an estimate of JES uncertainty. A breakdownof the size of systematic uncertainties on
Ssyst associated with up and down scaling of the JES and the appropriate missing energy corrections is
given for the signal (∆Ssyst) in column 3 and 4 and for the background (∆Bsyst) in column 5 and 6. In
case of signal the errors associated to the Herwig sample have been quoted as typical.
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variation and 1.26 if the half size is taken (see Tab.A.4). Wefind that the discrimination can be approved
with all veto approaches. The range of improvement is 8 % to 46% in case of half-size systematics and
6 % to 37 % in case of full extent.

The work point of some vetos change significantly e.g. in the transverse momentum cut with respect
to the combined generators optimisation which may justify the separate treatment. If not changing the
work points of the vetos defined in Sec.A.8.2, the significance for the Pythia power shower sample is up
to 6 % worse than in the case of re-adjusted work points. Therefore, it may be worthwhile to adjust a
central jet veto to the new shower conditions.

As in the combined generators optimisation the three best performing vetos are veto-1, veto-3, veto-
4 in the optimistic scenario and veto-1, veto-4, veto-3 in the pessimistic scenario, where the difference
between veto-3 and veto-4 is marginal.

The most important veto-1 becomes favoured in both scenarios and again a littler lower transverse
momentum cut in the pessimistic scenario with a larger JES variation is found. And as before it is
possible to use in the pessimistic scenario apT

cut > 20 GeV cut which this time reduces the significance
of only 1 %. For veto-4 we observe the stability of the work point under both JES variations and the work
point of veto-3 is depending much on the JES variation size with respect topT

cut and not dramatically on
∆Rcut .

All in all these findings too encourage the general choices ofthe working pointpT
cut > 20 GeV and

|ηcut | < 3.2, in veto-1.

Maximal Significance from Pythia with the New Power Shower
VBF+E/T > 70 GeV cuts half JES uncert. VBF+E/T > 70 GeV cuts full JES uncert.
Ssyst veto cond. Ssyst veto cond.

veto-1 1.84 pT
cut > 20 GeV|ηcut | < 3.2 0.86 pT

cut > 15 GeV|ηcut | < 3.2
veto-2 1.63 pT

cut > 30 GeV|η |min,max
cut < |η |min,max

tag 0.81 pT
cut > 30 GeV|η |min,max

cut < |η |min,max
tag

veto-3 1.79 pT
cut > 20 GeV|∆Rtag

cut | > 0.6 0.85 pT
cut > 30 GeV|∆Rtag

cut | > 0.1
veto-4 1.72 p⋆T

cut > 20 GeV|∆Φtrans.
cut | > 0◦ 0.85 p⋆T

cut > 20 GeV|∆Φtrans.
cut | > 0

veto-5 1.36 pT
cut > 15 GeV|η⋆

cut | < 2.9 0.66 pT
cut > 15 GeV|η⋆

cut | < 3.2
veto-6 1.42 pT -Imbalance> 35 GeV 0.70 pT -Imbalance> 20 GeV
veto-7 1.63 pT

cut > 30 GeV Centrality> 0 0.81 pT
cut > 30 GeV Centrality> 0

Tab. A.7:The recommended veto conditions in terms of maximal significanceSsyst including systematic
uncertainties for the various jet veto approaches applied to the Pythia with new Power Shower sample
alone, after cuts (C 1) to (C 4). We are considering the impactof two values for the JES on our F.O.M,
the significanceSsyst .
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In Sec. A.7.1 and A.7.2 one can notice that the different underlying event tunes can be grouped in
three classes. Firstly the samples of low underlying event activity like Qcut +30% and MRST2004NLO,
secondly of moderate activity like ATLAS default and TeVatron fixed tune and thirdly enhanced activity
with theQcut −30% sample. In a rough estimate one can think of the spread in the predictions amongst
these samples as a residual uncertainty or mistuning after tuning a model to first data. We are interested
in the size of effects and whether the choice of the veto conditions would be dramatically different.
Therefor, we repeat the search for an optimal choice in the veto approaches (see Tab.A.8).

The significances are now averaged using all Sherpa signal samples so their values and the optimal
work points found are expected to be different from the combined generator study. Interestingly, while
the work points of the half JES variation change only a little, the full JES variation yields larger deviating
work points. A closer look shows that the yielded optimal averaged significances are missed at most of
1-2 % and even only in a few cases, if the optimal working points are replaced by the ones found in
the combined generator study. This hints to a more or less incidential choice of the deviating workpoint
driven by small statistical fluctuations in the underlying events comparison.

The ranking of the three best performing vetos is veto-1, veto-3, veto-4 in the optimistic scenario
and veto-1, veto-4, veto-3 in the pessimistic scenario. This is consistent with the earlier result in the
combined generator study. The work point in veto-4 again is unchanged despite of the change in the
JES variation, while for veto-3 a larger variation of the JESleads to an earlier rejection of jets with
pT

cut > 15 GeV. In both scenarios the veto-1 is favoured. While in theoptimistic scenario of a half extend
JES variation yields the same work point as in A.8.2 we see a very different pseudorapidity cut in the full
JES variation case. This may be due to the influence of theQcut −30% sample. This is the only sample
in the collection whose overall jet activity is enhanced in the central region too. It seems that low energy
jets in this region can trigger the veto if the JES uncertainty is taken into account. As it is desirable to
choose the work point independently from the size of the JES variation, we check that a cut condition
pT

cut > 20 GeV and|ηcut | < 3.2 in the pessimistic scenario would result in a loss of 5 %.
Since the differences in work point choice and averaged significances are not significant we conclude

that optimal choice for a central jet veto covers as given in A.8.2, will cover safely all effects of a residual
mistune of the underlying event.A.9 Estimate of Pile-up In�uenes
The cross-section for inelastic, non-diffractive pp interactions at the LHC is expected to be around 67
mb [88]. At design luminosity (L = 1034cm−2s−1), the average number of minimum-bias events is
23 per bunch crossing, varying according to a Poissonian distribution. Any collision recorded in the
ATLAS detector therefore contains a superposition of particles coming from several events. In general
the particles from a single "interesting physics" event will have triggered the readout, and additional
particles will come from other uninteresting pp collisions. It is believed that the pile up may become
the main obstacle in applying an effective central jet veto since if not recognised jets from pile up events
may trigger an applied central jet veto even in case of a signal event. Therefore, the performance of a
central jet veto gets worse in case of pile up. It has to be considered whether it remains useful to apply
the veto under high luminosity pile up conditions.

To get a rough estimate about the size of deterioration we apply the different jet veto approaches to
a signal sample with pile up. Only the Herwig sample DS5335 isavailable with sufficient statistics for
this cross check. It has to be emphasised that the simulated pile up is corresponding to the very low
instantaneous luminosity ofL = 1×1033cm−2s−1 where. 3 minimal bias events are expected.

This extra events are immediately seen in an increase of the lower transverse momentum jet activity
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Averaged Significance from Sherpa Underlying Event Tunes
VBF+E/T > 70 GeV cuts half JES uncert. VBF+E/T > 70 GeV cuts full JES uncert.

Ssyst veto cond. Ssyst veto cond.

veto-1 2.25 pT
cut > 20 GeV|ηcut | < 3.2 1.12 pT

cut > 15 GeV|ηcut | < 2.6
veto-2 1.95 pT

cut > 20 GeV|η |min,max
cut < 0.85|η |min,max

tag 0.98 pT
cut > 15 GeV|η |min,max

cut < 0.75|η |min,max
tag

veto-3 2.23 pT
cut > 20 GeV|∆Rtag

cut | > 0.6 1.05 pT
cut > 15 GeV|∆Rtag

cut | > 0.6
veto-4 2.19 p⋆T

cut > 20 GeV|∆Φtrans.
cut | > 0◦ 1.10 p⋆T

cut > 20 GeV|∆Φtrans.
cut | > 0

veto-5 1.73 pT
cut > 15 GeV|η⋆

cut | < 2.3 0.85 pT
cut > 15 GeV|η⋆

cut | < 2.3
veto-6 1.87 pT -Imbalance> 5 GeV 0.91 pT -Imbalance> 5 GeV
veto-7 1.95 pT

cut > 20 GeV Centrality> 0 0.97 pT
cut > 15 GeV Centrality> 0

Tab. A.8:Suggested best veto conditions for the various central jet vetos using the averaged prediction of
the significanceS from the Sherpa underlying event tune. The significanceS is arithmetically averaged
from all Sherpa signal samples atMH = 130 GeV. We are considering the impact of two values for the
JES on our F.O.M, the significanceSsyst and give a list of the recommended veto conditions in terms
of maximal significance, for both JES variations. The results of the optimal working point vary only
slightly.

Best Three Significances from Sherpa Underlying Event Tunes

full size JES systematics
Ssyst in workpoint ∆Ssyst DOWN UP ∆Bsyst DOWN UP

veto-1 1.12 -6.4 % 4.1 % -14.4 % 12.6 %
veto-4 1.10 -6.8 % 4.2 % -15.2 % 12.6 %
veto-3 1.05 -6.6 % 4.3 % -15.0 % 13.9 %

half size JES systematics
Ssyst in workpoint ∆Ssyst DOWN UP ∆Bsyst DOWN UP

veto-1 2.25 -2.7 % 1.6 % -6.5 % 5.8 %
veto-3 2.23 -2.7 % 1.7 % -6.6 % 5.9 %
veto-4 2.19 -3.1 % 2.0 % -7.1 % 6.2 %

Tab. A.9: The three best performing veto approaches found after cuts (C 1) to (C 4) in the Sherpa UE
tuning comparison by looking for the maximal significanceSsyst , serving as F.O.M.Ssyst is determined
applying two values of an estimate of JES uncertainty. A breakdown of the size of systematic uncer-
tainties onSsyst associated with up and down scaling of the JES and the appropriate missing energy
corrections is given for the signal (∆Ssyst ) in column 3 and 4 and for the background (∆Bsyst) in column
5 and 6. In case of signal the errors associated to the TeVatron tune of Sherpa sample have been quoted
as typical.
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with a pT . 35 GeV (see Fig.A.28). These jets often are the third and fourth hardest jets after the leading
jets and are observed to fill the central pseudorapidity gap completely in a way that the Herwig sample
with very low luminosity pile up mimics the Pythia 6.4 samplewith no pile up but the new power shower.
Though it should be mentioned that the significances for the “Power Shower” scenario yielded with the
vetos are even about 17 % worse compared to significances found with the Herwig pile up sample. This
is another prove how large the additional jet activity in thepower phower scenario becomes in contrast
to the other models.

In Tab.A.10 the search for a good veto working point using theHerwig L = 1× 1033cm−2s−1

sample is summarised. Again it proves that the veto-1, veto-3, veto-4 remain the best performing. In
case of pile-up activity the veto 1 can be operated at the sameworking point as before,pT

cut > 20 GeV
and|ηcut | < 3.2, in both scenarios and will yield good results. The result for a Herwig sample without
pile up would be 24 % better than for the pile-up sample. Againwith the same veto condition as in all
other checks before veto-4 can operated with a compatible result. For veto-6 we note that it becomes
most sensitive to the extra jets in pile-up and needs to be operated at significantly higher jet momentum
imbalance in the event cut as without pile up.

One should keep in mind that because the extra jets are also subject to the detector uncertainties the
situation becomes worse if the uncertainties are enlarged.The direct comparison of the Herwig sample
with and without pile up is resulting in a loss in sensitivityin case of pile-up of typically 22 % to 35 %
for half and 26 % to 41 % for full size of uncertainties respectively using the same working points as
defined in A.8.2.

As a result one observes a general deterioration in the figureof merit of best veto conditions (see
Tab.A.10) compared to samples without pile-up. But more important the central jet veto still improves
the significance with respect to the preselection. The situation should be even worse for the nominal low
luminosityL = 2×1033cm−2s−1 where. 5 minimal bias events are expected.

A counter measure that immediately comes to ones mind may be to harden the transverse momen-
tum cut on central veto jet candidates. But within the Atlas Collaboration many more refined efforts
have been started to use information about the displaced vertices of tracks from jets reconstructed with
respect to those from the hard physics event. Those tracks can be treated special or be rejected in jet
reconstruction or other characteristics may be applied to identify the pile up contribution [108,135,137].
The preliminary results look very promising so that it can bepossible to recover a large fraction of the
deterioration in the central jet veto efficiency through pile up. It can therefor be assumed that the best
veto found without pile up will remain compatible even undersevere pile up conditions.

Maximal significanceS from Herwig at L = 1×1033cm−2s−1

VBF+E/T > 70 GeV cuts half JES uncert. VBF+E/T > 70 GeV cuts full JES uncert.
Ssyst veto cond. Ssyst veto cond.

veto-1 2.18 pT
cut > 20 GeV|ηcut | < 3.2 1.02 pT

cut > 20 GeV|ηcut | < 3.2
veto-2 1.88 pT

cut > 20 GeV|η |min,max
cut < |η |min,max

tag 0.93 pT
cut > 30 GeV|η |min,max

cut < |η |min,max
tag

veto-3 2.17 pT
cut > 20 GeV|∆Rtag

cut | > 0.6 1.02 pT
cut > 25 GeV|∆Rtag

cut | > 0.1
veto-4 2.09 p⋆T

cut > 20 GeV|∆Φtrans.
cut | > 0◦ 1.03 p⋆T

cut > 20 GeV|∆Φtrans.
cut | > 0

veto-5 1.55 pT
cut > 20 GeV|η⋆

cut | < 2.3 0.74 pT
cut > 20 GeV|η⋆

cut | < 2.9
veto-6 1.57 pT -Imbalance> 35 GeV 0.81 pT -Imbalance> 20 GeV
veto-7 1.88 pT

cut > 20 GeV Centrality> 0 0.93 pT
cut > 30 GeV Centrality> 0

Tab. A.10: We apply all central jet veto approaches to the Herwig pile-up sample alone. We are con-
sidering the impact of two values for the JES on our F.O.M, thesignificanceSsyst and give a list of the
recommended veto conditions in terms of maximal significance, for both JES variations.
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Fig. A.28:Comparison of the3rd and4th hardest jet in the Herwig sample withL = 0 (no pile-up green)
andL = 1×1033cm−2s−1 (with pile-upred).A.10 Conlusion
In this study we investigated the predictions of various Monte Carlo generator models for the next hardest
jets to the tagging jets in the channel of weak boson fusion Higgs boson production with invisible Higgs
decay. The observed differences depend strongly on the generator’s shower model.

Using ATLAS full detector simulation we devised optimal working points for seven central jet veto
approaches in a combined generator comparison. We regardedas main source of detector systematic
uncertainties jet energy scale variations and missing energy resolution. Since the size of the JES variation
has to be determined we considered a pessimistic scenario where the expected uncertainties are given for
10 pb−1 and a more optimistic scenario expecting that the size of theuncertainty can be reduced to half
of the initial expectation. We observed a dependence of the work point from the size of the JES variation.
This may be explained that above a certain uncertainty in theJES, low energy jets are more and more
relevant to the central jet veto conditions.

Three vetos labelled as veto-1, veto-3, veto-4 in SecA.4 perform best in all scenarios. We devise
the simplest veto-1 to be operated atpT

cut > 20 GeV and|ηcut | < 3.2 with only slight losses to the best
possible results. Its advantage is that it is also working with the more active power shower in the newest
Pythia versions sufficiently well. In this way we confirm the commonly used veto strategy in ATLAS.
It is notable that the veto-4 has only one work point,p⋆T

cut > 20 GeV and|∆Φtrans.
cut | > 0◦, that is valid

in all cross checks so seen to exhibit some robustness if one is willing to tolerate a slightly suboptimal
performance in some scenarios compared to veto-1.

Only a large mistune of theQcut scale in Sherpa 1.0.11 of much more than 5 % leads to a notable
change in the jet’s radiation and the effects of a residual mistune in the underlying event are very small
concerning a central jet veto.
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At last we compare the vetos under pile up corresponding to a very low instantaneous luminosity

of L = 1×1033cm−2s−1. The result is that at the best working point the performancecan be reduced
in the worst case to 46 % under pile-up influence. The recommended work point veto-1 is proved to
be less affected by the pile-up with a deterioration of significance about 24 %. Nevertheless it must be
emphasized that the veto still improves the signal-background discrimination. So it was concluded that
ongoing and future efforts to identify jets from pile-up events will crucially improve the effectiveness of
applying central jet vetos.A.10.1 Comparison to Former Studies
At this point we shortly want to compare our findings to the result of the complementary study described
in [134]. This study focused on a very different final state, namely weak boson fusion H→ τ+τ− →
l+l−+4ν . It uses huge fast simulation samples of the signal done in Herwig, Pythia Old/New and Sherpa
and regards as backgrounds only the QCD contributions from Z→ τ+τ− → l+l− +4ν and att̄ dilepton
sample. It seeks for an optimisation in the standard veto of type 1 and the “in-between-tagging-jet” veto
like type 2 in Sec.A.4. The study observes large differencesin the veto efficiencies stemming from the
uses of different generators and consequently uses a figure of merit that tries to minimise this spread in
the efficiencies and simultaneously yields good backgrounddiscrimination measured, with the expected
number of signal (S) and background (B), by S/

√
B after the complete analysis cutflow.

One main conclusion in [134] is that an analysis of a Pythia with new power shower sample leaving
out the central jet veto yields a better significance than onederived with a veto. In disregarding the Pythia
New sample for optimisation this study recommends an optimal working point for a type 1 vetopT

cut (the
lowest studied value) and a very narrow pseudorapidity region around the centre with|ηcut | < 1.6.

In a direct comparison with the veto type recommended, we seethat our resultpT
cut > 20 GeV and

|ηcut |< 3.2 differs from the former result. Possible explanations are: We aim for a realistic study in fully
detailed detector simulation including expected systematic uncertainties in the jet energy reconstruction.
Also we want to disentangle as most as possible the generatordescription effects at the stage of the jet
veto. Therefore, we apply the jet veto as last criteria aftera loose preselection. This is also necessary
because we are very limited in the statistics of our fully simulated events compared with [134]. We
choose our background according to the fact that it may be very difficult to reject by a central jet veto
when parton shower and underlying event are badly understood and do not regard the same backgrounds
as in [134].

All this may contribute to different findings but most of all we use a very different definition of the
figure of merit. In contrast to [134] we do not seek for a minimisation of veto efficiency differences.
Since efficiency differences can be subject to fluctuations in statistical limited samples and may lead to
instabilities in the optimisation. Also the efficiencies are indirectly contained in the number of signal
events entering the figure of merit. The included expected detector uncertainties contribute directly to
our figure of merit. Our figure of merit prefers work points where the difference in selected background
events becomes small, since the uncertainty on the background rate enters quadratically, not work point
where the differences in the selected signal rate becomes small. In this we suspect the main reason for
the differences in the recommendation of this study and in [134].



B. Details on the hoie of a suitable multivariatelassi�er
As the principle decision had been made to use a multivariateanalysis instead of a cut based analysis,
the question arose what could be the classifier of choice. In the following we want to sketch the ample
study undergone to find a suitable classifier.

This study was complicated by the fact that simultaneously the following questions had to be an-
swered:

1) Which classifier is best when the signal is depending on mass and width? To access that point,
four masses from light to heavy Higgs and widths, from very small, over medium to a large width
of 300 GeV were compared simultaneously. In fact this was themain complication since every
partial result had to be verified to be true for all of these signal hypotheses.

2) Which minimal set of inputs has best sensitivity towards asignal depending on mass and width?
Each classifier regarded was trained several times with subsets of variables according to their
importance. Less important variables had to be identified and excluded from the sets. The results
were compared not only between classifiers but also for hypotheses as stated in cypher 1.

3) Which classifier is best if the preselection cut onEmiss
T of 70 GeV and 100 GeV are compared ?

This meant the results of cypher 1 and cypher 2 were compared on samples with two different
Emiss

T precuts additionally.

4) Which classifier is best if, for a Higgs mass of 130 GeV and only a small width, Sherpa and Herwig
and Pythia MC generators are compared ? This was relatively straight-forward to answer since it
included only one Higgs mass and was compared only for one type of chosen classifier.B.1 TMVA toolkit

An easy to use and extremely versatile tool to perform a multivariate analysis is the toolkit for multi-
variate analysis TMVA [101]. This program is permanently expanded and provides a large variety of
multivariate methods. These methods differ in the degree ofcomplexity and the kinds of problems they
can deal best with. Another aspect is that some classifiers need very much CPU time or need many
events to model the correlation function between the variables correctly and find an optimal discrimina-
tion boundary in the higher dimension parameter space of theproblem.

Several classifiers were tested, we focused on those that were formally known to be used in particle
physics as Fisher’s discriminant, likelihoods, neural networks and boosted decision trees. Besides of
those we also regarded some more exotic classifiers and probability density estimators like k-nearest
neighbours and the selection according to an ensemble of rules provided by the RuleFit algorithm. A
short description of all classifiers and references are given in the TMVA manual [101]. Classifiers that
took very long in preliminary tests or applied specific decorrelation algorithms to the data were not
considered for practical purposes, like the wish for fast and as much as possible simple algorithms.
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In the comparison of classifiers and in reducing the number ofinput variables one needs a measure of
performance, in order to quantify the gain or trade off. There are several ways to judge the performance
of a classifier.Figure of merit
First one can perform a cut on the output distribution of the classifier optimising a figure of merit
(F.O.M.). We chose a F.O.M that gives a frequentist definition of sensitivity of a search for new phe-
nomena introduced in [127]. It is particularly suitable foroptimisation, being independent of a-priori
expectations about the presence of a signal. Thus maximising the F.O.M. allows for the determination of
an output cut that is optimal both for setting limits and for making a discovery. The simple approximate
formula used is given by

F.O.M.Punzi=
εS(t)

a
2 +
√

B(t)
. (B.1)

In the formula aboveB(t) is the expected background at the ’working point’t. In searches for unknown
signals one uses the signal efficiencyεS(t) at the workpoint rather than an expectation of specific signal
rate. One has to chose fora the (double or single sided) quantile of sigma corresponding to the aimed
discovery or exclusion confidence level. In our case we choose the single-sided quantile corresponding
to a 95 % CL.

With the F.O.M one compares the classifier at a single optimalworking point, i.e. the cut on the
output distribution. This cut is found by scanning the background and signal efficiencies. If the cut
becomes too hard the statistical fluctuation will lead to unreliable comparisons. Therefore we introduced
the condition that the background should not be reduced to less than 10% in the working point.

An alternative way to evaluate the performance, described in the next paragraph, is not restricted to
one cut or working pointt, but compares the whole range of possible cuts on the output of a classifier,
and is therefore more robust in case of low statistics.Reeiver operation harateristis
The receiver operation characteristics (ROC) is used as a measure of sensitivity in signal detection the-
ory. For a binary classifier system the ROC curve gives the true positive rate, vs. false positive rate as
its discrimination threshold is varied. If a ROC curve is plotted in terms used by particle physicist it
translates into the purity vs. efficiency or rejection vs. efficiency curves. All definitions have in common
that the area under the ROC curve should ideally be maximal for the best classifier.

In order to find the better classifiers we used both criteria, F.O.M and ROC.Training samples for the hoie of the lassi�er
In order to have large enough samples for training, testing and evaluation of the classifiers, ATLFAST-1
samples are used. The signal samples are summarised in Tab. B.1. The choices of the inspected mass and
decay width combinations account for light (130 GeV), intermediate (200 GeV and 500 GeV) and heavy
(800 GeV) Higgs boson masses. The width of the light Higgs is varied from MeV to 300 GeV. The signal
is normalised to the SM cross section of the Higgs pole mass even when the width changes largely. By
using the same normalisation for the several widths, it is hoped to compare and identify directly possible
effects of the width changes in the training phase.
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For example the 130 GeV samples are normalised with the LO weak boson fusion cross section at√
s = 14 TeV toσLO = 3.93pb. If the performance in the classifiers changes for the various Sherpa 130

GeV samples, this might be attributed to the width differences.
The other decision made before designing the multivariate analysis was to optimise the separation

against W and Z bosons backgrounds. For this reason the corresponding ATLFAST-1 samples listed in
Tab. 4.1 were used as background samples in the training.

Generator MH (GeV) ΓH(GeV) nom.σ (pb) ATLFAST-1 events

Sherpa 130 0.005 3.93 2×106

Sherpa 130 10 3.93 2×106

Sherpa 130 50 3.93 2×106

Sherpa 130 100 3.93 2×106

Sherpa 130 200 3.93 2×106

Sherpa 130 300 3.93 2×106

Sherpa 200 1.4 2.41 2×106

Sherpa 500 67 0.545 2×106

Sherpa 800 307 0.188 2×106

Herwig 130 0.005 3.93 2×106

Pythia 130 0.005 3.93 2×106

Tab. B.1: Signal samples used in the comparison of classifiers. These large samples used only fast
detector simulation.Remark on shape di�erenes in the Emiss

T spetra of various signals
The very initial plan for this study was to consider differences in the shape between theEmiss

T spectra of
the various hypotheses. Since the amount of missing energy from the invisible Higgs decay and therefore,
also of its transverse componentEmiss

T in the event could be correlated to the width properties and yield
characteristic shape differences in the spectrum. But two facts rendered this plan unfeasible.

First the shape differences inEmiss
T predicted by the MC generator were not very large and charac-

teristic. We therefore, present in Fig. B.1 for various hypotheses with Higgs masses between 130 GeV
and 800 GeV and largely varying widths up to about 300 GeV theEmiss

T distribution before cut, just to
get an impression of the size of the shape differences. The signals are generated with Sherpa and the
ATLFAST-1 detector simulation is used. We emphasise that ATLFAST-1 samples contain no fakeEmiss

T
by construction and theEmiss

T calculation in ATLFAST-1 is based on the smeared truth particle energy
entries in the calorimeter cells (see Section 3.3.6).

The shape differences exhibited in Fig. B.1 for the various samples are very small. Yet, heavier and
broader invisible Higgs decays tend to have higher tails to largerEmiss

T values. Also if the Higgs becomes
very heavy it is more likely to be produced almost a rest and the transverse momentum is limited in such
cases.

In fact during the optimisation of the multivariate analysis we tried amongst many others variables
as the missing transverse momentum or its direction in∆Φ to the tagging jets. But theEmiss

T was soon
disregarded from the pool of promising variables and also the direction variables constructed withEmiss

T
were not exhibiting any particular advantage in discrimination power compared to the variables finally
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chosen (see B.1.4). This may contradicts the naïve expectations, but presumably the correlations between
the finally regarded inputs variables already carried most of the exploitable information of the invisible
Higgs final state for the use in the MLP within their correlations.

Secondly the reconstruction of theEmiss
T and the refinement of its resolution is improving rapidly

with beginning of the ATLAS data taking. Further it is expected that pile up and backgrounds with fake
Emiss

T distort theEmiss
T spectrum. The sources of fakeEmiss

T in the detector which are spoiling theEmiss
T

resolution are currently under study.
Also a precise treatment of pile up and the estimate of systematic uncertainties for theEmiss

T measure-
ments are developed for the first time with beginning data taking by the ATLAS collaboration. Without
these efforts finished, a realistic estimate of the sensitivity of ATLAS towards the stealthy Higgs scenario
usingEmiss

T and related variables shape information is very hard to perform. Therefore, we restricted the
use ofEmiss

T to the necessary cut in the preselection for identifying invisible Higgs decays. As described
in the following we tested our optimisation for two different cuts onEmiss

T whether the optimal classifier
and variable sets change or not.
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Fig. B.1: Distribution of the transverse missing energy without cutsin the Sherpa ATLFAST-1 samples
used for the classifier choice. These signal samples represent hypotheses with Higgs masses between
130 GeV and 800 GeV and largely varying widths up to about 300 GeV.B.1.2 List of promising input variables
After a preselection, very similar to the one used finally in the analysis, several variable distributions
were judged by eye, whether difference in shape between several typical signal distributions and the W
and Z boson plus jets background are exhibited.

In total 67 variables were constructed and judged. In the building of the variables we not only used
combinations ofEmiss

T and tagging jets kinematic variables, but also included third and fourth hardest
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jet variables and looked a topological information as all kinds of differences between variables in phase
space e.g.∆η , ∆Φ or ∆R. Some variables were evaluated in lab or rest frame.

For a signal hypothesis two parameters may have influence on the variable distributions, i.e. mass
and decay width. But there was no strong dependence seen on the width of the signal.

Also only a few variables showed really strong shape differences between signal and background,
most variables displayed more subtle differences. We will not give a complete list of all constructed
variables here, but focus in the following on the few more promising variables that were identified in the
shape comparison between signal and background distributions.

In total 14 variables have been identified as possibly valuable input variables, and are listed below.
The majority of variables (1-7) are build by quantities of the tagging candidates. Two variables (8-9)
include direction information of theEmiss

T to the tagging jets. And a last group of variables (10-14) are
calculated from the properties of a third leading jet with apT > 15 GeV, if found in an event, and its
direction to the tagging jets.

Some are of course highly correlated and the lesser performing are likely to be expelled in the next
steps.

1) Mj1j2

is the invariant mass calculated of the tagging jet candidates.

2) ∆Φj1j2

is the azimuthal angle between the tagging jet candidates.

3) ∆ηj1j2

is the pseudorapidity gap between the tagging jet candidates.

4) ηj1 ×ηj2

is the product of the tagging jet candidates pseudorapidities.

5) pT
j1

is the transverse momentum of the leading tagging jet candidate.

6) pT
j2

is the transverse momentum of the subleading tagging jet candidate.

7) ηj1

is the pseudorapidity of the leading tagging jet candidate.

8) ∆Φ(pT
j1,

~ET
miss)

is azimuthal difference between the transverse momentum ofthe leading tagging jet candidate and
the direction ofEmiss

T .

9) ∆Φ(pT
j2,

~ET
miss)

is azimuthal difference between the transverse momentum ofthe subleading tagging jet candidate
and the direction ofEmiss

T .

10) min(∆Rtag,j3)
is the minimal distance∆R =

√

(ηtag−ηtag,j3)2− (φtag−φtag,j3)2 to one of the tagging jet candi-
dates. For the third jets is requiredpT > 15 GeV.

11) ∆Φj1j3

is azimuthal difference between a third jet the leading tagging jet. For the third jets is required
pT > 15 GeV.
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12) ∆Φj2j3

is azimuthal difference between a third jet the subleading tagging jet. For the third jets is required
pT > 15 GeV.

13) η⋆
j3

is the Zeppenfeld variable [30] for a third jetη⋆
3 = η3 − 1

2(η1 + η2). The emission pattern of a
potential third jet differs for the signal with a lack of colour exchange in the weak boson fusion for
the background processes with colour exchange.

14) ∆Φ( j3,( j1 j2)restframe)
The two tagging jets( j1 j2) are boosted back into their rest frame. The azimuthal angle of a
third jetj3 to this axis of the dijet system is evaluated in that frame. For the third jets is required
pT > 15 GeV.

In Fig. B.3-B.16 the distributions of these 14 variables in the ATLFAST-1 samples used in the classifier
study are presented. The distributions shown are after an early version of preselection cuts similar to the
final preselection. Main difference is a low tagging jet cutpT > 20 GeV and a reducedEmiss

T > 100 GeV
cut. Additionally it was checked that a lowered cut onEmiss

T > 70 GeV in the event would not change
the evaluation of the usefulness of the variable.

All variables are presented in the following way. In the leftpanel the comparison of the signal
hypotheses tabulated in Tab. B.1 is presented. To improve the visibility of the legend we first present in
Fig. B.2 only the legends that are always the same in all distributions in Fig. B.3-B.16.
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Fig. B.2:Left panel: Legend applicable for a comparison of several signal hypotheses distributions after
preselection. Right panel: Legend applicable for a comparison between shape of signal and W and Z
bosons backgrounds after preselection.

In case of the signal distributions, three features can be compared. The first feature is the width
influence at the examples of a MH = 130 GeV signal and varied invisible width from no extra width
to very large. These correspond to the magenta (no extra width) and orange to red shaded histograms.
The second feature is the influence of the Higgs mass comparing MH = 130 GeV with MH = 200 GeV
up to MH = 800 GeV . These histograms are denoted with shades of the colour blue, the heavier the
darker. Lastly the third feature is the comparison between Sherpa, Herwig and Pythia’s old and new
shower model for MH = 130 GeV , corresponding to green shaded histograms. In the right panel the W
and Z boson background are given as green/brown histograms.As reference and guideline for the eye to
compare shape of background and the signal, the signal of thefirst row in Tab. B.1 appears also as violet
histogram in the right penal.
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Fig. B.3: Distributions of the variable no. 1 in the ATLFAST-1 samplesused for the classifier choice.
Plotted are in the left panel a comparison of several signal hypotheses. A comparison between shape of
signal and W and Z bosons background after preselection is shown in the right panel.
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Fig. B.4: Distributions of the variable no. 2 in the ATLFAST-1 samplesused for the classifier choice.
Plotted are in the left panel a comparison of several signal hypotheses. A comparison between shape of
signal and W and Z bosons background after preselection is shown in the right panel.
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Fig. B.5: Distributions of the variable no. 3 in the ATLFAST-1 samplesused for the classifier choice.
Plotted are in the left panel a comparison of several signal hypotheses. A comparison between shape of
signal and W and Z bosons background after preselection is shown in the right panel.
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Fig. B.6: Distributions of the variable no. 4 in the ATLFAST-1 samplesused for the classifier choice.
Plotted are in the left panel a comparison of several signal hypotheses. A comparison between shape of
signal and W and Z bosons backgrounds after preselection is shown in the right panel.
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Fig. B.7: Distributions of the variable no. 5 in the ATLFAST-1 samplesused for the classifier choice.
Plotted are in the left panel a comparison of several signal hypotheses. A comparison between shape of
signal and W and Z bosons backgrounds after preselection is shown in the right panel.
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Fig. B.8: Distributions of the variable no. 6 in the ATLFAST-1 samplesused for the classifier choice.
Plotted are in the left panel a comparison of several signal hypotheses. A comparison between shape of
signal and W and Z bosons backgrounds after preselection is shown in the right panel.
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Fig. B.9: Distributions of the variable no. 7 in the ATLFAST-1 samplesused for the classifier choice.
Plotted are in the left panel a comparison of several signal hypotheses. A comparison between shape of
signal and W and Z bosons backgrounds after preselection is shown in the right panel.
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Fig. B.10: Distributions of the variable no. 8 in the ATLFAST-1 samplesused for the classifier choice.
Plotted are in the left panel a comparison of several signal hypotheses. A comparison between shape of
signal and W and Z bosons backgrounds after preselection is shown in the right panel.
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Fig. B.11: Distributions of the variable no. 9 in the ATLFAST-1 samplesused for the classifier choice.
Plotted are in the left panel a comparison of several signal hypotheses. A comparison between shape of
signal and W and Z bosons backgrounds after preselection is shown in the right panel.
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Fig. B.12:Distributions of the variable no. 10 in the ATLFAST-1 samples used for the classifier choice.
Plotted are in the left panel a comparison of several signal hypotheses. A comparison between shape of
signal and W and Z bosons backgrounds after preselection is shown in the right panel.
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Fig. B.13:Distributions of the variable no. 11 in the ATLFAST-1 samples used for the classifier choice.
Plotted are in the left panel a comparison of several signal hypotheses. A comparison between shape of
signal and W and Z bosons backgrounds after preselection is shown in the right panel.
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Fig. B.14:Distributions of the variable no. 12 in the ATLFAST-1 samples used for the classifier choice.
Plotted are in the left panel a comparison of several signal hypotheses. A comparison between shape of
signal and W and Z bosons backgrounds after preselection is shown in the right panel.
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Fig. B.15:Distributions of the variable no. 13 in the ATLFAST-1 samples used for the classifier choice.
Plotted are in the left panel a comparison of several signal hypotheses. A comparison between shape of
signal and W and Z bosons backgrounds after preselection is shown in the right panel.
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Fig. B.16:Distributions of the variable no. 14 in the ATLFAST-1 samples used for the classifier choice.
Plotted are in the left panel a comparison of several signal hypotheses. A comparison between shape of
signal and W and Z bosons backgrounds after preselection is shown in the right panel.
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We note in the distributions displayed in Fig. B.3-B.16 the following general features:

1) in the signal distributions describing the tagging jet kinematics (Fig. B.3-B.16), the differences in
the distributions that are visible for Sherpa samples appear for different Higgs masses. In other
words the tagging jets distributions depend a little bit on the Higgs mass.

2) in the signal distributions describing the tagging jets kinematics (Fig. B.3-B.16), the 130 GeV
Higgs mass point is shown with a variation of the decay width.But the differences in the distribu-
tions of the tagging jets are only mild, even if the width becomes large. In other words the tagging
jets distributions exhibit no significant dependence on theHiggs decay width.

3) There are striking generator model differences between Herwig, Pythia in old and new parton
shower model and Sherpa, if one regards variables that include additional jets (Fig. B.3-B.16). In
Sherpa these jets can stem from the matrix element and in the other generators these jets stem from
showering only. In that aspect we choose an practical approach. For the moment we deliberately
assume the Sherpa model as one possible model and conduct ourstudy to be consistent with the
Sherpa MC for signal and main background. The results of the study are then a proof of principle,
how sensitive ATLAS can be in the stealthy Higgs model. In early data taking, studies of the
QCD physics underlying the models in generators will be ableto decide which model is realised
in nature and also the tuning of the models to the data in the generators will be perfected. At that
stage the sensitivity may be reaccessed with the improved models. Though the exploitation of third
jet variables may improve the signal background discrimination, it would be desirable to perform
the sensitivity study as much as independent from variableswith third jets to avoid the influence
of generator models on the results.

4) We have not explicitly analysed the potentially high correlation between these many variables.
Since we will try out of various classifiers for this set of variables, this aspect can be dealt with
in that step. Because it is known, while high correlations between variables do not improve per-
formance of some classifiers like the classical likelihood,correlations can add information and
improve discrimination for other classifiers like the neural networks.Considered lassi�ers

To get acquainted with the variety of classifiers at hand, we made preparing tests with a reduced set
of only 6 variables (see first row in Tab. B.2). We tried out classifiers that were used in previous
high energy physics analyses. We aimed to identify a robust method, which should be as simple as
possible and for which people have already an experience, e.g. the Fisher’s discriminant as a linear
discriminant analyser (LDA) or the artificial neural networks (MLP), boosted decision trees (BDT) and
likelihood discriminator. Also we added two more unknown probability density estimators like the k-
nearest neighbours algorithm (kNN) or the ensemble rules learning algorithm, called RuleFit.

The tested likelihood showed no good performances and were in average very slow, especially when
decorrelation was applied. Hence, they were not regarded any further. The Fisher discriminant, which is
a classifier without need of training, served as a transparent baseline discriminator. Though it is a well
known fact that correlation among variables can deteriorate the Fisher’s discriminant performance.



B.1. TMVA toolkit 219B.1.3 Performane optimisation of lassi�ersStep 1 boiling down the 14 variables to only the most useful variables
The 14 variables were the starting point and tested in the classifiers given in the second row of Tab.
B.2. Though a classifier like the boosted decision tree can befed with even not useful variables which
are simply ignored during training, clearly it is advisableto keep an analysis as simple as possible. All
the classifiers therefore were run with all 14 variables simultaneously. The classifiers summarise after
training the importance of the individual variables. The measure of importance is specifically defined
for each classifier [101]. It had been carefully inspected which variables were used best in the individual
classifier. This made it possible to exclude for each classifier the worst performing variables. In this step
the likelihood classifier exhibited very bad performance that it was depreciated in the next step. At this
early stage it showed that the MLP was always very good performing, e.g. if one compared the area
below the ROC curve to other classifiers.

.

Classifier 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 comment

various Likelihood
tested X X ⊕ PT

miss X X ⊕ min(|∆Φ(pT
tag,~E

T
miss|) not useful

Fig.

Fisher,MLP variables
RuleFit,kNN X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ranking
BDT

Fisher X X X X |X| |X| X low perf.

(vs. MLP) X X X X |X| |X| baseline

MLP
X X X X X X X X X good

X X X X X X X X indep. inputs

RuleFit X X X X X X good perf.

(vs. MLP) X X X X X X X instable rank.

BDT X X X X X X X X X robust but

(vs. MLP) X X X X X X X X X X many inputs

kNN X X X X X X robust

(vs. MLP) X X X X X X X but slow

Tab. B.2: Summary of studied classifiers and their variables combinations. IN row 1 the result of the
preparing classifier test is summarised. From row 2 on the classifier comparison and optimisation is
summarised. We compared the Fisher’s discriminant (Fisher), multilayer perceptron (MLP), boosted
decision trees (BDT), rule based selection (RuleFit) and the k-nearest neighbour (kNN) classifiers. A
variable entering the input variables set is marked by X. In the first column the used classifiers are listed.
If more than one classifier is listed in the cell, these were compared in one TMVA training simultaneously.
Especially from row 3 on, the listed classifier has been simultaneously compared with a MLP with the
same input variable set. For the Fisher’s discriminant inputs had to be antisymmetrised by taking the
modulus.
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The remaining relative important variables of a classifier were further inspected by grouping them in
maximal two newly combined variable sets per classifier. Thereby we neglected one or two of the least
important variables to check whether the performance can bereached with a minimal set. In row 3 to 7
of Tab. B.2 the variables and classifier combinations are summarised.

Again the performances of the classifiers were compared overthe range of hypotheses given in Tab.
B.1 with respect to some classifier specific performance information like variables importance and the
F.O.M and mostly the ROC criteria. The later was very useful in a direct comparison with the MLP, hence
the MLP was spotted of being well performing in step 1. This comparison with a subset of variables was
done in the following way that the same set of variables in a MLP was compared with the classifier under
study (e.g. Fisher’s discriminant, BDT, RuleFit, kNN) to see whether a MLP would beat the classifier.

In Tab. B.3 we give examples for some equally well performingMLP input sets.

MLP0 MLP1 MLP2 MLP3 MLP4

Mj1j2 ∆Φ(pT
j1,

~ET
miss) η⋆

j3 pT
j1 ∆ηj1j2

∆Φj1j2 pT
j1 ηj1 ×ηj2 ∆Φj1j3 Mj1j2

pT
j2 Mj1j2 ∆Φ(pT

j1,
~ET

miss) ∆Φj2j3 ηj1 ×ηj2

min(∆Rtag,j3) ∆Φj1j2 ∆Φ(pT
j2,

~ET
miss) η⋆

j3 ∆Φj1j2

∆ηj1j2 pT
j2 ηj1 ηj1 ×ηj2 ∆Φ(pT

j2,~ET
miss)

pT
j1 min(∆Rtag,j3) Mj1j2 Mj1j2 min(∆Rtag,j3)

∆ηj1j2 pT
j2 ∆Φj1j2 ηj1

min(∆Rtag,j3) pT
j2

∆ηj1j2 min(∆Rtag,j3)
∆ηj1j2

Tab. B.3: The input variables combinations for the MLP’s that performed as well as the other tested
classifiers. But also this good performance seemed to be stable over the tested hypothesis, while classi-
fiers like RuleFit and kNN showed unstable training results and the BDT used many variables without
exceeding the MLP performance.

The corresponding ROC curves are displayed in Fig. B.17 for three signal hypotheses. One sees the
variables set in the column named MLP2 performs best for low masses and widths but falls back behind
MLP0 or MLP1 variable combinations for higher mass. But generally the differences are marginal. Only
the many variables set in column MLP3 is clearly disfavouredin all cases. Generally the small set of
input variables of MLP0 performs at least as second best. This was interpreted as a hint that number of
the possible useful variables can be very small.Comparison of multivariate lassi�ers for signal and bakground disrimination
It was observed that though the performance seemed to be well, looking at all signal hypotheses the
RuleFit1) and the kNN, which was also slow, seemed to yield very unstable results, hence they were de-
preciated. Boosted decision trees performed quite good when comparing the F.O.M, but needed between
9 to 10 variables. It was interesting to see that the MLP with less variables performed in terms of the

1) RuleFit reached in some cases the best F.O.M values with few variables. RuleFit determines sets of selection rules which
model the variables phase space in training. It was observedthat the number of rules needed for classification spread over a
large variety from 9 rules to 79 rules comparing rather similar signals. This effect was not understood and hence RuleFitwas
depreciated.
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Fig. B.17: Examples of ROC curves for various MLP showing the performance’s on threeMH andΓH

signal hypotheses. The same W and Z bosons backgrounds were used for training.

F.O.M only slightly worse. This was seen as a hint that one cantune the MLP to a lesser number of
variables without much trade off in performances.Depreiation of third jet related variables
Though some of the third jet variables, namelymin(∆Rtag,j3) and the highly correlated Zeppenfeld vari-
ableη⋆

j3, are contained in the best performing MLP combinations, thedecision was made to depreciate
them. The reason was that the description of these variablesdiffers visibly in fast and detailed detector
description. While this is possible to correct by reweighting it was noted also that the abundance of low
pT reconstructed third jets is overestimated by the fast detector simulation. The fewer cases of events
with a third jet reconstructed by the more refined algorithmsin full detector simulation would lead to a
strong reduction of discrimination power.

Last but not least it was mentioned several times that the description of third jets depends on gener-
ator modelling so far untested at the LHC. In some years from now on, one can expect that ATLAS has
sufficient background and signal MC at hand, which is very accurately tuned to the data. Then the gen-
erator model dependencies will be not involved anymore. Under such conditions, it may be worthwhile
to reaccess the presented third jet variables and check whether they provide discrimination power.

We describe in the next paragraph that we were able to identify variables using only the two tagging
jet candidates properties that perform almost as good and provide a more robust and simple analysis.Step 3 tuning the MLP
From the beginning of the classifier test, the MLP proved to bealways among the better or best per-
forming classifiers. Therefore, in step 2 we always tested the classifier under consideration i.e. Fisher,
RuleFit, BDT and kNN vs. a MLP with the same inputs. The resultshowed that the MLP is very com-
petitive. If it was not exceeding the classifier the MLP performance was only slightly worse than the
considered classifier. Therefore, step 2 provided a very detailed test of the MLP with several input vari-
ables. In Tab. B.3 we summarised the five best performing MLP’s run in step 2. Quite independent from
the mix of input variables the MLP show good performance. On the basis of this test the MLP became
the classifier of choice.

We chose to optimise the MLP classifier in a third steps further. Because the best MLP found in
step 2 contained the variable depending on the third jetmin(∆Rtag,j3), we sought to replace that variable.
For that we took the best ranked variables of the two tagging jet candidates and combined them in four
additional MLP’s that are summarised in Tab. B.4.

Note, that we also wanted to quantify a possible performanceloss by depreciating the third jet vari-
ables. Therefore, as reference MLP0 of Tab. B.3, which was second best performing but most simple
MLP is step 2 appears again. MLP1 is even simpler as it is MLP0 without min(∆Rtag,j3). The other
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MLP’s grouped the strongest tagging jet variables and especially tried to make use of the direction of
Emiss

T towards the tagging jets, since∆Φ(pT
j2,~ET

miss) showed shape difference.

MLP0 MLP1 MLP2 MLP3 MLP4

Mj1j2 Mj1j2 ∆Φ(pT
j1,

~ET
miss) pT

j1 ∆Φ(pT
j2,

~ET
miss)

∆Φj1j2 ∆Φj1j2 pT
j1 pT

j2 pT
j1

pT
j2 pT

j2 Mj1j2 Mj1j2 Mj1j2

∆ηj1j2 ∆ηj1j2 ∆Φj1j2 ∆Φj1j2 ∆Φj1j2

pT
j1 pT

j1 pT
j2 ∆Φ(pT

j1,
~ET

miss) pT
j2

min(∆Rtag,j3) ∆ηj1j2 ∆Φ(pT
j2,

~ET
miss) ∆ηj1j2

ηj1

ηj1 ×ηj2

∆ηj1j2

Tab. B.4:Summary of studied MLP inputs in order to find a minimal set of good performing variables
without third jet variables. Therefor MLP1 to MLP4 were tested against the best MLP with a third jet
variable, i.e. MLP0. Additionally the contribution ofEmiss

T direction information was studied in MLP2
to MLP4, finding no significant contribution by this information.

In Fig. B.18 the ROC curves of the MLP0 to MLP4 are compared over a range of hypotheses. The
plots are done with a preselection cutEmiss

T > 100 GeV close to the final cut value. One sees that
the reference MLP with the third jet variablemin(∆Rtag,j3), that we decided to replace, really showed
the best performance. But most important the difference in the area under the ROC curves is small for
all other tested MLP. As a second evaluation criterion, in Fig. B.19 the F.O.M values gained by the
compared MLP of step 3 (Tab. B.4) are shown. In fact the F.O.M became only approximately 5 % worse
compared to the best MLP with the third jet variable by depreciating min(∆Rtag,j3), as can be seen in
Fig. B.19. Clearly the MLP0 reaches the highest values. The other MLP’s perform quite similar. Since
the F.O.M.’s are determined at a working point that may not bethe actual working point in the analysis,
the ROC curves are taken more into account for a decision. Generally, as Fig. B.18 indicates the area
below the ROC curves differs only very little for most for alltested signal hypotheses. Considering all
these information, this comparison enabled us to chose the simplest MLP without expecting a loss in
performance more than a few percent.Observations
The dependence on the decay width seems rather mild. The risein the F.O.M. visible in the Fig B.19 is
very shallow for Higgs bosons with mass of 130 GeV and varyingwidth. If differences in performance
are observed the may also stem from the preselection. Signalsamples with a larger decay width tend to
pass the preselection cut onEmiss

T more often. Since such signal show a slightly better performance in
the F.O.M., which depends on the efficiency. A similar argument applies for the heavier Higgs masses.
We observed that the optimal cut on the MLP output tends to be slightly harder if the Higgs is heavier.
This reduces the number of expected background events. The reduced background expectation leads to
higher values of the F.O.M.

It was very surprising that the very strong shape differencein the variable∆Φ(pT
j2,~ET

miss) was not
improving the MLP analyses. This can be seen e.g. in the comparison of the F.O.M of MLP1 with
MLP2 to MLP4 in Fig B.19. It may be caused by the fact that the dominant discrimination comes
from the description of the correlations between the variables. Therefore, the other variables may have
approximated these correlations well enough and no improvement was added by∆Φ(pT

j2,~ET
miss).
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Fig. B.18: Examples of ROC curves for various MLP showing the performances on all regardedMH

andΓH signal hypotheses. The legend entries are ordered according to their area under the ROC curve,
largest area mentioned first.
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Fig. B.19: Comparison of the F.O.M as a function of the testedMH andΓH signal hypotheses, reached
for the reference MLP0 and the MLP1 to MLP4. The highest F.O.Mis indeed reached by the reference
MLP0, but the MLP1 to MLP4 reach all very similar values of theF.O.M., which is only a few percent
worse. For higher Higgs mass the cut on the MLP output can be made harder and more background is
suppressed, which yields higher values of the F.O.M.B.1.4 Choie of MLP design for the multivariate analysis
The final choice, MLP1 from Tab. B.4, is a very good compromisebetween performance and complexity.
Its good performance seemed to be stable over the tested hypothesis. Also only five variables, using
exclusively tagging jet candidates quantities, are sufficient to yield that good performance. From analysis
point of view a simple analysis is always preferable, with respect to stability and influence of systematic
uncertainties. Especially the use ofEmiss

T not only in the preselection, could have propagated a new
systematical impact of this quantity into the multivariatepart of the analysis.B.1.5 Additional tests on the MLP performaneOvertraining test
During all phases is was assured that there was no overtraining of the classifiers present biasing the
performance. This was done by evaluating the control plots TMVA produces automatically. Two kind of
plots can be used to look for possible overtraining. As one measure for overtraining can serve an error
function of the MLP, which measures the deviation between the response and the desired target value
(background= 0, signal= 1) for each event during the training. The summed error function plotted as
function of the training cycles should decrease monotonically. A rising in the error function may indicate
overtraining. More directly overtraining can be checked during the test phase after training. In this phase
plot like the one in Fig. 5.12 compare the MLP output from the training phase with the output gained
with the training weights evaluated in statistically independent samples. Both output distributions should
be in statistical agreement if no overtraining is present.
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T preut set to 70 GeV or to 100 GeV

The missing energy in the event is one most important selection criteria in the preselection, which is not
entering the variables of the multivariate analysis, sincea hard cut was made to separate the dijet back-
grounds beforehand. In contrast, jet related variables of the preselection enter the multivariate analysis
studied here, because the precut values were chosen to be notvery hard. But since the scale ofEmiss

T may
be affected by uncertainties it would be desirable to chose amultivariate analysis design that is optimal
even at different scales ofEmiss

T . Since the finalEmiss
T cut is close to 100 GeV the results on this samples

were regarded as more important for the choice. Nevertheless all rankings in performance were checked
to be valid on the samples with preselection cut of 70 GeV.In�uene of generator di�erene
After the choice of a multilayer perceptron as multivariateclassifier, it was compared for the Higgs boson
mass 130 GeV and a few MeV width whether the performance of thefive best MLP’s is very sensitive
on the different MC event generators. We had corresponding samples of Sherpa, Herwig and Pythia6.4,
run with old and new parton shower model available. Judging from the ROC curve comparison diplayed
in Fig. B.20, strong generator model dependence was not observed in any of the best MLP’s (this is true
for MLP4 not shown here). We show in Fig. B.20 the results of a comparison after a preselection cut
Emiss

T > 100 GeV as example, but it was checked that a lower cut of 70 GeVdoes not change the picture.
One observes that the signal MC generator used is not affecting the ROC curves of all tested MLP’s

very much. This may be due to the fact that the background MC was the same in all MLP trainings. In
fact the difference in the ROC curve is very small for the MLP0with min(∆Rtag,j3), which is very sensitive
to differences in the underlying model of additional jet radiation. But as seen before this variable is not
contributing very much to the discrimination power of the MLP0. We conclude, that a possible difference
in third jet distributions of the signal may not be visible inthis comparison and that the small differences
observed in the ROC curves may be solely due to statistical fluctuations rather due to model differences.
In other words the test of the MLP’s with signal MC from different generators and same background
samples give a hint that the method is rather robust against generator modelling differences.B.2 Additional omparison of the input variables distributions in detailed andfast detetor simulations
As shown in Fig. 5.6 in Chapter 5.3.4 there is a sufficient agreement in the shape of tagging jet distri-
butions between detailed and fast detector simulation for the Z boson plus jets background. Since we
presented the shape comparison after the complete standardpreselection, the MC events of the detailed
detector simulation became sparse compared to the ATLFAST-1 samples. The fluctuations may make
the judgement of the degree of agreement difficult. In Fig. B.21 to Fig. B.22 we present for reference
the comparison plots of the input variables after preselection for fast (blue histogram) and full (red his-
togram) detector simulation for the W boson plus jets samples and for a signal,MH = 200 GeV and
ω = 5. Though the fluctuations and the MC statistical errors are larger, we conclude that these compari-
son plots confirm the statistical agreement between the samples and the claim that the shape of the input
variables is described in the same way in both kinds of simulations, hence ATLFAST-1 samples can be
used as the training samples of the MLP.B.3 In�uene of systematial variations on the input variable distributions
In Section 6.3 we optimised the cut on the MLP output distributions under consideration of the influence
of the detector related systematical uncertainties. Therewe gave only some examples for the effect of
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Fig. B.20: Examples of ROC curves for various MLP’s showing the performances on a signal,MH =
130 GeV andΓH = 5 MeV. This signal is generated with Herwig, Sherpa or Pythia in two kind of parton
shower models. The preselection cutEmiss

T > 100 GeV was applied for training. No specific generator
dependencies of the MLP’s performance is visible. This is also true, if a preselection cutEmiss

T > 70 GeV
is used.
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Fig. B.21:The five input variable distributions in comparison betweenfast and detailed simulated events.
The distribution are displayed for comparison of possible shape differences in ATLFAST-1 and detailed
Geant4 detector simulation. Shown is the W plus jets background. All distributions are normalised to
unity to make the shape comparison possible.
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Fig. B.22:The five input variable distributions in comparison betweenfast and detailed simulated events.
The distribution are displayed for comparison of possible shape differences in ATLFAST-1 and detailed
Geant4 detector simulation. Shown is a signal withMH = 200 GeV andω = 5. All distributions are
normalised to unity to make the shape comparison possible.
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the JES rescaling and the jet energy resolution smearing on the input variables distributions of the MLP
and reported the general tendency and relative importance of the various systematical variations. Here
we want to display all input variables ATLFAST-1 distributions with the variations applied during the
systematical studies for reference.

In Fig. B.23 to Fig. B.42 the effects of all studied systematic variations on the five input variables
of the MLP are displayed. We have chosen to show an example signal hypothesisMH = 200 GeV and
ω = 5, (always in the left panel) and important W and Z bosons backgrounds added (always in the right
panel). The following variables are presented,

1) pT
j1

is the transverse momentum of the leading tagging jet candidate.

2) pT
j2

is the transverse momentum of the subleading tagging jet candidate.

3) Mj1j2

is the invariant mass calculated of the tagging jet candidates.

4) ∆Φj1j2

is the azimuthal angle between the tagging jet candidates.

5) ∆ηj1j2

is the pseudorapidity gap between the tagging jet candidates.

beginning with the larger of the two JES rescaling followed by the smaller one that was finally used in
the MLP analysis and the jet energy resolution smearing and the varied isolated lepton veto probability.
The later one are shown to prove that their effect is very small compared to the JES rescaling effects.
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Fig. B.23:Systematic variation of the input variablepT
j1 under the change of the JES about3.75%−7.5%.

Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter the training of the MLP classifier. Plotted is
signal,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons backgrounds
(right panel).
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Fig. B.24:Systematic variation of the input variablepT
j2 under the change of the JES about3.75%−7.5%.

Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter the training of the MLP classifier. Plotted is
signal,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons backgrounds
(right panel).
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Fig. B.25: Systematic variation of the input variableMj1j2 under the change of the JES about3.75%−
7.5%. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter thetraining of the MLP classifier. Plotted
is signal,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons backgrounds
(right panel).
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Fig. B.26:Systematic variation of the input variable∆Φj1j2 under the change of the JES about3.75%−
7.5%. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter thetraining of the MLP classifier. Plotted
is signal,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons backgrounds
(right panel).
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Fig. B.27:Systematic variation of the input variable∆ηj1j2 under the change of the JES about3.75%−
7.5%. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter thetraining of the MLP classifier. Plotted
is signal,MH = 200 GeV andω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons backgrounds
(right panel).
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Fig. B.28: Systematic variation of the input variablepT
j1 under the change of the JES about1.75%−

3.75%. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter thetraining of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons
backgrounds (right panel).
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Fig. B.29: Systematic variation of the input variablepT
j2 under the change of the JES about1.75%−

3.75%. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter thetraining of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons
backgrounds (right panel).
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Fig. B.30: Systematic variation of the input variableMj1j2 under the change of the JES about1.75%−
3.75%. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter thetraining of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons
backgrounds (right panel).
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Fig. B.31:Systematic variation of the input variable∆Φj1j2 under the change of the JES about1.75%−
3.75%. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter thetraining of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5,(left panel), and the added important W boson Z boson
background (right panel).
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Fig. B.32: Systematic variation of the input variable∆ηj1j2 under the change of the JES about1.75%−
3.75%. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter thetraining of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons
backgrounds (right panel).
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Fig. B.33: Systematic variation of the input variablepT
j1 under the random smearing of the jet energy

resolution. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter the training of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons
backgrounds (right panel).
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Fig. B.34: Systematic variation of the input variablepT
j2 under the random smearing of the jet energy

resolution. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter the training of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons
backgrounds (right panel).
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Fig. B.35: Systematic variation of the input variableMj1j2 under the random smearing of the jet energy
resolution. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter the training of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons
backgrounds (right panel).
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Fig. B.36:Systematic variation of the input variable∆Φj1j2 under the random smearing of the jet energy
resolution. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter the training of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons
backgrounds (right panel).
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Fig. B.37:Systematic variation of the input variable∆ηj1j2 under the random smearing of the jet energy
resolution. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter the training of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons
backgrounds (right panel).
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Fig. B.38: Systematic variation of the input variablepT
j1 under a changed veto probability for isolated

leptons. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter the training of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons
backgrounds (right panel).
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Fig. B.39: Systematic variation of the input variablepT
j2 under a changed veto probability for isolated

leptons. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter the training of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons
backgrounds (right panel).
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Fig. B.40:Systematic variation of the input variableMj1j2 under a changed veto probability for isolated
leptons. Shown are distribution in ATLFAST-1 samples that enter the training of the MLP classifier.
Plotted is signal,MH = 200 GeV and ω = 5 (left panel) and the added important W and Z bosons
backgrounds (right panel).
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C. Searh for Invisibly Deaying Higgs Bosons withLarge Deay Width Using the OPAL Detetor atLEP
This specifically mass and width dependent invisible Higgs search in the OPAL data [10] was basically
designed during a diploma thesis as an proof of principle andthere utilised for a search only in the highest
centre of mass energy data above 206 GeV. During the beginning of this thesis some major extension
and modifications have been undertaken. In particular the decay-width range of the search was extended
and made in finer steps. This implied to extend the optimised coverage with specifically chosen mass
and width dependent searches. It was also checked that this searches can be used at lower centre of
mass energies hence the complete OPAL data set from

√
s = 183 GeVto206 GeV was analysed during

this time. Furthermore the complete systematic uncertainties were determined in several representative
search points (since the kinematic properties of the signalvaried) by the use of data surrogates, that
rendered signal free.

For the reason that most of the work was done during this thesis and for reference the published
version of this search is appended here.
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This paper describes a topological search for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson, H, produced via the
Bjorken process (e+e− → HZ). The analysis is based on data recorded using theOPAL detector atLEPat
centre-of-mass energies from 183 to 209 GeVcorresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 629 pb−1.
In the analysis only hadronic decays of the Z boson are considered. A scan over Higgs boson masses
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cross-section times branching ratio to an invisible final state. For moderate Higgs boson decay widths,
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predicting a large invisible decay width of the Higgs boson.As an example we interpret the results in
the so-called stealthy Higgs scenario. The limits from thisanalysis exclude a large part of the parameter
range of this scenario experimentally accessible atLEP 2.
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242C. Searh for Invisibly Deaying Higgs Bosons with Large Deay Width Using the OPAL Detetor at LEPC.1 Introdution
An intense search for the Higgs boson was undertaken by all ofthe four LEP experiments in various
Standard Model and non–Standard Model search channels. Searches for the Standard Model Higgs
boson, exploiting the prediction for its decay modes and also searches for invisible Higgs boson decays
as predicted by various extensions of the Standard Model, excluded Higgs masses up to 114.4 GeV [1,2].
These latter searches assumed a rather small invisible decay width comparable to the predicted Standard
Model decay width for a light Higgs boson and well below the experimentally achievable mass resolution
of about 3 to 5 GeV.

Recent theories that postulate the existence of additionalspatial dimensions offer a new possibility
for invisible Higgs decays [3]. In such theories the Planck mass is lowered to the TeVrange and a rich
spectrum of new particles appears, like graviscalars in thecase of flat extra dimensions. Hence the Higgs
boson can mix with the graviscalars, which leads to a missingenergy signature in the detector [3]. This
mixing can result in a large invisible decay width of the Higgs boson, depending on the model parame-
ters, and would therefore alter the Standard Model branching ratios. As a consequence of the broadening
of the Higgs resonance in the recoil mass spectrum, the signal-to-background ratio can deteriorate signif-
icantly. In a worst case scenario, searches optimised underthe assumption of a narrow Higgs resonance
might have missed the detection of a kinematically accessible Higgs boson atLEP.

This paper describes a search for the Higgs boson, H, which imposes no constraints on the total decay
width. The Higgs boson is assumed to be produced in association with a Z boson via the Bjorken process,
e+e− → HZ, where the Z is required to decay hadronically and the invisible Higgs boson is detected
as missing energyEMIS in the event. The results are presented in a model-independent way in terms
of limits on the Bjorken production cross-section times branching ratio,σ(MH,ΓH)×BR(H → EMIS),
at a centre-of-mass energy of 206 GeV, whereΓH is the Breit–Wigner width of the Higgs boson. A
simple model extending the Standard Model with additional SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y singlet fields which
interact strongly with the Higgs boson (“stealthy Higgs scenario” [4]) is chosen as an example for the
interpretation of the result. This interaction gives rise to a large invisible decay width of the Higgs
boson. This dedicated search expands on the previous decay-mode-independent search [5] carried out
by theOPAL Collaboration which reported for the first time limits on theHZ production cross-section,
interpreted in the stealthy Higgs model.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the stealthy Higgs scenario. Section 3 gives
details about the modelling of signal and background. Section 4 describes the search and the results are
interpreted in Section 5. We summarise the results in Section 6.C.2 The stealthy Higgs senario
In general renormalisable theories there might be other fundamental scalars, in addition to the Standard
Model Higgs boson, that do not interact with normal matter. To investigate the influence of a hidden
scalar sector on the Higgs observables the stealthy Higgs scenario conjectures the existence of additional
SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y singlet fields called phions. Radiative corrections to weakprocesses are not
sensitive to the presence of singlets in the theory because no Feynman graphs containing singlets appear
at the one-loop level. Since effects at the two-loop level are below the experimental precision, the
presence of a singlet sector is not ruled out by anyLEP 1 precision data [4]. These phions would not
interact via the strong or electro-weak forces, but couple only to the Higgs boson [4], thus offering
invisible decay modes to the Higgs. The width of the Higgs resonance can become large if either the
number of such singlets,N, or the coupling,ω , is large, thus leading to a broad mass spectrum recoiling
against the reconstructed Z boson.

The Lagrangian of the scalar sector in this model contains only four additional parameters compared
to the Standard Model. Not listing the unchanged couplings of the Higgs boson to the fermions, the
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scalar part of the Lagrangian is given by

Lscalar = LHiggs+Lphion+Linteraction (C.1)

LHiggs = −∂µφ†∂ µφ −λ (φ†φ − v2

2
)2 (C.2)

Lphion = −1
2

∂µ~ϕ ∂ µ~ϕ − 1
2

m2
phion~ϕ2− κ

8N
(~ϕ2)2 (C.3)

Linteraction = − ω
2
√

N
~ϕ2φ†φ . (C.4)

The termLHiggs describes the usual Standard Model Higgs doubletφ acquiring the Standard Model
vacuum expectation value,v, and having its self-couplingλ . In the free Lagrangian of scalar singlets,
Lphion, the singlets with massmphion are denoted as the O(N)-symmetric multiplet~ϕ. The phions also
have a self-couplingκ , which is fixed atκ(2MZ) = 0, to allow for the widest parameter range of the
model. The self coupling term entering loop calculations issuppressed like 1/N. The interaction term
between the Higgs and the additional phions,Linteraction, leads to the phenomenological consequence of
invisible Higgs decays because the Higgs boson couples to the phions independently of their mass. The
strength of the coupling is instead proportional to the coupling constantω , which is a free parameter
of the model. Even though the vacuum-induced mass term of thephions after the symmetry-breaking
is suppressed like 1/

√
N [4], the phions occur in loop corrections to the Higgs boson propagator and

therefore affect the resonance width of the Higgs boson. An analytic expression [6] for the change in the
Higgs width compared to the Standard Model decay width,ΓSM, can be found in the limitN → ∞, when
neglecting the self-coupling of the phions as a small effect:

ΓH(MH) = ΓSM(MH)+
ω2v2

32π MH
×
√

1−4m2
phion/M2

H. (C.5)

The cross-section for the Bjorken process can be calculatedfrom Equations 9 and 10 of reference [4].
Using the parametrisation for the invisible decay width (Equation 1 and 2 in [7]) one can express the
total cross-section for the production and invisible decayby

σ(e+e−→Z+EMIS) =
∫

dsI σ(e+e−→ZH)(sI)

√
sI Γinv

H

π((M2
H − sI)2 + sI Γ2

H)
. (C.6)

Here sI denotes the invariant mass squared of the invisible decay products of the Higgs boson. The
production rate of these invisible masses is given by the Standard Model cross-section1) σ(e+e−→ZH)(sI)
for a Higgs boson of mass

√
sI . Hence the Standard Model cross-section completely determines the

dependence of the total cross-section on the centre-of-mass energy (see e.g. in [8]). Therefore the total
cross-section goes rapidly to zero for Higgs boson masses above the kinematic limit. The effect of
the convolution with the Breit-Wigner-like function is a broadening of the resonance in the recoil mass
spectrum and hence a dilution of the signal-to-background ratio. In extreme cases of large invisible decay
width one could expect the Higgs recoil mass spectrum to mimic the background. In such extreme cases
even a light and kinematically accessible Higgs boson mighthave escaped detection atLEP.

In Section C.5.2 we derive limits on the stealthy Higgs modelunder the assumption ofmphion = 0.
By simulating signal spectra for different Higgs boson massesMH and widthsΓH, we set limits in the
ω-MH plane in the largeN limit.

1) By choosingω > 0 one can prevent the phions from acquiring a non-zero vacuumexpectation value and avoid a Higgs-
phion mixing due to a non-diagonal mass matrix. In case of non-zero mixing, the couplings of the lightest scalar to the gauge
boson would decrease proportional to the cosine of the mixing angle. As a consequence the cross-section of the Bjorken process
would be lowered.
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TheOPAL detector [9], operated between 1989 and 2000 atLEP, had nearly complete solid angle3) cov-
erage and excellent hermeticity. The innermost detector ofthe central tracking was a high-resolution
silicon microstrip vertex detector [10] which lay immediately outside the beam pipe. The silicon mi-
crovertex detector was surrounded by a high precision vertex drift chamber, a large volume jet chamber,
andz–chambers which measured thez coordinates of tracks, all in an uniform 0.435 T axial magnetic
field. A lead-glass electromagnetic calorimeter with presampler was located outside the magnet coil.
In combination with the forward calorimeters, a forward ring of lead-scintillator modules (the “gamma
catcher”), a forward scintillating tile counter [9, 11], and the silicon-tungsten luminometer [12], the
calorimeters provided a geometrical acceptance down to 25 mrad from the beam direction. The silicon-
tungsten luminometer served to measure the integrated luminosity using small angle Bhabha scattering
events [13]. The magnet return yoke was instrumented with streamer tubes and thin gap chambers for
hadron calorimetry and is surrounded by several layers of muon chambers.

The analysis is based on data collected with theOPAL detector atLEP 2 from 1997 to 2000 at
centre-of-mass energies between 183 and 209 GeV. The integrated luminosity analysed is 629.1 pb−1. To
compare with the Standard Model Monte Carlo the data are binned in five nominal centre-of-mass-energy
points, corresponding to the energies at which the Monte Carlo is produced, as detailed in Table C.1.

A fast online filtering algorithm classifies the events as multi-hadronic. Events are reconstructed
from tracks and energy deposits (“clusters”) in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. All
tracks and energy clusters satisfying quality requests similar to those described in [14] are associated
to form “energy flow objects”. The measured energies are corrected for double counting of energy in
the tracking chambers and calorimeters by the algorithm described in [14]. Global event variables, such
as transverse momentum and visible mass, are then reconstructed from these objects and all events are
forced into a two-jet topology using the Durham algorithm [15].C.3.2 Signal and bakground modelling
To determine the detection efficiency for a signal from an invisibly decaying Higgs boson and the amount
of expected background from Standard Model processes, several Monte Carlo samples are used. Signal
events for a hypothetical Higgs boson massMH decaying with arbitrary broad widthΓH are simulated by
reweighting invisibly decaying events of type H→ χ0

1χ0
1 . The mass of neutralinosχ0

1 is chosen such that
the Higgs boson with massmi can decay into a pair of neutralinos, which leave the detector without being
detected. These Higgs bosons with decays into ‘invisible’ particles are generated with massesmi from
1 GeVto 120 GeVwith theHZHA [16] generator. The HZHA events are generated assuming the Standard
Model production cross-sectionσ(e+e−→ZH) for the Higgs boson. The test massesmi are spaced in steps
of 1 GeV. The spacing of the test masses is chosen such that they are not resolved by the detector in the
signal yielded after a reweighting procedure described in the following. From Equation C.6 one extracts
the event weightswi(mi;MH,ΓH) for a mass pointmi contributing to the search for a Higgs boson of mass
MH and total decay widthΓH. The total decay widthΓH is defined as the sum of Standard Model width
and invisible widthΓinv

H .

wi(mi;MH,ΓH) =

dσ
dmi

(mi)

∑120GeV
m j=1GeV

dσ
dm j

(m j)
(C.7)

3) OPAL used a right-handed coordinate system. Thez axis pointed along the direction of the electron beam and thex axis
was horizontal pointing towards the centre of the LEP ring. The polar angleθ was measured with respect to thez axis, the
azimuthal angleφ with respect to thex axis.
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dσ
dmi

(mi) =
σ(e+e−→ZH)(mi) 2m2

i Γinv
H

π((M2
H −m2

i )
2 + m2

i Γ2
H)

. (C.8)

The Standard Model cross-sectionσ(e+e−→ZH) for the Bjorken production process in Equation C.8 prop-
agates the centre-of-mass energy dependence of the total cross-section into the weights. The unweighted
signal Monte Carlo samples contain 2000 events per mass point mi. In the reweighted signal Monte Carlo
sample all test masses contribute according to their weight. The reweighted massesMH range from 1 to
120 GeVspaced in steps of 1 GeV. The smallest width simulatedby this procedure is aΓH of 1 GeVand
the largest aΓH of 3 TeV. The detection efficiency for a Higgs boson withMH andΓH is estimated by the
sum of selected event weights assuming binomial errors.

The classes of Standard Model background processes considered are two-photon2), two- and four-
fermion processes. For simulation of background processesthe following generators are used:KK2F [17]
and PYTHIA [18] (q q̄(γ)), GRC4F [19] (four-fermion processes),PHOJET[20], HERWIG [21], Ver-
maseren [22] (hadronic and leptonic two-photon processes). For Monte Carlo generators other than
HERWIG, the hadronisation is done usingJETSET 7.4 [18]. The integrated luminosity of the main back-
ground Monte Carlo samples is at least 15 times the statistics of the data for the two-fermion background,
24 times for the four-fermion background and 30 times for thetwo-photon background. The Monte Carlo
events are passed through a detailed simulation of theOPAL detector [23] and are reconstructed using
the same algorithms as for the real data.C.4 Searh for e+e− → HZ with Z → q q̄and H → EMIS �nal state
The event selection is intended to be efficient for the complete range of possible Higgs massesMH and
corresponding decay widthsΓH studied in this search. The preselection cuts remain relatively loose and
are intended to accumulate signal like event topologies in the data. The final discrimination between
signal and background is done by a likelihood-based selection. The optimised likelihood selection has
to account for the fact that the kinematical properties of the signal change considerably over the range of
masses and width hypotheses considered.C.4.1 Event topologies
The signal signature is generally characterised by an acoplanar two-jet system from the Z boson decay.
We use the term ‘acoplanar’ for jet pairs if the two jet axes and the beam axis are not consistent with
lying in a single plane. The decay products of the Z boson are preferentially emitted into the central
part of the detector, recoiling against the invisibly decaying Higgs boson. This is because, in contrast
to the irreducible background of ZZ→ q q̄νν which is produced with an angular dependence of the
differential cross-section proportional to cos2θ , the Bjorken process is proportional to sin2θ . The Higgs
boson decay leads to a large missing momentum and a significant amount of missing energy. In two-
photon processes, where the incoming electron and positronare scattered at low angles, usually one or
both of the electrons remain undetected. Events of this typehave large missing momentum with the
missing momentum vector,~pMIS, pointing at low angles to the beam axis. The two-photon events have a
small visible invariant massMVIS and a tiny transverse momentumpT

MIS but a considerable longitudinal
momentum along thez-axis in the common case that the two photons do not have equalenergy. Due to
these special characteristics this background can be easily reduced to a negligible level.

The two-fermion background important for this search consists of Z/γ∗ →q q̄(γ) events. These events
tend to have a big cross-section if one or more initial state radiation photons (abbreviated as ISR photons)
are emitted so that the effective centre-of-mass energy

√
s′ is reduced to a value near the Z-resonance

2) Two-photon interactions occur when an electron and a positron at high energies and in close proximity emit a pair of
photons which interact via the electromagnetic force to generate a fermion pair.
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(so-called radiative return events). The emission of ISR photons happens predominantly at small polar
angles. In case of a mismeasurement or escape of the ISR photons through the beam pipe these events
have a sizeable missing momentum preferentially oriented at small polar angles, close to the beam pipe.
In such events the two jets are almost coplanar.

The most difficult background to separate is four-fermion processes with neutrinos in the final state,
such as W+W−→ ℓ±ν q q̄ andW±e∓ν → q q̄e∓ν with the charged lepton escaping detection. The irre-
ducible background to this search stems from ZZ→ ννq q̄ (about 28 % of all ZZ decays) leading to a
signature indistinguishable from a signal event with a Higgs mass close to the Z boson mass. The vector
bosons are usually not produced at rest, leading to a transverse momentum of the two-jet system and
therefore to a large acoplanarity of the jets, as in the signal case. Furthermore, the missing momentum
vector points into the central detector more often than for the two-fermion case. To discriminate between
this background and the signal one can exploit the difference in the angular distribution of the differential
production cross-section.C.4.2 Preseletion
In order to reduce the amount of background data only events fulfilling the following quality criteria are
analysed. From cut No.(5) onwards, the cut values were defined using as a guide a simple figure of merit
based on the efficiency and expected background. The following cuts remove almost all the two-photon
background:

(1) To reduce two-photon and accelerator induced background, track criteria are applied demanding
that more than 20 % of all tracks be qualified as good measured tracks [24] and that at least 6 of
them be found.

(2) A forward energy veto rejects events with more than 5 GeVin either the left or right compartment
of the gamma catcher calorimeters or the silicon tungsten luminometers. Events with more than
2 GeVin the forward calorimeters are also removed.

(3) The missing transverse momentumpT
MIS should exceed 1 GeVandMVIS has to be larger than 4 GeV.

(4) Less than 20 % of the measured visible energyEVIS should be located close to the beam pipe in
the region|cosθ | > 0.9.

(5) The visible energyEVIS must be less than 90 % of
√

s.

(6) It is required that the visible mass of the event should beof order MZ, i.e. 55 GeV< MVIS <
105 GeV. An asymmetric cut around the Z mass is chosen, since with increasing Higgs massMH

the Z bosons will be more and more off-shell.

The remaining backgrounds at this stage, which are more difficult to remove, are mismeasured Z/γ∗ →
q q̄ events, four-fermion processes with neutrinos in the final state, such as W+W− → ℓ±νq q̄ and
W±e∓ν → q q̄e∓ν with the charged lepton escaping detection (see Table C.2).

(7) To select events that are well measured in the detector with a visible massMVIS close toMZ and a
sizeable transverse momentumpT

VIS the following criterion is applied:MVIS +5× pT
VIS >

√
s/2

(8) A large part of the q q̄ events and the remaining two-photon background is eliminated by requiring
the visible transverse momentumpT

VIS > 6 GeV.

(9) To remove backgrounds in which particles go undetected down the beam pipe, the projection of
the visible momentum along the beam axis,pz

VIS, is required to be less than 0.294
√

s.
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(10) To reduce the radiative q q̄(γ) background, the polar angle of the missing momentum vectormust
lie within the region|cosθMIS| < 0.9.

(11) The axes of both jets, reconstructed with the Durham algorithm, are required to have a polar
angle satisfying|cosθ | < 0.9 to ensure good containment. Furthermore this cut exploitsthe fact
that events of the WW and ZZ background are produced according to an angular distribution
proportional to cos2θ .

(12) The remaining background from Z/γ∗ → q q̄ is characterised by two jets that tend to be back-to-
back with small acoplanarity angles, in contrast to signal events in which the jets are expected
to have some acoplanarity angle due to the recoiling Higgs boson. Here the acoplanarity angle
φACOPLAN is defined as 180◦−φ j j whereφ j j is the angle between the two jets in the plane perpen-
dicular to the beam axis. This background is suppressed by requiring that the jet-jet acoplanarity
angle be larger than 5◦.

(13) W+W− events with one of the W bosons decaying leptonically and theother decaying into hadronic
jets are rejected by requiring that the events have no isolated leptons. In this context, leptons are
low-multiplicity jets with one, two or three tracks, associated to electromagnetic or hadronic en-
ergy clusters, having an invariant mass of less than 2.5 GeVand momentum in excess of 5 GeV.
In the case of a single-track candidate, the lepton is considered isolated if there are no additional
tracks within an isolation cone of 25◦ half-angle, and if the electromagnetic energy contained be-
tween cones of 5◦ and 25◦ half-angle around the track does not exceed 5 % of the sum of the track
energy and the electromagnetic energy within the 5◦ half angle cone. In the case of a two- or three-
track candidate, consisting of the tracks and electromagnetic or hadronic energy clusters confined
to a cone of 7◦ half-angle, the lepton is considered isolated if the sum of track and electromagnetic
energy between the 7◦ half-angle cone and a 25◦ half-angle isolation cone does not exceed 15 %
of the lepton energy.

For each individual centre-of-mass energy there is good agreement between the numbers of expected
background events and observed candidates after the preselection. Table C.2 gives the number of pre-
selected events summed over all centre-of-mass energies. Figure C.1 shows the distributions for back-
ground classes summed over all centre-of-mass energies andthree arbitrarily scaled signal distributions
(at a centre-of-mass energy of 206 GeV). The efficiencies of the preselection vary on average between
39 % and 55 % for small decay widths and between 45 % and 53 % for larger decay widths aboveΓH =
100 GeV.C.4.3 Likelihood analysis
To consider the changing kinematic properties of the signalhypotheses in an optimal way, five different
likelihood-based analyses for the signal and background discrimination were applied after the preselec-
tion. By a likelihood analysis we denote the combination of aset of likelihood input variables, a so-called
likelihood, and the corresponding reference distributions of these variables. The reference distributions
are filled with events of the specific classes for which the likelihood is calculated. The classes considered
in this search are the two- and four-fermion backgrounds andthe signal events. The two-photon events
are negligible after the preselection. The search uses combinations of two likelihoods and three fixed
signal mass ranges for unweighted reference histograms.

To compare the kinematic properties of a selected data eventto the hypothesis (MH,ΓH) when evaluat-
ing the likelihood, one in principle has to fill weighted signal reference distributions for each hypothesis
(MH,ΓH). This will soon lead to an unmanageable technical effort, given the number of hypotheses
scanned. Therefore a compromise was sought in which certainkinematic properties of the signal were
emphasised and simultaneously the number of reference histograms kept small. This was achieved by
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filling unweighted signal reference histograms. For most ofthe (MH,ΓH) hypotheses all signal masses
were used for filling the reference histograms. This reflectsthe fact that for a very large decay width
of the Higgs boson the possible values of kinematical variables are also smeared out over a large range.
It was, however, found that the sensitivity of the likelihood selection (i.e. the median expected upper
limits onσ(MH,ΓH)×BR(H → EMIS)) could be increased further for small widths below 50 GeVby fill-
ing reference histograms with signal masses from 50-80 GeVand from 80-120 GeVfor intermediate and
heavy Higgs boson masses respectively. A first likelihood was designed for a signal consisting of small
masses (MH < 80 GeV) or large masses and a very large width (ΓH ≥ 110 GeV). In this likelihood input
variables are used exploiting the characteristics of the dominant fraction of light masses in the signal
mass distribution. However for signal masses aboveMH = 80 GeVand small or moderate (i.e. below
110 GeV) decay widths, the contribution of large masses dominates the signal mass distribution. In this
case the kinematics and topology of the signal events are determined by the higher masses close to the
kinematic limit. A second likelihood is therefore built with input variables optimised for such signal
characteristics. In the following the choice of the inputs for the two optimised likelihoods are presented.

The first three input variables are used in both likelihoods (see Figure C.3) .

(1) (1+P(MVIS ≡ MZ))−1

P(MVIS ≡ MZ) is the probability of a kinematicalχ2 fit of the jet four-vectors under the assump-
tion that the invariant mass of the two jets is compatible with the Z boson mass. The uncertainties
on the measured jet energies are of the order of 5-10 GeV, while the jet directions are measured to
approximately 1-2◦ [25]. This variable depends only weakly on the Higgs mass. For events with
non-converging fit the probability is set to zero. They therefore accumulate at a value of 1.

(2) − logy32

The Durham algorithm groups two energy flow objectsi and j into a jet as long as their separation
in phase spaceyi j = 2×min(E2

i ,E2
j )× (1− cos(θi j)/E2

VIS is smaller then the cut valueycut. The
number of jets in an event is predefined to be 2,y32 is the value ofycut where the two-jet topology
of the event changes to a three-jet topology. Hence the negative logarithm of the so-called jet
resolution parametery32 is a measure for the jet topology being more two-jet like (large value of
− logy32) or three-jet like (small value of− logy32).

(3) pT
MIS/

√
s

The transverse missing momentumpT
MIS is one of the most prominent characteristics of signal-like

events, but depends very much on the Higgs boson mass. For a heavy Higgs boson produced close
to the kinematic threshold almost at rest, the Z boson has almost no boost and decays into two
more or less back-to-back jets. In this case the discriminating power of the variable is lost.

The next three variables (see Figure C.4) complete the first likelihood, which is used for all Higgs masses
in the domain of very large width > 110 GeVor low Higgs masses <80 GeV.

(4) φACOL

The acolinearity angleφACOL of the two-jet system is obtained by subtracting the three-dimensional
angle between the reconstructed jet-axes from 180◦. Events containing a low-mass Higgs boson
exhibit on average a larger acolinearity than the background.

(5) |cosθ∗|
The Gottfried-Jackson angleθ∗, is defined as the angle between the flight direction of the Z boson
in the laboratory frame and the direction of the decay products of the Z boson boosted into the Z
boson rest-frame. The variable tends to have smaller valuesfor the signal.
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(6) − logy21

The variable− logy21 is analogous to− logy32 and measures the compatibility of the event with a
two-jet topology. Two-jet events tend to accumulate at small values of− logy21.

The last three variables (see Figure C.5) tune the second likelihood to become more sensitive for large
Higgs boson masses and small to moderate widths.

(7) EMax
JET /

√
s

The variableEMax
JET measures the energy of the most energetic of the two jets. This is on average

higher for the four-fermion background, due to the boost of the W and Z pairs, whereas heavy
Higgs bosons and a Z boson are produced at rest.

(8) RPti

This variable is the significance of the acoplanarity between the two jets, taking into account de-
tector resolution and acceptance. The discrimination power is enhanced by weighting the acopla-
narity with the average jet polar angle, since transverse jet directions are more precisely measured
at large polar angles. Signal events tend to have a more significant acoplanarity and thus larger
values ofRPti than background. The precise definition ofRPti can be found in the OPAL analyses
of ZZ → qqνν events [26].

(9) (MVIS + MMIS)/(MVIS −MMIS)
This variable, described in [27], uses two strongly correlated quantities, the invariant missing mass
MMIS and the visible mass of the eventMVIS. Depending on the mass reconstruction accuracy it can
have positive or negative values. The signal distribution of this variable is broader and accumulates
at higher values than for the two- and four-fermion events, which are distributed more narrowly
around the origin.

From the two likelihoods and three ranges of signal masses filled in the reference histograms one has
six analyses to search for the different hypotheses inMH and ΓH. The study of the median expected
σ(MH,ΓH)×BR(H → EMIS) shows that five of these six are sufficient to have an optimallyefficient
analysis for each signal hypothesis characterised byMH and ΓH (see Figure C.2) in the range stud-
ied. Likelihood 1 was not used with the reference distribution filled for the signal mass range of 80 to
120 GeV. Figure C.6 a) to c) and g) to h) display examples for the likelihood distributions of all five
analyses used. In the histograms the events selected at all five centre-of-mass energies are added up,
although each centre-of-mass energy was evaluated separately in the limit setting as explained in Section
C.5.1. The appropriate likelihood was calculated for each background, data and signal event. In case of
a signal event it was added to the histogram with the weight defined in Equation C.7. The number of
expected signal events is normalised according to EquationC.6. The use of different analyses gives rise
to varying shapes of the likelihood distributions of the background. Also the various shapes of the signal
likelihood distributions are visible for differentMH andΓH. Since the form of the likelihood distributions
for signal and background can yield additional informationin the limit calculation, only a loose cut is
applied in the likelihood selection, requiring a signal likelihood larger than 0.2.C.4.4 Corretion of bakground and signal e�ienies
A correction is applied to the number of expected backgroundevents and the signal efficiencies due to
noise in the detectors in the forward region which is not modelled by the Monte Carlo. The forward en-
ergy veto used in the preselection can accidentally be triggered by machine backgrounds. The correction
factor is derived from the study of random beam crossings, and applied individually for each year of data
taking. Random beam crossing events were recorded when no physics trigger was active. The fraction
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of events that fail the veto on activity in the forward regionis below 3.4 % for all runs analysed. The
detailed breakdown of the fraction of accidentally vetoed events is given in the last column of Table C.1.C.4.5 Systemati unertainties
A possible signal in the data would reveal itself by alteringthe shapes of the distributions of the discrim-
inating variables. Thus a systematic deviation in the description of a reconstructed observable between
Standard Model Monte Carlo and a data sample in which the signal is absent, could wrongly be attributed
to the presence of a signal.

The systematic uncertainties in the Monte Carlo description of the kinematic event variables are
studied in two control samples at a centre-of-mass energy of206 GeV. In the first control sample, called
two-fermion control-sample in the following, radiative returns contributing to the q q̄(γ) processes with
photons detected at large angles are selected and the taggedISR photon is removed from the event in
Monte Carlo and data. This creates a q q̄-like topology with missing momentum at large angles. The
second control sample, called four-fermion control-sample, is obtained by selecting W+W− → q q̄lν
events and removing the identified isolated lepton from the events in Monte Carlo and data. After this
procedure these two control samples possess a topology verysimilar to signal events. For all kinematic
variablesx of the preselection and the likelihood selection the meanx and the width of the distribution
(RMS) are compared between Monte Carlo and data, for the two-fermion and four-fermion control-
samples. The observables in the two-fermion and four-fermion Monte Carlo are then modified separately
according toxNEW

MC = (xOLD
MC − xMC)× RMSDATA

RMSMC
+ xDATA . Then all five likelihood selections are repeated

separately and the relative change in the number of selectedevents compared to the unmodified case is
taken as the systematic uncertainty.

Since the analysis labelled A1 in Table C.3 is used over a large range of the search plane (see Figure
C.2), the systematic uncertainties on the background determined in this analysis A1 are taken as an
estimate for the background for all analyses. To determine the effect of the systematic uncertainty on
the signal efficiencies, one has to take into account the factthat the kinematic properties of the signal
depend on the assumed Higgs mass and decay width. Twelve representative hypotheses are studied with
MH chosen to be 20, 60 or 110 GeVandΓH taking values of 5, 20, 70 and 200 GeV. For these hypotheses
the signal Monte Carlo is modified according to the four-fermion correction factors, representing the
dominant remaining background after the cut on the signal likelihood. The relative change in selected
event weights compared to the unmodified case is then taken asan estimate of the systematic uncertainty
on the signal efficiency for a given hypothesis. The root-mean-square of all twelve hypotheses is applied
as an (MH,ΓH)-independent estimate for the whole search area and for allcentre-of-mass energies (see
Table C.4).

The W pairs are very effectively reduced in the preselectionby the isolated lepton veto. Due to the
importance of this veto the uncertainty from the lepton isolation angle and the vetoed cone energy is
studied in the following way. The half-cone angle of the outer cone is increased and decreased by two
degrees, following the studies in [28], and the relative effect on the selection determined. Furthermore
the cone energy is varied by 7.4 % and the analyses are repeated. The value of the cone energy rescaling
is determined by the relative deviation of the mean of the measured energy of the lepton candidates in
the inner cone between data and Monte Carlo in the W+W− → q q̄lν sample. For signal efficiencies an
analogous study was performed at the twelve points described above. Both results for the relative change
of the selection for the cone opening half-angle and cone energy variation are added in quadrature and
the root-mean-square of the 12 (MH,ΓH) hypotheses was taken to yield the total uncertainty associated
with the isolated lepton veto (see Table C.4).

The theoretical prediction on the cross-section for the two- and four-fermion processes adds an un-
certainty of 2 % to the background uncertainty [29]. Finally, the uncertainty due to the limited Monte
Carlo statistics is evaluated.
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Table C.5 summarises the results of the studies. All uncertainties are assumed to be uncorrelated
and the individual contributions are added in quadrature toobtain the total systematic uncertainties on
the background expectation and signal efficiency. The dominant systematic uncertainties on the signal
efficiency arise from the description of the kinematic variables. The background expectation is more
affected by the uncertainty in the isolated lepton veto, as the main contribution of the background stems
from four-fermion processes. But the uncertainty associated with the description of the kinematic vari-
ables is of similar magnitude. The limits quoted in Section C.5.1 were calculated including the uncer-
tainties of Table C.5. To estimate the extent to which the limits depend on the size of the systematic
uncertainties, the limit calculation was repeated doubling the systematic uncertainties. A comparison of
the limits with single and double systematic uncertainties, done at similar representative points as used
for the systematic studies, showed that the excluded cross-sections typically decrease between a half and
one and a half percent. A maximal reduction of 2.1 % was found.C.5 Results
The results of the search using each of the five different likelihood selections, labelled A1-A5, after a cut
on the likelihood larger than 0.2 are summarised in Table C.6, which compares the numbers of observed
candidates with the Standard Model background expectations. The data are compatible with the Standard
Model background expectations. The remaining four-fermion background consists predominantly of W
pairs, representing roughly three quarters of the background at energies above the Z pair threshold. Figure
C.7 shows examples for signal efficiencies. For small decay widths the dependence on the centre-of-mass
energy is weak up toMH ≈ 80 GeV, and for large widths it is weak up to the kinematic limit. Because of
the centre-of-mass energy dependence of the Bjorken cross-section of a Higgs boson with massMH, the
lower centre-of-mass energies contribute more significantly to the sensitivity for lighter Higgs bosons
(see e.g. in [8]). For very light Higgs bosons the efficiency is moderately reduced by the preselection
cuts demanding a sizeable amount of missing energy. In the case of broader Higgs resonances with
high mass, one observes a generally enhanced efficiency since the chance of selecting events from the
low mass tail compensates the suppression due to the fallingproduction cross-section of a heavy Higgs
boson.C.5.1 The upper limits on the prodution ross-setion times branhing ratio
Upper limits are calculated on the model-independent cross-sectionσ(MH,ΓH)×BR(H → EMIS) scaled
to

√
s = 206 GeV. As the likelihood distributions are only loosely cut, one can use not only the infor-

mation from the integral number of selected events (Table C.6) but also from the shape in a likelihood
ratio [30] to set more sensitive upper limits. For each centre-of-mass energy separately, each bin with
a signal likelihood larger than 0.2 in the distributions of expected signal, background and selected data
is treated as a search channel. For each centre-of-mass energy the number of expected signal events is
scaled to the total cross-section (Equation C.6). As with the analysis described in [31], the likelihood
distributions are given as discriminating input to a limit program [32]. A likelihood ratio is used to de-
termine the signal confidence level, CLS, defined in [30, 32], which excludes the presence of a possible
signal according to the modified frequentist approach [32].Additionally the program calculates the me-
dian upper number of signal events that could be excluded at 95 % confidence level (CL). This number is
then scaled to the total cross-section at the centre-of-mass energy of 206 GeVfor each (MH,ΓH) hypoth-
esis. The systematic uncertainties on the background expectations and signal selection efficiencies are
included according a generalisation of the method described in [33].

A very fine scan of the (MH,ΓH)-plane was performed by simulating the spectra of Higgs bosons
with a massMH from 1 to 120 GeVand widthsΓH starting at 1 GeVup to 3 TeV. The Higgs boson mass
was simulated in steps ofδMH = 1 GeV. Simulated values ofΓH are spaced in steps of 1 GeVup to
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5 GeV. A spacing ofδΓH = 5 GeVis chosen fromΓH = 5 GeVtoΓH = 750 GeV. Above this value steps of
δΓH = 50 GeVare adopted up to the maximalΓH of 3 TeV.

Examples of the projections of the observed upper cross-section limits together with the median
expected upper limits and the corresponding one and two standard deviation bands on the expected
limits are displayed in Figure C.8 for some choices ofΓH. Above a width of 300 GeVthe exclusion
plots look quite similar to the example displayed in Figure C.8i) because the excluded limits do not
change very much. The observed limits forΓH & 60 GeVare well contained in the one standard deviation
bands on the expectations and generally do not exceed two standard deviations except in Figure C.8 a)
at MH = 114 GeV. The discontinuities in the graphs correspond to changes in the analyses. As one can
observe, belowΓH . 40 GeVthe analysis are changed more often. Therefore the chance is higher that in
a few bins there are statistical fluctuations in the selecteddata, that lead to a deviation of more than one
standard deviation around the median. Also the data selected are highly correlated, as one can see for
example in the upward fluctuation aroundMH = 114 GeVvisible in Figure C.8 a)-c). All results for the
observed upper limits onσ(MH,ΓH)×BR(H → EMIS) are summarised in a contour plot (Figure C.9) in
the scanned (MH,ΓH)-plane. AboveΓH = 200 GeVthe observed upper limits are in the range of 0.15 pb
to 0.18 pb for allMH and vary very little. For such largeΓH the recoil mass distribution of the Higgs
tends to be more and more uniformly stretched out over the mass range explored. There is not much
difference in the selection of signal events for a Higgs boson with e.g. a width of 400 GeVor 600 GeVin
the considered range of Higgs masses. This prevents any specific discriminating kinematical properties
from being assigned to the expected signal as signal masses of a broad kinematical range are selected
with roughly equal probability. Therefore only one likelihood analysis is used in this part of the search
area, selecting the same subset of data and background. Since the upper limit on the model-independent
cross-section refers to a production cross-section at a centre-of-mass energy of 206 GeV, it must become
independent of (MH,ΓH) for an extremely largeΓH. In this case the shape of the Higgs signal would just
be a box, weighted with the production cross-section from 1 GeVto the kinematic limit of about 115 GeV.
The data are then compared to an approximately constant signal expectation. Hence the upper limit on
the cross-section is approximately independent of the (MH,ΓH) hypothesis at a value of roughly 0.16 pb.
For resonances with a decay width smaller than 200 GeVthere are regions where the limits are below
0.15 pb or even 0.1 pb forMH between 60 and 74 GeV. In this mass range the number of data events
selected is smaller than expected. AboveMH of 85 GeVthe upper limits become larger than 0.2 pb and
rise considerably for small widths below 40 GeV(see Figure C.8 a-e). This is due to the fact that the
Higgs mass approaches the kinematic limit and the likelihoods which rely on kinematical variables like
pT

MIS lose discrimination power. A maximal value of 0.57 pb is observed for MH of 114 GeVandΓH of
1 GeVcorresponding to a circa two-σ excess in the data.

It should be kept in mind that no optimisation of the search has been performed forΓH below 5 GeV.
In the region of heavy Higgs boson mass& 105 GeVand small width a search using recoil mass spectra
would be more sensitive. Therefore this region is more sensitively covered by searches that have been
performed by theLEP experiments documented in [2].C.5.2 Interpretation of the result in the stealthy Higgs senario
Interpreting the widthΓH of a Higgs boson according to Equation C.5, and settingmphion to zero, it
was possible to set limits onω in the stealthy Higgs scenario. A range fromω = 0.04 to ω = 24.45
was probed. The excluded regions are shown in Figure C.10 at 95 % confidence level (CL) in theω-
MH parameter space. To illustrate the Higgs boson width according to Equation C.5, contours of fixed
ΓH corresponding to a given massMH and couplingω are added to the plot. The maximum excluded
invisible width is aboutΓH = 400 GeVfor Higgs boson masses. 35 GeV, decreasing slowly toΓH =
115 GeVforMH = 100 GeV. The minimal exclusion ofω = 0.04 is observed atMH = 1 GeVand the
maximal exclusion isω = 5.9 for MH = 73 GeV. Forω between 0.04 and 0.59 a Higgs mass from 1 to
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103 GeVcould be excluded. The maximal excluded Higgs mass was 103 GeVfor width between 1 and
3 GeV, compared with the expected exclusion of 106 GeV.

The results presented in this study extend the previous decay-mode independent searches for new
scalar bosons with theOPAL detector [5] to regions of larger couplings and higher Higgsboson masses.
In [5] an interpretation within the stealthy Higgs model yielded a maximal excluded couplingω for
masses around 30 GeV, whereω was excluded up toω = 2.7. That study excluded Higgs boson masses
up toMH = 81 GeV. It should be pointed out that the decay-mode independent searches also studied Higgs
widths between 0.1 and 1 GeVand therefore cover the gap between searches within scenarios assuming a
narrow decay width of the invisibly decaying Higgs boson [2]and the search presented in this paper up
to MH = 81 GeV.C.6 Conlusions
A dedicated search was performed in the channel e+e− → HZ with Z → q q̄ and the non-Standard Model
decay H→EMIS final state allowing for invisible decay widths of the Higgs boson from 1 GeVup to 3 TeV.
The data taken by theOPAL detector atLEPabove the W pair threshold were analysed. No indication for
a signal was found and upper limits were set onσ(MH,ΓH)×BR(H → EMIS). The maximal upper limit
is 0.57 pb atMH = 114 GeVandΓH = 1 GeV. Over the scanned region of the (MH,ΓH)-plane upper limits
are generally of the order of 0.15 pb, especially for large values ofΓH & 400 GeVor Higgs boson masses
. 85 GeV.

The limits were interpreted in the stealthy Higgs scenario assuming the presence of a large number
of massless singlet states. Limits were calculated on the coupling ω to a hidden scalar sector of the
Higgs boson with a given massMH. A large part of the parameter plane kinematically accessible with
LEP 2 was excluded extending a previous exclusion published in [5]. Values forω between 0.04 (MH

= 1 GeV) and 5.9 (MH = 73 GeV) were excluded, and for certain values ofω Higgs boson masses are
excluded up toMH = 103 GeV. The possible non-detection of a light Higgs boson at the LEP searches
due to non-Standard Model invisible Higgs boson decays is therefore restricted to the case of extremely
large decay widths& 400 GeV.Aknowledgements
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binned
√

s nominal
√

s (GeV) year int. luminosity (pb−1) accid. veto (%)
> 180–186 183 1997 40.0 3.37
> 186–193 189 1998 199.8 2.24
> 193–198 196 1999 70.4 2.53
> 198–203 200 1999 112.0 2.96
> 203–209 206 2000 206.9 2.22

Tab. C.1:Breakdown of the analysed integrated data luminosities according to the centre-of-mass ener-
gies. The data was binned in five nominal centre-of-mass energies. The last column states the reduction
of the signal efficiencies and expected background rates dueto accidental triggering of the forward en-
ergy veto in the preselection, which is not modelled in the Monte Carlo.

cut γγ qq( γ) 4-fermion total SM data
(1)-(5) 48795 15639 4880 69314 74178
(6) 148 10359 1394 11901 11779
(7) 62 9128 1336 10526 10472
(8) 44 4897 1167 6108 6264
(9) 33 1061 964 2058 2116
(10) 18 425 895 1338 1387
(11) 18 423 879 1320 1368
(12) 4 68 820 892 899
(13) 4 60 441 505 498

Tab. C.2:Expected number of Standard Model background events after the preselection normalised to
a data luminosity of 629.1pb−1. The total SM background after preselection is expected to be 505±
5(stat)± 21(syst). The contributions of the different subclasses are broken down in column two to four
for the two-photon, two-fermion and four-fermion processes respectively.

analysis background uncertainty
label likelihood reference mass range (GeV)kinematic var. isol. lepton veto
A1 1 1–120 2.4 % 2.4 %
A2 2 1–120 1.6 % 2.3 %
A3 1 50–80 1.0 % 2.5 %
A4 2 50–80 1.6 % 2.6 %
A5 2 80–120 1.1 % 1.5 %

choice for uncertainty 2.4 % 2.4 %

Tab. C.3:Results of the study of systematic uncertainties of the expected background for the five kinds
of analyses, labelled A1-A5, used in the search (see Figure C.2) at a centre-of-mass energy of 206 GeV.
Since the analysis labelled A1 covers the largest part of thesearch area, its uncertainty was chosen as
representative uncertainty on the background due to the uncertainty in the kinematic variables and the
isolated lepton veto at all centre-of-mass energies.
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signal hypothesis efficiency uncertainty

MH (GeV) ΓH (GeV) kinematic var. isol. lepton veto
20 5 0.6 % 0.6 %
20 20 0.4 % 0.7 %
20 70 0.3 % 0.7 %
20 200 0.1 % 0.7 %
60 5 0.7 % 0.8 %
60 20 0.7 % 0.8 %
60 70 0.2 % 0.8 %
60 200 0.3 % 0.7 %

110 5 5.5 % 0.7 %
110 20 2.9 % 0.8 %
110 70 1.3 % 0.8 %
110 200 0.1 % 0.8 %

all MH and ΓH 1.9 % 0.7 %

Tab. C.4:Results of the study of systematic uncertainties in twelve representative (MH,ΓH)-points at a
centre-of-mass energy of 206 GeV. For each source the root-mean-square of the individual uncertainties
in the twelve points was taken to get an (MH,ΓH) independent estimate of the uncertainty at all centre-of-
mass energies.

source background uncertainty efficiency uncertainty
kinematic variables 2.4 % 1.9 %
isolated lepton veto 2.4 % 0.7 %
limited MC statistics 1.0 % 0.2 %
prediction 2- and 4-f cross-sect. 2.0 % -
total uncertainty 4.1 % 2.0 %

Tab. C.5:Results of the study of systematic uncertainties of the background for the five analyses (see
Table C.3) and of the signal efficiencies in twelve representative (MH,ΓH)-points (see Table C.4) at a
centre-of-mass energy of 206 GeV. The total uncertainty on background expectation and signal efficiency
is applied at all centre-of-mass energies and for all (MH,ΓH) hypotheses.

label reference masses likelihood 2-fermion 4-fermion total SM data
A1 1–120 GeV type 1 11 374 385± 4± 16 369
A2 1–120 GeV type 2 3 378 381± 4± 16 370
A3 50–80 GeV type 1 5 315 320± 3± 13 305
A4 50–80 GeV type 2 2 315 317± 3± 13 310
A5 80–120 GeV type 2 8 247 255± 3± 11 253

Tab. C.6: The likelihood selection of events with a signal likelihoodexceeding 0.2 according to the
different search strategies. The individual contributions to the total Standard Model background of two-
fermion and four-fermion background is broken down in the second and third column respectively. For
the total Standard Model background the statistical and thesystematic uncertainty is also given.
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Fig. C.8:The model independent upper limits at 95 % CL on the production cross-section times branch-
ing ratio,σprod×BRinv, scaled to a centre-of-mass energy of 206 GeVfor Higgs massMH and some ex-
amples of the Higgs decay widthΓH. The discontinuities in the limits reflect the changes in theanalysis
used at this mass (see Figure C.2).
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D. Interpretation in an extra-dimensional model withHiggs gravisalar mixing
As described in Chapter 2.2.3, models [66] that describe hypothetical large extra-dimensions obtain
scalar Kaluza-Klein excitations. Since their mass spacingis dense for the usual choice of the size of
the extra-dimensions two effects of interaction with the Higgs boson occur in such models. The by far
dominant effect is the mixing between the Higgs boson and a graviscalar of the Kaluza-Klein tower and
a possible the escape of such a mixed state into the bulk of extra-dimension providing effectively a large
invisible width of a light Higgs boson. Therefore, the parameter space of the Higgs sector in the ADD
models is additionally to the Higgs boson mass,MH extended by the number of extra-dimensionδ and
the scale on which the gravity influences the SM physics, which is given by the D-dimensional reduced
Planck massMD, and the strength parameterξ of the mixing term. The second minor effect that would
become noticeable only in precision measurements for very high Higgs masses close to the scale where
the gravity is the the direct decay into pairs of graviscalars, which gives a small correction to the invisible
width of the Higgs. But this width can be surely neglected as long no experiment exist that resolve the
width of the Higgs boson precise enough.

It was explained in Chapter 2.2.3 that in all s-channel processes the Higgs will exhibit these additional
invisible width by intermediate resonances, hence the SM cross section is reduced by the scaling factor
of 1

1−r where r = Γmix
ΓSM

. Therefore, searches for invisible decays may be utilised in cases the Higgs
discovery potential decreases strongly below 5σ . Under the assumption that the production cross section
on lower order stay the same as for the SM, the presence of the graviscalars in the Higgs propagator is
completely accounted for by generating the invisible width, that broadens the Higgs boson into a Breit-
Wigner shaped resonance. Hence, a generic normalisation with the cross section for the stealthy Higgs
boson presented as Eq. 2.40 seems reasonable. Therefore, ifon can set limits in theMH-ΓH plane, an
interpretation in the parametersδ andξ from the scalar sector of the ADD model is feasible.D.1 Attempt to interpret the OPAL searh in the Higgs-gravisalar mixingsenario
In this section we make the attempt to interpret the results presented in appendix C of the search of the
OPAL Collaboration for an invisible Higgs in the Higgs-graviscalar mixing scenario If a hypothesis in
theMH-ΓH plane could be excluded at 95 % CL by the search, the formula for effective invisible width
is given by Eq. 2.33, which we cite1) here once more, is evaluated for a fixedδ , to find theξ andMD

1) Note, in several publications of the authors a typo in the exponent of the factor 20(δ−2) replaced the correct factor 20(2−δ )

in the approximations of the invisible width, yielding an extremely large width forδ > 2. But naturally, in the model the width
falls with rising numberδ of extra-dimensions, which can be envisioned as a reduced graviscalar state density in more extra-
dimensions that overlap with the Higgs and are available formixing. In preparation of the interpretation we cross-checked the
formula with the published values, which were unfortunately only for δ = 2 available. There the typo makes no difference. The
assumption induced by the faulty formula of considerable larger width as the detector resolution motivated the interpretation of
the search in the mixing scenario. We found only later the typo in the publication. And we see now that the correct values are
not as large that the width dependent search becomes necessary.
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values corresponding to the excludedMH.

Γinv ≡ Γ(h → graviscalar) = 2πξ 2v2 3(δ −1)

δ +2

m1+δ
h

M2+δ
D

Sδ−1

∼ (16MeV )202−δ ξ 2Sδ−1
3(δ −1)

δ +2

( mh

150GeV

)1+δ
(

3TeV
MD

)2+δ
. (D.1)

The formula is evaluated forδ = 2 to δ = 6.
Generally the OPAL search was limited in the Higgs mass rangebelow 110 GeV, due to the kinematic

limit. Also the search was designed to look for Higgs decays that are considerable broader than the mass
resolution of the detector given by approximately 3 GeV to 5 GeV. The Higgs mixing scenario predicts
the largest invisible widths forδ = 2 for low Higgs masses. In theδ > 2 case the width becomes very
large for higher Higgs masses. In Tab. D.1 we calculated withEq. 2.40 some typical invisible width
from the strong mixing. The general feature of Eq. D.1 is thatthe width diminishes with rising number
δ . The width rises naturally with the mixing strength parameter ξ , but if the scaleMD on which gravity
enters is high then this width is strongly suppressed again.And the width will be larger as higher the
Higgs mass predicted is. In other words fixing all other parameters as width andξ the highest sensitivity
on MD is reached for high Higgs masses. Given the typical mass resolution in a LEP experiment, one
sees in Tab. D.1, that the width stays well below the mass resolution for scales of gravity above 1 TeV.
There is no need to perform a width optimised search at LEP in this scenario.

invisible decay width (GeV) by strong Higgs graviscalar mixing ξ = 1

MH( GeV) MD = 1.5 TeV MD = 1.0 TeV MD = 0.5 TeV

δ = 2
100 0.36 1.81 28.95
110 0.48 2.41 38.54

δ = 3
100 0.08 0.58 18.53
110 0.11 0.85 27.13

δ = 4
100 0.01 0.11 7.23
110 0.02 0.18 11.72

δ > 4
100

not resolved
110

Tab. D.1: Calculated invisible width using Eq. D.1 for variousMD, assuming strong mixing (ξ = 1), in
dependence from the number of extra-dimensions. Here it becomes clear that at LEP for scales ofMD

not already excluded the width is always of the order or belowthe mass resolution, i.e. 3 to 5 GeV for
the LEP detectors.

The interpretation in the ADD model of the width dependent OPAL search (dark blue contour) as well
as the combined result of the invisible Higgs searches by thefour LEP experiments (dark green contour)
are shown in Fig. D.1 and Fig. D.2. The combined result of the LEP experiments is the exclusion of
invisible Higgs decays at lower mass limit of 114.4 GeV (taken from [89]). This LEP combination used
optimised searches for the narrow Higgs scenario and much luminosity using data up to

√
s = 209 GeV.

The limit is naturally more stringent as from the width dependent OPAL search alone. Since for the
regarded mass range below 110 GeV the Higgs is very narrow, even a small mixing parameterξ < 1
will yield almost 100% branching into invisible final states. Therefore the combined result of the LEP
experiments on exclusion of invisible Higgs decays will give also a higher sensitivity onMD, which is
illustrated by the dark green contour in Fig D.1 and Fig D.2.
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Fig. D.1: Interpretation of the excludedMH-ΓH hypotheses in the OPAL broad invisible Higgs search as
excluded part (dark blue) in theMD-ξ plane in the Higgs graviscalar mixing scenario. In this scenario
is δ = 2 chosen. But even for large mixing ofξ = 1 the invisible width from mixing stays below the
experimental resolution in the probed mass range, being typically 3 to 5 GeV for the LEP detectors. In
that case an interpretation of the LEP combined searches forinvisible Higgs yields higher sensitivity
for MD. This is indicated by the green contour. The red vertical lines correspond to lower limits on
MD, set by direct graviton searches. These can access a higher mass range since no associated Z boson is
produced. The sensitivity of the OPAL search alone and also invisible Higgs searches in Higgs strahlungs
process cannot match these direct limits.
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Fig. D.2: Interpretation of the excludedMH-ΓH hypotheses in the OPAL broad invisible Higgs search
as excluded part(dark blue) in theMD-ξ plane in the Higgs graviscalar mixing scenario. The contours
correspond to a scenario with scenarioδ = 3 (upper left panel),δ = 4 (upper right panel) andδ = 5
(lower left panel),δ = 6 (lower right panel). Also the corresponding exclusion following from the LEP
combined limit on the invisible Higgs are given as green contour. The red vertical lines correspond to
lower limits onMD, set by direct graviton searches (Tab. D.2). The sensitivity of the OPAL search alone
or searches for invisible Higgs decays in the Higgsstrahlung process cannot match these direct search
limits.
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From searches for direct graviton production lower limits on the scale of gravityMD can be deferred.
Hence, several collider experiments performed searches for the direct production in various channels.
Generally, direct graviton production in colliders would lead to distinct missing energy signature. At
LEP 2 direct graviton production can be searched in processes like e+e− → γE/T or e+e− → ZE/T . At the
TeVatron these searches can use channels likepp̄ → γE/T or pp̄ → jetsE/T . In Tab. D.2 LEP and TeVatron
combined lower limits (depending on the assumed number of extra-dimensions), taken from [82], are
listed. Also these direct search limits are included as red vertical line into Fig.D.1 and Fig. D.2, for
the corresponding assumed number ofδ . For comparison with these direct searches, we collect again

lower bound δ = 2 δ = 3 δ = 4 δ = 5 δ = 6

MD( TeV) 1.45 1.09 0.87 0.72 0.65

Tab. D.2: Lower bounds onMD from combination of direct TeVatron and LEP 2 searches for graviton
productions in extra-dimensions.(Taken from [82])

in Tab. D.3 the lower limits onMD assuming strong Higgs-graviscalar mixingξ = 1, in dependence
from the number of extra-dimensions, for the width dependent OPAL and LEP combined invisible Higgs
searches. From the comparison one sees that the OPAL search or even the combined LEP result on
invisible Higgs searches using the Z boson associated production is not competitive in probingMD with
the direct limits from the combined TeVatron and LEP 2 results. This may not only come from the much
larger exploited amount of data in the combination of TeVatron and LEP data, but also from the fact
that the limits from direct graviton production have a larger mass reach, since no associated Z boson has
to be produced. Also it is important to note, that the direct limits do not depend on assumptions about
the mixing strengthξ . Nevertheless the OPAL search can confirm the exclusion in a large part of the
parameter space of this extra-dimensional scenario. As long as no high Higgs masses can be probed, the
direct searches for graviton production will bring more enlightenment on the realised scale of gravity in
nature. The invisible Higgs searches are in this context necessary for the clearance of the Higgs sector
that will have considerably reduced branching in the canonical visible channels.

lower bound onMD( TeV)

for ξ = 1. δ = 2 δ = 3 δ = 4 δ = 5 δ = 6

OPAL MH > 103 GeV 0.79 0.67 0.54 0.46 0.39
LEP 2MH > 114 GeV 0.94 0.78 0.63 0.53 0.45

Tab. D.3: Lower bounds onMD, assuming strong Higgs-graviscalar mixingξ = 1, in dependence from
the number of extra-dimensions. Here the the OPAL width dependent search is compared with LEP
combined invisible Higgs limit. It is assumed to have a widthat the order of the mass resolution, i.e. 3
to 5 GeV. See also Fig. D.1 and Fig. D.2.D.2 Interpretation of expeted ATLAS sensitivity in a Higgs-gravisalar mixingmodel
The LHC provides centre of mass energies that become of the order of the so far tested gravity scales.
It is interesting to see the prospects for invisible Higgs searches in this scenario. In Fig. D.3 from [65]
assuming a Higgs mass of 120 GeV, the estimated discovery contours in invisible Higgs searches, on
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Fig. D.3: Invisible decay width effects in theξ - MD plane forMH=120 GeV withδ = 2. The green
regions indicate where the Higgs signal at the LHC drops below the 5σ threshold for 100 fb−1 of data.
The regions above the blue bold line are the parts of the parameter space where the LHC invisible Higgs
signal in theWW -fusion channel exceeds 5σ significance. The solid vertical line at the largestMD

value in each figure shows the upper limit onMD which can be probed at the5 σ level by the analysis
of jets/γ with missing energy at the LHC. The middle dotted vertical line shows the value of below
which the theoretical computation at the LHC is ambiguous− a signal could still be present there, but
its magnitude is uncertain. The dashed vertical line at the lowestMD value is the 95% CL lower limit
coming from combining Tevatron and LEP/LEP2 limits. The regions above the cyan line are the parts of
the parameter space where the LC invisible Higgs signal willexceed5 σ assuming

√
s = 350 GeV and

L = 500fb−1 (from [65]).

basis of studies from 2005, are indicated. For the LHC, 100 fb−1 of data collected at
√

s = 14 TeV are
assumed. As the significance in the visible channels drops below 5σ (green area) due to the invisible
graviscalar decays, the discovery in the extra-dimensional scenario still can be made using the invisible
channel. In case of Higgs mass set to 120 GeV, in the Higgs graviscalar scenario the invisible branching
is high but no dilution due to a very large decay width is expected, if the gravity scale is high enough.
E.g for δ = 2 andξ = 1 the invisible Higgs width will be 0.62 GeV in case ofMD = 1500, and 50
GeV in case ofMD = 500. In conclusion, whenever the sensitivity for a light Higgs boson is lost due to
the suppression of the canonical decay modes, the invisiblerate is large enough to still ensure detection
through theWW fusion channel.

But in case the Higgs probed at the LHC becomes heavier, it maybe that the Higgs width exceeds
the experimental resolution and a width dependent search will become handy. For that reason we wanted
to attempt to interpret the expected excluded hypotheses ina scenario with Higgs-graviscalar mixing.
As for the LEP search, we first give an overview of the calculated invisible width contribution in the
graviscalar scenario for some typical masses in Tab. D.4.
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invisible decay width (GeV) by strong Higgs graviscalar mixing ξ = 1

MH( GeV) MD = 1.5 TeV MD = 1.0 TeV MD = 0.5 TeV

δ = 2
130 0.8 4. 64.
200 2.8 15. 232.
800 183. 926. ≫ TeV

δ = 3
130 0.2 1.7 53.
200 1.2 9. 296.
800 312. 2372 ≫ TeV

δ = 4
130 0.04 0.4 27.
200 0.3 3.6 233.
800 327. 3726 ≫ TeV

δ > 4
130

not resolved
200
800 O(100 GeV) ≫ TeV

Tab. D.4: Calculated invisible width using Eq. D.1 for various MD, assuming strong mixing (ξ = 1)
in dependence from the number of extra-dimensions. The example Higgs masses of 130 GeV and 200
GeV are expected to lie within the sensitivity of ATLAS invisible Higgs searches in 30 fb−1of data
at

√
s = 14 TeV, while 800 GeV is outside. As for LEP for scales ofMD not already excluded and

Higgs masses accessible within the LHC mass range, the widthis always of the order or below the mass
resolution.

The parameter space accessible for exclusion with the widthdependent search is displayed as light
blue area in Fig. D.4 and Fig. D.5. The parameter space is not expected to be probed far beyond the
existing lower bounds (red vertical lines). The reach for higher gravity scales above the lower bounds
becomes smaller, if the number of extra-dimensions is raised.

For the comparison, we interpreted the published updated invisible Higgs sensitivity study of ATLAS
[7] from 2008, assuming Higgs production in weak boson fusion with SM cross sections and 30 fb−1

of data at
√

s = 14 TeV . Then the lower limits at 95% CL on the invisible branching for a given Higgs
mass can be translated into theMD − ξ -plane. The result is marked in Fig. D.4 and Fig. D.5, by the
green contours. In the area above these contours, the narrowwidth search would be able to detect an
invisible Higgs, the potential to exclude the Higgs would beeven larger. On the other hand the width
dependent search can only exclude a much smaller part of the parameters space compared to the narrow
width optimised search. As Tab. D.4 demonstrates higher Higgs masses mark the part of the parameter
space in which a width dependent search strategy would be appropriate. Though it is clear, since the
sensitivity for very heavy Higgs masses, is lost due to the small cross section and the large systematics
impact, a width dependent search in the Higgs-graviscalar mixing scenario is not beneficial. Since for
the covered mass range the mixing induced width stays small,the narrow invisible Higgs search are more
sensitive onMD. But again to improve the direct limits onMD in an unique way (i.e. not depending on
ξ ), one has to use other channels that produce gravitons with large rate and exploit the full mass range
of the LHC. As an example, it is estimated that the corresponding scales ofMD which can be probed in
mono jet searches at the LHC for direct graviton production (violet vertical line in Fig. D.3) are about 4
times higher as the existing lower bounds.
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Fig. D.4: Interpretation of the expected excludedMH-ΓH hypotheses in the broad invisible Higgs scenario
as excluded part (light blue) in theMD-ξ plane in the Higgs-graviscalar mixing scenario. In this scenario
is δ = 2 chosen. But even for large mixing ofξ = 1 the invisible width from mixing stays below the
experimental resolution. In that case an interpretation ofthe ATLAS sensitivity for a narrow invisible
Higgs [7] yields higher sensitivity forMD. This is indicated by the green contours for Higgs masses of
130 GeV and 250 GeV. The red vertical line corresponds to lower limits on MD, set by direct graviton
searches.New strategy for Higgs mass and width sensitivity in omplex �nal states at the LHC
As already mentioned in Chapter 2.2.3, the Higgs regularises the weak boson scattering amplitudes. A
broadened but invisible Higgs can be seen in such processes.This observation was the motivation for
recently undertaken studies for the sensitivity to Higgs width and mass in more complex final states.
In [38] complex final states likepp →ZZtt̄(b̄) or pp → W +W−tt̄(b̄) were regarded. The cross sections
for the production of weak boson pairs in association with heavy quarks (beside from top quarks, beauty
quarks can become of interest in models that enhance the coupling to those) were calculated. It was
argued that for example in a Higgs mass range below 180 GeV thereconstruction of the complex final
state will reveal not only the Higgs but is sensitive to the actual Higgs width in the order of two to
eight times of the SM Higgs width. These theoretical investigation are only at the beginning and still to
be proved experimentally to be feasible, but with referenceto Tab. D.4 this width sensitivity provided
by these search channels would match very well to requirements of ATLAS studies in the light Higgs-
graviscalar mixing scenario.Interplay of ILC and LHC
We have seen that the situation at the LHC can become problematic if the Higgs is very heavy and the
scale of gravityMD is several TeV. From this, one concludes that it needs more luminosity and a more
precise analysis method like the information stemming formrecoil mass spectra. The reconstruction
of recoil mass spectra is very well possible at electron-positron colliders, if the Higgs is produced in
Higgsstrahlung. The sensitivity for the light Higgs at higher values ofMD will be reached due to a
possible future linear collider (LC), which is intended to be an electron-positron collider. The LC would
be a machine that could deliver large luminosity at high centre of mass energies, providing the sensitivity
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Fig. D.5: Interpretation of the expected excludedMH-ΓH hypotheses in the broad invisible Higgs scenario
as excluded part(light blue) in theMD-ξ plane in the Higgs graviscalar mixing scenario. The contours
correspond to a scenario with scenarioδ = 3 (upper left panel),δ = 4 (upper right panel) andδ = 5
(lower left panel),δ = 6 (lower right panel). Also the discovery contours for a lightinvisibly decaying
Higgs form the ATLAS studies [7] are given as green contours.The red vertical lines correspond to
lower limits onMD, set by direct graviton searches (Tab. D.2). The sensitivity of the width dependent
search cannot match searches for narrow invisible Higgs decays in the low Higgs mass range.
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δ = 2 andξ = 0.5, when the scale of gravity isMD = 2 TeV, and the Higgs has a mass ofMH = 120 GeV.
The yellow areas give the 95% CL contours of a fit to the model parameters with the LHC data alone
(assuming

√
s = 14 TeVandL = 100fb−1) and the smaller blue contour is the estimated improvement

of the fit result by adding LC data (assuming
√

s = 500 GeVandL = 500fb−1 plus
√

s = 1000 GeVand
L = 1000fb−1 ).

for higher values ofMD. In Fig. D.3 the enhanced potential for discovery compared to the LHC (having
collected 100 fb−1 of data at

√
s = 14 TeV) is indicated by the cyan contour, assuming for a LC operated

at
√

s = 350 GeV and collected data ofL = 500fb−1. In case that higher scales ofMD are realised in
nature the weak boson fusion invisible searches lose sensitivity for small ξ , since the invisible rate which
is inverse proportional toMD drops. In that case the LC can bring much improvement. The possibility to
reconstruct recoil mass spectra in invisible Higgs searches in the LC will provide a very sensitive method
for discovery, fully compensating for the reduction of the invisible rate for largeMD.

Aside from the discovery, the determination of the nature ofthe extra-dimensions will pose a great
challenge even for a LC. In Fig. D.6, from [65], the result of afit on the model parameters displayed as
95% CL regions. The yellow contour assuming 100 fb−1 data from the LHC at design luminosity. One
sees that the LHC allone will fail to unravel the nature of extra-dimensions. A tunable LC may be used to
measure the cross sections at two centre of mass energies like

√
s = 500 GeV and

√
s = 1000 GeV, which

gives very strong constraints. A precision measurement possibly on the percent level of the invisible
branching at the LC can in combination with the LHC data narrow the fit region that the accuracy with
which ξ is known allows a precise fit and to pinpoint the number of extra-dimensionδ , as Fig. D.6
illustrates. But it must be emphasised that that would be theoutcome of a long physics program. This
extrapolation assumed 500 fb−1 at

√
s = 500 GeV plus 1000 fb−1 at

√
s = 1000 GeV. But still this is

a further example how the LC with its high precision can complement the knowledge about discoveries
made at the LHC.
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